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Introduction 

To the Teacher 

Successful Writing Proficiency consists of nine units which cover all types of composition writing (descriptio 
narratives, letters, discursive essays, articles, reviews) required at advanced levels. Each unit starts with a leac 
listening activity through which the basic plan for the type of writing the unit deals with is introduced. This also ser\ 
as a brainstorming activity, giving the teacher the chance to elicit useful language and ideas on the topic un( 
discussion. Detailed theory and plans are provided to be used as a reference by students. A variety of models 
which the theory is applied are followed by exercises to improve students' writing skills, focusing on register a 
style. The exercises are graded, leading to the acquisition of those skills needed for students to be able to WI 

successfully at advanced levels. Topic identification, "discuss and write" sections and study check sections reinfol 
students' knowledge and remind them of the structures previously presented, thus helping them revise the writi 
areas covered in the book. The Teacher's Book provides answers to the exercises, model plans, transcripts of 1 
listening exercises and useful teaching tips. At the back of the Teacher's Book are marked model compositions 
help teachers mark students' compositions. The book is accompanied by a cassette with all the listening exercis, 

The units can either be presented in the order they appear in the book or teachers can select the unit they want 
present according to their own judgement and their students' needs. The course can be covered in approximat 
30 one-hour lessons. 

Brainstorming Technique 

The brainstorming technique can be used in all the units in this book. The technique may be applied each time tl 
students come across a new topic, whether in a model or a writing assignment. 

The technique is used as follows: the teacher invites students to think of as many words or ideas as possible relatl 
to the topic and writes them on the board. The teacher may choose to guide the students further by having them Iii 
or categorise related terms. 

This technique aims to stimulate students' knowledge about the topic, thus drawing together ideas and vocabula 
necessary for writing a successful composition. 

e.g. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of technological progress. 
Brainstorming: computers, genetic engineering, information networks, unemployment, satellite communicatior 

cloning, nuclear accidents, medical research, etc. 
Ss can then be asked to think of the positive and negative aspects of each item. 

e.g. Describe a popular shop in your neighbourhood. 
Brainstorming: T writes the following key words on the board and asks Ss to give him/her as many words; 

possible related to each key word. 

department store, 
supermarket, 
jeweller's, 
pharmacy, 
bookshop, 
stationer's, 
boutique 
etc. 

racks of clothes, 
shopping baskets, 
credit card, 
trolleys, 
shelves, 
cash register 
etc. 

multi-storey, 
corner shop, 
High Street, 
window displays, 
basement, 
aisles, 
changing rooms 
etc. 

TI 
push trolleys, 
queue up, 
browse, 
try on clothes 
hunt for bargains 
etc. 
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Unit 1 Describing People 

Linking Words and Structures 

• Writing which contains a series of short sentences or the same simple 
linking words (such as "and") soon becomes boring and repetitive. To 
avoid this, you should use a wide range of linking words and structures. 

with 
She is tall and striking, with long blonde hair. 

Relative Clauses who/which/whose 

My neighbour, who is slightly eccentric, has dozens of filthy cats. 
He is a scruffy child whose clothes are tom and dirty. 
He has a broken nose, which makes him look like a boxer. 

Result so/such (a) ... (that) 

She is so beautiful (that) she looks like a film star. 

Addition in addition to, as well as/besides, moreover, furthermore, not 
only ... but also ... , etc. 

He is vety tall, in addition to being vety thin. 
My grandmother has deep wrinkles, as well as thin grey hair. 
He is not only artistic, but also a successful businessman. 

Contrast butiyetiHowever/Nonetheless/Even so + clause 
Although/(Even) though/While + clause 
In spite of/Despite + -ing form/noun/the fact that 

He is temperamental, butlyet he is a loyal friend. 
He looks as though he's an old man. However, he is only 35. 
Although he has a huge, powerful body, he's a vety gentle person. 
In spite of being vety busy, she always has time for her children. 

4 Join the following sentences by using a variety of the structures shown 
in the table above, as in the example. 

e.g. Kevin Boyce plays bas
ketball for our school team. 
He is very tall. He is athlet
ic, too. This makes him an 
excellent player. 
Kevin BOyce, who p/fIys Ixls
ketbfJll for our school team, is 
not only very tIllI but fIIso 
very athletic, wlich mtlkes 
lim an excellent player. 

1 The Masai are East African 
tribespeople. They are tall. 
They have noble 
features. They look 
extremely graceful. 

2 Grace Kelly reached Hollywood stardon 
in the 1950s. She was famous for her del 
icate features. She married a prince too 

3 The postman is 56. He has thick blad 
hair. It has only a few touches of gre) 
He has smooth skin. This makes hin 
look younger than he is. 

4 Mrs Russell is tiny. Her flat is next tl 
mine. She has white hair and wrinkle5 
She looks 90 years old. 

S Maurice has black hair. He has a thid 
black moustache. He has a dark com 
plexion. 

6 The policeman's muscular build fillel 
his large uniform. He had a high, broal 
forehead and a strong, square jaw 
These gave him an air of authority. 

PERSONALITY 
AND BEHAVIOUR 

• In descriptions of people we can 
include a clear description of a 
person's personality and behaviour 
with a variety of character words. 
e.g. He is friendly and honest. 

She speaks vety rudely. 
He is greedy and a miser. 

These words should be justified in an 
explanation or example. e.g. Brian, 
who is vety sociable, enjoys going to 
parties and meeting peop!e. 

• If you describe negative qualities, you 
should use mild language. Use: tend 
to, seem to, is rather, can sometimes 
be, etc. e.g. Sarah is an excel/entworker, 
but she can sometimes be rather 
impatient. (not: She is impeMttt) 

• You may describe personality and 
behaviour with examples of manner 
and mannerisms (the gestures people 
use, the way they speak/walk, etc) 
e.g. Timothy is a very tolerant father; 

no matter what his children do 
he doesn't lose his temper. 

Note that personality characteristics 
should be stressed in certain types of 
writing, for example when you 
recommend someone for a job. 
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Linking Words and Structures 
LINKING CAUSE AND EFFECT 
She is open and friendly. (Cause) She is popular. (Effect) 

because/as/since owing to/due to (+ -ing/noun/the fact that) .. . 
As a result/consequence of A/the result of ... is... ... ; as a result, .. . 

She is popular becau.e she is open and friendly. 
She is popular due to being/due to the fact that .he is open and friendly. 
A re.uH of her being open I. that she is popular .. 

... , so ... therefore/for this reason ... The reason (that/why) ... is ... 

She is open and friendly, .0 she is popular. 
She is open and friendly, therefore she is popular. 
The rea.on she is popular I. that she is open and friendly. 

5 All the sentences below use the simple linking word "because". Look at 
the table above, then rewrite each of the sentences using the linking 
word or phrase in bold type. 

e.g. People often fInd him offensive because he says exactly what he thinks. 
A result of ... 

A result of his saying exactly what he thinks is that people often find 
him offensive. 

1 People trust Paul because he is so honest. Since .. . 

2 He is very successful because he works extremely hard. The reason .. . 

3 Joan is an interesting person because she has lived in exotic places and has 
had so many strange experiences. ... ; as a result, ... 

4 Don comes across as being inquisitive because he tends to ask people a lot 
of questions. ... , so .. . 

S I dislike her because she is vain and self-centred. ... due to .. . 

Unil 1 Describing People 

1 He has / habit / speak with / mouth full / 
which I / be / disgusting (find) 

2 Sarah / people / be / immature / since / 
often giggle / when someone / speak / 
her (strike) 

3 Owing / fact / David / never pay / any
thing, he / be / mean (impression) 

4 As / he / not return things / he borrow / he 
/ be / dishonest (opinion) 

5 Since my sister often forget / where she 
put / things, she / be / absent-minded 
(appear) 

Compound Adjectives 
Compound adjectives are formed 
with: 

a) present participles: a quick-acting 
officer, a hard-working doctor 

b) past participles: a styliShly-dressed 
woman, an open-hearted young man, 
a narrow-minded politician, a widely
known football player 

c) cardinal numbers + nouns: a three
year-old boy, a six-foot tall man 

d) well, badly, ill, poorly + past 
participle: a well-intentioned friend, 
an ill-mannered actress 

~ 

7 Make compound adjectives to describe 

Impressions, Opinions and Reactions the following: 

I think/feel/etc (that) It seems to me that To melTo my mind 

As far as I'm concerned In my opinion/view/eyes 

sb seems/appears to be ... sb strikes people/comes across as (being) ... 
sb gives the impression of being .. ./the impression that ... 

I/people/etc find/consider sb to be ... I think of/see/regard sb as being ... 

6 Using the expressions in brackets, write a complete sentence from each 
of the following 'skeleton' sentences, as in the example. 

e.g. Graham / sometimes / be insincere / result / try / flatter / everyone (come across) 
Graham sometimes cpmes(lcro$Sasl:Jeing insincere, as a result of trying to 
flatter everyone. 

1 A baby who is crying constantly. 
2 A speaker who has prepared thoroughly. 
3 Students who are organised well. 
4 A girl who has curly hair. 
5 A boy who has brown eyes. 
6 A basketball player who is 42 years old. 
7 An artist who is dressed in funny clothes. 
8 A child-minder who has been specially 

trained. 
9 A man who has a short temper. 

10 A man with qne leg. 
11 A dentist who has gentle manners. 
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Unit 1 Describing People 

Participles 
In formal writing, present and past 
participles can be used to replace 
clauses as in the following examples. 

She is so rich that she can buy anything 
she wants. 
Being so rich, she am roy anything shewantY. 
She was so rich that she could buy 
anything she wanted. 
Having been so rich, she could buy 
anything she wanted. 
When he is seen from a distance, he 
resembles Paul Newman. 
Seen from a distance, he resembles Paul 
Newman. 
Monica, who was ~sed entirely in red, 
entered the room. 
Dressed entirely in red, Monica entered 
the room. 

8 Rewrite the follow
ing sentences 
using participles. 

1 Oliver, who was cov
ered in dust, climbed 
down the ladder. 

2 Veronica, who was tired out, could not 
go on with the journey. 

3 Richard is so rude that he has no 
friends. 

4 She is so intelligent that she can speak 
six languages. 

5 Frank is so absent-minded that he 
always forgets his car keys. 

6 Susan, who was laughing hysterically, 
couldn't speak. 

7 Paul, who was walking on crutches, left 
the room slowly. 

8 Louise is so patient that she is cut out to 
be a teacher. 

9 The following text describes twin brothers. Read it, circle the words 01 

phrases describing personality and behaviour, and underline the justi· 
fications or examples given. 

Describe two people who are very different, despite 
their apparent similarity 

Jason and Jonathan are identical twin brothers: ":,h~ ar~ in th~ 
me year at school as I am. Physically, they are indistingUishable, 

~~ey are like "two peas in a pod", as the saying goes. They have t~e 
same short blond hair and fine features, and they tend to dress I~ 
the same casual style. When you get. ~o know them, ho",:ever, It 

on becomes clear that their personalities are completely different. 
s~ason is very outgoing, assertive and ambitious - the so~ O! per
son who might run a large corporation. An example o~ thiS IS. the 
fact that he is already the president of the school debating soc~ety. 
Although people tend to find him rather pompous and co~celted, 
to me he simply seems full of confidence. For Instance, he IS much 

I'k I t say "I can do it" than "I'm the best". It is true that more ley 0 . . f f . 
he comes across as stubborn, though, due to hiS habit 0 re uSing 
to admit he is wrong in any disagreement. . 

Jonathan, on the other hand, is mo~e ~f an Intr.overt. He v.e~ 
rarely socialises, preferring to spend hiS time o~ hiS owhn. ~e I~ 

dreamer who can spend hours stanng at t e c ou s. 
As a result, he sometimes gives the impressi?n of 

being lazy, while a few people ~ven regard him as 
slow-witted. On better acquaintance, however, 
he turns out to be not only enthusiasti.c an.d 
energetic, but also deeply caring whlc~ IS 
shown by his tireless work on behalf of vanous 

charities. 

10 Use the adjectives listed below to complete the following sentences 
describing character as in the example: 

childish, cruel, dishonest,friendly, lazy, mean, moody, rude, shy, stubborn, tactless 

Then choose from the list below the adjective which has a meaning 
almost the same as the word you have just used. Write each adjective 
next to its synonym. 

blunt, deceitful, idle, immature,insolent, miserly, obstinate, timid, sociable, 
spiteful, temperamental 
e.g. Maria is a friendly/sociable girl v,ho loves meeting people ([nd gets 011 well with 

eV('I)"One. 

1 A good example of Roger's .................................................................. behaviour was 
the time that he refused to finish a game of chess because he was losing. 



2 Andrew is so ................................................................................... that he does nothing 
all day except sit and watch television. 

3 Sandra is a rather .................................................................................................... girl who 
enjoys upsetting people and getting them into trouble. 

4 Gerald tends to be a(n) .......................................................................................... person; 
it's difficult to believe what he says or to trust him. 

5 Speaking to strangers is terrifying for Elaine because she is so ..................... . 
6 Melissa tends to be ............................................................. and often upsets people by 

saying what she thinks without considering their feelings. 
7 My brother is very .............................................................. ; he can suddenly 

change from being perfectly charming to angry or miserable. 
8 Mr Purvis is a rather ................................................................ old man who refuses to 

change his mind once he has reached a decision about something. 
9 The way that he shouts at his teachers is just one example of his .............. . 

behaviour. 
10 I think Carol is ................................................................................................. because she 

only spends money when she absolutely has to. 

11 mil Read the table, then listen to the cassette and complete the missing 
information. Using the information in the table and the linking words 
in the list, compare Anthony and June. 

Similarities: also, too, as well as 
Differences: however, on the other hand, whereas, while, but, although 

e.g. In some ways, Anthony and June are very similar. 
For example, they are both fashionable ... However, ... 

BOTH ANTHONY 

Appearance: fashionable 

Personality self-confident, ........................... , 
& Behaviour: sensitive enjoys .............. .. 

easily ............... .. 

Manner and Mannerisms 

12 Complete each of the following sentences with 
the set of character words which best match
es the manner/mannerisms described. 

a arrogant, smug and condes~ending 
b sensitive, generous and carmg 
c energetic, outgoing and con~dent . 
d distant, absent-minded and ImpolIte 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I 

conservative 

not outgoing, 
seems ................ , 

Unit 1 Describing People 

1 William comes across as ............................. , 
....................................... because he holds his 
head up high, speaks in a loud, clear voice 
and looks at people with a steady gaze. 

2 Most people regard him as ....................... .. 
. ................................................... , on account of 
his sarcastic tone of voice and sneering 
expression. 

3 The reason Lydia seems ............................. , 
........................ is that she often looks away 
in the middle of a conversation and 
sometimes doesn't answer when she is 
spoken to. 

4 Phillip strikes me as ...................................... , 
since he always realises when someone 
is upset or worried and offers them 
comfort, advice and practical help. 

13 Read the following descriptions and 
fill in each blank with a "character" 
word from the list below. Then rewrite 
each description in one sentence as in 
the example. Use as many different 
linking techniques as possible. 

aggressive, impatient, insincere, 
nervous, timid, vain 

e.g. Kel'in hites his nails. He jumps al loud 
noises. He is nervous 
As well as biting his nails, Kevin, who is a 
very nervous person, jumps at loud noises . 

1 Cathy spends hours doing her make-up. 
She is always looking at herself in the 
mirror. She is .................................................... . 

2 Jerry blushes easily. He looks at the 
floor when he is talking to people. He's 
very ........................................................................ . 

3 Gordon shouts at people a lot. He also 
clenches his fists whenever he gets 
angry. He is ....................................................... . 

4 Paula flatters people she dislikes. She 
pretends to agree with them, even if 
she's of a different opinion. She's ........ 

5 Roberta taps her foot if she has to wait. 
She sighs if things don't happen quickly. 
She's ...................................................................... . 

9 
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Unit 1 Describing People 

LIFE, LIFESTYLE AND BELIEFS 

In a description of a person you could include information that relates to 
their life, lifestyle and beliefs. You may refer to factual details such as 
profession, qualifications, family, etc e.g. He is an eminent scientist who 
is famous for his research in genetics. or aspects such as daily routine, 
hobbies, interests, achievements, beliefs, ambitions, future prospects, 
etc. e.g. George is working hard because he wants to be promoted. 

• Information about life, lifestyle and beliefs gives the reader a clearer idea of 
what the person is and does, and often also suggests what the person's 
character is like. 
e.g. Andrew's ambition is to climb Mt Everest = athletic, adventurous 

14 Read the descriptions of three people's lifestyles and beliefs and try to 
guess what each person does. Which aspects of their life, lifestyle and 
beliefs do they mention? Now write a similar paragraph about a teach
er or a reporter. 

Arm has a very unpredictable 
lifestyle because she doesn't have a regular 

job. When she has a part, however, she tends to get 
up late as she works until late in the evenings. Then, she 

goes to the gym because it's important for her to be healthy. 
After that Ann learns her lines or attends extra rehearsals. 

She goes to work at about six o'clock. Ann's profession 
enables her to fulfil one of her dreams - to travel. 

She tries to keep an optimistic approach to life 
as you never know what the 

future holds. 

Steve has a very busy 
lifestyle - getting up at five thirty, 

working out in the gym and then going straight to 
work. He often has working breakfasts and lunches and 

meetings to attend that go on until the early hours. Steve 
also has to travel a lot, so he isn't able to spend much time 

with his family and friends, although he tries to keep his 
weekends free. He believes in hard work and that the key to 

success lies in honesty and determination. His recent 
romotion gives him reason to hope that he will 

be a senior partner of the firm 
one day. 

Claire's life is pretty much 
the same from day to day. On weekdays 

gets up at seven, wakes up her teenaged sons and 
them off to school. Then she starts the housework, s 

ping and so on. She spends a lot of time working in the gar
den, which she really enjoys. Claire always tries to arrange 

something special for the weekends - a drive in the country 
with the whole family, for instance. She believes that 

taking care of her family is a job in itself and 
one that s he takes great 

pride in. 

15 Read the short extract below, and s 
which aspects of the person's life a 
lifestyle the paragraph deals with. 

Moira's career as a respected paint« 
keeps her busy from dawn to dusl 
Fortunately she loves meetl' I ng ne1 
peop e: so she can combine her intel 
ests With her career When sh . . . e IS nc 
~ttendlng exhibitions and gallery open 
Ings s~e leads a very disciplined life 
She paints from 6 o'clock in the . . , morn 
Ing untd 4 0 clock in the afternoon. Sh( 
usually spends the early evenings wit/
her husband and two children H 
~mbit~on is to have a one-woman-'sho: 
In an Impo:tant london gallery _ and 
her dream IS to own an art galle 
day. ryone 

16 1m You will hear two people talki 
about a successful writer. Read t 
table, then listen to the cassette a 
fill in the missing information. Usi 
the notes, first say then write 
description of Emma's life a 
lifestyle similar to the one in Ex. 1~ 

CAREER • 

successful writer 

INTERESTS 

DAILY ROUTINE 

writes from ......... am to ......... PJ 

FAMILY 

AMBITIONS 

start school for" ...... _. __ ~ ___ ........... . 
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17 Read the model below and give the topic of each paragraph. Then, list 
which aspects of description have been included, and underline the 
justifications/examples given. 

Describe a person you regard as 
eccentric 

Chris Martin moved into the house next 
door to mine two years ago. Even before he 
came round to introduce himself the fol
lowing day, I could tell that he was truly 
eccentric. 

Perhaps the most striking thing about 
Chris is his appearance. His slender body is 
usually adorned in some kind of tight-fitting, 
multi-coloured catsuit which makes him look 
like a comic book super hero. He generally tops this off with one of his 
flowing capes and a mask. His hair is as crazy as his clothes, going from 
yellow at the front, to red, to blue to green at the back, and it sticks up 
as if he's styled it with the aid of a powerful electric current. He has 
some rather strange mannerisms, too, such as his tendency to bow 
when introducing himself for the first time. 

In spite of his strange appearance, Chris is a truly decent person and 
the world would be a better place if there were more people like him. 
He is very polite, friendly and is genuinely caring, always remembering 
birthdays with a photograph of a bouquet of flowers and bringing me 
chicken soup or Japanese tea if I'm ill. Chris will help if he possibly can 
and is ready to listen to everyone's problems. He tends to be aggressive 
from time to time, but this is because people make fun of him. 

Although Chris could never be described as ordinary, I enjoy having 
him as a neighbour. Life is never boring when you have someone like 
him living next door, and his combination of unpredictability and gen
uine kindness make him a valuable friend. 

18 III You will hear Stella telling her friend about a person she dislikes. 

AU 

Read the questions, then listen to the tape and answer them. You may 
keep notes while listening. Looking at your notes, describe the person. 

h1 Nil ilwntrt ¥" !, 

1 Who is Stella describing? 

......................................................................................................... 
2 What do Stella and her friend say about his appearance? 

......................................................................................................... 
3 What does she say about his personality and/or behaviour? 

........................................................................................................... 

4 What two reasons does she give for disliking him? 

........................................................................................................... 
4$ Uk 

Unit 1 Describing People 

Writing techniques 
Certain writing techniques (use of 
weather description, direct speech or 
dramatic language to create mystery/ 
suspense, reference to feelings/ 
moods, etc.) can be used when 
describing people in order to make 
your description more vivid and 
interesting. See how an ordinary 
beginning can be made more 
exciting: 

Instead of writing: I first met my 
future wife, Heidi, in a cafe where I 
was doing my crossword on a warm 
afternoon in July. 

You could write: I watched with a 
mixture of irritation and apprehension 
as the busker approached my table 
where I was doing the crossword on 
that balmy July afternoon. I felt irritated 
because I hate being disturbed when 
I'm enjoying my own company and 
apprehensive because I never know 
how to tell people politely to go away. 
To my surprise, however, the woman 
sat down opposite me and put her 
guitar down on the floor. "Can I play 
something for you?" she said with a 
cheeky grin. Little did I know right 
then that this woman, Heidi Tierney, 
was to be my future wife. 

19 Read the following sentences and 
rewrite them using writing tech
niques. 

1 I first met Marion Browne, the famous 
writer, at a party where I hardly knew 
anyone . 

2 The man who was to become the great
est influence in my life, William 
Morrison, was introduced to me by my 
boss . 

3 The oddest person I have ever known 
was Jack Simpson . 
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Unill Describing People 

20 Read the model below and compare it with the composition in exercise 17. Which writing techniques have been used? 

It was late on a cold January night two years ago when I 
first laid eyes on Chris Martin, after hearing a removal van 
in front of the vacant house next door. Curious to see who 
my new neighbour was going to be, I peered out from 
between the curtains. Under the street lamp there 
appeared to be a multi-coloured clown-like figure gestic
ulating wildly and shouting, "Be careful with that box! 
That's a ten-thousand-pound amp you've got there!" 

When Chris came round to introduce himself the follow
ing day, I was rather taken aback to discover that his curi
ous guise the previous night had not been a trick of the 
light, but that it was, in fact his "normal" appearance. His 
slender body was adorned in a comic book, super hero 
catsuit, cape and mask and his rainbow hair looked as if it 
had been styled with the aid of an electric socket and a wet 
finger. He introduced himself with a low bow then took my 
hand and gently kissed it before murmuring in a deep, 
husky voice, "Chris Martin, at your service, Madam." 

In the months that followed, I soon realised that Chris 
was one of the politest, friendliest and most genuinely car
ing people I've ever met - although he has a strange way 
of showing this. For instance, on my birthday, he rang my 
doorbell, greeted me with a bow when I opened the door, 
said "This is for you," and handed me a photograph of a 
bouquet of flowers. He brings me chicken soup and 
Japanese tea when I'm ill, and I know he's always ready to 
listen to my problems and cheer me up. Once, when I was 
feeling a bit low, he said, "1 know! Let's go to the zoo -
there's nothing like a nice elephant to make you feel better!" 

Although Chris could never be described as ordinary, I 
enjoy having him as a neighbour. Just the other day he 
came round unexpectedly with an entire Thai meal beauti
fully laid out on a tray. When I thanked him, he merely 
shrugged and said, "What else are neighbours for?" It's this 
sort of thing that makes him such a valuable and unpredic
table friend. 

INTERPRETING THE TOPIC 
Various composition tasks in examinations ask you to describe a person or 
people; however, this description may be only one part of the composition. 
CompOSition tasks often ask you to describe a person and explain 
something about them. 

In order to complete such a composition task successfully, you should not 
describe every aspect of appearance, personality, etc. You should choose 
the aspects which are most relevant to the particular question. 
e.g. "Describe a person who has done a great deal for others, and 
explain how he or she has managed to achieve so much. W 

In answering this question, it is not as relevant to describe appearance 
e.g. "He is a tall, well-built man with pale blue eyes '" W 

as it is to describe the person's character, achievements and so on. e.g. 
"She Is strong-willed, outgoing, and dedicated to ... " 

• It is important to interpret the instructions carefully. The instructions 
contain certain key words and phrases which you must not ignore; for 
instance, if the instructions say "Describe a famous person ... " you cannot 
describe someone who is unknown to the general public. 

• The instructions may also ask you to explain the reasons for your im
pressions/reactions, for somebody's success, etc. e.g. Describe a person 
who has influenced you greatly and explain the reasons for this 
influence. You should state each reason in a separate paragraph with a clear 
topic sentence which summarises the main idea of each paragraph, and 
supports this with examples and/or justification. 
e.g. The main reason I found him eccentrIc was the way he dressed. 

[Topic sentence] 
For Instance, he often wore strange, enormous hats that seemed 
to belong to some other perIod In history. Furthermore, ... 
[Examples/Justification] 

21 Read the following composition task 
and underline the key words. Wh~ 
information will you include in eac 
paragraph? How would you adapt th 
paragraph plan to organise you 
composition? 

1 Describe a person whom you associ at 
with a particular place and explain wh 
you make this connection: 

2 Describe a famous person from histOl 
whom you admire. Give reasons f( 
your choice. 

3 Describe a person you know well an 
say how he/she has changed since yo 
first met him/her. 

4 Describe two people you know well an 
say how their hobbies reveal their di 
ferent personalities. 

5 Describe someone you knew in the pa 
and say in what ways you were infh 
enced by him/her. 



~r: ____________________________________________ ~Un:iI~l~D~eS~Cr~ibi~ng~p~eO~Ple 
I 22 Read the model below, underline the topic sentences of each 
I paragraph, and then complete the outline plan on the right. 

Desoribe a p~~~ua~ and 
explairlwhyvouadJDirs . 
him of" her. ". '. 

* 1J11roductiQ_n - Gary - fellow student 

* Mgin BQ(jy 

DESCRIBE 
physical appearance 

personality/Behaviour/Interests 

EXPLAIN/REASON 
"Why": 

"Wby":···::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ......... . 

The person I admire most is not famous at all, yet to my mind his achievements are as important as those of any historical 
figure. Gary Young is a fellow student of mine at college, and for him this fact itself is a major achievement. 

Gary suffers from cerebral palsy, which makes it almost impossible for him to control his movements. As a result, he spends 
his life in a wheelchair, cannot write with a pen or pencil, and speaks so slowly and strangely that it takes patience to understand 
what he is saying. This, together with his thin, twisted body and awkward facial expressions, can often cause people to treat him 

as if he were a backward child. ~ 
However, behind his physical appearance, Gary is a warm, fun-loving, intelligent person. His disability affects his muscles, not 

his mind or personality. He enjoys the same things any student does - listening to music, meeting friends, and so on - and 
he is not only the best student in our class, but also has a wonderful sense of humour and genuine interest in other people. 
Unable to express himself easily in conversation, he uses a special typewriter to write letters to his friends, and beautiful poems 
which show the true depth of his thoughts and character. He lives a very regular life, studying every day and never allowing him
self to fall behind in his schoolwork. Of course he enjoys going out as well, and he believes that a balance of work and play make 

life happy and fulfilling. 
The main reason I admire him so much is that he is determined to lead a normal life, in spite of the physical difficulties he has 

to overcome. Although his condition prevented him from going to school, he gave himself an education by studying at home. He 
lives alone, cooking and cleaning with the help of equipment he designed himself, and he leads a full social life with his many 
friends, including visits to the theatre, or even (on one memorable occasion when I was with him) to the funfair. 

Another reason I admire Gary, is the fact that he never feels sorry for himself. He says, for instance, that being unable to move 
around simply gives him more time to think. In fact, he always manages to see the bright side of any situation, so that, far from 
needing his friends to comfort him, he actually cheers us up when we are worried or depressed! 
I would admire Gary as a person even if he didn't have any disability; the fact that he does, and refuses to let it spoil his life, 

makes him the most remarkable person I know. 

1~ 
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Unit 1 Describing People 

23 III You will hear a film star talking 
about the importance and influence 
of her grandmother during her child- . 
hood. Listen and complete the notes 
below. Using the notes write two 
paragraphs about Liliana's grand
motber. 

Took care of t.ne 
.,' IIsed to .......... , .......... , ...... , ............... ,~O:l!',: 

used to toke me 

24 Fill in the topic sentences in the text 
opposite, then give the paragraph out
line. What information is included in 
each paragraph? What tenses have 
been used? Why? 

a During the years I worked with her, 
my admiration for Miriam steadily 
increased. 

b Her ability to deal with several mat
ters at once seemed almost mirac
ulous. 

c My first impression of her was one of 
politeness verging on stiffness. 

d All in all, Miriam is the most 
admirable person I've ever met. 

e The most striking thing about 
Miriam, though, was her sensitivity 
towards others. 

f On my first day of work at Acrol 
Assurance I arrived nervous, soaking 
wet - and nearly half an hour late. 

Describe a 

person who has 
influenced 

your life and 

explain why you 

admire him/her. 

[J]J I had forgotten to take an umbrella, had missed the bus and was nO' 
ready for a good scolding. It was then that I met Miriam Bellings, tt 
Managing Director, who was to have an enormous influence on my life all 
career. 
ill] She was a small, birdlike woman, her appearance giving the impressic 
of a nervous, easily-flustered person. I soon learnt, however, that her true cha 
acter was calm, warm and kind, yet unbendingly professional. After remindil 
me that lateness would not be tolerated in the office, she laughingly confess( 
to me that she had been over an hour late on her first morning because she hi 
lost her way, which was typical of her sympathetic character. She then pr 
ceeded to explain the workings of the office to me with such clarity and accUl 
cy, and with such patience to my rather naive questions, that I was left with t 
impression that she was a sort of superwoman of office management. 
QJJ No crisis in the office ever caught her off-guard, and on the rare oc( 
sions when she could not answer a question, she would make sure that she h 
an answer for you within the hour. 
8IJ I remember on one occasion when nearly everyone in {he office h 
gone down with the flu, Miriam managed to keep the office running smoot' 
without seeming stressed or harassed in the least. We sometimes used to jc 
that if everyone in the office had been absent on the same day, Miriam WOl 

not even have noticed! 
[}[] Although she had never married, she seemed to have a deep und 
standing of family relationships, and could always tell when an employee, 
having problems at home. She was not a "pull-yourself-together" sort ofbos: 
all. If she sensed that something was wrong, she would call you into her ofj 
and encourage you to talk. Not only was she a good listener, but the advice 
offered was always sound as well. 
ill] I lost touch with Miriam after her retirement, but I will always remt 
ber her as the "guiding light" in my working life, the woman who - thfOl 
her example, help and advice - enabled me to be as successful as I am to( 
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25 Read the model below and correct the highlighted words. Write S for spelling, WO for word order, G for grammar, P for 
punctuation or WW for wrong word. Then, fill in the paragraph plan. 

Paragraph 1 
who the person is 

Paragraph 2 

Paragraph 3 

Paragraph 4 

Paragraph 5 

Describe an important person from the past and explain 
why he/she is of significant importance 

inG 
Thomas Jefferson, who was born ®i'743 in Virginia, USA, 
was an extraordinarily able and gifted man who's influence 
on American politics and culture is still felt to this day. 
Best known as the author of the Declaration of 
Independence, (which stated America's reasons for 
needing to be free of British rule) and as the third pres
ident of the United States, Jefferson was a highly 
educated and multi-talented man which left his mark 
not only on politics but on agriculture, architecture, lin
guistics and philosophy, as well. 

Jefferson was a tall, well-built man with striking features and 
a memorable physical presence. He was perceptive and sensitive 
in personal relations and, although was he involved in many political con
troversies, he did not bear grudges against his opponents. Despite the fact that he was a public figure, 
and often had as much as fifty people staying in his home, he was a very private person who kept his 
private life to himself. He was a linguistically learned man who at least knew six languages, had a keen 
interest in developing new varieties of food plants, instigated the first systematic study of American 
Indian dialects and designed his own home, Monticello, an outstanding example of 18th century neo
classical architecture. 

Admirable in many ways, this man was most to be respected for his belief in the freedom of the indi
vidual, which he spent all of his life fighting for. His more fundamental belief was that every peIson has 
the right to be economically independent and to decide his or her own destiny, and this philosophy 
formed the basis of American thought which still today survives. He was scandalised by proposals to 
establish a dictatorship in the United states, and declared that "the very thought alone was treason 
against the people". 

Jefferson believed in the importance of education for whole people. He held the belief that no coun
try could function properly if its citizens were uneducated, and he fought hardly for the establishment 
of schools and also founded the University of Virginia, even designing the buildings and supervising 
their construction himself. He refered to this act as "The last service I can render my country", and it 
was indeed a valuable one. 

All in all, Thomas Jeffersoo was a person who be earned esteem and affection while his lifetime, and I 
who deserves our respect for his influence on political thought and for the long-lasting effects of all 1 

that he accomplished during his long and fruitful career. i 
~~- % .~... .-. 11 
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Unit 1 Describing People 

26 Descriptions of people can be found in stories, letters of recommen

dation, police reports, newspaper articles etc. Read the following 

extracts and decide: 

a. where each extract is taken from. 

b. who the writer of each extract is. 

c. who each extract is addressed to. 

d. which extracts are written in formal/informal style. 

1 To whom it may concern: 

Paul Webster has been in our employ
ment for the last five years. During that 
time, I have found him to be honest, reli
able and trustworthy. He has proven 
himself to be a dedicated and highly
motivated member of our workforce. 
Always professional in his appearance 
and approach to his responsibilities, Mr 
Webster has been a great asset to our 
company and I have no hesitation in 
reconunending him for any related post. 

2 Meryl Streep may be successtul. ~nd 
talented, but she is not entirely satisfied 
that she is doing her best in either ot her 
roles, as an actress or as a parent. Each 
job takes time and energy from the 
other, and she feels that if she had ded
icated herself to one career she would 
have had greater satisfaction. But when 
we asked her what she would do if she 
had to choose between her glamorous 
acting career and motherhood she 
replied, "I cannot live without either!" 

3 Matthew Robbins was reported miss
ing on the night of Saturday 22nd 
August. He is of African origin, aged 
thirty-two, and of medium height (5 
feet 10). He has a muscular frame and 
his black hair is cropped short. He 
also has a small moustache and a 
goatee. Robbins was last seen in the 
Maxwell Park area and was wearing 
a grey vest-type T-shirt and black jeans at the time. Robbin's fami
ly are appealing for any information on his whereabouts. 

"1"""4 Although a career-girl through and 
through, Sonya claims motherhood 
hasn't changed her life very much. "I was 
lucky to be able to work from home," 
says the bright, 25-year-old publicity 
agent. Her short brown hair swept behind 
her ears and minimal use ot make-up are 
signs that she has to be practical about 
combining the joint responsibilities ot 
work and parenthood. But her trim figure 
and professional clothes help ensure that 
she maintains her dynamic business
woman appearance. 

5 She was a lively child with long, gold
en hair and tight curls. She had inher
ited her mother's big blue eyes but 
when she smiled, I could see that she 
was the image of her father. There I 

was such a directness in the way that 
she looked at you, while her thin lips 
gave away the insecurity that 
Michael had shown all those years 
before. She was so much his daugh
ter and, while I played with her, all 
the old, painful memories came 
flooding back. 
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27 Read the extracts and write appropriate topic sentences for them. 
Where do you think the extracts are taken from? 

1 ........................................................................ . 

This is not immediately apparent as she still 
looks very much the same. Her youthful face 
and slim figure remain unchanged, and her 
clothes are as elegant as ever. However, to 
people who know her well the change is 
obvious. She was once a carefree and even 
frivolous person, but the difficult circum
stances of her life have made her a more seri
ous, compassionate and understanding person. 

2 ..................................................................... . 

There is nothing he cannot succeed in once he 
sets his mind to it. As a student at university, he 
worked at weekends in order to help pay his 
way while completing his degree in business 
studies. He started out at the bottom of the 
company, but his dedication and determination 
have meant that after just ten years he is now a 
director. Over the years his positive qualities 
have brought him success repeatedly, and he 
has earned the admiration of all who know him. 

3 ........................................................................ . 

It's not that he's ever done anything to me 
or to any of our colleagues, but there's some
thing about the way he looks at you that 
makes you feel uneasy. He is quite good-look
ing, but there is a rather sly, cagey look in his 
small brown eyes that makes you distrust him 
from the moment you meet him. He tends to 
be obsequious as well, telling everyone exact
ly what they want to hear and over-compli
mentary to anyone in a higher position than 
his. There may be no real basis for my dislike, 
but he is a person I simply cannot trust. 

Unill Describing People 

28 Look at the following composition 
task instructions and answer the 
questions below. 

a) Describe a person from your past you 
would like to see again, and explain 
why. 

1 What are the key words in the task 
instructions? 

2 What do the phrases "your past" and 
"see again" suggest? 

3 Could you choose to describe someone 
you dislike? Why (not)? 

4 Which features/aspects of description 
will you include? 

5 What reasons can you think of in answer 
to the "explain" part? 

6 What examples / justification could you 
include? 

7 What would a suitable paragraph plan 
for this composition task be? 

b) Describe a person you dislike, and 
explain why you feel this way about 
him orher. 

1 What are the key words in the task 
instructions? 

2 Should you describe someone you know 
personally? Why (not)? 

3 Should all of your description emphasise 
negative features? 

4 Which features/aspects of description 
will you include? 

5 What reasons can you think of in answer 
to the "explain" part? 

6 What examples/justification could you 
include? 

7 What would a suitable paragraph plan 
for this composition task be? 

29 Choose ONE of the composition 
tasks above, and write a complete 
paragraph plan with notes. Then write 
the composition in about 350 words. 

lj 
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UNIT 2 Describing Ploces/Buildings 
1 1&11 You will hear a man talking to a travel agent about a city he finally decides to 

visit. Read the table then listen to the tape and tick the information mentioned. 
Finally, use the table to talk about the city described. 

name: Athens D Dublin D Edinburgh D 
location: Greece D Ireland D Scotland D 
reason for visiting: holiday D business D 
sights: castle D Royal Palace D St Patrick's Cathedral D 
free-time activities: pUbs D museums D theatres D cinemas D 

cafes D parks D funfalrs D bistros D 
recommendation: highly recommended D expensive D boring D 

A composition describing a place/building should consist of: 
a) an introduction giving brief information about the name and location of the place 

/building and stating the reason for choosing to write about it (e.g. What It Is 
famous for, what makes It so special, etc.) 

b) a main body giving both general and specific details about the place/building 
usually moving from the general features to specific ones. i) when you describe a 
place you should give the overall impression by referring to landscape, 
buildings, landmarks, etc, and particular details (sights to see, places to go, 
things to do) ii) when you describe a building you should write about its 
surroundings (e.g. situated In Oxford Street ... ), then give a detailed description of 
its exterior and interior; and, 

c) a conclusion in which you express your feelings or opinion concerning the 
subject or give a recommendation. 

• You may also be asked to explain why a particular place is important to you, popular, 
etc. Note that the number and length of paragraphs varies depending on the topiC. 

• Descriptions of places/buildings may be included in several other types of writing tasks, 
such as stories, assessment reports, articles, brochures, letters and magazine articles. 

Points to Consider 
• Descriptions of places/buildings may include: factual information such as age, size, 

colour, materials, etc (e.g. The temple, with 10-metre tall marble columns, was built In 
800 Be.), details relating to the senses (sight, hearing, smell, touch, taste) to suggest 
mood and atmosphere (e.g. Visitors' footsteps on the wom stone floors echo through 
the cool, dark corridors, disturbing the ttanquil silence.), opinions/impressions of the 
place or building (e.g. Tourists are fascinated by Its air of mystery.) 

• Each aspect of the description should be presented in a separate paragraph 
beginning with a clear topiC sentence. 

• The use of descriptive vocabulary (e.g. exquisite, exclusive, towering, etc), a variety 
of linking words and structures as well as narrative techniques will make your writing 
more interesting. 

• Present tenses are normally used when describing a place for a tourist brochure or 
a magazine article. Past tenses are normally used when describing a visit to a 
place/building. First and second conditionals (will/would) can be used when you 
describe your ideal city/house, etc. Note that when we give factual information about 
a place or building this is normally given using Present tenses. (e.g. I flew to Madrid 
last Monday. Madrid Is situated in the central point of the Iberian peninsula with a 
population of about 3,000,000.) 

Introduction 
Paragraph 1 
name/location/population 
of the place, reason for 
choosing the place 

Moln BOdy 
Paragraphs 2 - 3 

general features and par
ticular details 
(place: surroun.dings, 

sights, facilities, 
free-time activities 

building: surroundings, 
detailed 
description of 
exterior/interior) 

Paragraphs 4 - 5 

explanation and 
example/justification 

Conclusion 
Final Paragraph 

comments/feelings and/ 
or a recommendation 
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2 Read the model below and fill in the plan on the right. Then, look at the 
highlighted adjective-noun combinations, close your books and try to 
remember as many of them as possible. 

Describe a lorge, busy clly 
Built around a small peninsula in the south east of China, Hong Kong, now 

one of the most densely populated places on earth, is a city of extreme con
trasts, where East meets West, and the latest technology is equally as 
important as ancient customs are. 

The streets of Hong Kong are a frenzy of activity and deafening noise. The 
roads are congested with vehicles, from sparkling limousines to dusty rick
shaws, while countless hordes of people stream past on the pavements, 
and in the crowded narrow alleyways, the senses of the pedestrian are bom
barded with a bewildering variety of exotic sights and smells. In contrast, 
not far from the chaotic, cramped city centre lie parks with cool streams, 
shrines and chirping birds. Meanwhile, tranquil mountains form a 
breathtaking backdrop to the towering skyscrapers of steel and concrete 
packed closely around the harbour, where huge modern ships float along
side little Chinese junks .. 

Below the bright neon lights, garishly advertising every brand name con
ceivable, visitors will find an endless variety of shops and restaurants com
peting for space on Hong Kong's manic streets. You can buy anything here, 
ranging from state-of-the-art computer technology to hand-made silk suits. 
There are also fish and bird markets all over the city, where heaps of gleam
ing silver fish can be found displayed next to brilliantly-coloured squawk
ing parrots. Tourists and locals alike flock to the Jade Market, hidden on a 
side street, with its intricately-carved pieces depicting Chinese icons, 
Buddhas and dragons made of smooth green stone. For food, Hong Kong is 
second to none, as it offers a wide chOice of dishes in all sorts of eating 
establishments. The city's nightlife, like its shops and restaurants, caters for 
all tastes, whether you are searching for the opportunity to sen~najiJlilliOur 
loved one in a karaoke bar or are simply after a beer and a bit of 
dancing. 

Perhaps the strangest thing about Hong Kong is the way Ii 

dramatically contrasting features co-exist so 
However, unless you witness it for yourself, you will 
what a pi 
unique 

Unit 2 Describing Ploces/Buildings 

• Introduction 
location, population, reason 

• /t1t1in Body 
• genertll fetltures 

• ptlrticultlr dettlils 

• Conclusion 

Location Verbs and 
Prepositions 

• There are a number of verbs used to 
describe the location and/or 
surroundings of a place. These may 
explain position (e.g. the old house i§ 
situated next to/is surrounded by .. ); 
they may also give some suggestion 
of movement (e.g. the road leads up 
to/winds past ... ) and/or action (e.g. 
the statue towelS above/stands at the 
top ot. .. ). 

• These verbs are naturally used with 
prepositions and prepositional/ad
verbial phrases (e.g. leads up to -
winds past - stands at the top of, 
etc). 

1 
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Unit 2 Describing Ploces/Buildings 

expressing Impressions & Reactions 
You can express positive impressions of a place by: 
a using a variety of adjectives such as: 

awe-inspiring, breathtaking, delightful, elaborate, eyecatching, exquisite, 
majestic, outstanding, overwhelming, picturesque, quaint, spellbinding, 
superb, tranquil, etc 

e.g. The castle, standing at the top of the mountain overlooking the city, is 
awe-Inspiring. 

b using a variety of present or past participles from such verbs as: 
amaze, astonish, astound, Impress, inspire, overwhelm, refresh, stimulate, etc 

e.g. I was/felt astounded at how beauUful Florida is in winter. 
... the astonishing image of children pushing rickshaws. 

c using a variety of nouns in expressions such as: 
to my amazement/astonishment/delight/surprise/etc 

e.g. To my delight, the place had kept its character. 

• You can express negative impressions of a place by: 
a using a variety of adjectives such as: 

banen, bleak, derelict, dilapidated, disreputable, inhospitable, neglected, 
squalid, etc 

e.g. The building was in a dilapidated state. 
b using a variety of present or past partiCiples from such verbs as: 

depress, disappoint, dismay, terrify, shock, etc 
e.g . ... the disappointing view of the unsightly housing. 
c using a variety of nouns in expressions such as: 

to my disappointment/surprise/etc 
e.g. To my disappOintment, the once-tranquil vii/age had turned into a 

crowded tourist resort. 

16 Choose the most appropriate word from those given in brackets, and 
put it into the correct form to fill in the gaps in the following sentences. 

e.g. Rio is a _tbrillirg place to visit, with its riotous colours and raucous noise. 
(tizrill/relax/refresh) 

1 To the of most visitors, the caves in the area cannot be 
visited, as they have been declared unsafe. (disappoint/delight/impress) 

2 Several old, traditional houses have been converted into quaint pensions 
which tourists find (horror/delight/depress) 

3 Visitors are during the trip up the steep mountain 
path, but the view makes it worthwhile. (puzzle/terrify/offend) 

4 It is ________ to see how quickly the area where I grew up is 
being spoiled. (shock/excite/inspire) 

5 The enormous ancient structures strike people as ______ ....: 
since even using modern equipment they would be difficult to construct. 

(amuse/dismay/amaze) 

17 Read the brief descriptions 1 
and replace each of the undel 
words or phrases with the 
suitable word from the list givel 

Description A 

abandoned, bleak, cramped, 
miserable, run-down 

The row of (1) empty hou 
along the bank of a stagnant cc 
present a (2) sag picture. WI 
lived in, they were (3) tOQ~1T 
filthy and in need of paint. Now tl 
are (4) Qldarlcl brokel] , their v 
dows boarded over and fences s 
ging. The landscape in which tl 
stand is (5) ~mRty_~ng---'Jgly; beh 
the canal and ruined houses stre 
flat fields with no trees or grass. 

Description B 

astonished, enormous, exquisite, 
imposing, tranquil 

Visitors to the cathedral are USL 

Iy (6) §!.Jrprised at the (7) impre~s 
elegance of its size and pro portio 
The (8) vfEi big stained-glass 'II 

dows with their (9) wonderfJJI c~ 
turies-old pictures flood the inter 
with soft light and colour, creatin! 
(10) pea~eful, gt.Jiet atm9sphere. 

Now replace each of the ten words 
have just used with its synonym f 
the following list. 

astounded, bare, crowded, deserted, 
depressing, dilapidated, magnificent, 

massive, serene, superb 
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Useful Language: Explaining Impressions 
Paris makes an immediate/enduring/lasting impression on all who visit it, 

since it is such a glamorous city. 

What strikes/impresses/delights visitors about the resort most is its 

unique surroundings. 

The most noticeable/outstanding feature ofthe palace is its golden dome. 

A huge statue of a lion is the first thing one notices upon entering the 

temple. 

One cannot help but be impressed/moved/struck by the natural beauty 

of the region. 

Without doubt, the most impressive thing about San Francisco is the 

Golden Gate Bridge. 

The thing which makes the strongest/most enduring impression is the 

hospitality of the locals. 

I was immediately struck by the staggering number of huge skyscrapers. 

One particularly marvels/wonders at the variety of attractions offered. 

• The first thing one notices about the house is its overgrown garden. 

The reason that the area is so depressing is that there are so many 

derelict buildings. 

The filthy, congested streets confirmed my initial impression that it was 

an unpleasant city. 

Undoubtedly, the thing/feature that will disappoint any visitor is the lack 

of facilities. 

18 Rewrite the sentences using the words in bold without changing the 
meaning. 

1 When visiting Paris, one particularly marvels at the incredible architec
ture of the Pompidou Centre. 
help 
e.g. when visiting paris, one cannot help but marvel at the incredible .. , 

2 What impressed me most about the entire building was the lavishly-dec
orated reception hall. 
strongest 

3 The first thing that one notices about the city is that there are so many 
well-preserved medieval buildings. 
noticeable 

4 Undoubtedly the thing that will impress you most about Sydney is the 
amazing Opera House. 
doubt 

5 What strikes visitors to Mykonos most is the perfect combination of 
glamour and tradition. 
immediate 

Unit 2 Describing Places/Buildings 

19 Read the extract below and replace 
the underlined words and phrases 
with phrases from the following list. 

• take a particular delight in 
• the thing which makes the strongest 

impression 
• here one has the leisure to appreciate 
• few visitors can fail to be charmed by 
• to sum up 
• furthermore, one cannot help but 

wonder at 
• gives the impression of being 
• hustle and bustle 
• combines the spirit of a community 

with a well-deserved respect for nature 
• paid them the compliment of 

Describe a place in the countryside 
and explain why it is worth visiting. 

Concerning Littlewood village itself, 

(1) what you notice is the hospitality of 

the locals. (2) Everyone enjoys the wel

coming smiles and the genuine interest 

that the villagers show in anyone who 

has (3) bothered visiting their small 

community. It is as if they (4) really like 

sharing their charming village with out

siders. 

(5) Also, anyone would like the nat

ural beauty of the region. Sheltered 

from the outside world by tlie hills 

which surround it, the village (6) seems 

untouched by the technological age 

and the (7) noisy hurry of modern 

towns. (8) )'O!L(:aJl enjoy the late after

noon sun glistening on the river or 

shining through the autumn leaves, and 

realise that this is a very special place. 

(9) ~ Littlewood (1 0) ~ace with 

nice pe0-!2kilndnsc~lJery. For anyone 

who wants to escape from the 

pressures of modern life for a while, it 

is well worth a visit. 
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Unit 2 Describing Ploces/Buildings 

20 Read the following description. Then, using the notes below, rewrite 
it in a formal style. Start like this. Toronto is a truly impressive city '" 

Toronto is a really great city! 
There are so many places for 
you to see and things to do that 
you'll hardly have time to rest 
while you're there. 

One of the things that will 
immediately impress you is the 
architecture of the buildings. It's 
definitely a sightseer's paradise. 
You can go up the CN Tower, 
which is one of the tallest build
ings in the world, and you can 
have a wonderful dinner in the revolving restaurant at the top of.t~e Tower. What a 

. I You'll be able to see the whole of Toronto. You can also Vls~t t~e Casa Lorna, 
~~~'h is just like a fairy-tale castle. A millionaire built it at the beginning of the cen
tury The Skydome is another place that you'll find amazing. It's an ultra moder~ 
sports stadium that has a roof that opens and closes, so matches or concerts don t 
have to be called off when it rains or snows! 

NOTES: - impressive city - spectacular view of ... 
- an ideal place for those ... - resembling a castle 
- impressive architecture - built at the turn of the century 
- one place especially worth visiting .. , - retractable roof 
- visitors can enjoy dining .. , - events are held all year round 

Certain techniques can be used to make your description more vivid. 
You can start or end your description by: 
• using your senses to describe the weather, surroundings, etc 
• using direct speech 
• asking a rhetorical question (a question which doesn't need an 

answer) 
• creating mystery, suspense or anticipation 
• addressing the reader directly 
• describing people's feelings about or reactions to the place, building 

or monument 
• using a quotation (e.g. As Ernest Hemingway once said, "Paris is a 

movable feast.") 

. 21 Read the following paragraphs and identify the narrative techniques 
which have been used in each one. 

1 "Yes, it's been empty for years," the man said as we stood outside the old 
one-room schoolhouse. Some of my earliest memories are associated with 
that place, and it seemed a shame that the big room no longer rang with 
the voices of happy children. 

2 I shivered in the chill, damp air as 
entered the old one-room schoolhousl 
It smelt of mildew and dust, and I coul 
see stains on the walls where the rai 
had come through the roof. This abal 
doned place had once been the scene I 

lively lessons for twenty childre 
including myself. 

3 Standing outside the door of the aba 
doned one-room schoolhouse, I heard 
strange noise coming from inside. I knt 
it had been empty for years but I seem 
to hear the sound of children's voice 
Holding my breath, I pushed the do 
open. 

4 How many people have had t 
opportunity to be educated in an ( 
one-room country schoolhouse? Wh 
I went back to visit myoId school, whi 
is now no longer used, I suddel 
realised how lucky I had been, and wi 
an influence the place and its surrour 
ings had had on my life. 

S Everyone who went to the old one-rol 
school in my village feels the same v 
about it. They all remember the ti 
they spent there as the best years of th 
lives, and I believe the place itself had 
influence on this feeling. 

6 You may have attended a big, inner-I 
school with a library, labs, a gymnasi 
and all the facilities considered n 
essary for a good education. In t 
case, you cannot imagine what it is I 
to go to a tiny one-room school ! 

rounded by green, rolling countrysid 
7 Shakespeare's description of "the wI 

ing schoolboy ... creeping like a snai 
school" certainly does not apply to m 
my schooldays. I attended a one-rc 
country school and, as I remembe: 
going there was always a pleasure. I tl 
this was partly due to the beauty 
quaintness of the place itself. 

22 Write possible beginnings 
endings for a composition enti 
"The city I admire most." 
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23 Read the models and give the paragraph plan. Which of the models 
involves narration? How do these two models differ (paragraphs, tens
es, style etc)? Where would you find these pieces of writing? 

Describe a visit to a famous capital city you particularly enjoyed 
I spent last weekend with my friend Leo in the Hungarian capital, 

Budapest. Leo was anxious for me to join him for the St.Stephen's Day cel
ebrations and I was only too glad to oblige. 

After arriving at Ferihegy Airport, Leo took me on a whirlwind tour of the 
city so I could get my bearings. The sixteen mile journey from the airport to 
the city centre took us through Pest, the area situated to the east of the 
Danube River. We sped through streets of stunning Baroque architecture and 
past museums which I couldn't wait to visit. After crossing the river, via the 
Szecheny Chain Bridge, we entered Buda, which was officially joined togeth
er with Pest in 1873 to form the modern-day capital. I was delighted with the 
fantastic view of Buda Castle and the Citadel, sat atop the three hills which 
line the banks of the river. After I had been introduced to Leo's family, we 
went to explore the city together. We paused to admire Buda's cobbled
streets and Gothic architecture, and visited some museums before we went 
back home and enjoyed a typical Hungarian meal Leo's mother had careful
ly prepared for us. 

The next day, I had the chance to explore Budapest more thoroughly. After 
a brief visit to the excellent Museum of Fine Art, I went to see the animals at 
Budapest Zoo before sampling some more delicious Hungarian cuisine for 
lunch at a lovely little restaurant. In the afternoon, I went back to Buda where 
I was amazed to discover that the castle houses not only the National 
Gallery, but also the National Library and Castle Museum too. That evening, 
however, was certainly the highlight of my trip. After a short nap, I returned, 
once more, to Buda Castle with Leo, where we watched the extravagant 
fireworks display held to celebrate St. Stephen's Day. 

I spent an interesting couple of days in Budapest and managed to soak up 
of Hungarian culture and history thanks to Leo and his captivating 

Although I only spent a short time there, I feel I left Budapest with a 
Into Hungarian life. . 

Unit 2 Describing Ploces/Buildings 
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Describe a famous capital city 

Budapest, the Hungarian capital, is situated 
on the glorious Danube River in western 
~ungary. Before amalgamation in 1873, the 
site was home to two separate towns, Buda 
a~d Pest, located on either side of the river. The 
c~'s f~scinating variety of architectural styles 
b.rr~gs Its long and turbulent history alive for the i 
VISitor, and because of this it is a fabulous 
location for a trip into the past. 

Once you have arrived in the city centre from 
nearby Ferihegy Airport, take a tour round the 
entire city so you can find your bearings and get 
a taste of this fantastic city's atmosphere.Buda, 
which ~~n be reached by means of the cheap 
and effiCient underground train or the Szecheny 
Chain ~ridge, is .the oldest part of the city. First 
settled In the Middle Ages, its cobbled streets 
and Gothic houses are dominated by the recen
tly-restored Buda Castle and the Citadel on their 
imposi~g. ~imop .sites. The castle is definitely 
worth Visiting as It houses the National Library, 
the Castle ~use~m and the National Gallery. 
Across the rrver, In Pest, you will find stunning 
examples of Baroque architecture, and a num
ber of fascinating museums. Impossible to miss 
is the ~illen~ium Monument, a striking colon
nade displaYing statues of Hungarian kings and 
leaders, along with a huge statue of the 
archangel Gabriel surmounting a 188-foot-high 
central column.' . 

But Budapest is not just a place to look at. 
There are excellent shopping facilities a fasci
nating zoo, and plenty of theatres and concert 
halls offering fine performances. You can end 
your day by having a delicious meal in one of 
the many traditional restaurants, and if you are 
lucky enough to be in Budapest on St. 
~tephen's ~ay, you ?an witness the stunning 
fireworks display which is launched from the 
Citadel. 

All in all, Budapest is a delightful city which 
embodies centuries of the Eastern European 
past. Its faSCination is partly due to the 
Hungarians' resourcefulness, d quality nec
essary to ensure the survival of a city which 
~as had to be rebuilt so many times. Budapest 
IS well worth a visit at any time of the year. 
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Unit 2 Describing Ploces/Buildings 

Interpreting the topic 
Various composition tasks ask you to describe a place, building or 
monument; however this description may be only one part of the 
composition. Composition tasks often ask you to describe a place, 
building or monument and to explain why you have chosen it, why it is 
important, etc. 
In order to complete such a composition task successfully, you should 
interpret the instructions carefully and choose the aspects which are most 
relevant to the particular question. 
e.g. "Describe a place you have recently visited and explain why you would 

like to visit the place again in the future . .. 
In answering this question, you should describe the place using narrative 
style. Past tenses are required. You should also give reasons why you 
would like to visit the place again, supporting them with justifications. 

• Certain questions may ask you to compare and contrast two different 
places, buildings or monuments. Alternatively, you could be asked to 
describe the ways in which a place has changed over a period of time. 
e.g. "Describe two places you have been to on holiday which were vety 

different from each other. Say which you liked better, 9Mng reasons 
for your choice . .. 

This composition task requires a brief description of the two places, then a 
comparison of them using suitable linking words and expressions in order 
to explain the reason why you liked one more than the other. 

• Remember to start each paragraph with a topic sentence which 
summarises what the paragraph is about. 

25 Read the model below and give the paragraph plan. Then underline the 
topic sentences. What tenses have been used? Why? Finally look at the 
highlighted adjective-noun combinations, then close your books and 
try to remember as many as possible. 

24 Read the following topics and undel 
line the key words. Which tenst 
should you use? What informatio 
will you include in each paragraph? 

1 Describe the centre of your town or ci 
during the Christmas season. 

2 Describe a restaurant in your neig 
bourhood which you would highly re 
ommend, giving reasons why it is wor 
going to. 

3 Describe a popular park in the area y( 
live in as it is on a pleasant Sund 
morning. 

4 Describe a place of historical signi 
cance, explaining why it is important 

5 Describe a visit to a famous place a 
explain why it is so welJ-known. 

6 Describe how you think your town v 
have changed in fifty years' time, givi 
reasons why you think these chan! 
will have occurred. 

7 Describe a new shop in your to 
which you feel will be successful, giv 
reasons for your opinion. 

Describe a town or city you have visited and explain why 
you found it particularly impressive 

relax for a while and take in the 

, 
Situated on two rivers near the Yorkshire Moors, York is a fascinating 

and memorable place to explore. My first visit there was organised 
while I was in my last year at school. Since it was a history trip, York 
seemed to be the best choice as it is such a well-preserved city which 
has been of historical importance for nearly two thousand years. 

Surrounded by high, medieval stone walls, the old part of the town is 
like a journey back in time. As you wander through the maze of busy, 
narrow streets, you cannot fail to be struck by the quaintness of the 
irregular, half-timbered houses. Rising above these and dominating the 
skyline are breathtaking examples of medieval and Gothic architecture. 

Of the many things York has to offer, there are several which stand 
out in my mind. York Minster, in particular, with its intricate stonework 
and stained-glass windows, is an awe-inspiring sight. There are 
museums of all kinds, including a railway museum and Jorvik Viking 
Centre, where visitors can learn more about the individual periods of 
the city's rich history. Finally, the many tea-rooms, coffee-shops and 
restaurants, each with its own brand of charm, are ideal places to 

atmosphere. 
One thing that makes York 

unique among English towns is 
the care with which it has been 
preserved. There are few cities 
where such attention has been 
paid to detail in an attempt to preserve 
the authenticity of the many historic buildings. Medieval and Gotl 
structures have been painstakingly restored and the present residel 
seem to share a sense of pride in the splendour of their surroundinl 

York is also notable for the fact that it has managed to incorpor 
modern life into such a historic setting. Shops and offices offer a 
range of goods and services while still maintaining the charm and c 
nity of a bygone age. All the usual twentieth century requirements 
catered for in an atmosphere reminiscent of a time when the pace 
life was much slower. 

The combination of ancient and modern held such a fascination 
me during that first visit that I have been back many times since, e, 
time discovering something new. 



Making comparisons 

To compare places or buildings you can use: 
• (just/nearly) as ... (positive degree) ... as e.g. In those days the main 

streets were Just 88 congested as they are today. 
• the same as e.g. The cottage was the same as it had been fifty years 

before. 
• (relatively/considerably) less ... (positive degree) ... than e.g. The new 

buildings are considerably less ornate than the old ones. 
• (much/far/considerably) more + adjective/adverb + than e.g. The 

not1hem area is more picturesque than the eastem area. 
• (by far) the most + adjective e.g.HiII Manor is by far the most elegant 

hotel in the region. 
• comparative + and + comparative e.g. The streets are becoming 

dlrtlel and dlrtlel. 
• the comparative ... , the + comparative e.g. The further south you 

travel, the warmer it becomes. 

26 Rewrite the following sentences 
without changing the meaning. 

e.g. The castle was renovated and is now 
much more impressive than any 
other in the region. 
After being renovated, the castle is 
tK1N by 'fir tile IIfOSt illlfJlYSSive 
one/CIlStIe in tile rl!{jon. 

1 Some of the archaeological sites 
are fascinating, whereas the 
museums are rather uninteresting. 
The museums are not nearly ......................................................................... . 

2 The shopping centre in Harries Road has many more shops than the one 
in Bridge Street. 
The shopping centre in Bridge Street hasn't got ........................................ . 

3 As the population of the city grew the number of schools and hospitals 
being built increased. 
As the population of the city grew, so .......................................................... . 

4 The Anderson Sports Centre has better equipment than the Pollock 
Centre. 
The Pollock Centre is not .............................................................................. . 

5 The layout of our old flat was very impractical in comparison to the layout 
of the new flat. 
The layout of our new flat is far .................................................................... . 

6 As the traffic in the city increases, the city centre becomes more congested. 
The more traffic there is, ............................................................................... . 

Unit 2 Describing P~Dces/Building~ 

Useful Language 

To show similarity: it looks (very much) 
like/(very similar to, it has the 
same/similar/ identical ... , it resembles 
... , the places are alike/similar ... , both 
... and, neither ... nor 
e.g. Both Nice and Cannes are cosmo
politian resorts. 
To show contrast: it is unlike ... in that, 
it differs from ... , they differ in that ... , 
they are different as/because ... , the 
(main) difference between ... and ... is 
..., compared to ... , not only ... but also, 
although, even though, though, despite, 
in spite of, whereas, while, but, 
however, on the other hand, on the 
contrary, as opposed to, in contrast 
(with), however, yet, but, even so, still, 
nevertheless. 
e.g. Compared to Paris, Rome is much 
warmer during summertime. 

27 Rewrite each sentence using the wore 
in brackets without changing th( 
meaning. 

1 Both Blackpool and Brighton have 3 

promenade on the sea front. (alike) 
2 The new government buildings are vel) 

different from the old ones as they are 
modern and lavish. (compared to) 

3 The house I grew up in looked almost 
the same as all the others in the street. 
(similar) 

4 In the winter the resort is deserted, 
whereas in the summer it is swarming 
with tourists. (in contrast) 

5 The two areas differ in that one is resi
dential and the other is industrial. (dif
ference) 

6 The new school is very much like the 
old one both in design and size. (resem
bles) 

7 Mario's restaurant is small and crowd
ed, yet it is more popular than the oth
ers with the locals. (Despite) 
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28 Read the model and underline the phrases showing comparison/con
trast, then match the paragraphs with the paragraph descriptions. 
How does this paragraph plan differ from the one shown on p. 18? 

a change 1 and result 
b comments/feelings 
c description of street as it used to 

be 

d change 2 and result 
e name of street and when writer 

lived there 
f description of street as it is now 

Describe the street you used to live in when you were 
young and how it has changed, explaining how you feel 

about those changes 
Iill I lived on Rose Street until I was eleven, when my father got a 

better job and we could afford to move to a nicer part of town. 
Nevertheless, I still felt attached to myoid home until I returned there 

ten years later, only to be astounded by the way it had changed. 

[2IJ Rose Street, as I remembered it, was a warm, neighbourly 
place. Although some of the ageing blocks of flats were in need of ren
ovation, they were clearly in a much better state of repair than those in 

other parts of the town. It was also a considerably safer place to live, 
with relatively little crime compared to other areas. There were only a 
few shops in our street; a busy launderette next door, a small corner 

shop run by a jolly man called Mr Braithwaite and a greengrocer's. 
U[J Today, however, the street has changed beyond recognition. 
Most of the old buildings have been torn down and replaced by newer, 
more spacious constructions, each one fitted with security cameras. 

Unlike before, there are no children playing in the streets - a sign that 
the crime rate is higher and that people are more cautious. In addition, 
there are now shops on the ground floor of nearly every block, which 

makes the street seem like one in the town centre. 
[i[] What I liked most about Rose Street before the changes was 
that there seemed to be much more community spirit. A friendly chat or 

a piece of advice was never far away, and I am sure people felt closer 
then than they do now. The sense of belonging and the fact that 
everyone knew each other helped ensure· that daily life was relatively 
peaceful and secure. 

mIJ Nowadays, because people are more and more isolated, the 
heart of the community appears to have gone. It must be said, howev

er, that the living conditions and the general appearance of the area 
have improved greatly. Not only is the architecture much more pleasing 
to the eye, but the streets and public areas are considerably better 

maintained than they used to be. 
lli[] Still, I have mixed feelings about these changes. I believe that 

Rose Street was a better place to live ten years ago, since a sense of 
security and community is much more important than appearance or 

convenience. I would love to see Rose Street again as it used to be. 

29 Look at the notes below, then, u 
words/phrases from the tables on I 
compare and contrast the two tow 

e.g. Town A is full of modern buildings wI 
as Town B is a mixture of old and 
buildings. 

full of modern buildings 

plenty of green space 

large population 
limited educational facilities 

wide range of shops 
many wealthy people 
many things to see and do 

mixture of old and new buildings 
plenty of green space 
small population 

good educational facilities 
wide range of shops 

a few wealthy people 

. many things to see and do 



30 Read the model and correct the highlighted words. Write S for spelling, 
WO for word order, G for grammar, or WW for wrong word then give 
the paragraph plan. What tenses have been used? Why? 

Describe an area of the town 
you live in which you believe 
will change in the near future 

explain in what ways it 
become different 

Allenby, one of the most run-down areas of town, is located to the 

south of the town centre, close to the canal. It used to be occupied by 

the cotton industry, but the mills were closed down many years~ 
and most of Allenby has lain derelict since then. ago G 

The general impression of the place is one of neglect and empti

ness: broken glass, a little stray cats, rubbish blown by the wind. Most 

of the stone buildings have turned almost black over the years, giving 

them a sombre, and in some cases, quite forbiding appearance. This 

is especially the case at night when the streets are unlighted and 

deserted. 

The structures that most catch the eye are the big old mills and ware

houses. These towering shapes are punctuated. regularly with row 

upon row of high windows. Being such huge, they would have dwarfed 

the hundreds who once worked inside, but now they are empty and not 

even the old machinery remain. The nearby houses, in contrast, are 

tiny dilapidated terraces, all the same more or less. 

Recently, however, the town council has released plans to clean up 

Allenby, following the successful development of similar areas in cities 

such as London and Liverpool. The mills and warehouses will trans

formed into airy open-plan apartments and galleries, while bar and 

restaurant owners will be encouraged to invest in the terraced houses 

along the canal. This transformation will undoubtedly draw an up-mar

ket crowd, as more and much people seem to be showing an interest 

in the areas distinctive architectural and industrial past. 

In the addition to this, the council has also promised to revamp the 

canal and it's tow-path in an attempt to help Allenby shed its reputation 

for being a magnet for dangerous and shady characters. As a result, 

the area is bound to attract business and Allenby will be able to devel

op a cleaner, safer and all together more appealing image. 

If the example of London's riverfront properties are anything to go by, 

the redevelopment of Allenby will certainly revitalise the area and ulti

mately enhance the image of the town as a whole. 

Unit 2 Describing Ploces/Buildings 

31 Look at the following composition 
task instructions and answer the 
questions below. 

a) Describe a well·known landmark in 
your country and explain why it is 
famous. 

1 What are the key words? 
2 Which landmark in your country would 

you choose to describe? 
3 What particular features of this landmark 

would you choose to describe? 
4 What reasons can you think of that make 

the landmark famous? 
5 What would a suitable paragraph plan 

for this task be? 

b) Describe two areas of the town or 
city you live in which are wyy differ.. 
ent from each other, and explain 
why they are so different 

1 What are the key words? 
2 Which two areas of your town would you 

choose to describe? 
3 What elements would you include in 

order to show how these two areas differ? 
4 What words would you use to compare/ 

contrast these two areas? 

5 What would a suitable paragraph plan 
for this task be? 

32 Choose ONE of the composition 
tasks above, and write a complete 
paragraph plan with notes. Then 
write the composition in 300 to 400 
words. 
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UNIT 3 Describing Objects 
1 III Read the table below then listen to the cassette and tick the information that you 

hear. Then, using the information, describe the object. 

Size quite smaU 0 huge 0 average 0 
Weight Ught 0 heavy 0 
Age late Sth century 0 late 'SO's 0 late 1Sth century 0 
Shape round 0 rectangular 0 square 0 
Pattern plain 0 carved 0 striped 0 
Colour blue 0 aqua-green 0 green 0 
Origin VlennezeD Venetlon 0 Venezuelan 

Material glass 0 porcelain 0 crystal 0 
Special characteristics two handles 0 one handle 0 small base 0 
Reason for being special expensive 0 family heirloom 0 

When you describe objects you should give accurate information concerning the size 
and weight (e.g. big, small, heavy, light, etc) shape (e.g. triangular, oval, square, etc), 
pattern and decoration (e.g. tartan, striped, etc), colour (e.g. red, green, etc) origin 
(e.g. Chinese, Hungarian, etc) and material (e.g. woollen, silk, wooden, etc). You should 
not use all of these adjectives one after the other because this will make your description 
sound unnatural. You can give necessary information in separate sentences. e.g. It is a 
large brown suitcase. lis hard leather is worn and scratched. 

• Descriptions of objects can be found in catalogues, advertisements, leaflets or as 
part of letters, reports, articles or stories. 

2 Read the following descriptions and underline the correct word. Where could 
each description have been taken from? 

a The pocket watch is made of 1) brass!chrome 
and is attached to a long chain. It has an 2) 
ebony/ivory face with 3) roman/arabic numerals 
and a separate dial for the 4) second/hour hand. 
There is a small inscription on the back which 
reads "J.G.W. 1927". 

b She stared across the cold dark room at the solitary 
candlestick on the table. A weak, 1)flickeringlJlash
ing flame rose from the tall 2) dark/pale stem which 

appeared to have been j 

ioned from 3) mud;' 
Intrigued by its 4) obscure 
design, she lifted hersel 
the bench and walked to", 
the candlestick. 

c 'This beau 

~ 

\ 

piece i~ 

one of J 
Pot 

.~ new 
lecti( 

brooches, now available 
branches of Woodche~ 
A spray of 1) shimmt 
shuddering mother-of
leaves rest on a 2) sickly 
cate gold stem. Belo", 
leaves nestles a 3) single, 
ly, 4) round!cylindrical p 



d The soloist lifted the small 1) wood/ wood
en violin and settled it carefully under his 
chin. Then his 2) slender/skinny bow began 
to dance over the 3) taut/distraught strings 

while his left hand moved to a different 
rhythm at the other end of the instrument cre

ating a 4) raspy/sweet sound which filled the 
entire concert hall. 

Read the model below and underline the words which are used to 
describe the family album, then give the paragraph plan. 

Describe a family album and explain its importance to you. 

Last year, having embarked on an attempt at an attic clear-out, I came 
across an old family album. It was buried under a pile of junk and had prob
ably been there for at least ten years. I dug it out from under all the odds and 
ends that had accumulated and took it downstairs to have a closer look . 

. On wiping it over with a cloth, I found that the album was beautifully 
bound in leather and even had the family crest embossed on the cover in 
gold leaf. Its corners had become Slightly tatty, but on the whole it was in 
surprisingly good condition. As I opened the cover, the leather creaked 
under the strain and I breathed in the faint scent of lavender. 

The first page of faded old sepia prints was dated 1900, and the stiff 
figures wore blank expressions as they stared into the lens. I browsed 
through the pages of unfamiliar names and faces until I found my grand
parents' wedding photos. There was my grandfather, immaculately dressed 
in his tailored suit, and my grandmother, who looked stunning in a flowing 
white wedding gown. As I turned the pages, I saw my grandfather going off 
to the War, smiling bravely in his smart uniform. My own father's infancy 
and youth followed, his childhood expression showing the playful twinkle in 
his eye which he still has to this day. 

Since discovering the album I have felt closer to my family, having wit
nessed, through the photographs, occasions in their lives which I would 
never have known about otherwise. I gained a real feeling of how one gen
eration adds to the next, and could see that all of the qualities of past gen
erations survive in each and every member of the family. 

Leafing through this album also gave me a strong sense of the realities of 
history. The clothes, houses and vehicles depicted in the photos all looked 
so strange and old-fashioned that it was easy to assume that the people were 
very different as well. But having actually known some of these people, I 
knew that they were much the same as I am and that, while external things 
may change, humans remain fundamentally the same throughout history. 

I would like to think that maybe one day, one of my descendants will 
cherish the album's value. Then they, too, will be able to recapture those 
long-forgotten moments preserved in these pictures, which are indeed 
worth more than a thousand words. 

Unil 3 Describing Objects 

4 Using the text in Ex. 3 as a model, 
describe your favourite childhood toy 
and explain why you liked it so much. 
Before you start writing, decide on 
the paragraph plan you will follow 
and the tenses you will use. Write 
your essay in 300 - 350 words. 
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UNIT 4 Describing lestivals/events/ceremonies 
1 rm Read the following table, then listen to the cassette and tick the information 

mentioned. Finally, using the information from the table describe the festival. 

Name of festival Ch'u Yan Festival D the Dragon Boat Festival D 
Time 5th day of 5th day of 

the 5th month D the 5th month D 
in Chinese lunar in Chinese solar 

calendar calendar 

Reason to protect the river D to remember the tragic D 
from dragons and spirits suicide of a politician 

Preparations repaint boats D build boats D 
train for boat races D design route of boat race D 

Actual day throw rice dumplings into river D boat races D 
eat rice cakes D search for Ch'u Yan's body D 

Feelings not very interesting D an unforgettable experience D 

A descriptive composition about an event should consist of: 
a) an introduction in which you mention the name/type, time/date, place and 

reason for celebrating the event; 
b) a main body in which you describe the preparations for the event and the event 

itself; and, 
c) a conclusion in which you describe people's feelings or comments on the 

event. Such pieces of writing can be found in magazines, newspapers or travel 
brochures, or as part of a letter, story, etc. 

POints to Consider 
• When you describe annual events (e.g. a celebration / festival which takes place 

every year), present tenses are used and the style is formal. However, when giving 
a personal account of an event which you witnessed or took part in, past tenses 
are used and the style may be less formal. The passive is frequently used to 
describe preparations / activities which take place. e.g. Pumpkins are calVed and 
placed in windows and costumes are designed. 

• To make the description more vivid and interesting, narrative techniques and a 
variety of descriptive vocabulary can be used to set the scene and describe the 
atmosphere. e.g. Bright lights sparlcled over the water as the fireworks spread like 
huge, colourful flowers and the onlookers who crowded the harbour gasped In 
wonder and admiration. 

Interpreting the topic 
• The number of paragraphs depends on whether the composition task asks for only 

a description of events or also asks you to explain its significance or how important 
it is. Compare the topics below. "Describe a typical wedding in your country" This 
topic asks only for a description of an event. The style is impersonal. Present 
tenses should normally be used. "Describe a wedding you attended and explain 
why it made an impression on you. "This topic asks for a description of an event in 
narrative form, together with reasons why you enjoyed the event. The style is rather 
informal. Past tenses should be used. 

Introduction 
Paragraph 1 

set the scene 
(name, time/date, plac 
of event, reason(s) for 
celebrating) 

Moln BOdy 
Paragraph 2 

preparations 
(decorations, rehearsa 
etc.) 

Paragraph 3 
description of actual 
event 
(costumes, food, atmo 
sphere, activities, etc.) 

Paragraph 4 
explanation 1 and 
reason 

Paragraph 5 
explanation 2 and 
reason 

Conclusion 
Final Paragraph 

feelings, comments, fiJ 
thoughts 
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Unit 4 Describing leslivols/evenls/ceremonies 

2 Read the models and give the paragraph plan for each. What tenses 
have been used? Why? Where could you find such pieces of writing? 

'U.nU,:. 
Describe an annual event 

that takes place in your country. 

'M·nUn 
Describe an annual event that you attended 

and explain why you enjoyed it. 

About four years ago I was invited to a Halloween party at 
the home of a friend. I was reluctant at first but I decided to go 
to help out with the arrangements. 

On the afternoon of the party, I drove to my friend's house 
with a huge box of materials which I thought might b~ useful 
for the preparations. The children were full of enthUSiasm as 
they worked on their masks and costumes. But t~e b~st ~art 
of all was making the lanterns. I was amazed at the Imagmatlon 
that the children showed when cutting grotesque faces out of 
the hollowed-out pumpkins. The mood of anticipation was so 
intense that, by the time the last costume had been made, I 
was as excited as the children. 

By six o'clock, the party was well under way and the house 
was full of screaming children, with me running around in a 
mask trying to scare them. At one point during the evening, 
prizes were awarded to the children who had made the best 
costumes. Games were organised, including one where the 
children had their hands tied behind their backs while they 
tried to pick apples out of a barrel of water using only their 
teeth. When the party finally ended, the children left in a 
noisy group, running ahead of their parents and doing their 
best to scare any unfortunate passers-by. 

Rediscovering what it is like to have fun without feeling 
embarrassed was a fantastic experience. My initial hesitation 
disappeared once I had decided to get involved. Helping with 
the children's games enabled me to enter into the party spir
it. I saw it as an opportunity to experience the sheer joy that 
comes so naturally to children. 

Another thing that made it a particularly enjoyable occa
sion was that it brought back memories of my own child
hood experiences. I remembered my own excitement ":,,hen 
we were dressing up in scary costumes, and the thnll of 
going from house to house, bags held open for whatever 
goodies would be put in when we shouted, "Trick or tr~at!" 
I also remembered the time we had been chased by a stmgy 
neighbour after spraying his windows with shaving foam. 

Since those days I had nearly forgotten about Halloween, 
but this party gave me so much pleasure that now it is a reg
ular fixture in my diary. I think everyone should have the 
chance to feel like a child at least once a year. 

Halloween, which takes place every year on 
31 st October, is an important event, particularly in 
America. It originated hundreds of years ago when 
it was believed that on this night the souls of the 
dead came back and walked among the living. 
Today, it is treated Iight-heartedly and celebrated 
mainly by children. 

A certain amount of preparation is required 
of those who take part. Costumes and masks, typi
cally of ghosts or witches, have to be made. 
~weets are bought and parties are organised. Most 
~mportantly, a lantern is made. This is done by tak
mg a large pumpkin and cutting out the inside 
which is then used to make a pie. Next, holes ar~ 
cut out of one side in the shape of an evil face, and 
a candle is placed inside the lantern so that the 
light glows through the eyes and mouth. 

On the day itself, or rather in the evening 
children wander around the streets dressed i~ 
their costumes. The custom is for children to 
knock on doors in their neighbourhood and say 
"Trick or treat". This means that their neighbours 
have to treat them to sweets or candies, otherwise 
the "ghosts and witches" will playa trick on them. 
Usually the adults offer them somethin& but if 
th~y fail to, then a practical joke might be played. 
ThiS .IS usually something harmless such as putting 
shavmg foam on the uncooperative neighbour's 
windows. 

If a party has been arranged, then the-lights 
are turned out and the children take part in a vari
ety. of activities. This might include anything from 
t~lImg ghost stories to dancing. Although the par
ties are based on a rather frightening theme, the 
emphasis is, of course, on having fun. A typical 
party ~ame for Halloween is played by putting 
apples mto a barrel of water and inviting the chil
dr~n to pick them up with their teeth. Special 
drinks are made, which are served with the tradi
tional pumpkin pie. 

Many people enjoy Halloween as an excuse 
to dress up and have fun. It is unique in that its 
theme is essentially not a pleasant one. However, 
it remains popular and is eagerly anticipated every 
year by people of all ages. 
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Unil 4 Describing lestivols/evenls/ceremonies 

3 Read the following topics and underline the key words. Which tenses 
should you use? What information will you include in each paragraph? 
How will you adapt the paragraph plan shown on p. 34 to organise your 
composition? 

1 Is there a festival in another country that you would like to attend? 
Describe it explaining why it is important to you. 

2 Describe a religious ceremony in your country. 

3 Describe a celebration you attended as a child. Why do you remember 
this one especially? 

4 Describe the ceremony of a national event and explain its importance to 
the people in your country. 

4 Rewrite the following paragraphs in the passive. What tenses are used? 
Why? 

A We hold the festival of Shrove Tuesday on the eve of Ash Wednesday, when 
the 40-day fast before Easter begins. The English have come to know the day 
as Pancake Day since, traditionally, housewives make pancakes to use up the 
last eggs and milk which they do not eat during Lent. Until the 19th century, 
villages celebrated Shrove Tuesday by holding carnivals during which they 
played ball games, ate pancakes and drank mead. Carnivals which people 
hold in other parts of the world keep the same tradition alive. 

The festival of Shrove Tuesday is held on the eve of Ash Wednesday ... 

.... . I 'th The local newspa-
8 Everyone awaited the Park Jazz Fest~v~ WI . 'ans and hotel rooms which 

d rf I about the arnvmg mUSlC1 , I 
per publishe a. IC es d ere fillin up fast. On the first night, peop e 
the local counCil had booke w. d c~d the first act. During the weekend 
packed the park and t~e maYdo~~~~ uerformed modern and traditional jazz 
over twenty-four solOists an P" 't 
and blues. It was a festival which lifted everyone s :pm s. 

5 Use of sophisticated adjectives or adverbs when describing events 
makes the description more vivid. Read the short extracts below and 
replace the words in bold with words from the lists. 

A handsomely, exhilarating, picturesque, gleaming 

The San Fermin is a(n) 
1) nice July festival held 
in Pamplona, Navarra. 
On the first day young 
men, 2) well dressed in 
3) bright white with 
scarlet bandanas and 
sashes, are chased 
through the 4) nice 
medieval streets by 
fierce bulIs. 

B blissful, striking, quaint, roma 
gifted, radiant 

Marie and Victor's wedding recef 
was held at a 1) good seaside re~ 
rant. Marie was in her 2) nice wed 
dress and looked 3) good. AfteI 
meal the 4) happy newly-weds 
their guests in dancing accompa 
by a large group of 5) good musil 
playing 6) nice waltzes and jazz I 

bers. Soon everyone was on the d 
floor. 

C delicious, gorgeously, heartily. fani 
rousing, huge, bizarre 

In my home town, the carnival is 
brated in a 1) nice way. People 
up in 2) strange costumes and p 
nicely decorated floats througl 
streets while bands play 4) nice I 

and people dance and sing 5) ha 
It all ends with a 6) big bonfin 
lowed by an outdoor feast with 7 
food. 
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6 Read the model below and correct the highlighted 
words. Write S for spelling, WO for word order, G 
for grammar, P for punctuation or WW for wrong 
word. What is the topic of each paragraph? 
Underline the topic sentence of each paragraph. 
What tenses have been used? 

Describe an event you have 
attended and explain why it was 

excellent S 
important to you. 

Our community decided that a sponsored bike ride would be 
an xcelen ay of raising money to send a 12-year-old local boy to 
America for major surgery. So, last July in a beautiful sunny day, hun
dreds of people gathered in Witherington town centre to take place in and 
support the event. 

In the weeks leading up to the special day various preparations were 
been made. Meetings were held to plan the day itself, the route was agreed 
upon and officials were chosen to line the route. Sponsor forms were print
ed and distributed to participants so they could collect names and addreses 
of people wishing to sponsor them, and a huge advertising campaign was 
launched in and around the town centre to rise awareness of the event. 

The day it was a huge success. Ear1y everyone woke and gathered at the 
starting point outside the Town Hall. A huge hot-air balloon was launched 
and it hovered over the crowds and cyclists throughout the event. Moments 
before the starting pistol was fired, I glanced round to find myself sur
rounded with cyclists and bikes of all shapes and sizes. Cycling through the 
streets, I barely had time to notice my tiredness. Crowds cheering lined the 
route waving flags, banners and balloons. Thankfully, refreshments were 
handed to us as we rode passed various points along the way. Everyone 
managed to finish, and were given all a huge round of applause. 

Never before I had realised how much can be achieved through cooper
ation. We not only managed to achieve our aim but also strengthened our 
sense of community spirit. All those which participated in the Witherington 
sponsored bike ride were left with a feeling that almost anything can be 
achieved through community effort and now we are planning another event 
to raise money for a new library. 

Participated in this event also gave me a sense of personal satisfaction 
for having helped, in however small a way, to save another human being's 
life. This moving experience actually effected my future. I am now studying 
to become a nurse so that I can help those in need of medical care. 

The event will be remembered and talked about for a long time to come. 
We were all delighted to listen that young William Stokes received his oper
ation and is now in the perfect health. After all, deeds are better than words 
when people need help. 

Unit 4 Describing festivals/events/ceremonies 

7 Look at the following composition 
task instructions and answer the 
questions below, then write the com
position in 300-350 words. • 

Describe a festival you have attended 
and explain its popularity. 

1 What are the key words in the task 
instructions? 

2 What kind of festival can be 
described? 

3 What tenses are required? Why? 
4 What reasons can you think of in 

answer to the "explain" part? Give 
examples or justification for each 
reason. 

S What wo~ld a suitable paragraph 
plan for thiS composition task be? 
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UNIT 5 Norrotives 
1 Look at the two photographs which show the beginning and 

end of a story, as well as the list of words below, and guess 
what the story is about. 

lawyer, office security guard, moonlit sky, chilly, cashmere coat, grab, 
grow worried, police chief, reward, organising fund-raising events, 
shelter, homeless, hostel, counsellor, ragged clothes, tramp, frown 

2 1m Read the questions below, then listen to the cassette and 
answer them. Finally, looking at your answers, retell the story. 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Who is the story about? 5 What happens to him? 
Where is John? 6 How does Miriam feel? 
What is the weather like? 7 What does Miriam do? 
What time of year is it? 8 How does she find John? 

A narrative presents a connected series of events, either imaginary or based on 
your own experience, in a vivid descriptive style. It may be written in the first person 
(I/we) or third person (he/she,etc), and often includes the thoughts, reactions, etc of 
the main character(s), describing the action as it would be seen through their eyes. 

• A good narrative should consist of: 
a) an introduction which sets the scene (place, time, character(s), etc), creates 

an interesting mood/atmosphere to make the reader want to continue reading, 
and/or begins dramatically to capture the reader's attention; 

b) a main body which develops the series of events clearly, gives vivid 
description of the people/places involved, etc; and 

c) a conclusion which completes the story, perhaps in an unexpected way, and 
may describe people's feelings/reactions, the consequences of what 
happened, etc. 

Points to Consider 
• Before you start writing, you must first think of a suitable story outline, then you 

should decide on a detailed plot, including how the story will begin, who the 
characters will be, where the story will happen, the events in the order you will 
present them, and how the story will end. 

• Writing techniques include the use of vivid description of people, places, 
objects, etc, especially to set the scene at the beginning of the story; description 
of feelings and actions, suggesting a certain mood/atmosphere; the use of direct 
speech and a variety of adjectives, adverbs, etc. This will make your writing more 
interesting. 

• Narratives are normally set in the past, and therefore use a variety of past 
tenses. For example, Past Continuous is often used to set the scene (e.g. The 
wind was howling ... ); Past Simple is used for the main events (e.g. He entered 
the room, looked around, and ... ); Past Perfect is used to describe an event 
before the main event(s) (e.g. She had set out in the morning, full of hope, but 
now she felt ... ) . 

• The sequence of events is important; therefore you must use time words such 
as: before, after, then, in the beginning, later, in the end, until, while, during, 
finally, etc 

Introduction 
Paragraph 1 

set the scene 
(who/what/when/whel 

Moln BOdy 
Paragraphs 2 - 3 - 4 

develop the story 
(describe incidents lea 
up to the main event 6 

the event itself in deta, 
describe people/placl 
emotions/actions/etc) 

Conclusion 
Final Paragraph 

end the story 

(complete the plot; 
describe feelings/reac 
tions; explain the con~ 
quences) 



3 Read the story below and complete the tasks in the box on the right. 

The Visitor 
A cold feeling of shock gripped me as I stared at the splintered, shattered wood of 

my front door. The lock hung, twisted out of shape, having been forced violently apart, 
and I felt my pulse quicken as I noticed that the door was ajar. 

Scarcely breathing, I pushed it lightly with my fingertips and it swung open with the 
slightest groan. Inside, the house was deathly silent. I tiptoed down the hall, peering 
into the rooms on either side. They stared blankly back at me, deserted and un
changed, revealing nothing. There were no burglars still inside, or so it seemed. 

As far as I could see, there was nothing missing. I heaved a sigh of relief at finding 
my precious collection of crystal untouched, and my heartbeat slowed as my initial 
shock subsided. Somebody had certainly broken in - but why? 

At the far end of the passageway I hesitated, puzzled, then cautiously climbed the 
stairs. As I neared the top, there was a noise; a light, hurried, scrabbling sound like one 
that mice might make, only coming from something rather bigger. I turned quickly 
towards my open bedroom door, only to be confronted by the strangest sight: an elder
ly man lying uncomfortably face-down on the floor, his plump, flushed cheek pressed 
against the carpet, which had been pulled back to reveal the floorboards underneath. 

There he was with his right arm thrust down into a gap between the boards. 
'What on earth are you doing?" I demanded. 
He rolled himself slowly into a sitting position and ruffled his thinning hair, looking 

embarrassed. "I'm sorry," he mumbled. "I used to live in this house and I put a box 
down here with my savings and some papers to keep them safe." He brushed thick 
dust and cobwebs off his shirt and sighed. "But when I moved out I forgot, and I didn't 
know if you would let me have them. What else could I do?" 

Set the scene 
The beginning of a narrative story should usually give the reader a clear 
picture of what is happening, and may include descriptions of: 
- setting: place, time (time of day/year, historical period), weather, etc; 
- people: name, appearance, feelings, etc of the character(s) involved. 

• Vivid description is important when beginning stories. To describe the 
setting, you may use details involving the senses to suggest a particular 
atmosphere (e.g. lapping waves, soft sand = peaceful scene). When 
describing people/actions, you may use vivid description of emotions, 
mannerisms, etc to suggest a particular mood (e.g. "Stunned, she sat 
down shakily and buried her face in her hands. " = shock, grief) 

• A dramatic beginning to a narrative helps to capture the reader's 
attention and makes them want to continue reading. Sudden or exciting 
action, description of strong emotions, the use of direct speech and a 
variety of adjectives, adverbs and verbs may all be used to make the 
beginning more dramatic. 

• You may create an atmosphere of mystery and/or suspense by describing 
a strange character, a dangerous Situation, etc. 

4 Look at the photograph on the right which shows the scene introducing 
a story, and answer the questions about how you imagine the story 
might begin. 

Unit 5 Narratives 

A List the events referred to in each 
paragraph. 

1 writer returns - door broken 

2 ............................................... . 

3 ............................................... . 

4 goes upstairs - hears noise -
sees stranger in bedroom 

5 ............................................... . 

6 ............................................... . 

B Underline the words/phrases in 
each paragraph which describe or 
suggest the emotions listed below. 

1 shock/fear 

2 fear/apprehension 

3 relief 

4 uncertainty/surprise 

5 surprise/anger 

6 embarrassment 

When and where is the story set? 
What is the weather like? 

3 Who are the people involved, 
and how do they feel? 

4 What would you see, hear, etc if 
you were physically present at 
the scene? 

5 How might the story continue? 
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Unil 5 Norrotives 

5 Read the paragraph below about the photograph in Ex. 4 to see whether 
the story is as you had predicted. Underline all references to the sens
es, and the words/phrases describing emotions. Then answer the 
questions from Ex. 4 again, based on what you have read. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 
• The cool of the morning turned quickly to scorching heat as the sun 
: rose higher and began to beat down relentlessly. Doctor McLintock took 
• off his cardigan while he and his two companions continued to trudge up the slope towards 
: the village. The smell of parched earth and dry scrub filled the doctor's nostrils, and the 
• heat of the stony track burned the soles of his feet through his thin shoes. Apart from the 
• occasional call of a bird and the strained breathing of the three men there was absolute • • silence. Oppressed by the monotony of the barren African landscape, the doctor turned to 
• Michael and sighed, "Is it much further?" Then he looked at Gideon and Michael's anxious • • faces and added gently, "I'm sure she'll be all right." 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
6 Describe the photograph below using the words/phrases given, then 

write a paragraph setting the scene for a story. 

Tom crouched 
staring 

dense undergrowth 
sweat 

cuts on cheek 
flies buzzing 

motionless 
humidity 

heart pounding 
holding breath 

rustle of branches 

Techniques for beginning or ending stories 
A good beginning is as important as a good ending. A good beginning 
should make your reader want to go on with your story. A good ending will 
make your reader feel satisfied. 

• You can start your story by: 
a. describing the weather, place, 

people, etc, using the senses 
b. using direct speech 
c. asking a rhetorical question 
d. creating mystery or suspense 
e. referring to feelings or moods 
f. addressing the reader directly 

• You can end your story by: 
a. using direct speech 
b. referring to feelings or moods 
c. describing people's reactions 

to the events developed in the 
main body 

d. creating mystery or suspense 
e. asking a rhetorical question 

• Note that more than one technique can be used in the beginning or ending of 
a story. 

7 Match the following beginnings a 
endings, then say which techniql 
have been used in each paragraph. 

-il. ~l' ~"-I~(;Y:J. 11t ..•. f.f ...... ~ 

Brightly-coloured fish swam among th 
coral, and ribbons of seaweed reachel 
upward to the sunlight on the surface ( 
the sea. I gazed with happiness and wor 
der at the underwater world around mE 
Then a sudden movement caught my ey 
and I turned to see a huge, sleek shap 
hurtling toward me. 

2 "Don't move!" a voice hissed. Steve 
froze, peering at the shape of a thin figur 
in a long coat, standing in the shadows. J 

dustbin clattered in the alley outside, an 
the figure turned sharply, dim light glintin 
off the barrel of a gun. Steven launche 
himself at the figure, as the flash and crac 
of a gunshot filled the bare concrete roon 

3 Have you ever had one of those days whe 
everything goes wrong? When your alarr 
clock doesn't ring, and you race out of th 
house in a panic, desperately putting 0 

your jacket, only to find that the car won 
start and the bus drivers are on strike? LE 
me assure you that such minor inconver 
iences pale into insignificance beside th 
catastrophes I endured yesterday. 

A After such a terrible day, I was nappier tha 
ever to reach the safety of my home. As 
poured myself a strong coffee, I closed m 
eyes for a moment and asked mysel 
"Why did this have to happen to me?" 

B When I awoke, I was lying in a hospital be 
with medical staff peering down at me. 
felt exhausted but relieved, and alii reall 
remember was one of the doctors sayinl 
"You're lucky to be alive." 

C The sunlight hurt his eyes as he reache 
the end of the tunnel. He stopped, Ii! 
tened, and breathed a sigh of relief whe 
there was no sound of footsteps behin 
him. Then, as he crept out of the tunnel, 
figure stepped forward to bar his way: 
thin figure in a long coat, laughing softly. 



Before you start writing, you must think of a basic story outline for a story 
which is both: 

i) appropriate to the title/instructions for the task; and 

ii) manageable - that is, does not need specialised knowledge and/or 
vocabulary which is too advanced for you, and does not contain too 
many events for you to write about fully in 350 words. 

8 Answer the following questions about the three suggested story outlines 
on the right. 

Which basic story outline is not appropriate to the title/instructions 
given'? Why not'? e.g. B - because the "act" is not really "heroic" 

2 Which story outline, when written as a full narrative, would need very 
advanced or specialised vocabulary'? 

3 Which would need specialised knowledge of a particular subject'? 

4 Which contains too many events to write about fully in 350 words? 

5 Which story outline, therefore, is both appropriate and manageable'? 

Past Tenses and Time Words 

• PAST HABITS are not described using Past Continuous. Instead, use Past 
Simple, "used to" or "would", with an appropriate adverb of frequency. 

e.g. When I was a child, my father Qll!l.-'l (etc) told/sometimes used to tell/ 
would ~lw-m tell me stories to get me to fall asleep. 

Adverbs of Frequency: always - usually - frequently/often -sometlmes/ 
occasionally - seldom/rarely - never 

• PAST CONTINUOUS is used to talk about an action in the past which: 
- was going on at the same time as another action 
- was interrupted by another action 
- happened at an exact time 

e.g. I was watching TV while he was trying to phone. 
when there was a knock on the door. 
at 3 o'clock yesterday. 

Time Words/Phrases: (at the same time) as - meanwhile - when - while 

• PAST PERFECT is used to talk about an action which happened before 
another past action. 

e.g. By the time I arrived, my friends had already left. 

Time Words/Phrases: after - as soon as - before - by the time -
no sooner - not until - once - (only) when 

Unif 5 Norrolives 

Write a story with the title 
'~ Heroic Ad". 

A •. Two boys are playing by a caniil. One 
~alls m. • An ex-policeman sees them, dives 
m a~d rescue: the drowning boy .• The boy 
survives and IS now learning (0 swim. 
B ~ When you were at university you had 
an I~portant exam. • For three days you 
studied day and night; you hardly slept or 
ate, and went nowhere. • You took the 
exam and passed. 

C • Dur~ng World War II, a young partisan 
g~es behmd enemy lines to blow up a key 
bridge. • He impersonates an enemy officer 
to get access to enemy information. • He 
esta.blishes a system for passing this infor
mation ~o Allied Headquarters, with the 
cooperation of a beautiful woman who is 
later captu~ed. • He. succeeds in disrupting 
the enemy s supply Ime, but he is injured in 
an explOSion and loses his memory for sev
eral months. 

9 Read the following short text and m 
in the gaps using words/phrases froII 
the list below, then identify the tens( 
of each verb in bold type and explaill 
why this tense has been used. 

after, before, by the time, meanwhile, 
sometimes, when, while, until 

1) ........................ I was a child. I would 
2) ........................ be left at home alone 
One day. 3) ............................ I was playin~ 
with my dolls. I decided to cook a propel 
meal for my "children". I had watched m) 
mother making chips 4) ...................... .. 
and so. 5) ........................ I had put a pan oj 
oil on the gas ring to heat up. I began tc 
peel potatoes carefully 6) ....................... . 
there was a huge pile. 7) ........................ . 
the oil was getting hotter and hotter, and 
8) ........................ I had finished. clouds oj 
smoke were rising from the pan. Trying to 
lift the red-hot pan. I spilt the oil. and huge 
flames instantly leapt upward. setting fire 
to the kitchen curtains. 
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Imr .. -'on 
s...._ .... . '~oI~ItICI*"'~ .... 
...... br ~, __ ...... "", .. UNCI. flit t I" ............. . 
...... ,._ .. ....,,,,,IIt_fhl_tou;l; ....... 
__ ...... 'W""IIt_Ibf/*-tou;l; .......... 

• "",,,,,dOl',,.. ~br;_oica,_" • ,to I .... 

-, ' ' .... #, ... - .... ......-." .... 
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• " Nodot "'" "tIoI....wbu' -"OnI!' ""'-"" ... ' ••• _,.~ by . "'. fa 

to flit __ /»If 01 'No ..... , 

.. '" " .... -, 1JW'*'*,.; ........... '_ ..... "b' "" "*"ICI q. 

10 Look at tilt followlal '5bIttotI' IftItmca lIIII, uslDe 1ft .~rIIlt 
ItIUU, UTile • (OUJpIttt ~ trvm tid! shldoa Il$la tk Wlmpk, 

... mmtt nrIIlftlltlKt btcInnlna; willi 1M uvrd(li) In bold type. 

t", 11._IJiltJqt",o 1 "'1~l l rwwUt list Ipigy. 
J,l!J!!! fill _ 11i .twr J! III)' It« fIuI * ~ ~ i1IId * I*f Itqpr. 
• _ IIIId I JIlt '*"" J! ..,. It« /11m tIr 1VtiIiI fI.I'Z i1IId tIr I*f • 

I Li&blli I be I IVtIy I 011 1 iII l lII\ISIeUm I midnigh~ 110 II ruIi,o;e IlOIDetllilJ! 

Sbqc l IlIAn I thaI .' 
2 ll / be l __ / be / ltl / Umcla / ltiulamc / w l ~I ur" I ...tto1 

_ I be I IChooIfricnd I IIeI1i 

l RoIItlOlaSler/ .. _ / 5Wt I _ I I t-/ I nuke l teni:ole IIIWU 
I by I ape / r;eI 0fI 

, Call1y'li fJOBI dooI / ..- ...,. / 5IInd wU: opm/.bta. , Jel / Ilome.1 but 
l loct / be I aIIo I brotm 

5 We I MWe. 1 * / en;o, I YiIi. I III)' pandpmats / .,'beD I I be I dIild 
beeN"" I daty I be I oftta I suil1 / us 

11 • V .. . UlIIn, . we_. Iflti"l .u frield .boII1IH 11_ SH 
Hl.rfy d~, N •• r 1ft fol,"ID,lh l Dl nt"1i 1 •• _ tbl'OM

IotkII 1H'dtr I ••• IdI,.. Iblak Ibey hpptutd, .btl !lUt. 10 Ik 
eUHllt .... rHd 1"' .. ,,,tn. Flllilr. ~Itll Ibt SIOI)' la 1"" 
ow. woro", 

III -· .... 
o 

12 Look II 1ft rust. ~ M\ow. 
totetM. wil. tilt bq\UlliIrcI,.... tI 
• story N euclllOpic, .... dtdde ... 
SIIitublt plot for eucII Il0l')'. 

Awn.. • .,. ~ "1IIoe IirthdIy ,..,.. 
fndinJ; ~ me IifIhu __ on nj • 

chorus (II' hafw ooica ~ ~. 

B Wrife.1Iory IIwI ~ "$he fOot lite 
piea 01 "..". "'" oil...- podIItf ..w 
reKIted "" /lie pIooM. • 
~ S/w, ~ 0/0II'0d me Iu>uiooa 
""""...t >nOiIod II lilt ~!Iwot .. her 
drMm NIl ca;;e we. 

e ...... ...,.1Iwt •. "M...,IIt_ .... 
kP ' ,,100 WI on me (J'(IOOdecI If ___ 

""-*1I1il opeodo """ ... *"e. 

t ' 'f 
• Avoid ueing aimplillie vii' ~1Jo:!" 0< 

-fe4.0004 __ M(.., 
.., ..... will ....... JOUI' """ .. co." , _"'io .. _ .... ~'YIO_ 
...... oopIiI~'" -1>uIIty fL .. 
........ Plio' , 'c .. e,! 
-. ...... )Q,I'w ......... '_ 
~1O,..."A....,.oI_fe4. 
_.""""". _ int'Md 01 
...., ;oiI .... )OJ'.,.., _ fotIy, 

&0. "OtI, don~botIw/"lIt ... IM'. 
Md , .... .,"" -. ".. 
.,~. "Ioedl 
.. g, Jek"*,",, IIPIO __ ..... 

CI,tI*IIIndtt-i.," , r. lU'l 



., • I.Gok II Ik I'II'fI pIIoIocnpbs btlow, lid 111' 10 illagil!e willi 1011 
WMld IIMr ifY911 \ft~ pltyslaol!)' prtitIIl II tad! scme, 1bt!1 100k I llhe 
....."., lisl or'tl'Ol'ds. Wueb piIoIoj:l'lp/I do Y9II Ibillk ncb .. ord is 
rdaItcI 10, I U wbidl or Ik tlIrer \'ms In bndui5 dHCTibes most 
kOIrittIy tilt !IOIIed)'lll WOIIkI upect 10 1Ita~ FinaUy, listen 10 lhe 
lIW'tIt and rMdI Y9IIr IIISWHS. 

-"'" (rumblelCfaatv'bang) 

(haI 1 ""~"'i_ ~ 

0"" (spla5/'iJdrip/lricklO'l) 

0 ......- (moan/Ihroblgrow1) 

o seagulls (twitlef ICI"ir?ICfy) 

o sails (cIIpI1Iaptrip) 

0 _ (sq~) 

0- (Cfeak/Snap/'crack) 

o sir9ll (~) 

14 Look II lhe II'9I'ds bdo.r 

dnlin3 ..nil RIISOIl fills 
or sighl aoo to.ch. Wliic~ 
p/IoIoplIp/I is ad! related 
to. and which or lilt Ibrer 
.. ords iQ bl'lcbh best 

naatdtn wIIat)'Oll alQ ~ In 
or i~ft aoo.t ad!~ 

{!] sun (bIazI~dutf) 0 s!,<8y (1reezlngftlollsatty) 

o lightning (spar1o:/ftBsh/baog) 0 bree.ze (genlle/stiffMoIem) 

o waves ~) Dtarmac (crackOOihollsoll) 

o _ stre8I (gleam/steam/glitter) 0 clouds (heaV1ldark/llUffy) 

o tights (briIi~ingldim) 0 fumes (cIoudAraiVpull') 

11111 5 III'IInns 

15 I.Gok . t the dmriplioB bt\ow of 
Pbotognpli A; IlIfft, asUar:)'III' IMlifS 

f""" Elt. 13-14, II'IiIe a ,i., ilar 
dnaiplion ofPbotognpli 8. 

We IwreIy ITOM!d ....... the worm ...... 
until • sUfI' breeze .. to whistle 
throo.ch the rigin& fiNi~ tile ft.ppirw 
wil. ¥OJ >eIIdint! u. ~ bword. 
Tho ~ __ spt.shcd .pm! 
the ~ wood of our yodK, ffiIWr« 
wIty spny .,..... tho ded, wlrilo seIfIIIIl. 
cried ooocrIoud •• iIhouetted J8IiinSt the ...,dood. 

18 Look It tile photGgnpli btIow, Ind 
Iry 10 illagi.Jlt lk ~Dt 1$ If J'OU weft 

pb)·skally pl'HlllL Mlb IHItH olllle 
,viow RtISOI)' dttaiJs 1011 WI _ or 

J ... glnt, 1.cJ tR moodJlI_plitft 

" .... irII tile scue SIIf#SU 10 )'III. 
Theo list words , 00 p/l1tieS wflic~ 

deKribt Illest m1dIy. 
FlAIl!),. II'Iite , description or the 

smIe i1lboui 50-75 words. 

" 



Unit 5 Narratives 

17 Read the story below and replace the words in bold type with suitable 
words from the following list. 

Para. 1 lingering, rustled, streamed, swirled 
Para. 2 evaporated, a flurry, frenzied, an uproar 
Para. 3 gathered, rumours, stumbled, stunned, wailed 
Para. 4 drifting, in ruins, slumped, stared, tossed 
Para. 5 grinning, lifting her head, warmly 
Para. 6 admired, autumn, fresh, lit up, radiant, thrilled 

Write a story which ends with the words: "She 
/mew the events of the day would change her 
life for ever." 

It was a clear, crisp autumn morning, and the wind 
made Edith's cheeks tingle pleasantly as she walked briskly to 
work. Pale sunlight shone through the bare branches of the 
trees lining the road, and fallen leaves moved and made 
a noise round her feet, while the smell of bonfires 
staying in the air brought back nostalgic memories of 
her childhood half a century ago. 

Her contentment went away, however, the moment she reached the 
office, where she was greeted by the noise of angry voices and a lot of 
quick activity. Puzzled, she asked innocently what was wrong. 

"We've been taken over by another company," someone said hysteri
cally, "and they've fired everyone!" Edith's heart sank; she had refused to 
believe office stories of the takeover, and now she felt lost and afraid. She 
had no idea what she could do, or where she should go. Very surprised, 
she didn't even take off her coat, but simply took a few personal posses
sions from her desk before she turned and walked blindly out of the office. 

Slowly making her way to the park, Edith sat dejectedly on a bench and 
looked at the ducks moving on the river. After thirty years of loyal service, 
she told herself bitterly, she had been put aside, and her life was not good. 
No one would hire an elderly secretary who knew nothing about computers. 

Then a familiar voice suddenly interrupted her thoughts: "Cheer up, Edith 
- it's not the end of the world!" Looking up, she saw her boss, Mr Blake, 
smiling happily. As soon as he had heard about the takeover, he explained, 
he had decided to make other plans, and had bought a small hotel in the 

south of France. "My wife and I need a housekeeper," he contin
ued nicely, "and you'd be perfect for the jOb." 

Edith looked at the beautiful colours of the fallen leaves and 
realised instinctively that this was the chance of her dreams. 
She was happy at the idea of making a new start in the later 

part of her life, and a big smile was seen on her face. She knew 
the events of that day would change her life for ever. 

18 Read the model again, and idel 
which techniques for beginning a .\ 
have been used in the first paragrl 
Then underline the time words/phrt 
Finally, identify the main events 
emotions in each paragraph. 
(e.g. Para 1: Edith walks to work; SI 
happy.) 

19 Put the following descriptive Vf 

into the correct categories, and t 
add as many words as you can th 
of to each category. 

A glance, glimpse, inspect, nod, p. 
peer, plod, saunter, signal, step, str 
squint, trudge, wander 

stare 
gaze 

G£STUR£S 

shrug 
wave 

stroll 
march 



Wow. ~, CTIlSA. d<ul ~,;"",,~, ";111, ".".1/WP. 
,......" p , K'I'II'" _ .... """'to'. 'NT, ,1WIfI, sn-J, .MI. 1Ii111tr. 
.wt .IIIII1r" &11«1'. fipflN 

20 C..,pItt, 1M r"'loIo i~~ '\CfI1M b)' rTPbrilll lM'rrI!s i. bntlIi! _it. 
II(lrds f.- tM Ii!>! "'''''', .... Ioi.,; an)' dIa~ ",",UI). 

"" . ,._. mr, . spriIu • ,.". p . ~ . -"',aM' !triM 

SldlJ _ suddenly reminded of ~ and Gregory, rn¥ly 

~S bl'iOO'e, playi"l! ~ game of hide-.lnd·~k. Cr~h'''g, sho! 
had I ) ...... «:m ....... (romel oul from ne.. hld,,,S place C 
behiod ~ hedge. ACross lho! 1.1"", she had 2) ................. , ..... , 
(~) Gregory ho!acling 100' some 11ff!i, ] ) .............. : ... .. 
(Come) out, she h;J,d r""ed OCf()SS t~ open grass, qUICkly 

look towards Gregoo'y 10 ~ what ~ -. ) .................... ( ) . to rest beside • 
doing. She 5) ............... ..... (stop) bridly 
bush, theo ~ ~ ~I\ makiog her .lIempt 10 NIl lor 

'base.. (seel 
Suddenly she re.lisro he h;J,d 6) .................... .. 

her ;IS Gr~ .. ..s 1) ....... ...... ......... ( .. -Mk)~;oight IO.-:-ds 
her', rOO' • lillie wh~, she thought s~ slill might m;ako: II by 

8) ......... ............ (NIl) her hitrde5t. bul GrqjQoy was ~Ire: 
9) ..................... (Wlile) triumrh<!nlly. Re;J(hi"l! lhe M 1 : 
mari<.ed ~s.e. he , a.ually kkked il~. She Sl~~. ou 

,k>ok, at him ~"gnly. oI llfcath, and 10) .................... . 

21 lind 1M r,~~,..i'4! dtsnipl ....... ~od yadtrlinr 1M clrscripli'f "uI'I1I OK 

phrastS dt.snibin~ man .... and .... D .. riS/ll~ thea cirdf 1M acl>ffbs 

,lid acljtc1lftS • . w in ... ...... 1 ....... tlult •. ""If I1K'Io ~pI"" in 
simplirlflll rom. IS i. 1M namplt ..... sa)' .. hal t .... iuns IK or pfr· 
_IiI)' CMntlrrh liQ .'" ~ i. txh db<'ript ..... . 

,~ S~ .... b <.!rOOtIE!~;Hu the .. indo!>. lhen 5tOOd .mh lep a~n alld her 
hamk un her h;!"-I"'cning8bo:, head CtXh'd 10 01\1: ~idc. 

5.mJ1r ~ .... , /Q Iitt "mJ",,· aM I"r<,w rQ"'fi.t~'. ('mpllnfn~ "W'ffl" ... ) 

UAI15 NGHDlIm 

Daphne 'i"a'Iolcd 00 the Ida. rIr6i~ 
k3fi~ rhrou&h the ~ 1lI!($ 0( her 
rIliI@uilK iI. >hr; rhe .. ~d J~IQ illId 
<Jurptd i <OIi dnn~ . 

l Hi! I>I'(M' kniliro. AIc.\ <laIoo Nanl~' 

.1 lhe I,'I)mj)\ller IoO'ttn. !Cfl!tthlng lilt 
bad of his head alld drumming his fi n· 
ger;un (h~ l~Mc. Ihrn he \ igh~d deeply 
and rdlK1anl~' Tcao:hcd 101' IfIl: phone:. 

3 The rlrildrtn ,loppt'd abrupt l}' and 
gazed al !he s\lop .. ,nd<Jo, .. "h .. idc. 
unbhnki~ ()'~ nud~illf nch OIher 
and poinling at tilt damlng pile< of 

." 

22 fill in tilt gap. in 1M rolto.illJ"'" 
IfrlCf:!i"" tlloM;ng lilt """I , uitablr 
.. ord rro", IMst Ei,(tI in bradm 
and pun iltll il inln lilt rorTft'1 fnnn. 

t.g. "Can'r )W fir SJ,'ur Iii< It~cil<, .Vro!.lfii 
Qrrgrlly (Ut,. anl'], rllmfrdi aJ 1M 

clri/dJrn fotgtltd ftl rlmly I~ 

~.~!. 

The old man leanl -,,----;,--_-,
(1Ita\~ . ~I~· . .. tI"') on h~ "llkln~ wid:: 
and pz.:d (sad.1Iapp). 
M!!" ') \()I\lrus the hoI8 .. he", he and 
hi<; .. ue had li>tJ ulllil her duth. 

1 Elnoor mUllclCd ___ ~ __ 

{praI'f. imjliltirnl. ('tJf!1~nl ) ~'hcf plIf' 
cnll ~:.ndclrd . _____ . __ 

{, I". . quirk. i ma~in~li.r ) aroulld her 
loom too makt $Urc ir " ';III 'd). 

3 Th€ inJur~ d .,eli.l hob~lcd ""a' 
_,-_---,-,- (I bropt. pain, c~k). 
embarr~d Il) lhe ____ _ 

(nHICtnl. [tiYII. t\Hllplirlltt ) ,laro; of 
,he nnlool.e ..... 

J The lando!>lII'l ~hook h~ rIM 
--;--;--::-7--::"'~ (. Mlltn,. 1'111 ... 
!lOis}) al lhe Ir~"" ~I off ~. 
land Of 111 «:Ilhe dogs 00 )OII!" he bel· 
tu..ro (ruriolio;.,...n. 
prood ~ 

45 
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Unit 5 Norrolives 

23 Put the following words describing emotions into the correct cate
gories, then add as many words as you can think of to each cat

egory. Make sure that you know the various forms of each 
word (noun, verb, adjective, opposite, etc). 

alarm, amused, annoyed, anxious, bliss, calm, cheerful, 
delighted, depressing, dread, ecstatic, enthusiasm, exhi
larating, frightened, glad, irritating, infuriating, miser
able, melancholy, mournful, panic, patience, puzzled, 
regret, satisfaction, stirring, temper, terrified, upset 

joy 
contentment 

sadness 
grief rage 

furious 

relieved 
confusion 

24 Fill in the gaps in each of the following sentences by choosing the most 
appropriate word from those given in brackets and putting it into the 
correct form, as in the example. 

e.g. The job was exciting at first, but when I realised that it offered me no future, 
I became disillusioned . (jortune/illusiQnjthrill) 

1 After I had walked round the War Museum, I felt ............................................. at 
mankind's ability to inflict pain and suffering on others. 

(disappoint/appal/excite) 

2 I found it hard to ............................................... with him as we both knew that 
what he had suffered had been nobody's fault but his own. 

(apology /joy /sympathy) 

3 We all clapped and cheered ............................................... after the performance, 
hoping that the band would come back on stage. 

(thrill/impatience/enthusiasm) 

4 We were spending the summer holiday in a ............................................... little 
cottage near the sea, when disaster suddenly struck. 

(delight/surprise/regret) 

5 When I saw how much damage the fire had caused and realised that five 
years' work had been destroyed, I was ............................................... . 

(devastate/puzzle/disappoint) 

25 Replace the numbered words in t 

following paragraphs with those 
the lists given. 

awful, brightly, extremely, huge, lovely 
pleasant, raging, terribly, tiny, whisperec 

A. There was a 1) big crash of thunder a 
a flash of lightning. Jess was 2) very frig 
ened as she sat in her 3) little bed listeni 
to the 4) bad storm which was 5) happeni 
outside. She picked up her teddy bear a 
6) said to it, 'Tm 7) very afraid, but I m 
try to think of 8) nice things." When J, 
woke the next morning the sun was shinl 
9) nicely; it was going to be a 10) good d; 

burst, furious, hurled, marched, mutteri, 
peered, rainswept, screaming, glaring, terrif, 

B. Steve sat 1) looking at the clock on 1 

wall and 2) saying something to himself. 
was absolutely 3) angry at being kt 
waiting. Suddenly he stood up, 4) wan 
towards the window and 5) looked up a 
down the 6) wet street. Then, without ( 
warning, a stranger 7) came in and 8) thl 
a heavy chair across the room, 9) sayi 
"You! Get out of here this instant!" Stt 
was 10) afraid, and ran outside withou 
backward glance. 



26 Look at the cartoon drawings below showing actions and mannerisms 
and write a description of each one, as in the example. 

R-R-RIP , 
~~\ e-~e-<; 

\'-' DvlgJrtt)-

NV 

27 Replace the word "said" in the following passage with more descriptive 
reporting verbs from the list below, and add the missing punctuation. 
The words which are underlined are in Direct Speech. 

exclaimed, laughed, shouted, snapped, stammered, teased, wailed, yelled 

gQ said the skydiving instructor the first student jumped out of the plane gQ 

the instructor said to the next student in line 

i cant do it the terrified novice said im scared 
---- -. ---- ---

look if you ciont jump now you'll never be allowed to tryagain the instruc
tor said over the noise of the aeroplane 

but but the student said ih(ive a wife and tw.o children 

COIl1Y Oil it§J1Qt<iangerous jtlst get a hold of yourself and remember what 
youve learll~d 

the nervous student looked out the plane door and saw the green fields 
below o_kjIlclQ it he said with determination and jumped 

the parachute opened properly and he floated gently towards the ground 
i bet you were terrified said his wife when he touched down 

no he said i cant wait to do it again 

Unit 5 Norroliv 

28 Look at the cartoon strip below 11 

write a brief descriptive paragn 
about each picture, as in the examl 

Staring out of the window, Mike couldn 
believe his eyes: Somebody was walkin 
along the street with Rex, Mike's do~ 
Throwing the window open, he leaned 01 

and bellowed, "That's my dog! What ar 
you doing with him?" 
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Unit 5 Norrotives 

Flashback Narration 
Narrative sequence does not always follow the chronological sequence of 
events. You may choose to begin with a particular (usually dramatic) 
event, and then use flashback narration to describe the events up to this 
pOint (usually In Past Perfect), before continuing with the rest of the story. 

• Some narrative writing tasks tell you to begin your story with a given 
sentence which often suggests clearly that another important event has 
already taken place; in such cases you must use flashback narration. 

29 Read the story below and underline the time words/phrases, then put 
the verbs in brackets into the correct tenses. 

Write a story beginning with the words: 
"He sat down, unable to believe what had happened." 

He sat down, unable to believe what had happened. Angus (1) .................... . 
(hear) the metal door clang shut and the policeman trudging away down the 
corridor and, gazing around at the bare brick wall of the narrow cell, he 
(2) ............................. (become) aware of the stale, sour smell of the rough 
blanket covering the crude bed on which he (3) .......................... (sit). 

A few hours earlier, Angus had been a carefree tourist looking forward to an 
exotic holiday as he stepped out of a taxi in front of his hotel. Then, suddenly, 
events (4) ............................. (take) a nightmarish twist. Three policemen had 
rushed up, waving guns and shouting at him in a language he couldn't under
stand before clamping handcuffs on his wrists. After bundling him into a battered 
police car, they had raced to the police station. Nobody could speak a word of 
English, it seemed, and Angus (5) ............................. (be pushed) into a cell 
without knowing what crime they thought he (6) ................................ (commit). 

Now, through the bars of the tiny window in his cell, Angus watched the 
evening sky grow dark, until the door of the cell was flung open. Two burly 
policemen seized his arms and (7) .......................... (lead) him to a small room, 
bare except for a wooden table with a telephone on it. A tall, swarthy man in a 
neat uniform and shiny boots entered the room, and the other policemen 
(8) ............................ (spring) to attention. The man, obviously a senior officer, 
(9) ............................. (speak) to Angus in broken English; but Angus' relief at 
finding someone he could understand turned to dismay when he realised what 
the man (10) ........................... (say). The officer was accusing him of a robbery 
which (11) ................................ (carry out) the previous week. 

"But that's ridiculous!" Angus spluttered. "I (12) ................................ (arrive) in 
the country today - I've never been here before in my life!" 

At that moment, the telephone rang, and the officer held a long conversation. 
Finally he (13) .................................. (put) the phone down and muttered, 
"Mistake .. , sorry ... another man ... ," then showed Angus to the door and 

explained that he was free to leave. 

Angus stepped out into the warm night air, still shaken by the terrifying experi
ence but immensely thankful that it was over. He knew he would feel angry 
later at the way he (14) ................................ (be treated) - but he hoped that 
by that time he (15) ................................ (be) on an aeroplane, flying home. He 

was no longer in the mood for a holiday. 
1# U 4 $ 

30 Complete the list of events below 
the order in which they appear in 
story. Then number the events 
chronological order and say wh 
part of the story uses flashback n 
ration. Finally, tell the story briefl~ 
your own words without using fla 
back narration. 

Paragraph 1 

[!] Angus sits in a cell in a police static 

Paragraph 2 

D··· .. · .. ·· .. ·· .. · .. ·· .. · .. · .. ·· .. ····· .. ····· .. ·· .. ·· .. ·· .. ·, 
D Three policemen arrest him. 

D······ .. ·· .. · .. ········· .. · .. ·· .. ············ .. ····· .. ··· .. ·, 
Paragraph 3 

D He is taken into a small room. 

D .. · .. ·· .. ·· .. · .. ·· .. ·· .. · .. · .. ········ .. ·· .. · .. ······ .. ·· .. ·· 
D·· .. ·· .. ····· .. ····· .. · .. · .. ·· .. · .. ····· .. ·· .. · .. ······ .. ·· .. 

Paragraph 4 

D Angus denies the accusation. 

Paragraph 5 

D .. · .. ·· .. ·· .. ·· .. ·· .. ·· .. ····· .. · .. ········ .. ·· .. · .. · .. ··· .. · 
D· .. ·· .. ·· .. ·· .. ·· .. ······ .. · .. ·· .. ···· .. · .. ·· .. · .. ····· .. ·· .. 
D Angus is told that he is free. 

Paragraph 6 

D .. · .. ··· .. · .. ·· .. · .. ·· .. · .. · .. · .. · .. · .. · .. ··· .. ·· .. · .. ·· .. ··· 
~ He decides to fly home immediatel~ 



31 Which of these "beginning" sentences would 
require flashback narration, which would suit 
chronological narration, and which could use 
either approach? Explain the reason for your 
choice, and then suggest a suitable plot for each 
story. 

A "He couldn't help 
wondering if he had done 

the right thing. " 

B "As I answered the 
telephone, little did I 
realise how my life 

was about to change. " 

Unil 5 Norrotives 

C E "As she looked ac 
"The chances of such 

a coincidence were a 
million to one. " 

the courtroom at II 
members of the jury 

started crying." 

D "It had all been a 
terrible 

misunderstanding ... 

F "She walked into 
the restaurant, looking 

forward to a pleasant mea 
with old friends. " 

32 Read the models below and number the paragraphs in chronological order. Which model uses flashback narration, 
and in which paragraph(s) are the flashback events included? What tense has been used for these events? Finally, 
select a different paragraph as a starting point for flashback narration, and tell the story again in your own words. 

MODEL A 
~ Peter and Mike climbed onto a rock to admire the ter
rific view of the valley far below them, and inhaled the cool, 
pine-scented air, pleased with their decision to climb the 
steep mountain near the village where they lived that Sunday 
morning. 

MODEL B 
~ Michael looked down on the mountainside from the 
window of the helicopter. He felt increasingly helpless, as it 
looked totally different from the air and the network of tiny 
paths was mostly obscured from view by the thick covering of 
pine trees. To make matters worse, the light was fading fast ru But then disaster struck. As Peter clambered 

down from the rock his foot slipped and he tumbled 
awkwardly to the ground. Michael stared in horror 
as his friend's leg which was bent at a painful angle 
beneath him. Anxiously he pulled off his jacket and 

Write a story 
entitled 

"The Rescue" 

and a thick blanket of mist was starting to form. 
Eventually the pilot and the three mountain rescue 
workers in the helicopter agreed that they would 
have to go back and continue the search for 

draped it around Peter's shoulders. "Look, I'll be right back," 
he said, hoping that his voice sounded reassuring, and began 
the long trek back down the mountainside to fetch help. 
@[] Three hours later, Michael found himself in a helicopter 
along with three mountain rescue workers. He felt increasing
ly helpless, as the mountain looked totally different from the 
air and the network of tiny paths was mostly obscured from 
view by the thick covering of pine trees. To make matters 
worse, the light was fading fast and a blanket of mist was start
ing to form. Eventually, the pilot announced that they would 
have to go back and continue the search for Peter on foot. 

Michael's friend, Peter, on foot. 
ru Everything had been totally different that Sunday morn
ing, when the two boys had set out on their walk up the cool, 
pine-scented mountainside near the village where they lived. 
Near the top, Peter and Michael had climbed onto a rock to 
admire the view of the valley far below them. 
ru That was when disaster had struck. On clambering 
down, Peter had tumbled awkwardly to the ground, his leg 
bent at a painful angle beneath him. Unable to move, he was 
forced to wait where he was, wrapped in Michaets jacket, 
while Michael had begLln thE' long trek down the mountain
side to fetch help. 

BOTH MODELS 
10141 By seven o'clock that evening, they had left the helicopter in the village and gathered a mountain rescue team of fifteen 
men. Michael felt disheartened and scared for his friend's safety. Slowly they ascended the mountain, scouring the numerous 
paths for Peter.The only sounds were crunching footsteps and the crackle of static on the walkie-talkies that the rescue workers 
carried to talk to each other. The mountainside was an eerie place after nightfall and gradually Michael started to wonder whether 
they would ever find Peter at all. 
~ Suddenly Michael heard a voice come over one of the walkie-talkies, "We've got him. We're taking him down." 
rn "I'm sorry," said Michael to his friend later in the warm safety of the hospital room, "I didn't realise it would take so lang." 
Peter smiled painfully. "It's okay", he croaked, still weak from his ordeal, "I'm just glad to be here, alive." 
IGI71 The doctors decided to keep Peter at the hospital for the night in case of complications with his leg. Before leaving, Michael 
looked down at his friend and patted his shoulder as, silently, they both vowed never to go walking in the mountains again. 
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UI1I 5 NlrraUns 

33 11. ..... tM ,..i. bod)' or 1M ~Iory bflooo, II •• 11 as tilt dllf' l'fnl INtin
ning~ and endings. \\bio;h tf!;bniqub ,"". brtn ~~ in nrfI ill'llIt 

b¢inningSl nd .lIdin~ W~O namles 1"" .1~'~ 

You know hOw IIQIneOne 1MIs when tie ill about 1<) pay 
e>:aM I ~ lew' the bar*. noIlQIIIr9d iI ill 

I " "IS .. ;tiling pat;"nt!y in tht «\KOC .. htn wddo:n~' ""1l men 
pull ing b!:;ck m.llh ()'o'er thei l htad$. nMcd Ih'<I.gh the frofll 
door and bcpn !hooting and ""3"ill!! gum; in 1M air. 11111 is a 
robIlcry:)'C1l:d one or 1M mzhd men. -Do ~ .. ua)" and I!Q 

one " ill get hwt!- The otbcr bank robber htrtled us inlO' C()f. 

ocr of the Ilk"" ~nd OIlJcred III 10 lie face~ n on tile floor, 
I "-as temrlCd. M)' .. fIoIc: body froze in fal. Somront 

htlpnl me: 00<011 to !he pound .. 'hm all the otbtl Ct6lOmeri 
"-cre huddkd tOSttlM:r. hardl)' (\'(ft darin& lO bread!c in ca~ 
lbe men dt<:ided In carry 0111 Il!c:ir threat and 11.11 sItooI inr,. 

The cii>h;"1'< Yotll: remalk~' calm but I su[lllOlt tile" 
lrailnn~ hid peplll'N thtm lor <udI • sitllalJOll. They buIiIy 
emptied tile COOlenl.'> of tllelr Il1h onto}, ~ tht robber.; hid 
puu.cd O'Ier the COunler to}liltm. 1 kpt tljl(rting 10} he.r tile 
"ailin! of simKti tile poIitt hurried lO f'tSCIj(' us. ""t thtn: "-as 
onl)' an unbnl1blc ~. 

Almu.t iti '\'\J(Jden~' a.'i tile)" hid enlered. lhe: nwked raiders 
grlIi)bcd lhe ir ~ alld Idt the buikling. jumpin, inlO} a Ileigc 
g~"'1I)' car. MlIIUIC!i b te •. Ille poIitt ~rriI'ed. Scleral offal'< 
tool off in tho:ir (lIrs to ~ if the:) oould calch tht rrimiruis. 

.. 
10000 •• 1(1, elMling '* iOI'''.'lI_ 

- PIA .,oonII1OgoII • .., go.., gil 

"hile 04!lers tried lO calm os do,Jon eflQlIgh ~ llilt ,~, 00'"1 
take robrn:nt.ltaleme:nll. 

After a "hile. Ille f«hng. of:.hod and fd. bcpn 
~, I " ':6 .11ill a 011 !J1~ken. bul I had rro:J\"C r~d r 
enough lO g;'~ Ille poIitt ~. IICCUUnl of "h.at hid 
Ihc-n ,,'tilt klroIkc1 In)' Wwin~ 

,. j _ -...IIltIg tied< 10'" ~' • • qp: b*ing 01 Mwt hid n.pp.1Id __ bIIIn. 
10 _ ... 10 ........ ....,......, [11ft "UoJiluil'll_ .... ilia in .. -



34 Read the model below and correct the highlighted words. Write S for 
spelling, WO for word order, G for grammar, P for punctuation or WW 
for wrong word. Read the story again and put the events in chronolog
ical order; then retell the story without flashback narration. Suggest a 
suitable title for the story. 

G was 

As he got off the train, he looked up and down the platform. 
There ere no one there and, as he stood listening to the sound 
of the train rattling off into the distance, he begun to feel a little 
worried. His brother had promised to meet him, but was 
nowhere to be seen. Stood there checking his watch and 
anxiously peering into a darkness beyond the station, Matt felt 
terribly alone. 

Matt Black was a merchant seaman. Ten years previously he 
has left home to go at sea because there were little jobs in the 
village which he grew up. After being so long at sea, he had 
made enough money to return back and set up a small business. 
He had been nen'olls about his familie's reaction to his home
coming, but one telephone call had been enough to put his 
mind at rest. They sounded such excited that he was coming 
back. His lllother had e\'en cried, that Matt had found embal'-
rasslllg. 

No\\', standing in the deserted plat/())'Jll, he did not kno", 
what to think. It was two in the morning and, since it was no 
telcphone, he decided to walk the fi\'C miles to the village. 
Somebody will pick him up, he thought. So, dragging his two 
huge bags behind him, he set off down the narrow country lane. 
l\fin walking only for ten minutes, one of his bags caught on a 
stone and tore open, spilling the contents over the muddy road. 
Cold, tired and no\\' bad-tempered, he sat on a rock f()]' a while. 
this \\as not the way he had imagined his return. 

Once the lights of his village came into vicw, his mood lificd 
slightly. He wandered whether would he be able to readjust to 
lik in a small community after years Oil board a ship and his 
expericnce of so many f()reign cultures. BuL he decided. this 
was where he \\(I11Ied to be, (Ind his pace quickened as he 
approached to the bmih home. 

Walking up the drive, he was noticing the flickeling light of 
a teinisiol! in a downstairs window. Through the opel! curtains 
he cOllld set' his brother, asleep fast on the sof~l. He taped on the 
glass and his brother \\oke up, dazed and confused. "Matt~" he 
shouted excited. "Oh no, I k>ll aslcep~ How did vou get here?" 
Matt thought back to when the two of them leaved there (IS 

t('('nagels al1d, with a sigh of relicf~ said to hil11selL "At least 
some things h(l\'en't changcd." 

Unil 5 Norrotives 

, .. 

35 Look at the following composition 
task instructions and answer the 
questions below. 

a) • Write a story that begins or ends 
with the words: "It had all been a 
case of mistaken identity." 

• What sort of narrative (c.g. Illllstenl, lldpCI1-

tun.', izumlln drama, etc) does the title 
suggest to you? 

• Would you use flashback narration? 
Why /Why not? 

• Does the topic require specialised knowl
edge and / or vocabulary you may not 
have? 

• Can you suggest a possible plot using this 
sentence to begin your story? 

b) Write a story entitled "The Locked 
Door". 

• What sort of narrative story (c.g. mystery, 
lldvcntllrc, izuman drama, etc) does the title 
suggest to you? 

• What techniques would you use to begin 
and end your story? 

• Is it necessary for you to write.this com
position using flashback narration? Why / 
Why not? 

• What time words/phrases would you use 
to link the events? 

• Can you suggest a possible plot? 

36 Choose ONE of the composition 
tasks above, and write a complete 
plan with notes. Then write the com
position in 300 to 400 words. 
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A Describe a well-known holiday destination and 
account for its popularity. 

1 What kind of composition is this? 
2 What are the key words? 
3 Which paragraph plan would you follow? 
4 Which tenses would you use? Why? 
5 What style does the composition need to be written 

in? Why? 
6 How could you begin/end your composition? 

B Describe a prominent person from the past whom you 
wish you could meet, giving reasons for your choice. 

1 What kind of composition is this? 
2 What are the key words? 
3 Which paragraph plan would you follow? 
4 Which tenses would you use? Why? 
5 Which aspects of description would you include? 
6 Is it necessary to justify the reasons for your choice? 

If so, think of the possible reasons and justify them. 

C Write a short story entitled 'The Opportunity". 

1 Is it necessary to decide on a plot before writing 
your story? 

2 Would you use flashback narration? Why/Why not? 
3 Which information would you give in order to set 

the scene? 
4 What tenses would you use to set the scene? 
5 Which techniques would you use to begin and end 

your story? Give examples. 
6 Can you suggest a plot? How would you present the 

events chronologically? 

D Describe a visit to a restaurant in your country and 
give your impressions of the atmosphere, decor, ser
vice and food. 

1 What are the key words? 
2 What information would you give when describing 

the restaurant? 

3 Would you use narrative techniques? If so, I 
examples. 

4 What paragraph plan would you follow? 
5 Would your composition be written in a forma 

informal style? Why? 
6 What descriptive techniques would you use? 

E Describe the activities and atmosphere at a celebrati 
or festival in your country. 

1 What kind of composition is this? 
2 What are the key words? 
3 Would your composition be written in a forma 

informal style? Why? 
4 What tenses would you use? Why? 
5 Would you use narrative and/or descriptive t( 

niques? If so, give examples. 
6 Which paragraph plan would you follow? 

F Write a short story beginning with the words: "AI 
reading the letter, she realised her life would never 
the same again. " 

1 What should you decide on before starting to \\> 

your story? 
2 Would you use flashback narration? Why/Why r 
3 Which tenses would you use throughout your stc 
4 Which technique( s) could you use to end your sto 
5 Which techniques would you include in orde 

make your story more interesting? 
6 Can you suggest a plot using flashback narratio 

G Describe a typical market in your country and aCCOl 
for its continUing success. 

1 What kind of composition is this? 
2 What are the key words? 
3 Which tenses would you use? Why? 
4 Would you refer to the senses in order to descl 

the place? If so, give examples. 
5 How would you make your description more in 

esting? 



6 What reasons would you present which could account 
for the market's success? Provide justification. 

H Describe an educational visit you have been on and say 
what you think you have learned from this experience. 

1 What are the key words? 
2 What could be described as "an educational visit"? 
3 Would you use narrative techniques? If so, give 

examples. 
4 Which tenses would you use? Why? 
5 What aspects of description would you mention? 

Give examples. 
6 Which paragraph plan would you follow? 

Describe your first meeting with a famous person and 
explain in what ways you found him or her to be dif
ferent from your expectations. 

1 What are the key words? 
2 What tenses would you use? Why? 
3 Which words would you use to express contrast? 
4 What aspects of description would you mention? 
5 Is this a pure descriptive composition of a person? 

WhylWhy not? 
6 Which paragraph plan would you follow? 

J Describe an important twentieth-century invention 
and explain how it has changed people's lives. 

1 What kind of composition is this? 
2 What are the key words? 
3 What inventions can you talk about? 
4 How detailed should your description of the inven

tion be? 
5 What aspects of description would you mention? Why? 
6 Which paragraph plan would you follow? 

K Write a story ending with the words: "How could I 
have been so wrong?" he wondered. 

1 Would you use flashback narration? WhylWhy not? 
2 What information would you give to set the scene? 

3 Which technique( s) would you use to begin your story? 
4 What tenses would you use throughout your story? 
5 Which techniques would you include in order to 

make your story more interesting? 
6 Can you suggest a suitable plot? 

L Describe a person whom you regard as successful 
and define the qualities needed to achieve success. 

1 What are the key words? 
2 What tenses would you use? Why? 
3 What aspects of description would you include? 
4 Must the description be of someone who is a)alive; 

b)well known? 
5 What qualities would you mention? 
6 Which paragraph plan would you follow? 

M Write a story beginning or ending with the words: "He 
took a deep breath and knocked on the door. " 

1 Would you use flashback narration? WhylWhy not? 
2 What should you decide on before starting to write 

your story? 
3 If you use the given sentence to begin the story, can 

you suggest a plot without flashback narration? 
4 If you use the given sentence to end the story, can 

you suggest a plot without flashback narration? 
What tenses would you use? 

5 If you use the given sentence to end the story, can 
you suggest a plot with flashback narration? What 
tenses would you use? 

N Describe your most prized possession and explain 
why you value it so much. 

1 What kind of composition is this? What are the key 
words? 

2 What tenses would you use? Why? 
3 What type of possession could you describe? 
4 What information would you give in order to 

describe this possession? 
5 What paragraph plan would you follow? 
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UNIT 6 Discursive ESSDYS 

1 all \'00 .. ill hr., four Jl<'Opl. on 3 ",dio JII1lgramrnf di~fus!ing "lM!lh~r 
pror,:l'<'SS is good rur us. Look 01 lite foll{Min~ qlttslion" 1M" l i'l~n 10 Ih. <ass.Uc 
and .n5 •• tr 1M qurslion~ 

A Which 'pt'a~.r disc u,so !"", ihl .... Iution. to a problem? 

R II'hkh 'pta"'. ~i" '" persooal opinion on Ih. ~"bj"'l? 

C Which sjl\'l ~r djstu~\e! \ ~riOU5 alprtll 
(_.g. mHHlfIIir. _'WCiJJi. nl) of Ih' ,"bjt<1~ 

Il \\nich ,pelL.r pl'ffi'nr~ . hal.nr«! "'lurn."t diS<'U!;sing 
points in fa,,,,,r <1 progrn. IS ... 11 as QgtJ;nll prug" ,,? 

D Speaker 1 

D Speaker 2 

D Speaker 3 

D Speaker 4 

" ~ eMay .. a piece 01 formal wrillng """"'" OIocL&eO • paI1>C:ular '$><It, 
.,!uat>on or p<oI>Iem. 

Tl'>e<e or" _ rnooo types 01 cjjSCUl ...... MSII\'S. 
I For..,d "!I'Iinot ..... y. PC"""'" I)0Il> sides 01 ." O!;S\Ie. d~ poonIs in 

I"""", 01 • P4'nwor topic as well .. those ag<oino1. Of lilt advamages all(! 

dl53<Mlntoges 01 a par!IC:tIW qoosbO't E""h pod SI>OuId t>o "-"P«1&d Ily 
jo..oIli~ examples, """'(If reasons. The wriCer', own 0I)ir'Ii0n ~ be 
pre:oen!ed orIoi in lhe ~"'" palagraph . 

N Opinion eo .. , . pr<!SMt tM ""ter', f>O<:IMaI oponoon conctmng the 10I)ic. door
Iy .<aIed am oupported by _ oons ooo/or oxampln. Tho oppoo.it>g ~ 
aM ""'""" sI>ouIO t>o ir>cUIe<l in a """",at" paragropn beIore I!le cbsrig ...... 
I~ wit ..... "'\)I.IIl1eI'It!hat $00>01 ~ is .... ~ ~e"POiIi. The weiI.r. 
opinoon >I>OJId be indud«l WI the introdt>:bOI1. III"Id wmmar,sed.''''statod in the -IIi E ... y •• u911".ti"ll ooIutio,," to "rob ....... WI wtuch the p'oI>Iom($1 osoocaatod 
w"" • paIIIOOIar i5SUfl ",.n.-", Ole aM/yse<l and possit>I& solutiOnS "'" pUt 101· 
wafa. 1og.eIhe< ";!n 81'1\' e>:pec!«l ,_'oon>eQUenceS. The _ ., opOOO 

mal be m"'!lon.d. ~ '" ..... e<:ttv. in the nroducliofllJlld/OI conclusoon. 

A goood d~",,,,, ..... , ~ oon ... l <>I 
'1 In IntrOductory Plragrapll in w""" 100 CleiV1"l" Stale the topic to be (!iSCuS$od; 

bl I miln body. WI....-t>dI poiIlts <V. clea1ty statOO WI separ.te paragraphs aM 
e,empbtied 01 jusII1it1d: """ 

0) I doting para~rlp~ turnl"f'l&n1l4ng". mam p<xnIS <>I t!lO _Yo WI w/"kh yw 
OIo,,,,·,,,,,,,'e ywr oprllon. anrJIor IJi"'<! • bal<V>ce<! corISKIeI.t>on oIlhe topic 

Points 10 consider 

• Present eacl1 poiIlt"' , separote parogr.p/I. A ~ paragrop/> COIIIiIins • 
clear topit Hnt.",,". orhch .ummaris-es the oont!l<ltS 01 tM parlOQr"Ph. as wei U 
• de .. lUstlflution •• , plallllion or .tarr>pIe WI wpport <>I the i>O<rrt pre_too. 

• Wolt·kno"" quotatio n. (1.1l'. As wrlIetS_fl ""ug~ """.HkI. ·ltil bad 
eno<JgIr 10 _1M put; ~ _ be 1_ ro _ the 1utIn. oJ. rhetorical 
que."ons ( •. g. If pICf1It JodIy .... not concemed MOUtJIr -.rr_ ..... IM 
II4n SIJII be __ Ior"""'"IJ 01 IItought·prwol<,rtg statements ~.g. "" fKt is fI>II 
OM" """'" is _r """ makes ~. 1IteN Is no....,h rlrlng .. Olwtcl .j art u •• ful 
ooY!<:eS 1O rnai<e your compost1ioo more ReI"sting 

• I'IeIIw you be9r> ""IIng. you _ always ma,," ~ 1st <>I the poiflts you .... p-esont. 

• Do oot .... Informal *¥- ('.Il'. coollrllClId _. colloqrrMI ~ file) or very 
..,ong~I'·Il'· I _. I"""".,J 

• UtI appropnatol",king woraoJphrosos to $IIOW the ' n., ""'_ paragrop/l . as 
wei as to Iin~ s.enWlCeS w,lhIn parag<aphs 

\. topic: Hnte""" 

Mont' peop/<t. _. rxe/er 
Iti.rnt1 ... Itilb _ they "* -I. juot_ 

- ~ """" tall!. 
pt1CJJ/8 "'" - '" ..., .;, • 
frJuStr. as /hey II>d m<n ....... 
able '" IupIIn WId _ """"" 
,.. ~ II>oy "'* ,. 
-.g d SoII<UifI' IhaI ~prnm> 
~ d ~ _ ofIfJfS -



2 Look at the essay plans below for the three types of discursive essays, 
then say what features the plans have in common and how each plan 
differs from the others. 

:'t<~<,"'" """'~'.\ 

?l~6"" "~ ~mTID tA~fillU~lJ:' 

Illroducliol 
Paragraph 1 

state topic (without stating 
your opinion) 

Moll Body 
Paragraphs 2 - 3 

arguments for & justifications, 
examples or reasons 

Paragraphs 4 - 5 
arguments against & 

justifications, examples or 
reasons 

Final Paragraph 

balanced consideration 
or opinion 

Inlraducllol 
Paragraph 1 

state the topic am:Lyour 
QQinioD 

Moll Body 
Paragraphs 2 - 4 
viewpoints & reasons/ 

examples 

Paragraph 5 

opposing viewpoint and 
reason/example 

Final Paragraph 

summarise/restate your 
opinion 

3 Look at the essay topics below, and say whether each topic asks for a 
"for and against" essay, an opinion essay or an essay suggesting 
solutions to problems. Then, choose two of the topics and make a list of 
the points you would include in an essay on each topic. 

1 "Animals should be treated with the same respect as humans." Do you 
agree with this view? 

2 "The generation gap is one which cannot be bridged." Discuss. 

3 Do you believe that equality for women means that women should also 
do such things as military service? 

4 "One language spoken worldwide would lead to better international 
relations." Discuss. 

5 Genetic engineering poses a number of worrying problems, both moral and 
practical. Discuss some of these problems and suggest what could be done to 
overcome them. 

6 "Celebrities should be allowed to keep their private lives private, without 
the invasion of the media." Discuss. 

7 

S 

9 

10 
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Inlroducllol 
Paragraph 1 

state the problem and its 
cause(s)/effect(s) 

Moll Body 
Paragraphs 2 - 5 

suggestions & results 

CoIIcluslll 
Final Paragraph 

summarise your opinion 

"Fear and ignorance are the root caus-
es of racial hatred." Discuss this state-
ment and offer some possible solutions 
to the problem of racial prejudice. 

"The motion picture industrris threat-
ening to destroy culture and tradi-
tion." Do you agree? 

"Too much money is spent on sport 
when it could be used to help the 
poor." What are your views on this 
issue? 

What are the advantages and disad-
vantages of our ever-increasing use of 
computer technology? 
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Formal style 
Discursive essays are written in formal style. This means you should use: 
,/ passive voice, impersonal constructions 

(e.g. It Is argued that ... ; It Is a common belief that ... ) 
,/ a range of advanced vocabulary (verbs, adjectives, abstract nouns, etc) 

(e.g. heated debate concemlng the controversial Issue ... ) 
,/ formal linking words/phrases (e.g. furthermore, however, nonetheless) 
,/ complex sentences with a variety of links, dependent clauses, etc 

(e.g. Although It Is widely accepted that compulsory military service, 
which provides an army with abundant manpower, Is beneficial 
to a country's ability to defend Itse", closer analysis of military 
efficiency suggests that It Is advanced weaponry which plays a 
crucial role In ... ) 

./ inversion, especially in conditionals 
(e.g. Were this true, we would ... ; Never has this been more obvious ... ) 

• You should not use: 
1 short forms (e.g. I'm, It's) except when these are part of a quotation 
1 colloquial expressions, phrasal verbs, idioms 

(e.g. lots of, put up with, be over the moon about ... ) 
1 simplistic vocabulary (e.g. Experts ~ they think this is bad, ... ) 
1 a series of short sentences (e.g. Many people think so. They are wrong.) 
1 simple linking words (e.g. and, but, so) except for variety 

4 Read the following excerpts and find examples of each of the features 
of formal and informal style listed in the table above. 

EXCERPT A 

A matter of considerable controversy 
at present is the issue of whether works 
of art should remain in their country of 
origin, or rather the owners of such 
works should be allowed to sell them to 
collectors abroad, thus depriving the 
country's population of a vital part of its 
cultural heritage. Strong arguments 
exist in support of both sides of this 
debate, which implies that it is worth 
examining both points of view before 
reaching any conclusions. 

Should such sales be permitted, it is 
argued that the country of origin would lose pieces of art which rightfully 
belong where they were created. In addition, works of art which were 
created to be viewed in a certain setting, or as part of a particular struc
ture, lose a great deal of their artistic impact when removed from this 
context. Venus de Milo, an ancient statue of Aphrodite is a clear case in 
point: this conspicuous example of the Hellenistic sculptural tradition, 
carved in 150 Be and found on the Aegean island of Melos in 1820, is 
now decorating nothing more inspiring than a room at the Louvre 
Museum in Paris ... 

EXCERPT B 

People argue a lot nowadays abou 
whether or not works of art from OnE 

country should be sold to another. 
don't think they should be. If they are 
then the people in the country of origir 
lose out on the chance to see stuff tha 
really belongs to them. This just isn' 
right. It's a problem, too, when you se~ 
works of art in the wrong place. I mean 
the Parthenon friezes look boring th! 
way they show them in the Britist 
Museum. That's just not where the~ 

belong. But if you could see them or 
the Parthenon, they'd look great ... 

Beginning and ending 
discursive essays 

In the first paragraph, you should state 
the topic and/or your opinion, and you 
may include one or more of the 
following techniques. 

• Make reference to an unusual or 
striking idea/scene/situation 
e.g. Imagine millions of people coming 

home from school or work every day 
to sit staring at a wall for four hours. 

• Address the reader directly 
e.g. You may think this is an exaggeration. 
and/or ask a rhetorical question. 
e.g. Have you ever wondered what the 

world would be like without cars? 

• Start with a quotation or--thought
provoking statement. 
e.g. -Television is an invention that 

permits you to be entertained In your 
living room by people you wouldn't 
have in your home. " David Frost 
once said. 

In the last paragraph, you should state 
your opinion and/or give a balanced 
consideration of the topic, and you 
may include one or more of the 
following techniques. 

• Finish with a quotation 

• Ask a rhetorical question 

• Give the reader something to consider 
e.g. Perhaps then people will re

discover what It is like to actually 
communicate with each other. 
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5 Match the following beginnings and endings. Then, say which technique has been used in each. 

a£/t111B1!1iJ 
~ .. 1 You may live in a comfortable house in a clean neighbour
t hood with all the amenities. You would probably not be so 
[' lucky in one of the cities where urban growth has been 
? allowed to get completely out of control. This problem is 

A On the whole, I believe that thos~ cities sufferi~g aSf~~~~~!~ 
of urban gro~h ~~~~:e~IV~h~~~~~~~~~f't~il~e~a~pening 
~~~~~~ht~~~~~CiaIlY in developing countries. Sph~~pl~e ~~ 

'f!;' 

~. 

virtually destroying a number of large cities, particularly in 
developing countries, and a solution must be found before 
it is too late. 

f be thinking about encouraging 
not, there ore,. h·ft the balance of pop-
return to rural areas In order to s I 

i 
{2 "An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth" is the biblical phrase 

ulations? 

I we use to refer to capital punishment, the killing of criminals 
1~" ~ in order to punish them for their crimes. But whether the 
LV.· 

neat balance suggested by the phrase is reflected by the 

ender should not be an issue in any work-
B To sum. up, ~ powerfully-built female is just as capable. of 

place, Since k'nd and gentle male is of chlld-

~~}~~U~~:~::~~~:t~~~a~i~;~;~I~ ~~s i~n~~ ~~~, actual practice is a moot point, and whether one human has 
the right to kill another in any circumstances remains a 
much-debated question. 

3 While most people agree that a woman has the right to 
work as a heavy-machine operator and a man to become a 
midwife, is this supposed open-mindedness being put into 
practice? There is plenty of evidence to suggest that work
ers are still being judged by their gender and not by their 
skills, and this is a situation which needs to be dealt with. 

"We h~ve to lose our minds to come to our senses. 

C All in all, it is easy to understand ~he reasons beuh:~e~h~ 
continued existe~ce of c~pital pUnlsh~ecn~~~o~ ~ersonailY 
countries .. In ~plte of thiS, h?~eVt~~ act itself is simply 
condone It, since to my min . 
legalised murder, the ultimate cnme. 

6 Look at the quotations and the essay subjects below. Which quotation 
would be most relevant to each of the topics, and which type of essay 
does each topic require? 

A. "You're either part of the 
solution or you're part of the 

problem." (Eldridge Cleaver) 

C "One machine can do the w?rk 
. . Nomachme of 50 ordmary men. . 
can do the work of an extraordl· 

nary man." (Elbert Hubbard) 

B "A mother never realises 
tha~ her children are no longer 

children." (Holbrook Jackson) 

D. "Education is what survives 
when what has been learnt is 

forgotten." (B.F. Skinner) 

Eo "It is the familiar that usually eludes us in life. 
What is before our nose is what we see last." 

(Professor William Barret) 

"Too much emphasis is placed on educational qualifications." What are 
your views? 

2 "'Teenagers have an important contribution to make to society." Discuss. 

3 "It is everyone's responsibility to protect the environment." Discuss. 

4 "People today take material comfort for granted." Do you agree? 

5 "As technology advances, humans are becoming redundant." Discuss the 
problem and suggest what might be done to remedy the situation. 
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Useful Tips for Discursive Essays 
When writing a discursive essay, you should: 
.t use formal, impersonal style (see Formal Style, p. 56) 

.t use topic sentences to introduce the subject of each paragraph 

.t write well-developed paragraphs, giving reasons/examples 

j m In recent year? .Iife . has greatly impro 
i The standard of liVing IS higher and all pe 
i can afford to ?uy things they couldn't in 
I past. I tr~ly believe that life today is better 
I many things make people happy . 
J To b~9i~ Wi~h, unless people are health' 
.1 ~~rson s life IS unbearable and not we .t use generalisations (e.g.ln most developed countries. education ... ) 

liVing: When my father was seriously ill 
hospital, I clearly remember how nothing e 
mattered to any of us, and we then learnt tl 
the people we love are more important th 
money. 

.t use sequencing (e.g. Firstlly, Secondlly, etc) and linking words/phrases 
(e.g. however, although, etc) 

.t make references to other sources (e.g. Experts have proved that ... ) 

.t use quotations, either word-for-word or in paraphrase, being careful to 
identify the source (e.g. As Winston Churchill said, " ... ) 

Then.there's the question of your boytriel 
or girlfriend. I don't think it matters if they' 
rich -:- although it would be nice! What 
more Important is Whether you see eye 1 
eye. ! o~ce went out with a really rich guy bl 
we dldn t get on and I finished with him. Thi 
shows that money isn't everything. 

• You should not: 
1 use short forms, informal/colloquial language, etc (see Formal Style, p. 56) 
1 use very emotional language (e.g. I absolutely detest people who ... ) 
1 express personal opinions too strongly (e.g. I know ... ); instead, 
use milder expressions (e.g. It seems to me that ... ) 
1 use over-generalisation(e.g. All politicians are ... ) 

1 refer blindly to statistics without accurate reference to their source 
(e.g. "A recent study showed ... " - which study?) Also, statistics show that different peopll 

can be unhappy. Rich people can be just a' 
unhappy as poor people. So why do som~ 
people always say that money is everything? 
I know they're wrong to think that M . 
can't buy happiness. . oney 

1 use cliches (e.g. Rome was not built in a day.) 
1 use personal examples (e.g. In my school ... ) 

7 Read the two models and give reasons why model A is good and model 
B is bad. 

m Money is certainly something which is often discussed in today's 
world. Hardly a day goes by without the subject of money being 
raised in most people's lives. However, it is highly debatable whether 
it is more important than other considerations, such as health and 
happiness, which some people consider to be of greater significance. 

To begin with, it is often argued that having money enables people 
to exert influence over others. Wealthy businessmen, for example, 
are often the most highly respected members of SOCiety, and busi
ness tycoons are often consu~ed by world leaders, who then make 
policies which affect the whole population. As a consequence, 
money can be seen as the single most important factor in daily life. 

Secondly, from the point of view of the individual, money is vital for 
survival. Western society is structured in such a way that, without 
money; people are deprived of the means to obtain proper nutrition 
and health care. Furthermore, in some cases where state benefits are 
inadequate, the inability to pay heating bills can indeed become a 
matter of life and death. This is clearly illustrated by the fact that, 
according to Social Services, the majority of deaths due to hypother-

But it's nice to live a life of luxury. Why take 
the bus when you can take a taxi? And why 
not send your children to the best schools 
and pay for the best doctors? There's no 
doubt about it, it's a good feeling being rich 
and powerful. 

So, m?ney is great - while it lasts! But 
YOu, can t beat having a good time. So if 
yOU, ve got money, make the most of it and if 
you re happy, enjoy yourself. 

mia each winter occur among low-income groups. 
On the other hand, many people claim that one of the factors in 

which is undoubtedly of greater importance than money is health. 
Izaak Walton said, health is "a blessing that money cannot bu 
What is more, money is of little consolation to those who are suff 
ing from health problems. Despite the fact that money can pay for 1 

best medical care available, this is no guarantee of a longer life. 
In addition, most people would agree that personal happine 

easily outweighs money in importance. Even if an individual 
extremely rich, this does not necessarily lead to happiness. In SOl 
cases, the contrary is true and vast wealth brings with it a wh, 
range of problems and insecurities. Genuine happiness cannot 
bought and is usually independent of financial status. 

On the whole, although there are those who would rank money 
the single most important thing in life, the vast majority would d 
agree. Money, they argue, has an important part to play but perha 
the world would be a more harmonious place to live in if this WI 
kept in proportion and society put more emphasis on moral issue 



The Discussion Clock 
When considering a topic you may refer to the discussion clock, which 
will help you think of ideas when planning your essay. 

• Referring to the discussion clock is a useful "brainstorming" technique, as 
it helps you examine a topic from various viewpoints and decide on ideas/ 
points to include in your essay. 

• Keep in mind that a topic may not relate to all the aspects presented in 
the discussion clock. 

• Remember that for each viewpoint you have thought of, there is usually 
an opposing argument. Think of the opposing arguments when planning 
your essay. 
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Psychological 

Rei 

Artis 

Political Educational 

8 Match each of the following viewpoints with the corresponding oppos- Social 
ing argument. 

1 From a political point of view, space exploration enables super
powers to demonstrate their level of technical advancement. 

2 From a scientific standpoint, space exploration has been responsible 
for rapid developments in materials and processes which have also 
been of benefit to people on earth. 

3 From an economic standpoint, the investment of time and money in 
space exploration could, in future, repay humanity many times 
over. The discovery of resources in outer space could be of great 
benefit to our planet. 

4 Regarding the social implications of space exploration, there are 
those who argue that the potential that other planets hold for coloni
sation could prove to be the salvation of the human race. 

a However, it can be argued that the money would be better spent on 
alleviating the problems of developing countries. 

b Nevertheless, many sociologists argue that colonies in space would 
create more social problems than they would solve. 

c On the other hand, some political analysts claim that the Space 
Race has led to unnecessary competition between nations and a 
consequent failure to cooperate and collaborate on international 
Issues. 

d Opponents argue that space technology is of limited use to society 
and that the, research could be used more profitably to try to solve 
some of the more pressing problems which we face. 

9 Read the points below, and looking at 
the discussion clock identify the 
aspect each viewpoint relates to. 

1 As far as . .... .... ... ... .... ... .... .... .... ... .... IS 
concerned, allowing cigarettes to be 
advertised is extremely damaging, 
since cigarette smoking causes cancer 
and heart problems, as well as affec
ting unborn babies. 

2 From a .................................... stand-
point, it may be argued that the indi
vidual faces such problems as depres
sion, anxiety and attempted suicide, as 
a result of the pressures of modern 
life. 

3 From a(n) .................................... view-
point, popular sports create jobs for a 
large number of people in addition to 
generating income for the state. 

4 As for the ................................... . 
aspect, allowing children at school to 
express themselves more freely would 
help them to develop their creative 
talents. 

5 With regard to ................................. .. 
matters, the use of computers gives 
students a chance to increase their 
knowledge and develop their research 
skills. 
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1 What is genetic engineering? In what fields is it used today? What achievements 

do you know of that have been made in genetic engineering? 

2 rm You will hear part of a TV discussion programme about genetics. Look at 
the points in favour of and against genetic engineering, then listen to the cassette 
and tick the points which the speakers mention. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

FOR AGAINST 

choosing sex of our children 0 6 morally wrong to alter humans 0 
creating ideal people for any job 0 7 dividing world into rich and poor 0 
curing diseases 0 8 loss of national characteristics 0 
providing food for everyone 0 9 unpredictable consequences 0 
new species of plants created 0 10 creating too large a population 0 
Now read the theory and the plan below and listen to the cassette again. Then, 
using the linking words and phrases below as well as your notes give a one-minute 
talk on the advantages and disadvantages of genetic engineering. 

One major advantage of, A further advantage of, In addition, On the other hand, 
Moreover, Finally 

A "for and against" essay is a formal piece of writing in which a topic is considered 
from opposing points of view. You should present both sides in a fair way by dis
cussing them objectively and in equal detail. 
A good essay of this type should consist of: 
a) an introductory paragraph in which you clearly state the topic to be discussed, 

without giving your opinion; 
b) a main body in which the points for and against along with your justifications, 

examples or reasons are presented in separate paragraphs; and 
c) a closing paragraph in which you state your opinion or give a balanced consid

eration of the topic. 

Note: Opinion words (I think, I believe, In my opinion, etc.) can only be used in the 
closing paragraph where you give your opinion on the topic. 

Points to consider 
• Before you start writing your essay you should make a list of the pOints for and 

against. 

• Each paragraph should start with a topic sentence which summarises the topic of 
the paragraph. 

e.g. In addition, many people feel reading is a relaxing and worthwhile activity. 
• Do not use informal style (e.g. short forms, colloquial language, etc.) or strong 

language to express your opinion (e.g. I know ... , etc.). Express your opinion in a 
non-emotional way (e.g. It seems that, I therefore feel, ... , etc.). 

• Well-known quotations relevant to the topic you are writing about will make your 
composition more interesting. For example, if you are writing an essay on education, 
a quotation you may include is: "Education is a progressive discovery of our own 
ignorance. " (Will Durant) 

Note: Although these are "balanced" arguments, if you feel that either the for or against 
side is stronger and should be supported, this side should be presented in 
paragraphs 4 & 5, thus leading the reader to your conclusion. 

Introducllon 
Paragraph 1 

state topic (summary of 

the topic without giving 
your opinion) 

Moln BOdy 
Paragraphs 2 & 3 

arguments for & justifi
cations, examples, and/ 
reasons 

Paragraphs 4 & 5 

arguments against & 
justification, examples, 

and/or reasons 

Conclusion 
Final Paragraph 

balanced consideration/ 
your opinion directly or 
indirectly 



3 Read the model below and write down the topic of each paragraph in the out
line plan on the right. Underline the linking words. What aspects of the 
'Discussion Clock' (page 59) do the points included relate to? 

"Censorship is necessary in modern society." Discuss. 

Censorship is an issue which frequently generates a great deal of heated 
debate, with supporters maintaining that it is vital in order to protect society, 
whilst opponents claim that it is an unjustifiable restriction of public access 
to information. 

Firstly, all countries have secrets which must be safeguarded for reasons 
of national security. For instance, if an enemy country were to acquire such 
highly sensitive information, the effects could be catastrophic. Consequently, 
governments have to have the power to restrict access to information con
cerning areas such as the armed forces or particular aspects of foreign 
policy. 

Secondly, it is often argued that censorship is necessary to prevent the 
broadcast and publication of obscene material which is considered offensive 
or harmful to public morals. Many people feel that, without censorship the 
public would be constantly subjected to material that the majority would 
find offensive. For this reason, the government has a duty to impose 
certain restrictions on the mass media by censoring films and texts 
which contain explicit scenes of sex, violence or foul language. 

In contrast, opponents of censorship point out that when it is abused 
by governments, censorship becomes an instrument used to misinform 
society and maintain power. In order to control the flow of 
information which reaches the public, repressive regimes 
try to put constraints on the media, thus denying citizens 
the right to information owing to the fact that govern
ments believe it may lead them to seek greater freedom. 

Furthermore, it is generally felt that mature adults are 
able to make informed choices about what they watch, 
read and listen to and should, therefore, be permitted 
to make their own decisions. For example, some 
comedians make use of offensive language and 
taboo subjects in their performances. Critics of cen
sorship argue that the only people who will watch or lis
ten to such material are adults who have made a con
scious decision to do so. Thus, it is claimed, it is unjust 
to censor material like this since it is not forced upon 
people who may subsequently be offended by it. 

All things considered, it can be concluded that a 
certain degree of censorship is always necessary. The 
best course of action would be to attempt to achieve 
a balance between the requirements of the country 
and the public on the one hand, and individuals' rights 
on the other. 
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... Inhrx/uditJn -
Summary of the topic 

* ........................................................................... . 

* ........................................................................... . 

* 

* ........................................................................... . 

... Conclusion -
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Useful expressions and linking words/phrases 

• To list points: 
Firstly, First of all, In the first place, To begin/start with, 
Secondly, Thirdly, Finally 

• To list advantages: 
One/Another/A further/An additional (major) advantage of ... is ... 
The main/greatest/first advantage of ... is ... 

• To list disadvantages: 
One/Another/ A further/An additional (major) disadvantage/drawback of ... 
The main/greatest/most serious/first disadvantage /drawback of ... 
Another negative aspect of ... 

• To introduce pOints/arguments for or against: 
One (very convincing) point/argument in favour of ... / against ... , 
A further common criticism of ... / It could be argued that ... , 

often claimed/suggested 
It is widely argued/maintained/ that ... 

generally felt/believed/held 

some/many/ 
most people/experts/ 
sCientists/sceptics/ 
critics 

claim/suggest/argue/feel that ... 
maintain/believe/point out/agree/hold that ... 
advocate (+ing/noun)/support the view that ... 
oppose the view that ... 

In avour 0 against ... 
are of the opinion that/convinced that ... 

opposed to ... 

4 Complete the following sentences without changing the meaning of 
the sentence before. 

1 It is widely maintained that recycling some products reduces the 
amount of damage we do to the environment. 
Most people advocate ............................................................................ . 

2 Some people still oppose the view that mothers can be career women 
too. 
Some people feel .................................................................................... .. 

3 One argument against nuclear testing is that it has long-lasting effects 
on surrounding areas. 
Sceptics point out that .......................................................................... . 

4 It is generally held that harsher punishments for criminals would 
result in a decrease in the crime rate. 
Many people support ............................................................................. . 

5 Critics often argue that the use of computers is reducing levels of lit
eracy. 
A further common .................................................................................. . 

5 Fill in the gaps using words 
the table. 

1 Some people support the ........ 
that the wealthier countries 0 

world should support the less c 
oped countries. 

2 One major .......................... of 
public transport is that it can gel 
crowded during busy periods. 

3 Environmentalists .................. .. 
ning the use of cars in the city ct: 

4 Another negative ................. of I 
ing pets is that veterinary bills Ci 

extremely expensive. 

5 It is widely................. that nu 
weapons should be banned w 
wide to eliminate the three 
nuclear war. 

6 A ................. advantage of own 
mobile phone is that one can co 
others from almost anywhere. 



Useful expressions and linking words/phrases 

• To add more points to the same topic: 
in addition (to this), furthermore, moreover, besides, apart from, what is 
more, as well as, not to mention (the fact) that, also, not only ... but also/as 
well, both ... and, There is another side to the issue/question/argument of ... 

• To make contrasting points: 
on the other hand, it may be said/argued/claimed that, ... 
however, still, yet, others/ I oppose this viewpoint 
but, nonetheless, many people (strongly) disagree ... , 
nevertheless, even so, claim/feel/believe this argument is 

incorrect/misguided 

although, though, even though, while, whilst, whereas, despite/in spite of (the 
fact that), regardless of the fact that 

Opponents of ... argue/believe/claim that ... 
The fact that ... contradicts the belief/idea that ... 
While it is true to say that ... , in fact ... 
While/Although ... , it cannot be denied that ... 

6 Join the sentences using the words/phrases given in brackets. 

1 Pets can prove to be good companions. They teach children a sense of 
responsibility. (not only) 

2 Many people nowadays decide to open their own business. A slump in 
the economy has resulted in the closure of many small business. (even 
though) 

3 Computers are time-saving devices. They can do things which people 
could hardly do before. (apart from) 

4 Living in the countryside can be beneficial for your health. Some 
essentials are not so easily available in the country as in the city. 
(despite) 

5 Voting gives you a voice in the decisions of the government. It gives you 
a feeling of belonging to a larger community. (not to mention that) 

7 Complete the following sentences, then replace the phrases in bold 
with other similar ones. 

1 Regardless of the fact that country life can be much healthier than 
city life, .................................................................................................... . 

2 Efforts have been made to reduce discrimination between men and 
women; nonetheless, ............................................................................. . 

3 In spite of making some attempts to end wars worldwide, ................ . 

4 Many people feel that the testing of products on animals is cruel, 
while ......................................................................................................... . 

,. 
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8 Read the items below and say 

whether the second sentence pre
sents an additional or contrasting 
point. Then, join the sentences 
using words/phrases from the 
table. 

1 Alternative medicines treat the 
symptoms of a disease. Conventional 
medicines treat the underlying cause 
of a disorder. 

2 Alternative medicine makes use of 
natural products rather than drugs. 
Alternative medicines are not tested 
on animals. 

3 Conventional doctors have recognis
able and respected qualifications. 
Conventional treatments are widely 
available to everyone. 

4 People trust conventional treatments 
because they are tested scientifically. 
People are often suspicious of alter
native methods which sometimes rely 
on a "trial and error" technique. 

S Alternative treatments cause few or 
no side-effects. Conventional treat
ments can cause severe side-effects. 
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Unil 60 For ond Agoinsl Essoys 

Useful expressions and linking words/phrases 

To introduce examples: 
for example, for instance, such as, like, in particular, particularly, especially, 
This is (clearly) illustrated/shown by the fact that... 
One/A clear/striking/ typical example of (this) ... 
The fact that .... shows/illustrates that ... 

• To emphasise a point: 
clearly, obviously, it is obvious, naturally, of course, needless to say, indeed 

• To express reality: 
In fact, the fact (of the matter) is, actually, in practice, it is a fact that, in effect 

• To make general statements: 
as a (general) rule, generally, in general, on the whole, by and large, 
in most cases 

• To make partially correct statements: 
to a certain extent/degree, to some extent/degree, in a way/sense, this is 
partly true (but), to a limited extent, there is some truth in (this), in some 
cases, up to a point 

• To explain/clarify a point: 
in other words, that is to say, this/which means that 

9 Fill in the gaps using words/phrases from the list. Some words/phras
es can be used more than once. 

up to a point, especially, indeed, this means, needless to say, in general, in 
fact, the fact that, obviously, example 

1 .......................................... , people have mixed feelings about the 
effects tourism has on a country. 

2 Most people believe that computers always make life easier, but 
....................................... , the opposite is sometimes true since they 
often cause problems when they break down. 

3 ........................................ testing products on animals is cruel, but it 
is difficult to find a suitable alternative. 

4 A typical ...................................... of the benefits of country life is 
the fact that there is very little pollution from traffic. 

S .................... .................. more and more zoos are closing down 
shows that fewer people agree with keeping animals in captivity 
and, therefore, do not want to visit them any longer. 

6 Using public transport can be a nuisance, ..................................... . 
when buses and trains are late during rush hour periods. 

7 Advances in medical science mean that cures have been found for 
many diseases .................................... people live longer nowadays. 

8 ...................................... , most people agree that more effort should 
be made where the recycling of materials is concerned. 

9 More and more women are going back to work after the birth of 
their children and ...................................... they have to find some-
one to look after the children during the day. 

Useful Language and 
linking words/phrases 

To express cause: owing to, due to ( 
fact that), on account of, on the grOl 
that, given that, because, as, since 

To express effect: therefore, thus, as 
result/consequence, consequently, 
for this reason, if ... were to happen 
the effect/ result would be ... 

To express intention: to, so as to, in 
order to, so that, with the intention ( 
(+ -ing) 

10 Join the sentences using the iii 
words in the list below. 

due to, in addition to, on the grounds I 

therefore, with the intention of 

1 The government has launched a 
paign to promote new busines5 
rural areas. They hope to draw p 
away from the large urban centres 

2 Television is a highly entertc: 
medium. It can also be an exc 
educational tool. 

3 Freedom of expression is one of . 
basic, inalienable rights. People s 
be allowed to publish books cont, 
all their beliefs and ideas. 

4 Consumerism is becoI1!ing mort 
more a part of modern societies. 1 
because of advertising and the 
media. 

S Many people object to smoking. 1 
because passive smoking car 
extremely harmful to one's health. 
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Useful expressions and linking words/phrases 

Conclusion expressing balanced considerations/opinion indirectly 

it can/must be said/claimed that ... 
In conclusion, 
On balance, 
All things considered, 
Taking everything into 

account/consideration, 
To conclude, 
To sum up, 
All in all, 
Finally/Lastly, 

it seems/appears that ... 
it would seem that ... 
it is likely/unlikely/possible/foreseeable that ... 
it is clear/obvious that ... 
there is no/little doubt that ... 
the best course of action would be to ... 
achieving a balance between ... would be .. 
it is true to say that ... 
although it must be said that .. . 
it may be concluded/said that .. . 

All things considered, the obvious conclusion to be drawn is that .. ./ 
There is no absolute answer to the question of .. , 
In the light of this evidence, it is clear/obvious/etc that ... 

In conclusion, clear/apparent above evidence 
All in all, it is plain/obvious from the f . points 
To sum up, evident oregotng arguments 

Conclusion expressing opinion directly 

In conclusion, 
On balance, 
All things considered, 
Taking everything into 

account/consideration, 
To conclude, 
To sum up, 
All in all, 

it is my belief/opinion that ... 
I (firmly) believe/feel/think that ... 
I am convinced that ... 
I am inclined to believe that ... 
I (do not) agree that/with ... 

Taking everything into account, I therefore conclude/feel/believe (that) ... 

For the above-mentioned reasons, therefore, I (firmly) believe that ... 

11 Replace the phrases in bold with other similar ones. 

1 All things considered, I believe that corporal punishment should not 
be reintroduced into our schools as it is a cruel method of disciplining 
students. 

2 Lastly, it may be concluded that freedom of speech is a basic right of 
every individual, regardless of race or creed. 

3 To conclude, I am convinced that all the governments of the world 
should embark immediately on a joint policy of total disarmament. 

4 To conclude, it is clear that in the light of the many miscarriages of 
justice in the past, capital punishment is not ethical or humane, and 
should be abandoned entirely. 

5 In conclusion, it is my opinion that school uniforms are an unfortu
nate necessity and therefore should not be abolished. 

Unit 60 for ond Agoinsl Essoys 

NOTE: 
• A "for and against" essay can end in 
a balanced consideration in which 
you restate that there are pOints for 
and against the topic using appropri
ate expressions from the table. 
• Alternatively, it can end by express
ing an opinion, in which case you 
state, directly or indirectly, that you are 
either in favour of or against the topic, 
using expressions from the table. 

12 Read the conclusions below and say 
whether they express a balanced con
sideration, or the writer's opinion 
directly/indirectly. 

1 To conclude, although it must be said 
that a sense of responsibility is one of 
the most important qualities which 
can be instilled in young people, it 
should not be forgotten that there are 
other, equally important qualities. 

2 For the above-mentioned reasons, 
therefore, I firmly believe that if 
people are taught a keen sense of 
responsibility towards themselves and 
others, then they will have the best 
possible start in life. The way I see it, 
taking full responsibility for one's 
own actions is central to leading an 
honest life. 

3 To sum up, it would seem that, once 
young people know how to take 
responsibility for their actions, they 
are better equipped to learn about 
life. While there are other important 
qualities, a highly-developed sense of 
responsibility provides the ideal foun
dation for personal development. 

4 On balance, it seems that a sense of 
responsibility has a role to play in a 
young person's development. Never
theless, when placed alongside other 
human qualities, such as honesty and 
integrity, it is by no means the most 
useful. 
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Unit 60 For ond Agoinsl Essoys 

13 Read the main body of the for and against essay below on the topic: 
"Discuss the view that advertising promotes excessive consumerism." 
Then read the beginnings and endings and say which of the techniques 
on p. 56 has been used in each one. Finally, replace the bold type words 
or phrases in the main body with ones similar in meaning. 

1 Whether it is on TV, radio or hoardings at the side of the road, advertisements have become a part of our lives. 
advertising simply a means of informing the public or does it encourage consumers to purchase products they do r 
really need? 

2 Advertising is a powerful and persuasive medium. You may feel this is an intrusion in your daily life, and resent tl 
pressure on you to spend money. Others, however, enjoy the variety which this highly creative industry brings to ever 
day life. 

3 Advertising is an effective way of selling new products, and many people argue that its effectiveness brainwashes I 

into unnecessary spending. Others, however, disagree. As Jeremy Tunstall says, "AdvertiSing can't sell any product 
can only help to sell a product the people want to buy." 

One of the main arguments for advertising is 
that it generates wealth for a country. That is to say, 
taxes paid on goods sold, help governments to pay 
for essential services such as education and health 
care. Moreover, the number of jobs created for pro
ducing, marketing and servicing these goods helps 
to reduce the unemployment problem, which is also 
a great advantage for a country's economy. 

What Is more, advertising raises money for a 
huge number of sporting events and artistic perfor
mances which would otherwise not be held. Without 
sponsorship from companies who advertise their 
products, these events would disappear due to lack 
of funding. In other words, although consumerism is 
promoted through advertising, it is beneficial to both 
the consumer and SOCiety. 

On the other hand, advertisements can cause 

people to be dissatisfied with what they alreadl 
have, and make them want more. Being exposec 
again and again to products which one cannot afforc 
produces frustration and dissatisfaction. Further 
more, not all parents are in a position to afford th~ 
goods which their children see advertised and wan 
to possess. This often leads to feelings of inadequa 
cy, especially among the less well-off. 

In addition to this, advertising creates materialisn 
and causes people to place too much importance or 
material goods. The fact that people are prepared tc 
work long hours, or even turn to crime in order to gair 
the goods on offer, shows that advertising persuade~ 
people to go to great lengths to keep the same stan 
dard of living as those they see around them. It is c 
fact, though, that neither crime nor the stress causee 
by overwork can benefit society. 

A To sum up, it is true to say that advertising does provide some benefits. However, do you not agree that tt 
drawbacks of a greedy, materialistic society far outweigh the advantages, and we need to be careful that we do n 
lose sight of what is most important - a spirit of co-operation rather than competition? 

B To conclude, it must be said that, while advertising may create jealousy and inequality in society, without it v 
would lose a valuable source of revenue which is used for the benefit of the majority. What would our lives be Iii 
without advertisements? 

C In conclusion, I believe that advertising exists to generate wealth by encouraging people to spend unnecessarily. 
fosters greed and breeds dissatisfaction while distracting us from focusing on more vital things. As Marion Harper 
said, "Advertising is found in societies which have passed the point of satisfying the basic animal needs." 



14 Read the four topic sentences below and match each with the corre
sponding paragraph. Does each topic sentence adequately summarise 
the argument it presents? What would a suitable introduction and con
clusion be for this essay'? 

"Uving in a foreign country cannot be better than living in your own." 
Discuss. 

a Furthermore, people who move to a foreign country may be 
regarded with suspicion and treated unfairly. 

b On the other hand, living abroad can be a way to escape a variety of 
problems presented in one"s country of birth. 

c One argum~nt in ~avour of staying in one's native country is that the 
problems of adaptmg to a new way of life cannot always be overcome. 

d Finally, it may be said that by living in a foreign count:y, people are 
able to establish a greater understanding between nations. 

i' 1 ................................................................................................ : .... : .. :: .... :: .. : .. : .. : .... : .. : .... : 

, ........................................ : ..................... ·: .. ·~;~~~··~h~~~ .. ~h~·ianguage is the 
;) The fact of the matter IS tha:, ev~a~cult·u;al differences. which an out
, same, there are ot~e,: chang~s, ~uc ven the weather can force some 
J sider might find difficult to adjust tOf' E.. For example take an Inuit 
" . t their country 0 ongm. . . 
.. people to retur~ 0 '. Th Id almost certainly find it impossl-
J • d' Amazoman IndIan. ey wou " h ' ) an an r ,t s of each other s natIVe omes. 

ble to adapt to the extreme c Ima e. 

; 2 ....................................................................................... : .. :: .... :: .. :: .... :: .. :::::: .... : .... :: .. :: ... . 

:) ........................ ·: .......................... b .. · .... f .. :~~i~~~~~~·~here are often social 
') In countries With a large num er 0 I" b . g "different" and even in-
1 d . . rants stand out as em . f 

pr(~blems, an Immlg, , the host country may react in a vanety 0 

, fenor. As a consequ,e,nce, d ' " t depriving the immigrants of the 
:) ways,from open hostility an racism 0 

, right to equal pay. 

~ 3 ••.• ••••..• ••••••••. ••••• ...II.;~II~i~~:I~;.~I;r~~~~.~~~~~;~;~I~~. 
') For example, war, po Itlca or r eo Ie seeking a new home m a 
, tastrophes are among t~e reasons I~o are o~ten able to start a new life 

~ ~~r~~~ ~~~~·g~~a~~~~r~:~~% ~~d a higher standard of living. 

, 4 ............................................................................ " ...................... . 

: ........ :: .... : ... :: .... : .. ::: .................. : .... ·:···d··ii·~·i·~···;~~~~·f(~~~i~~~~~·,·~~~~·~f·~h~·b~;~ 
~) That IS to say, by wor~mg,an br;ken down, helping to create a more 

riers between countnes, can ~e b tter diplomatic relations would be of 
peaceful world. Needless to say. e 
benefit to all. 

Unit 60 For ond Agoinsl Essoys 

15 Which of the following are arguments 
in favour and which are arguments 
against the topic: "School plays a 
more important role than the family in 
shaping one's personality." Discuss. 
Suggest examples/justification for 
each argument. Finally, write the 
composition in about 350 words. 

1 Moreover. so much of the school dav is 
devoted to competition and prepa
ration for examinations that there is 
little time left for personality develop
ment. 

2 On the other hand. most children have 
a closer relationship with their parents 
than with their teachers. 

3 An additional argument in support of 
school is that young people arc exposed 
to a wide variety of subjects. 

4 One point in favour of the role of 
schools is that it is at school where chil
dren first learn to socialise. 

5 Furthermore. children usually spend 
five years of their lives at home before 
they even go to school. 

6 What is more, the average child spends 
as many as eight hours a day in school. 
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Unil 60 For ond Agoinsl Essoys 

PLANNING & ORGANISATION 

There is an alternative paragraph plan you may use when writing for and 
against essays. When following this plan you present both an argume t· 
favour and the opposing viewpoint in the same paragraph. n In 

In such essays the arguments for and against must be equal in number. 
For the Introduction and conclusion you should use the techniqu 
suggested on p. 56. es 

16 "Greater freedom does not necessarily 
lead to greater happiness." Discuss. 
Read the model and say which argu
ments have been presented in each 
paragraph. Do the topic sentences 
clearly summarise the content of each 
paragraph? Finally, underline all the 
useful expressions and linking words 
or phrases and replace them with ones 
similar in meaning. 

Introduction 
Paragraph 1 
S~ate topic (summary of topic 
Without stating your opinion) 

Moin BOdy 
Paragraph 2 
first argument for & against 

Paragraph 3* 
second argument for & against 

Conclusion 
Final Paragraph 

give .balanced consideration/ yo 
opinion expressed directly/indire 

* You may include more paragrapf 
the main body if you wish to inc 
more points 

Over the years, mankind has recognised the need for personal and social freedom, and this is perhaps one of the m 
important social advancements ever made. However, whether it has led to increased personal happiness is highly det 
able; many people would argue that greater freedom has led to increased social disorder and personal dissatisfactiol 

Firstly, it is true that people are now more at liberty to choose how to live their lives. For example, in the Western WI 
at least, the choice of where to live, what career to pursue and which religion to follow has never been greater. In addi 
to this, people have more leisure time in which to enjoy a wider range of recreational activities. On the other hand, it r 
be argued that this increased freedom can lead people to take things for granted and expect too much from life. A~ 
example of this, the greater choice of material goods available has resulted in people quickly growing bored with 1 
possessions. Consequently, no sooner have they acquired something new than they tire of it. They find short-term t 
piness in material goods and entertainment, but boredom and frustration soon send them looking for fresh distractia 

Secondly, social and moral attitudes have become less rigid. This has allowed for a greater variety of lifestyles and n 
freedom in human relations. This is illustrated by the fact that pupils and teachers now treat each other as equals, 
parent-child relationships are now much more relaxed. Nevertheless, some people believe that this increase in free, 
has resulted in the escalation of social problems. They argue that the current lack of discipline has given rise to a br 
down in the traditional family and the decay in educational standards as well as the rise in juvenile delinquency. Thl 
may be said that society is becoming more and more dangerous because of the very fact that people are more 0 

minded than they were in the past. 
To conclude, there is evidence both to support and refute the view that greater freedom does not necessarily Ie. 

greater happiness. On the one hand, people have more opportunities to raise their standard of living. On the other ~ 
the many examples of protests, strikes and criminal activities which are a feature of modern society are a sign 

although people may be free, they are not necessarily happier. 



17 Read the following arguments and match each argument in favour of using 
animals for entertainment with the corresponding argument against. 
Then, following the paragraph plan on page 68, say which arguments you 
would include in each paragraph. Finally, write a clear topic sentence for 
each paragraph. 

Arguments fQr using animals for entertainment. 

1 Zoos can be educational and also help to increase the numbers of endan
gered species through controlled breeding programmes. 

2 Animals used in television programmes, advertisements and films are 
very appealing and attract large audiences. 

3 Circus animals are loved, well-treated and only perform for short 
periods. 

4 Racing animals have a very short working life and are well-treated 
throughout. 

Arguments against using animals for entertainment. 

a Animals are forced to perform unnatural acts for the pleasure of the pub
lic. 

b Keeping animals in cages so the public can see them is unnecessary 
because documentaries produced today take away the need for such 
places. 

c With new technology and special effects, there is no need to use live ani
mals as realistic models can be used instead. 

d Racing animals have gruelling training schedules and are often placed in 
unnecessary danger. 

18 gg First, think of as many points for and against early retirement as 
possible. Then listen to the cassette and fill in the gaps in the boxes 
below. Were your arguments the same as those you heard? Finally, 
write the paragraph plan you would use if you were to write an essay on 
the topic: 

"Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of early 
retirement. " 

FOR 
• time for ......................................... and ...................................... '" 

• opportunity to ........................................ . 
• more free time ......................................... and friends 

AGAINST 

• people get ............. ····· ............ · .... · .. · .. 

• difficult to live ......... ································ 
• waste of ........................................ . 

Unit 60 For ond Agoinst Essoys 

19 Read the following composition topic 
and answer the questions below. 

~~Should countries encourage 
tourism 1" Discuss. 

• What are the two sides of the question? 

• Which of the following arguments are 
for and which against? 

1 The desire to attract tourists to a 
certain area often encourages govern
ments to improve local facilities. 

2 Over-development leads to ugly, 
crowded tourist spots and environ
mental damage. 

3 The impact of tourism may destroy the 
local way of life. 

4 Many people claim that tourism is an 
important source of income. 

S A country's economy may become so 
dependent on tourism that it is weak
ened. 

6 Tourism allows people to experience 
other cultures. 

• What aspects of the discussion clock do 
these arguments deal with? 

• Can you think of any additional argu
ments? 

• Which paragraph plan would you fol-
low to write this essay? • 

• Which arguments would you include 
and in what order? 

• Which techniques would you use to 
begin and end your essay? 

• Which useful phrases and linking 
words could you use? 

20 Now, using the information from your 
answers to the above questions, write 
the essay in about 350 words. 
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h. Opinion Essoys 
1 What are your views on the question, "Should people convicted of minor 

crimes do community service rather than go to prison?" 

2 all Read the viewpoints and reasons mentioned in the table below, then lis
ten to the cassette and match each of the viewpoints with the appropriate 
reason. Then, identify which aspects of the Discussion Clock on p. 59 the 
points relate to. Finally, using the notes, give a one-minute talk on the subject, 
using words from the following list. 

I firmly believe 
The reason for this 
In addition 

For example/instance 
Furthermore 
Because 

Finally 

3 

Community service saves taxpayers' 

money 
Benefits other members of the 
community directly 

Prison turns minor offenders into 
hardened criminals 

4 Minor offenders doing community 
service remain part of normal society 

a Punishment includes providing care 
for the aged, maintaining parks, etc 

b They keep their jobs, live at home with 
their families, etc 

c Prisons are expensive to run, while 
community service costs little 

d To survive prison life, they must 
become like other prisoners 

An opinion essay is a formal piece of writing. It requires your opinion on a topic, which 
must be stated clearly, giving various viewpoints on the topic supported by reasons 
and/or examples. You should also include the opposing viewpoint in another para-
graph. 

A successful opinion essay should have: 
a) an introductory paragraph in which you state the topic and your opinion. 
b) a main body which consists of several paragraphs, each presenting a separate 

viewpoint supported by reasons. You also include a paragraph presenting the 
opposing viewpoint and reason why you think it is an unconvincing viewpoint; and 

c) a conclusion in which you restate your opinion using different words. 

Points to consider 
• Decide whether you agree or disagree with the subject of the topic, then make a list 

of your viewpoints and reasons. 

• Write well-developed paragraphs, joining the sentences with appropriate linking 
words and phrases. Do not forget to start each paragraph with a topic sentence 
which summarises what the paragraph is about. 

• Linking words and phrases should also be used to join one paragraph with the other. 

• Apply techniques presented on p. 56 to begin and end your essay. 

Introducllon 
Paragraph 1 

state the topic and yo 
opinion clearly 

Moln BOdy 
Paragraph 2 

viewpoint 1 & reason, 
example 

Paragraph 3 

viewpoint 2 & reason, 
example 

Paragraph 4 

viewpoint 3 & reasonl 
example* 

Paragraph 5 

opposing viewpoint & 
reason/example* 

Conclusion 
Final Paragraph 

summarise/restate opil 

* You may include more I 

points, and thus more i 
graphs in the main bod 
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Unit 6b Opinion Essoys 

Useful Expressions for Giving Opinions: 
To my mind/To my way of thinking, ... 
It is my (firm) belief/opinion/view/conviction (that) ... 
In my opinion/view... My opinion is that, 
I (firmly) believe ... I (definitely) feel/think that ... 
I am (not) convinced that... I am inclined to believe that ... 
I (do not) agree that/with ... It seems/appears to me ... 
It strikes me that ... As far as I am concerned, ... 

4 Look at the following skeleton sentences and decide whether you agree 
or disagree with each statement. Then, give your opinion on each, using 
expressions from the above table and expanding the sentences. 

1 television / have / negative effect / society 

2 carry out experiments / animals / be / morally wrong 

3 wildlife parks, if / be / managed properly, / can help / protection / certain 
endangered species 

4 real problem / be / lack / public awareness / and / not / lack / recycling 
facilities 

5 more responsibility / one / have / less freedom one / enjoy 

6 only alternative / some poor people / be / steal 

5 "It is important to follow fashion." Do you agree? 

Identify whether the arguments listed below are in favour_QL(F) or 
~ainst (A) the statement in the essay title above. Then put a tick (.I) 
against each argument which you feel is convincing, and suggest a 
suitable justification or example. Finally, add any further arguments of 
your own. 

I AII'I 
rn 
rn 
rn 
rn 
rn 
rn 
OJ 
rn 
rn 

1 expensive to keep up with changing fashions 

2 not accepted by friends/peers unless fashionable 

3 certain fashions don't suit certain people 

4 good clothes thrown away when fashion changes 

5 fashion helps people decide how to dress 

6 fashionable clothes/etc often impractical 

7 dressing fashionably increases self-confidence 

8 unfair to people who can't afford latest fashion 

9 everyone looks the same, like flock of sheep 

10 creates image that doesn't show one's character 

6 ''Traditional values are irrelevant to 
modern society." Do you agreel 
Look at the following beginnings and 
endings for the essay, and say which 
have been taken from an opinion essay 
and which from a for and against 
essay. In what ways do they differ? 

!1lfJ1' ..... ." .,.,2~j fJ..,;;~.(~ 
1 Has modern society changed so much J 

that the values of the past no longer 
have any place? In my view, society will 
always need values, and the society we 
live in today would function better if tra
ditional values were retained, 

2 Imagine you were given the chance to 
step back in time. You would probably 
be struck by the difference in values 
between then and now. On the one . 
hand it could be said that those values 
belong to a bygone age. There are 
those, however, who feel that society 
today would benefit from the application 
of some of those values. 

a) To conclude, traditional values are 
clearly necessary for the + p.roper func
tioning of society. However, It c~nnot be 
denied that society is evolVing, and 
values should also change with the 
times. If this were to happen, perhaps 
people would no longer look back nos
talgically to the past and talk about the 
"Good old days." 

b) To sum ~p, I strongly believe th~t, what 
ever changes may occur in socle~, WI 

must fight to maintain our traditIOn< 
sense of right and wrong. As Pope Pal 

VI 'd' "We must see to it that enthus sal, , I 
asm for the future does not give rise 
contempt for the past." 



1 Unit 6b Opinion Essoys 

7 Read the main body of the essay below on the topic: "State benefits should be available to all." Do you agree? Then, read 
the beginnings and endings and say which ofthe techniques on p. 56 has been used in each one. Next, list the viewpoints 
presented and the justifications or examples given for each. Finally, replace the bold type words or phrases with other 
synonymous ones. 

1 A man wakes up and sees well-shod feet rushing by within inches of his face. His filthy sleeping bag is damp, and the sodden 
cardboard box which shelters him is about to collapse. Yet, he cannot afford a real home and state benefits are not available to 
him. This situation is not uncommon although, in my opinion, such unfortunate people should all be eligible for financial aid. 

2 Have you ever wondered what it must be like to wake up on a cold pavement, knowing that you will have to spend the day wan
dering from place to place, penniless, and hungry? For thousands of people in the western world this is an everyday experience 
- although in my opinion, it does not have to be that way if the state administers benefits properly and fairly. 

3 George Bernard Shaw once wrote, "The greatest of evils and the worst of crimes is poverty." The question is why the homeless, the 
disabled and the elderly should be treated like criminals by the state rather than be given the help and services they rightfully deserve. 
I believe that all people in need should be given help and support by the state. 

In the first place, I think it is wrong to deny state 
benefits to any person in need. It seems to me totally 
unfair that a homeless person should be denied state 
benefits simply because h~ or she has no fixed 
address. In effect, the homeless person is being 
punished for being homeless, whereas state benefits 
would allow that person to find and maintain a home. 

In addition, it is not only the homeless who suffer 
from lack of state aid but the handicapped are also 
neglected. Although all disabled people are entitled to 
state benefits, many are unaware of the range and vari· 
ety of benefits they could be receiving in order to 
improve the quality of their lives. This is a result of the 
complexity of the state system and the lack of clear infor
mation about benefits. It appears that these people are 
suffering for the simple reason that the state does not 
care enough to make information freely available to 
those who are clearly in need of financial help. 

Furthermore, the elderly are another sector of soci
ety who suffer both from lack of information and lack of 
concern. It is often the case that medical benefits are 
denied simply because a person is not visibly or dra
matically ill, whereas in fact this person is in need of 
additional benefits in order to maintain a reasonable 
level of health. Such people obviously deserve to 
receive all the benefits they are entitled to. 

There are those who argue, on the other hand, 
that many people receive state aid although they do not 
deserve it. It is true that there is such a problem. 
Certain people take advantage of the system by regis
tering for benefits in more than one country, or claim to 
have dependents who do not even exist. It Is my belief 
that it is the responsibility of the state to impose tighter 
controls so that onlY.those who are truly in need of ben
efits receive them. 

A While it cannot be denied that state benefits are sometimes wasted on those who do not deserve them, it is my firm belief that, 
with proper controls, all those who are truly in need should receive financial help from the state. I believe that the homeless, the 
disabled and the elderly should all be given the chance to lead productive and healthy lives. 

B All in all, I believe that all deserving people should receive state benefits so that they have the chance to lead productive and healthy 
lives. If you suddenly found yourself out of work and homeless, wouldn't you expect the state to help you get back on your feet again? 

C To sum up, it would seem that benefits should be available to all who deserve them, and that clear information should be made 
available to all who may be in need of help. It is the responsibility of the state to give all its citizens the chance to lead productive 
and healthy lives. 

7: 
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Unif 6b Opinion Essoys 

8 Read the followmg extracts and t e ta e 0 0 s an on s, I , h hi f "D '" d "D 't" F'nd 
an example of each point in the extracts, and write this in the table, 

NThe mass media have an adverse effect on moral standards." 
Do you agree? 

n Newspapers, in one form or another, have been in ~x!stence ~or centuries, their 
iii purpose being to spread news. Public radio and televIsion services, on.the other 

hand, have only been available in the UK since 1922 and 1932 respe.c~lvely, a~d 
were introduced with the intention of informing, educating and entertaining. While 
radio seems to have largely maintained its standards, newspapers and TV have, in 
my opinion, totally abused their position of power, resulting in a serious ~ecline in 
moral standards. As Richard Hoggart said, "They are full of a corrupt brightness, 
of improper appeals and moral ev~sions :".". , 

Perhaps the most serious offender IS televIsion, as today s broadcasters se~m to 
have completely abandoned the issue of ethics. This is more than apparent I.n the 
films and programmes which are intended to entertain, as they bombard the viewer 
with explicit language, sex and violence. Similarly, the news "informs" us usi~g dev
astating images of grief, desperation and death. It is often felt that by. exposing the 
public to such graphic depictions, television producers have contnbuted to our 
becoming immune to shocking behaviour and events which, in the past, we would 
have been upset or offended by. 

Furthermore, newspapers, especially the tabloids, have come to depend on 
overly-explicit articles and pictures in order to guarantee sales. It is commonplace 
nowadays to see, for instance, photographs of celebriti~s' most p~ivate moments or 
horrific scenes of death occupying the front pages of dally publications. The fact that 
these images are intended - and generally manage - to sell newspapers displays 
the craving for sensationalism which exists within society today. . 

In contrast, it must be admitted that the mass media have a lot to offer In th~ way 
of information and entertainment. The news and documentaries can be very infor
mative and educational as long as the material is handled in a responsible manner. 
The problem is that, because people are willing victims of the media's irresponsibil
ity, the media continue to produce material which is unacceptable by all moral stan
dards. 

To conclude it is clear that the public have a right to know and that producers should 
be allowed a c~rtain degree of artistic licence, but should we not draw the line some
where before we lose sight of our principles altogether? 

DO'S 
formal style 

introduction states topic clearly 

clear topic sentences 

well-developed paragraphs 

linking words & phrases 

generalisation 

quotation 

examples 

DON'TS 
informal style a) colloquial expressions 

b) short forms 

introduction fails to state topic clearly 

unclear/irrelevant topic sentences 

emotive vocabulary 

over-generalisation 

blind use of statistics 

personal examples 

use of cliched expressions 

m I definitely agree with this statement, and there are many reasons why. The media include newspapers, magazines, radio and televiSion. 
All of these play an important role in society because they give us information and entertainment, and of course everybody is interested in 

them, so that makes them popular. 

Every single day on the news, however, you can see horrible, bloody scenes with people screaming and crying. Perhaps there's been a bomb 
or other disaster. We can see the injured people, and blood and of course it's all real. I find this extremely appalling and disgusting. Of course, TV 
is interesting sometimes, espeCially documentaries and other real-life programmes. I also like comedies and cartoons, but nobody likes being 
shocked or horrified. 

In my opinion, there are numerous examples. My little brother was watching a horror film one evening, and when he went to bed he had terri
ble nightmares. And there have been cases of children trying to do things their superheroes do, such as jumping off buildings. According to statis
tics, at least half of the young children have had such problems, which is pretty shocking. 

A lot of stars have problems too. Reporters and photographers hound them everywhere and they never have a moments' peace. Butthen, every
thing in life has its price. This of course is bad for moral standards because we shouldn't know l1bout these people's private lives. I think this 
should be kept under control. 

But the worst thing is when they show a private tragedy on TV for everyone to watch. I think this is terrible, and should be stopped. 
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Unil 6e Essoys Suggesting Solutions 10 Problems 

Useful Expressions: Problems & Solutions 
I should 

Steps 1 t b t k so as to mus e a en . 
Measures I could In order to 

solve/overcome/combat ... 
deal with/eradicate ... 

Serious attempts to halt/prevent/solve ... must be made. 

• One (possible) 
Another 
An alternative 

I
: solve/overcome h' bl ' ,t IS pro em 

way to I combat/deal With h bl (f\ 
d

' t e pro em 0'1 ' 
: era Icate 
I 

would bel 
is ... 

• People should focus their/II to solve/overcome the problem of '" 
Governments our attention to improve the situation of ... 
We on ways : to reduce the impact of ,., on society ... 

• If steps/measures were taken to ... the effect/result/ 
If ... happened/were to happen, consequence 
If attempts were made to address the problem would be ... 
By (+ ing) "" we/governments/etc, can ensure that /prevent 
The .. , situation could be improved if .. ./It would be a good idea if ... 

• Th 
I

, effect/consequence I f ( /') I would I b e / 0 +noun-Ing . e ... 
outcome result I might 

3 Look at the topic below, then read the suggested solutions (1-4) and 
match each with its corresponding result (a-d). Finally, complete each 
of the sentences, as in the example. 

One way to combat crime would be to provide more job opportunities for 
the poor and unemployed. The result of this would be the eradication of 
poverty, which Is a major cause of crime. 

2 Furthermore, if the prison sentences received for certain crimes were 
made longer, the outcome ................................................................ . 

It would certainly be a good idea if police patrols were increased in high 
crime areas, especially at night. This would improve .............................. . 

4 Rewrite the following sentences usin~ 
the words in brackets without chang. 
ing the meaning. 

The environmental damage caused b) 

factories will probably become more 
extensive if adequate measures are not 
imposed. (quite likely to) 

2 If the number of patrols is reduced. 
burglaries in the area will almost 
certainly increase. (highly probable) 

3 The public will probably react neg
atively to any decisions by the govern
ment to increase taxes. (bound to) 

4 The problem of overpopulation will 
probably not be solved over the next 
few decades. (rather unlikely that) 

5 Look at each of the following sen
tences, identify the problem and say 
what solution is suggested. Then, 
using expressions from the chart, 
write sentences explaining possible 
results, as in the example. 

PROBL.EM 
e.g. One way to deal with pollution in cities 

is to promote the use o/public transport. 
SQI.1JI1QN 

The result of tlis would be fewer 
cars poI/utili' tile fltmospllere. 

lOne way to combat famine would be 
to provide affected countries with 
financial aid. 

2 An effective method of combating the 
spread of disease in poverty-stricken 
areas of the world might be to send 
doctors from developed countries. 

3 One way to prevent illnesses such as 
heart disease is to ensure you take reg
ular exercise and follow a healthy diet. 

4 It could help the world's rain forests if 
we used more recycled paper. 
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Unit 6e Essoys Suggesting Solutions to Problems 

6 Read the following essay and fill the gaps with the appropriate topic 
phrases on the right. 

Smoking is on the increase among young people. Discuss the 
problem and suggest what might be done about it. 

While smoking is on the decline among adults, the latest US Surgeon
General's report indicates that increasing numbers of youngsters are 
taking up the habit. Perhaps the main reason for this alarming fact is the 
seductive advertising campaigns aimed at young people by the tobacco 
companies. Other contributing factors include the lack of awareness on 
the part of school children of the dangers of smoking, and the wide
spread availability of cigarettes. Furthermore, smoking retains an image 
of sophisticated maturity among young people, making the habit a mag
net for those still in the process of moulding themselves into what they 
want to be. 

Firstly, one way to combat this problem would be for the government 
to (1) ..................................................................................................... . 

....................................................................................................... This 
ban could also prohibit smoking on television and in films. As a result, 
young people would no longer be constantly exposed to seductive 
images of cigarettes. 

Secondly, by introducing a "negative image" advertising campaign, 
governments could (2) .......................................................................... . 

....................................................................................................... Not 
only would such a campaign deter young people from wanting to start 
smoking, but others might also be encouraged to give up. 

Another way to overcome this problem would be to (3) ............ . 

Consequently, smoking would become far too costly a habit for most 
young people to take up or maintain. 

If measures were taken at school to (4) ............................................. .. 

Teachers could tell their students what will happen to them if they smoke 
and teach them about the wide variety of ailments that smoking pro
duces. In this way, children will never want to start smoking, thanks to 
their knowledge of what it could do to their bodies. 

One final suggestion which would help, would be to (5) .................. .. 

....................................................................................................... If it 
were impossible for young people to buy cigarettes before they are 
eighteen, it would, therefore, be impossible for them to smoke. 

All in all, I think that it would be quite easy to reduce the number of 
young people that smoke or even to eliminate smoking altogether, were 
it not for the lackadaisical attitudes of those who have the power to do 
something about it. Until they find the motivation to act, however, it 
seems likely that the problem will simply get worse. 

Topic Phrases 

A ... expose the truth - that smoking iI' a 
dangerous habit which kills thousands 
(~f people evel)' year. 

B '" warn children more effectit'ely 
ab~ut the dangers of smoking, the sit
uatIOn might imprrJl'e. 

C '" ban all cigarette advertising in order 
to reveJ:\'e this disturbing trend. 

D ... place a ban on the sale of cigarettes 
to under-eighteens, and ensure that 
this ban is strictly enforced. 

E ... impose heavier taxes on cigarettes, 
thus making them even more expen
sive than they already are. 
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Unil 6c Essoys Suggesting Solutions 10 Problems 

7 In the essay below there are a number of mistakes. Read the 
model and underline examples of the following: 

1 Three misused linking words. 

2 An over-generalisation. 

3 An irrelevant sentence. 

4 A sentence containing over-emotional language. 

S Two sentences written in very informal, colloquial language. 

6 Two irrelevant/unclear topic sentences. 

Now rewrite the topic sentences so that each is clear and relevant 
and replace the words/phrases you have underlined with correct 
alternatives. 

Vorious eCOSystems ore being systemoticolly destroyed by mono Whot meosures 
do you think should be token to prevent further destruction? 

We can scarcely turn on our televisions or pick up a newspaper 
these days without being confronted with yet another depressing 
news item about the environment. As the population of many cities 
increases, more and more land is being converted from its natural 
state to accommodate homes and factories. The direct result of this 
is the systematic destruction of different ecosystems all over the 
world which, in turn, has led to seas becoming polluted with poi
sons, rivers becoming contaminated by pesticides and the air 
becoming polluted with fumes from vehicles and industry. While the 
problems of pollution and habitual destruction are obvious, the 
solutions are elusive. Moreover, serious attempts to halt the 
destruction of ecosystems must be made immediately. 

As Paul Claudel once said: "Nature is only an immense ruin". 
Clearly, individuals need to become more aware of the conse
quences of their actions and should act more responsibly. Only if 
people do so will the Earth be saved from further destruction and 
the world become a healthier, safer place to live in. 

People should not expect governments to provide all the 
solutions. Citizens must begin to recycle goods and packaging 
whenever pOSSible, as well as buy only environmentally friendly 
products. Nonetheless, domestic food scraps should be recycled; 
for example, potato peelings and melon rinds can be turned into 
substances that enrich the soil. By doing this, we can reduce the 
amount of non-biodegradable waste being dumped at rubbish tips, 
thus ensuring that materials such as glass and plastic are not left in 
earth which could be used as farmland in the future. 

Despite this, individuals can help protect the earth by using pub
lic transport whenever possible. Where such facilities do not exist, 
sharing lifts is recommended to reduce traffic congestion, noise 
and vehicle emissions on the roads. The less petrol our societies 
burn, the better the air quality will be. In addition, if there were fewer 
cars in circulation, there would be fewer road accidents. 

Another possible measure to combat industrial pollution would 
be the imposition of strict fines on wicked, greedy corporations and 
unfeeling, ignorant businesses which contaminate land, air or 
water. To be effective, the fines should be heavy enough to deter 
potential polluters; if they are too small, they could simply be 
regarded by industries as "the cost of doing business" and they 
might be ignored. 

Finally, governments should be far more responsible. All govern
ments have the funds and technology to provide solar, wind, 
geothermal and tidal power. The problem is that many governmen
ts couldn't care less and wouldn't lift a finger to help their countries 
by funding research to develop such sources or to discover new 
ways to produce energy. If, however, this were to happen, the con
sequence would be that depletion of finite resources such as oil and 
coal would be slowed down, or even halted altogether. 

To sum up, the earth is suffering as a result of the destruction 
wreaked upon it by humanity. Don't you think it's time we cleaned 
up this dreadful mess? 
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Unit fie Essoys Suggesting Solutions 10 Problems 

8 Answer the following questions for each of the topics listed below. 

a What kind of a discursive essay is this? 

b What paragraph plan would you follow? 

c What points can you think of to include in your essay'? 

d Which aspects of the discussion clock would you include? 

e Which techniques would you use to write the introductory paragraph 
and the conclusion? 

f Which useful words/phrases would you include in your essay? 

Road accidents claim far too many lives. What can governments and indi
viduals do to reduce this problem? 

2 Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of living at home past the age 
of eighteen. 

3 "In today's large cities flats are preferahle to houses." Do you agree? 

4 "Computers will soon render hooks ohsolete." Discuss. 

5 Parents are often unaware of the difficulties and prohlems their teenage 
children face and arc unahle to help them. What could parents and chil
dren do to overcome the gulf hetween them? 

6 Discuss the arguments for and against using live animals for scientific 
experimentation. 

7 Many countries are in danger of losing their cultural identity on account 
of glohalisation. Discuss this prohlem and say what could he done to avoid 
this. 

8 "You can choose your friends hut not your relatives." Do you feel that 
friends arc more important than family? 

9 "Capital punishment is never justified." What is your opinion? 

10 "Too much money is heing spent on space exploration while people are 
starving on Earth." Discuss. 

9 Look at the following topic and then 
answer the questions below. 

Discuss the problems of unemploy· 
ment and offer possible solutions. 

• What has caused the problem? 

• What are the consequences? 

• Match each of the suggestions (1-3) below 
with the corresponding result (a-c). 

Governments to create incentives/ 
subsidise industries. 

2 Better education/training so workers 
can operate computers, sophisticated 
machinery, etc. 

3 Free sports/recreational centres for 
unemployed to help people spend 
their time constructively. 

a Reduce crime/social problems con
nected with idleness/boredom. 

b Create more positions, limit number 
of workers made redundant. 

c People will have proper qualifications 
for types of jobs available. 

• Can you suggest any other solutions to 
this problem? What would the expected 
result of each be? 

• What paragraph plan would you follow 
to write this essay? 

• Which techniques could you use to begin 
and end your essay? 

• What useful expressions could you 
include? 

10 Using your notes and the answers 
from Exercise 9, write the composi
tion in about 350 words. 
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UNIT 7 Letters 

There are various types of letters, such as: 
a) letters of request; b) letters giving information; c) letters of advice; d) letters 
making suggestions/recommendations; e) letters of complaint; f) letters of apology; 
g) letters of application; h) letters to the editor/authorities (expressing an opinion 
and/ or providing solutions/suggestions); i) transactional letters, etc. 

A successful letter should consist of: 
a) an appropriate greeting: 

e.g. Dear Ms Crawley, Dear Mr and Mrs Jones, Dear Sir/Madam, Dear Tony; 
b) an introductory paragraph which clearly states your reason for writing; 
c) a main body in which you develop the subject, and deal with 

the additional objective(s) of the letter if necessary, 
d) a conclusion in which you summarise the subject; and 
e) an appropriate ending e.g. Yours faithfully/sincerely + full name, Best 

Wishes + "rat name 

Style in Letters 
The style of the letter varies depending on who it is addressed to . For instance, 
a letter to someone you do not know requires a formal style, a letter to someone 
you know but are not intimate with requires a semi-formal style, while a letter to 
a friend requires an informal style. 
Formal letters contain: 
• formal greetings and endings; 
• formal language i.e. complex 

sentences (Having spoken to the 
manager in person, I still feel my 
requests have not been satisfied.), 
non-colloquial English (Please keep 
me informed regarding any further 
developments. NOT: PoIBSBB ,'fBBtJ R'lB 

fY9St91'i aB9(,Jt \'iRat's RafYfY9R,iR~.), 
frequent use of the passive (A two
week package holiday to the 
picturesque village of St Martin's is 
being offered by our agency for only 
£3,600.), and advanced vocabulary (I 
feel it is appropriate to explain to you 
some of the practices which are 
enforced throughout all of our 
branches.); 

• no abbreviated forms. 

Informal letters contain: 
• informal greetings and endings; 
• informal language and style i.e.idioms 

(It was a blessing in disguise that I 
didn't apply for the job as that 
company is now in deep financial 
trouble.), phrasal verbs (I'll look you 
up next time I'm in Brussels.), colloquial 
English and omission of pronouns 
(Hope to see you soon!); 

• abbreviated forms. 

Semi-formal letters contain: 
• formal greetings (Dear Mr and Mrs 

Smith); 
• informal endings (Best Wishes/Yours 

+ full name); 
• a respectful tone, depending on the 

relationship you have with the 
recipient of the letter. Also, pronouns 
should not be omitted and idioms 
should be carefully used. 

® 
Dear Mr and Mrs Connelly, 

Dear Margot, 

Love, 
Chris 

Best Wishes, 
Alberto Ponti 

1 Look at the different layouts. 
Which are used to write a 
formal, semi-formal or 
informal letter? Which one 
would you use to write a 
letter to a) someone you 
know but are not on intimate 
terms with? b) a relative? c) 

a company manager whose 
name you know/ don't know? 
d) the authorities? 

Dear Mr Ford, 
© 

Yours Sincerely, 
~t:U.uK~ 
Adam Clayton ---,,....------

Dear Sir/Madam 
® Dear Sirs, , 

Yours faithfUlly 
~ete,e 1D~' 
Helen Perkins 

Yours faithfUlly, 
~~ 
Jessica Collms 



2 Read these extracts and say which is a} informal, b} semi-formal and 
c) formal. Then, underline the characteristics which indicate the style 
in each extract. What is the purpose of writing these letters? Who are 
the letters addressed to? 

A Regarding the future opportunities in your field of work, I would rec-
ommend that you consider trying to find a position of greater seniority. You 
have already proved yourself to be a highly competent and effective member 
of your company, and I believe that you now possess sufficient skills and 
experience to tackle the challenge of additional responsibility. 

On the matter of further training, I would suggest that you might try to 
upgrade your IT skills to enable you to take advantage of the full range of mod
ern technology available. There are some very well-run and useful courses oper
ating locally, at least one of which you should find appropriate to your needs. 

""".....~ """". __ ....... ,...,..--~_"'ifA"""' __ ----:-. 
B If you really hate livin~ in Winkleborough that much, I'd say do your-

f.~ :ufr~V~~~ ~~~ ~~~~e~ fo~~i~~~~t ~~~u~r~~:~,lfin~U y~~~~:!c::ue~~~~~~y 
wit~~ye ~;~~~ ~~~ f~n~1 ~~~~~:f ~tci:~~e~Oa~~eget on with bUildi.n~ a be~er Ili~: 
back here where Yk~ud bGeeIOtn~~~~sJ.~~ghfi~~~t~~ ~~~ras~~~ :~sfi~ ~~~~niime. 
when you were a I . , 
Move back here and go for it! 

C Of course, it will be a big change going to live in a different part of the 
c~~ntry, away from your family and all your old friends, but it need not be as 
dlff~cult as you seer:n to. think. '!'hy not apply for a room in a university hall of 
residence? Everythrng IS provided, and because you live with a lot of other 
students, it is easy to make new friends. 
. As fa~ as the course goes, I am sure you will manage very well. The work 
IS at a. hlgh.er level, but I am certain you'll enjoy the challenge. In fact, I think 
you Will enJoy the opportunity to study your subject in depth so I really think 
you should give it a try. ' 

3 Read the following writing task instructions and say what type of letter 
you would be expected to write in each case. 

I You are moving to China for a year and have arranged with an agency to 
exchange houses with a Chinese family who are moving to your country 
for the same period of time. Write a letter to the Wong family to wel
come them to your home. Include information about the house and 
neighbourhood which they might find useful and make a few suggestions 
that might make their stay more pleasant and interesting. 

2 You have read a magazine article which you believe is inaccurate and offen
sive towards people of your profession. Write a letter to the editor express
ing your opinion on the subject, and suggesting ways to make amends. 

3 You are a member of a famous pop group. You are about to visit your 
home town as part of a tour. Write a letter to an old schoolfriend inform
ing him/her of the event and describing the ways in which your life has 
changed since you were at school. 

Unil 7 Lellers 

Paragraph Plan lor LeUers 

Introduction 
Paragraph 1 

reason(s) for writing 

Main Body 
Paragraphs 2-3-4* 

development of the subject 

Conclusion 
Final Paragraph 

closing remarks 

(Full) name 

* The exact number and division of para
graphs will depend on the specific 
instructions for each letter-writing task. 

4 A new community centre for disabled 
people is to be built in your town. The 
local authorities have invited the pub
lic to give their views on the a) 
location, b) opening hours, c) value to 
the community and d) facilities and 
services that should be provided. 
Write a letter to the local authorities 
stating your views on these points. 

5 You want to open a small business but 
do not have sufficient finances. Write 
to the New Community Enterprise 
Programme giving reasons why you 
think they should provide you with 
financial assistance. You should 
include details of the type of business 
it will be, where it will be located and 
explain why you think it will be suc
cessful. 

6 You recently spent the weekend at 
your employer's cottage. Write a letter 
to him/her, outlining what you enjoyed 
most about your visit and inviting 
him/her to visit you at your own house 
in the near future. 
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Unil 7 Lellers 

4 Put an F for formal and an I for informal language. Give reasons. 

1 Thank you very much for your cooperation in this matter. 
2 It'll be great to see you again after so long! 

12 I would like to inform you about the proposed change! 
due to take place over the coming months. 

3 My husband and I request your presence ... 
4 It is with deep regret that I must inform you .. , 
5 Hope this advice will be of some help to you. 

13 Sorry I haven't written for ages, but I've been up to m) 

ears in work. 

6 Would it be possible to get together over lunch sometime 
soon? 

14 We thought we'd have a get-together in the near futun 
and wondered if you'd like to come. 

7 I sympathise completely with your predicament but 
unfortunately no further action can be taken at this time. 

15 It appears that our records are out of date so it woule 
therefore be most helpful if you could forward the infor 
mation requested overleaf. 

S I am writing to complain about the service we received ... 
9 I'm looking forward to seeing you both on Saturday. 

10 On behalf of our company, I would like to apologise for ... 
11 I'm really sorry about the misunderstanding and I'm sure 

it won't happen again. 

16 I look forward to receiving the information requested. 
17 I am writing in response to the advertisement concerning .. 
18 I am writing in my capacity as chairman of ... 
19 I would be most grateful if you could offer some advice .. 
20 I'll be more than happy to put you up for a few days. 

5 Match the beginnings and endings below, and then identify the purpose 
of writing the letter from which each pair of paragraphs is taken. 

I am writing in response to your advertisement in yesterday's Daily Scope 
concerning a vacancy in your sales department. 

2 I am writing in reply to your letter requesting information about our products. 

3 I am writing in my capacity as chairman of the residents' association to draw 

your attention to the problem of excessive noise levels in our neighbourhood. 

4 I am writing to request permission to use the company premises for a 
meeting which will be held during the holidays. 

5 I am writing to advise you of the changes in the schedule for the forthcom
ing seminar on "Safety in the Home." 

, u too much inconvenience and 
A I hope that these changes Will not cause yo 

that you will still be able to attend. 
'II f d something in our range that meets your 

B W feel confident that you WI m d 
r:quirements and look forward to receiving your or er. 

" eekda between 9 am and 5 pm, and I look for-
e I am available for Inter.:lew any w ,Y the possibility of my employment. 

d to meeting you In person to diSCUSS 
war 'our urgent consideration and look for-

D We trust that you will give thiS m~tter y might have to help overcome the 
ward to receiving any suggestIOns you 

problem, 'IT 
, were to allow us to use the faci lies 

E We would be extremely grateful If \O~ nk you in anticipation of your kind 
for the duration of our meetmg. a 

cooperation, 

6 Read the following sentences and saJ 
which are formal and which are infor, 
mal. Which sentences are beginningl 
of a letter, and which are endings: 
What kind of letter (e.g. complaint; 
does each sentence belong to? 

1 It would be lovely to see you again, s( 
please do your best to make it. 

2 Please do not hesitate to telephone i 
there should be any further problems, 

3 I was most concerned to hear that yOl 
are not completely satisfied with on( 
of our products. . 

4 I trust that this situation will be recti 
fied without further delay. 

5 I am writing to express my dissatisfac, 
tion with the meal I had at your restau 
rant last week. 

6 I am writing with reference to th( 
vacancy in your accounts department. 

7 I assure you that we will give this mat 
ter serious consideration and woule 
like to thank you for bringing the sit 
uation to our attention. 

8 I'm just writing to let you know ho\\ 
sorry I am about missing your gradu 
ation ceremony. 



1 o. Lellers 01 Request 

I 
I 

1 1m You will hear two members of a pottery society discussing a letter which 
they plan to send to their local community centre. Look at the questions below, 
then listen to the cassette and fill in the answers. 

a) What is the main purpose of the letter'? 

h) What do they want to exhihit'? 

c) What explanation do they offer'? 

d) What are the expected henefits'? 

c) Which closing remark does the man suggest they use to end the letter? 

A formal letter of request is written to ask for permission, help, information, advice, etc. It 

may also provide information, explain a situation, make suggestions, present arguments in 

support of an opinion, etc, as requested in the topic instructions. 

• Each point should be presented in a separate paragraph containing a clear topic 
sentence supported by examples and/or justification. 

Useful Language for Letters of Request 

• To begin letters: 

I 
. . I ask if you would be so kind/generous as to ... 

am wriling to request your assistance concerning the matter of ... 

I wonder if you could possibly/if it would be possible for you to help me ... 

I would (greatly) appreciate it if you could ... 

I would be most grateful if you could ... 

I am writing to ask/enquire if/whether you could possibly tell/inform me .. . 

I 
. . : ask if/whether I might (perhaps) be permitted/allowed to .. . 

am wriling to (k' d) .. f /(f ) 
i request your In permission or... or me to ... 

I wonder if I might ask you for/request your valuable advice on/concerning ... 

• To end letters: 

I hope that my request will not inconvenience you too much. 

I must apologise for ~ troubling you with this matter. 

I hope that you will forgive me for: taking up your valuable time. 

I look forward to hearing from you/receiving your reply as soon as possible. 

Thank(ing) you in anticipation of your/in advance for your kind cooperation. 

Inlroduction 
Paragraph 1 

state reason(s) for writing 

Moin BOdy 
Paragraphs 2-3 * 
explain reasons for • 
making the request 

Paragraphs 4-5 * 
state expected results/ 
consequences 

Conclusion 
Final Paragraph 

closing remarks 

Full name 

* The exact number and divi
sion of paragraphs will 
depend on the specific 
instructions for each letter
writing task. 
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Unil 70 Lellers 01 Request 

2 Read the instructions and the model below and insert the following 
topic sentences in the appropriate spaces in the letter. Then, complete 
the paragraph plan on the right, identifying the topic of each paragraph. 

a I would like to offer certain suggestions as to how such a visit 
would be of benefit to your company. 

b It would likewise be valuable if we could tour the premises to get 
an overall impression of the production system. 

c It would be most useful to see how the theory we have been 
taught has been put into practice in a real-life situation. 

d In addition, I feel that your company might wish to use the visit 
as an opportunity for interviewing the students. 

Your economics class at school/college has chosen you to write to a local 
company asking permission to visit their premises. Write the letter, explain
ing why your class would like to visit the company's premises, and 
suggesting how the results of your study might be of benefit to them. 

Dear Mr. Collins, f d 
I am writing on behalf of my economics class at Laws. or 

Business college, to request that you be so kind as to permlf us 
to visit our company premises for study purposes. Our c a~s 
has bee~ learning about the development of techn~l~gy tn 
industry, and would greatly appreciate the chance to VlSlt your 

premises. 
1) ............................................................. . 

·······················Furthermore, we are keen to do our study 
~~·~·~~~~~·~~i~l·~·~~pany like yours, which ha~ an excellent rep
utation both financially and in terms of planntng for the future. 

2) ·······················W~··~~~id·~l~;·lik·~·t·~··~~·k··~·~~~t·i~~~··~·b~~t 
t·h~··p;~~~;~~~ .. i~·~;lved and your economic policy, as well as 
information on management and staffing structures. 

3) ............................................ . 
.. ................................... .... Fi~~t'ly:' ~ll;~ me to sug.gest that the local 

······;·could be invited to cover the visit, whlch would generate 
~:~s ositive publicity. Then, after the initial visit, it mi.ght be 

se1uf for each of us to complete and submit a full proftle a~d 
~nal sis of your company. You would be invited to select t e 
best Yof these and would be w~lcome to use any of the recom-
mendations in the chosen proflle. 

4) ......................................... '.' 'I't 'i~' hig'hly' iik~'ly' t'h~t:' b~ '~'~t~bli~ hi~'g' ji;~t~ 
h~~d contact with young people who wlll be looktng for 
employment when they compl~te ~heir studies, you would save 
on our advertising for vacanCles In the future. .. . 

Je would be delighted if you would consider the VlSlt ?utltned 
in this letter and I would like to thank you for your tlme and 
cooperation in this matter. 

Yours sincerely, 
&.~ 
Miss E. Ballard 

* InttrxIuction -
reason for writing 

* ........................................................................... . 

* ........................................................................... . 

* ........................................................................... . 

* ........................................................................... . 

* CtJncIusicn -

3 For each one of the situations below 
write a suitable beginning and ending 
using appropriate expressions. Then 
suggest reasons for writing them and 
the expected results of each request. 

1 You want to request a loan from your 
bank manager for home improvements. 

2 You want information from a college 
or university about a particular course 
of study you are interested in. 

3 You want the director of an art gallery 
to look at your work and consider the 
possibility of holding an exhibition. 

4 You want the town council to place 
special bins in your area to encourage 
recycling. 

5 You want a travel agency to send you 
brochures concerning the package hol-
idays they offer for large groups. 



1 

I 
I 

4 Read the instructions and the model letter below and re-arrange the 
paragraphs in the correct order. Then, suggest alternative ways to 
begin and end the letter. Finally, give the topic of each paragraph. 

You are a member of an environmental protection society which is organ
ising a "clean-up" weekend. Write a letter to the headmaster of your local 
school asking for students' help. Explain what activities will be involved 
and how useful it will be for the community as a whole. 

The Headmaster 
St Paul's Secondary School 
Heslington 
London 

Green Earth 
10, Hamilton House 
Heslington 
London 

13th October, 1997 

Dear Mr. Hitts, 
o There are various activities planned for the weekend, which witt take 

place on 22nd and 23rd June. Volunteers are requested to meet at 11 am 
on Saturday at the shopping centre on Market Street. Black bin-liners witt 
be distributed and volunteers witt be split into groups for safety. The coltec
tion of rubbish and materials for recyding witt take place within the inner
city area and the bags witt be coHected from the meeting point at 4 pm. 

CD I am writing on behalf of Green Earth to request your students' help on 
a special "dean-up" weekend which we are organising. o Then, on Sunday, volunteers witt meet on the beach at 9 am so that rub
bish can be collected during the morning. There witt also be a "dean-up" 
art competition which witt be open to young people between eight and 
eighteen. Applicants are asked to submit drawings or paintings, on an 
environmental theme, by 21 st June. The winners witt be announced at 
noon on Sunday, when prizes witt be awarded. 
o I would be most grateful if you could pass on the above information to 
your students. Thank you in advance for your cooperation. o Furthermore, the entire community witt benefit since the town witt 
attract more viSitors, thus increasing business and tourism. In addition, 
the town and beach witt be much deaner and safer for our children. 
o We feel sure that you witt agree that, in recent years, our town and 
beach have become unSightly and that there are huge benefits to be 
gained from such a project. National surveys have shown that the more 
young people feel involved in protecting the environment, the deaner the 
area witt stay after the initial efforts. 

Yours faithfuUy, 
p.Z'.~ 
P. D. Midgeley 

Unit 70 Letters 01 Request 

II 

5 Look at the following writing task 
instructions and answer the questions 
below. The questions apply to both 
tasks. 

a) You coach an amateur football team. 
Write a letter to a local school re
questing permission to use their 
facilities and explaining why your 
team cannot find facilities else
where. SU88est how this may be 
arranged so that your team's train
ing will not interfere with the 
school's activities. 

b) You work for a children'S home 
which needs volunteers to help at 
weekends. Write to the local news
paper requesting that they publicise 
the vacancies. You should include 
details of what is required of the 
applicants and explain the 'ways in 
which both volunteers and children 
might benefit 

• What greeting would you use? 
• What is the main purpose for writing 

the letter? 
• What is the additional purpose? 
• What paragraph plan would you use? 
• What useful expressions could you 

use as opening and closing remarks? 
• How would you sign the letter? 

6 Choose ONE of the writing tasks 
above, and write a complete para
graph plan with notes. Then write the 
letter in about 300 words. 
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h. Lellers Giving informotion 
1 Im11 You will hear two people discussing the information they have received 

concerning an annual dinner party. Look at the table below, then listen to the 
cassette, and tick the correct boxes. Using the notes, say what information is 
included in the letter about this dinner party. 

• type of meal: D buffet D formal D family 

• cost (per person): D £10 D £20 D £45 

• entertainment: D band D OJ D comedy act 

• venue: D hall D hotel D garden 

• confirm booking/details no later than: D 4th November D 1st November 

• contact by : D phone D fax D letter 

A letter giving information is a formal piece of writing related to a particular situation. Its 
main purpose is to give information, usually when this has been requested by someone 

else. It may also provide suggestions, request help, give an opinion, etc. 

• Each point should be presented in a separate paragraph containing a clear topic 
sentence supported by examples and/or justification. 

Useful Language 
• To begin letters: 

I am writing to inform you that/advise you of/let you know that ... 

I regret/am delighted/would like/feel obliged to inform you ... 

I am writing 

in response to 
in reply to 

with regard to 

your letter requesting information about ... 

your enquiry about ... 
our telephone conversation concerning ... 

in connection with 

. . ( ) I on behalf of ... 
I am writing to you . 't 

In my capaci y as ... 

• To end letters: 
I hope that this information will be of some assistance ... 

I hope/trust that I have been able to answer all of your questions ... 

I would be pleased/happy to provide you with any additional information ... 

I I k f d 
I 

being able to help you again in the future. 
00 orwar to . . 

answering your queries. 

. require further information. 
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you h f h t' 

ave any urt er ques Ions. 

Paragraph 1 

state reason(s) for writing 

Paragraphs 2-3* 

give information required 

Paragraphs 4-5 * 
provide further expla
nations/suggestions/opin
ion as stated in the task 
instructions 

Final Paragraph 

closing remarks 

Full name 

* The exact number and divi
sion of paragraphs will 
depend on the specific 
instructions for each letter
writing task. 



2 Read the instructions and the model letter below 
and give the topic of each paragraph. 

As the University Accommodation Officer 
you. have r~ceived a letter requesting infor~ 
matl?n. Wnte a. letter in reply, including 
detall~. of the a~allable housi ng facilities, the 
am.~~ltles provided, location, transportation, 
facilities, and rent costs. 

Dear Mr Houston, 

I am writing in response to your request for information regarding univer
sity accommodation. I have induded details of our accommodation in gener
al, as well as a booklet describing the individual halls of residence. 

As you can see from the booklet, the university has a number of student 
halls of reSidence, ranging from those offering full board and lodgings to those 
with self-catering accommodation only. Students who prefer to have their 
meals prOVided can expect to have three meals a day, served at set times in the 
hall dining-room. The self-catering units, however, are based on five people 
sharing a kitchen - crockery and cutlery is not provided - and bathroom faCil
ities comprising two showers and a bath per corridor. 

All the halls of residence have a laundry room with washing machines (£1 
per load) and tumble dryers (SOp for 10 minutes' drying). Irons and ironing 
boards are also prOVided. The rooms are cleaned twice weekly by the domestic 
staff, and dean linen is distributed once every two weeks. 

As well as halls of reSidence, accommodation is also available in the form of 
private flats and houses, which can be shared with other students. Bedsits are 
also available. Private accommodation is limited so you are urged to submit 
your application as soon as possible. 

Most of the accommodation is near the campus; buses run frequently and 
are relatively cheap. The halls are mostly situated in residential areas and a 
number of them have tennis courts and croquet lawns. Access to these facili
ties is restricted, though, to protect playing surfaces. 

University accommodation prices range from £30 per week for self-catering 
to £75 per week for a room with an en suite bathroom and full board. Private 
accommodation varies from £40 to £90 per week. 

I trust this information will be of some assistance and I look forward to 
meeting you in September when term starts. I have endosed application forms 
for you to complete. Please do not hesitate to contact me should you require 
any further information. 

Yours sincerely, 
~;e~ 
Keith Raymond 
(Accommodation Officer) 

Unit 7b Leffers Giving Informolion 
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Unit 7b Lellers Giving Inlormolion 

3 Read the instructions and the two models and answer the ~u~stions:. a) 
which one successfully covers the requirements of the tO~IC. b) which 
one uses an inappropriate style and tone? and c) how IS each para
graph introduced in the good model? 

An international conference is to be held at the hotel whe~e you work. 
Write a letter of welcome to be sent to the delegates In advance, 
telling them what the hotel and the district have to offer them. 

Dear Sir/Madam, h 

ou to the Moonshine Hote.l where t~a~ 
I'm writing to welcome y next week. I want to remmd you ld 

international conference starts. u on our arrival. Now, I wou 
there'll be a champagne recep.tLOnabPout t~e hotel itself and the local 

'nformatlon l'lke to give you some l 
. h r accom-district. u will be satisfied Wlt ou f 

In the first place, I am sure t g very hard to get things readcf or 
modation. We have been wor m oms have lots of space an are 
YOU and your colleagues. ouhr rOa bathroom, jacuzzi and. shauna. 

. E ch room as t whlc conquite luxunous. a Olympic Leisure Cen re, l ff 
Don't hesitate to use ou~ ~:mming pool, a great way to ~o~ oOur 
tains a weights room an make sure you have a dnn a 

tiring day! By the way, 
after a d' t . t The 

fa~~~r~ :;".:~yn i~~;eStlng :~trts ~~:~r i: ~~l~ifa~o: ;e~tde t~ 
hotel will provide you wlth a '(,oug'll also be glad to know that 

n your own. 
explore the area 0 made here. 
famous TV senes was

d 
ur stay at our hotel. 

I'm looking forwar to yo 
Yours faithfully, 
;ee~ 7~ 
Rex Truth 
(General Manager) 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

As General Manager of the Moonshir 
Hotel, I am writing with regard to your sta 
with us during the international conferenc 
weekend which we shall be hosting. 

The Moonshine Hotel prides itself on it 
luxurious accommodation and highly-trainel 
staff· We are certain you will be delightel 
with your accommodation as each of ou 
rooms is very spacious with its own en suit! 
bathroom, jacuzzi and sauna. Room service i~ 
available twenty-four hours a day should YOL 

reqUire meals, snacks or drinks in your room. 
We also hope that you will find time during 

your weekend here to take advantage of our 
wide range of guest facilities. As a conference 
delegate, you will be entitled to use our 
newly-opened Olympic Leisure Centre, 
equipped with a swimming pool, gym and 
squash courts, completely free of charge 
during your stay. At the Moonshine Hotel we 
also have a first-dass restaurant, brasserie, 
coffee shop and bar, so you will undoubtedly 
find an area to relax in. The Moon Restaurant 
has a superb view over the town of Wickby 
and has a reputation as one of the best eating 
establishments in the area. 

If time permits, we would also recommend 
you explore the picturesque medieval town of 
Wickby as it boasts the fascinating ruins of an 
ancient castle as well as some fine shops and 
public houses. In Wickby you can also take a 
stroll along the beautiful banks of the 
Lockerton Canal, which was made famous by 
the recently-screened "Lost Lockerton" televi
sion series. 

In advance of your arrival, I would like to 
wish you a very happy stay here, and hope 
that you will not hesitate to contact me per
sonally should you have any enquiries prior 
to, or during the conference itself. 

Yours faithfully, 
~e~7~ 
Rex Truth 
(General Manager) 



Unit 7b Lellers Giving Inlormotion 
~~: ------------------------

4 Read the instructions and the model letter below and find the topic sen
tence of each paragraph. What are the two purposes of writing the 
letter? Then underline any words and phrases which you feel are too 
informal for a letter of this kind. (The numbers in circles are next to 
the lines in which these words and phrases occur.) 

Your school or college has decided to organise a service in your area 
to collect waste paper and glass for recycling. Write ~ letter to y?ur 
local radio station, giving details of the planned service and asking 
them to pass on this information for the benefit of local residents. 

The Manager, 
Star Radio Station, 
St Michael's Walk, 
Tipton 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Tipton College, 
2, Crescent Road, 
Tipton 
11 th May, 1997 

I am writing to you on behalf of the students at Tipton College 
CD so you can tell your listeners of a recycling project we are starting 

I . ® in this area. f am sure you know that there are currently no recy
cling facilities in Tipton itself. There are a number of large stores out
side the town centre which provide this service, but this is inconve-
nient for many residents. 

The students of Tipton College have decided to organise a 
scheme whereby volunteers will collect any waste paper and glass 

I . @ for delivery to a local company which will recycle it. We think that 
if we do this on a regular basis, more residents of the town will 
stop discarding their reusable rubbish and recycle it instead. 

The service will begin on the first Monday of next month, and col
lections will take place every Monday thereafter. There will be col
lection pOints at various locations around the town, which will be 

@) clearly marked for easy identification. All you have to do is take your 
waste paper and glass to these pOints. All glass products should be 
washed thoroughly and have their lids removed beforehand. 

IU 

@) We'~ like it if the above information could be included in your 
® bulletms of local news. I'm sure you'll agree that this service will 

be of interest to many people who are willing to help in environ
mental matters but cannot do so for practical reasons. 

® Furthermore, it would be great if the announcement could be 
® repeated several times during the day. This way, the maximum 

number of people will be made aware of the scheme. 
® Thanks a lot in anticipation of your assistance in this matter. Please 
@ do not hesitate to contact me if you want to know anything else. 

Yours faithfully, 
,4~~ 
Alison Brown 

%db 

5 Look at the phrases below and say 
which could be used to replace the 
informal expressions in Ex. 4. 

a We would be extremely grateful 

b in the hope that you could inform <D 
c It is hoped that by doing this 

d As you are doubtless aware, 

e Residents need only take their 

f should you require any further infor
mation 

g I would like to express my thanks 

h This would ensure that 

it would be greatly appreciated 

j This service will undoubtedly 

6 Read the following instructions, and 
answer the questions below. 

You are the training director for a 
large international company, and you 
are organising a two-day training 
course for senior staff. You have 
invited Professor William Jones, a 
leading expert on industrial relations, 
to take part in the course as a guest 
lecturer. Write a letter to Professor 
Jones, giving details of the training 
and social activities which have been 
planned for the course and confirm
ing the arrangements you' have 
made for him concerning transport 
and accommodation. 

• What greeting would you use? 

• What is the main purpose of writing the 
letter? 

• What information could you include as 
the 'details' referred to? 

• What additional objectives do the task 
instructions mention? 

• In which paragraph(s) would you deal 
with this? 

• What useful expressions could you use 
as opening and closing remarks? 

• How would you sign the letter? 
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Unit 7b Lellers Giving Inlormotion 

7 m; You will hear the training director of a company talking to her 
secretary about the training course referred to in Ex. 6. Look at the sec
retary's notes below, then, listen to the cassette and fill in the gaps in 
the notes. 

t \ \ I ; t \ 
TRAINING COURSE 19/06-20/06 

Hotel ------
8/06

. pm Reception at 
Wed 1 '-

19/06
. am Lecture by ---------

Thur '-

Fri 20/06: 

12:30 pm Lunch 

pm Visit to factory Restaurant 
--;00 pm Dinner at ------

group (with Prof. Jones) 
9:00 am -----

12:30 pm Lunch Manager 
pm Address by ------

- C cktail party (Hotel Lounge) 
8:30 pm 0 

sat 21/06: 10:00 am Car to 

BOOKINGS - CONFIRMED? 

. h t I (18/06 - flight arrives 2:00 pm) o Car - airport • 0 e 

o Royal Oaks Hotel (18/06 - 21/06) 

o 2 minibuses for factory visit 

171 Restaurant (30 people) 
~ . t (21/06 - Flight leaves 11:00 am) o Car - hotel • alrpor 

8 Now use the information from the notes above to write the letter 
referred to in Ex. 6 on p. 91, in about 300 words. 

,', 

9. Look at the following writing tas 
instructions and then answer th 
questions below. The questions appl 
to all three tasks. 

a) Your drama class is planning t4 
stage a play. Write a letter to a IDea 
magazine, giving details of the pel 
formance and requesting that the. 
help to publicise the event 

b) Your friends have accepted an inw 
tation to come and stay in youl 
house while you and your family an 
away. Write a letter giving them aJ 
the information necessary to mak4 
their visit enjoyable and trouble 
free. 

c) You are organising an event to rais4 
money for a worthwhile cause. Wrjfl 
a letter to your local newspapel 
giving details of the event am 
explaining how the mpney will ~ 
used. 

• What greeting would you use? 

• What is the main purpose for writinl 
the letter? 

• What is the additional purpose? 

• What paragraph plan would you use? 

• What useful expressions could you us( 
as opening and closing remarks? 

• How would you sign the letter? 

10 Choose ONE of the writing task! 
above, and write a complete para· 
graph plan with notes. Then write thl 
letter in about 300 words. 



c. lellers Giving on Opinion 
I. Lellers of AdYlce 

1 1m You will hear two people discussing a letter which they have 
just received from the town council. Look at the questions below, 
then listen to the cassette and fill in the answers. 

a) How does the letter begin and end? 
-+ Yours ............................ . 

Dear ........ ······ .. ··· ...... ····· .. .. 
b) What is the main purpose of the letter? 

...................................................................................... 

c) What general advice is given in the letter? 

d) ~~;~~~~;~~;~~~;;;~:~~~;;~~;~;;~~. :a~~;···· 
...................................................................................... 

A formal letter of advice is usually written in response to a request or enquiry, whereas a 
letter making suggestions offers an opinion and suggestions on a particular situation. 

• Each point should be presented in a separate paragraph containing a clear topic 
sentence supported by examples and/or justification. 

Useful Language 
• To begin letters: 

I am writing in reply/response to your letter requesting advice about ... 

Thank you for your letter requesting advice about ... 

I hope the following advice/suggestions will be of (some) help to you '" 

• Advice/Suggestions: 

It might/would be useful/to your advantage (if you were) to ... 

I feel/believe (that) the/your best course of action would be .. 

I would like to offer one or two suggestions concerning ... 

I would (strongly) suggest/recommend + -ing/(that) '" 

You should / ought to ... 

• To end letters: 

I h h h 
. I will (prove to) be of some assistance. 

ope t at t ese suggestions h b f 1/ f ave een use u 0 use. 

I hope/trust that you will accept/follow this advice ... 

I would be pleased/happy to offer any additional advice you may require. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any further questions/queries/ 
problems. 

Paragraph 1 

state reason(s) for 
writing/express under
standing of problem 

Paragraphs 2-3 * 
offer advice/suggestibns 

Final Paragraph 

closing remarks 

Full name 

* The exact number and divi
sion of paragraphs will 
depend on the specific 
instructions for each letter
writing task. 
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Unit 7c Lellers giving on Opinion 

2 Read the instructions and the model below and identify the topic of 
each par~graph. Then replace all phrases in bold with other similar 
ones. Which phrases in the letter are used to give reassurance? 

The student representa~ive body at the university or college which 
you attend offers an adVISOry s~rvice to help students with their rob
lems. As a mem~er of the adVISOry committee, you have recei~ed a 
:etter from a foreign st~dent who is concerned about various prob-
em~ related to studYing abroad. Write a re I offerin r . 
adVice and reassuring them that they do not !~d to wor~.p actlcal 

Dear Ms Yagniq, 

I am writing on behalf of the Students' Advisory Service in reply to 
your letter of 13th May, and would like to congratulate you on obtain
ing a place at Shelboume University. I understand that you are ner
vous about moving to a foreign country, and I hope the follOWing 
advice will be of some help to you. 

You mentioned that you are afraid of being lonely and unable 
to make friends when you get to university. Firstly, I would 
suggest that you try to meet as many people as possible during 
the first few days, as this is when many friendships are formed. I 
would also recommend joining some clubs and societies as a way 
of meeting people with the same interests as yours. 

Let me reassure you that, if you follow this advice, you will not 
feel lonely. When you arrive, you will realise that everyone is in 
the same situation and that your fellow students will be more 
than willing to make friends. 

In your letter, you also refer to your worries about,coping with the 
work. I would advise you to make sure that you always do each piece 
of work immediately after it is assigned so that you do not fall behind. 
Additionally, if you find that you need help, the best course of action 
would be to speak to your tutor. Most important of all, I strongly rec
ommend that you organise your timetable carefully S'0 that you can 
combine work and recreation. 

You may rest assured that, although some students take time to 
adjust to the workload, with proper organisation they find it easy to 

cope with. 
I would like to wish you good luck with your course. Please do not 

hesitate to contact me again should you have any further questions. 

Yours sincerely, 
pe44ie4 ?Ita 
Jessica Hill 

3 Read the following situations ani 

offer advice for each one using appro 
priate expressions. 

1 John Smith has been working fo 
a computer supply company fo 
the last ten years. He finds his jol 
boring and now wants to use tht 
experience he has gained ove 
the years to open his own com 
puter supply centre. 

2 Pamela Wilson is a workinl 
mother. She works a 40-hou 
week and takes care of her tw( 
young children. When she arrive: 
home after work, she has barel, 
enough energy or patience t< 
help her children with thei 
homework. 

3 Sarah Jones is a student who i: 
a.bout to graduate from univer 
Slty. She wants to start lookinl 
for a job, but does not know hov 
to go about it. 
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II Lellers Making Suggesllons/Recommendatlons 

In this type of letter you are usually requested to express your opinion on a certain 
matter and also to provide suggestions supported by expected results/conse
quences. You can introduce suggestions with: To begin/start with, Firstly, 
Secondly, Additionally, Finally, etc. It is advisable to use the following linking words 
in order to introduce the expected result: thus, as a result, consequently, there
fore, as a consequence e.g. I would also suggest adveItising in the local newspa
per; as a result, you would attract more attention to your new range of special offers. 

4 Read the instructions and the model letter and list the suggestions 
made and their expected results. Is the writer's opinion a positive or a 
negative one? Find expressions in the letter which justify this. 

You recently went to a museum where the staff were particularly helpful. 
Write a letter to the museum's curator, giving your overall opinion of the 
museum and suggesting what might be done to further improve the stan
dard of what it has to offer the public. 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
I am writing to commend you on the exceptional service the Museum 

of Natural History offers the community of Kempton. I recently visited 
the museum for the first time and viewed your exhibition entitled "The 
Age of Dinosaurs" which was, to my mind, extremely interesting and 
informative. 

I was particularly impressed by how approachable and helpful the 
museum staff were; they showed themselves willing to help with any 
questions or requests which arose during my visit. Moreover, I appreci
ated the fact that the guides were very knowledgeable about their sub
ject. 

In my opinion, the subject of your feature exhibition was both fasci
nating and enlightening. It was obViously carefully researched and its 
excellent presentation made it interesting to people of all ages. I was 
equally impressed with the permanent exhibits and found your late clos
ing time very considerate and convenient for working people such as 
myself· 

There are, however, one or two suggestions I would like to submit 
which I feel would further improve the standard of the museum. Firstly, 
a service offering guided tours in foreign languages would be useful for 
tourists visiting the museum. Additionally, installing ramps would make 
access easier for disabled people, thus making their visit more enjoyable. 

Finally, may I suggest that you publicise the museum's forthcoming 
exhibits more Widely? As a result, many more people like myself who are 
interested in natural history would be made aware of the regular exhi
bitions you present. 

Once again, I would like to congratulate you on the very high stan
dard of your museum, and assure you that I shall be a regular visitor 
from now on. 

Yours faithfully, 
p.~ 

Mrs P. Morrison 

Unit 7c Lellers giving on Opinion 

Introducllon 
Paragraph 1 

state reason(s) for writing 

Moln BOdy 
Paragraphs 2-3 

give opinion 

Paragraphs 4-5 

make suggestions and comment 
on the expected results 

Conclusion 
Final Paragraph 

closing remarks 

Full name 

5 Match the following suggestions to 
the expected results and link them 
with appropriate linking words. 

Suggestions 

a I would suggest hiring more staff. 

b May I suggest that you renovate 
the premises. 

c Another suggestion would be to 
install computers. 

d I would venture to suggest hiring 
a bouncer. 

Results 

1 Less time would be wasted on 
writing down personal infor
mation. 

2 You would succeed in retaining a 
higher standard of clientele. 

3 Work could be delegated and 
done more efficiently. 

4 You would attract a greater num
ber of younger people and make 
more of a profit. 
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6 Read the instructions and the fol
lowing model letter and correct 
the mistakes which have been 
highlighted. 

You are on the committee of a local 
charity organisation which recently 
held auditions for its annual fund
raising variety concert. You have 
been asked to write a letter to one of 
the groups/people who auditioned, 
thanking them for taking. part, 
expressing your opinion of t~elr ~er
formance, suggesting how It might 
be improved and explaining why 
these changes are necessary. 

Dear Mr Potts, 

In Ir 0 due I ion 
Paragraph 1 

state reason(s) for writing 

MOin BOdy 
Paragraph 2 

express thanks 

Paragraph 3 
give opinion of act 

Paragraph 4 
suggest changes and 
give reasons 

Conclusion 
Final Paragraph 

closing remarks 

Full name 

I am writing on behalf of the 'Featherton Friends' with regard to your 
recent audition about our fund-raising concert. Unfortunately, the 
large amount of people involved makes it impractical to hold group 
rehearsals, and actions are selected on the basis of being ready for per
formance. 

To begin with, I would like to thank you for your generosity in offer
ing to appear in the concert. We realise that a great deal of time and 
effort were necessary to prepare your act. 

We were very impressive with your performance at the audition and 
the members of the comittee enjoyed it enormously. We felt that the 
singing and danCing were of a great standard and your groups mem
bers showed a very professional approach. 

We would like to suggest one or two minor alterations, although, 
which we feel would improve the overall performance. Firstly, the 
committee believes that it would have been better if the dancers were 
already positioned on the stage as the curtain goes up. The reason of 
this is that the venue for the concert is very small and, consequently, 
the space behind the stage is limited. Secondly, we would like to 
suggest that you omit the last chorus from your performance in order 
that make it shorter. We feel that this is necessary because your act 
was quite long and, in order to have a wide variety of acts in the con
cert, it is necessary to limit each performance to a maximum of fifteen 
minutes. 

I hope that you will appreciate the need for these changes and would 
be grateful if you can contact me to arrange rehearsal times. I look for
ward to hearing from you soon. 

Yours faithfully, 
fl. p. Z'~ 
J.P. Douglas 

7 Look at the following writing task 
instructions and answer the questions 
below. The questions apply to all 
three tasks. 

a) As a social worker, you have received 
a letter from a foreign family who 
moved to your coun'!Y three "!ont!'s 
ago and are having dIfficulty adjusting 
to their new surroundings. Write. a 
letter advising them how to deal ~ 
the situation. You should offer certain 
practical suggestions and reassure 
them that they need not worry. 

b) There are plans to tear down an ?Id 
cinema in the town where you Iwe. 
Write a letter to the authorities 
stating why you think this should not 
be done and suggesting alternative 
ways in :.vhich the building might be 
used. 

c) You recently visited a new supermar
ket or fast food restaurant which has 
opened in your neighbourhood. 
Write a letter to the manager 
expressing your opinion. of the 
establishment and suggesting ways 
in which it could be improved. 

• What greeting would you use? 

• What is the main purpose. for writing 
the letter? 

• What is the additional purpose? 
• What useful expressions can you think 

. ') of for making suggestions. 

• What paragraph plan would you use? 

• What useful expressions could you 
write as opening and closing remarks? 

• How would you sign the letter? 

8 Choose ONE of the writing tasks 
above, and write a complete para· 
graph plan with notes. Then write the 
letter in about 300 words. 



III. Lellers to the Authorllles/Editor 

1 m1 You will hear two people discussing a letter which one of them has received. 
Look at the table below, then listen to the cassette and fill in the missing infor
mation. Using the notes, talk about the problem and its consequences. 

Problem: waters being contaminated by 1) ............................... . from factories 

Effects: 
problems • people have developed 2) ............................................................. . 

• farmers' annual 3) .................................. have been damaged by chemicals 
. 4) due to the overwhelming • everyday life has become .............................. .. 

stench 

Suggested measures 

• 5) .............................. the factories 

• impose heavy 6) ................................ on owners of factories . . 
. . fitted on thClf chimneys • factones must have 7) ........................................ .. 

Letters to the authorities/editor are formal pieces of writing. They express a person's 

concern about and views on a certain matter and usually contain suggestions on how to 

tackle a problem. You need to state the nature of the problem and its causes and effects. 

• Each point should be presented in a separate paragraph containing a clear topic 
sentence supported by examples and/or justification. 

Useful Language for Letters to the Authorities/Editor 

• To begin letters: 

draw your attention to ... / bring ... to your attention ... / you on behalf of ... 

I am writing to you in my capacity as ... / express my approval/disapproval of / support 
for ... / protest about .. . 

• To state your opinion: 
In my opinion/view, I feel/believe/think, It seems to me that, I tend to think that, I am 

totally opposed to/in favour of, It is my firm belief/opinion/conviction that, I am con

vinced that 

• To express cause: 
because/owing to the fact that/due to the fact that/on the grounds that/since/as/ In view 

of/Because of/Owing to/ For this reason/Seeing that 

• To express effect: 
thus, / therefore, / so / consequently, / as a result, / as a consequence, / for this reason 

• To end letters: 
I look forward to hearing from you. 

I hope you will give this matter your urgent consideration/attention. 

I hope (that) you will give this matter careful/further consideration. 

Unil 7c Lellers giving on Opinion 

Inlroduction 
Paragraph 1 

state reason(s) for writing 
and opinion 

MolR BOdy 
Paragraphs 2-3* 

describe the problem(s) 
and consequences. 

Paragraphs 4-5* 

suggest solutions/ 
measures to be taken 

Conclusion 
Final Paragraph 

closing remarks 

Full name 

* The exact number and divi
sion of paragraphs will 
depend on the specific 
instructions for each letter
writing task. 
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Unit 7e lellers Giving on Opinion 

2 Read the instructions and the letter and 
on the right, identifying the t . f complete the paragraph plan 

OplC 0 each parag hI' 
clearly stated in a topic sentence? The' I k rap . s each tOPIC 
in bold, and think of similar one~ Whic~ c oOldab

t 
the words and phrases ou e used to replace them. 

You live near a dangerous road 'un r 
have occurred. Write a letter to th~ a~t~on. ~here several accidents 
lem and suggesting how furthe 'd ontles, descnblng the prob-

r acci ents could be avoided. 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

I am writing to bring to your attention the dangerous state 
of the road junction between Ellis Road and Wiltshire Avenue in 
the village of Hazlemere. During the last year there have been 
a large number of accidents at this junction and it seems to me 

that something must be done. 
The basic problem is the lack of road signs on Ellis Road 

warning drivers of the junction. In particular, for traffic 
approaching from the north, there are no warning signs at all 
until they have reached the junction. Since the speed limit on 
this road is 60 mph, drivers do not have time to slow down, 
with the result that they go through the stop sign directly into 

the lane of east-bound traffic on Wiltshire Avenue. 
Furthermore, the junction also presents a danger to the chil

dren walking to and from the local primary school. Due to the 
fact that there is no safe place to cross, several children have 
been injured in minor accidents. Yet more accidents have been 
caused by the fact that drivers have swerved to avoid children 

stepping off the pavement. 
One solution to the problem would be to install signs on Ellis 

Road. These should be clearly visible and large enough to make 
drivers aware of the junction. Also, the speed limit must be 
reduced to make sure that cars travel at a speed at which they 

are able to slow down and stop safely. 
In addition to thiS, a proper crossing must be provided for 

pedestrians at the junction. Doing so would ensure that drivers 
were not distracted by people crossing the road. Moreover, 
flashing lights would act as a further warning, forcing drivers to 
slow down even more, thus reducing the danger to local people. 

I hope you will give this matter your urgent consideration 
and that suitable measures will be taken before more acciden-

ts occur. 
Yours faithfUlly, 

~·fJ·~ 
K.J. Wright 

" Inflrxlucticn 
reaso~ ~or writing & brief 
descriptIOn of situation 

" Mtrin IK4' 

* 

* 

* ............................................................................ 

* 
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Letters to the editors of magazines and newspapers are written when a) we 
wish to express our approval or disapproval of something which IS of Interlest 

I bl 'lc or b) when we wish to reply to letters or artlc es 
to the genera pu . 
previously published and on which we have strong views. . 

• Letters of this type tend to contain a combination of formal and Informal 
language such as idioms, phrasal verbs and rhetorical questions. This IS 

done in order to have a more persuasive effect on the readers. 

• When writing a letter to the editor it is necessary to refer to what other people 

may think of the subject we are expressing our views on. 

3 Read the model letter below. What is the purpose of the letter? Find 
examples of formal and informal language and give the. topic of each 
paragraph. In which paragraph does the writer contradict the oppos-

ing viewpoint? 

Dear Sir, 
I am writing with regard to the upcoming reception which is to be 

held on 2nd June to welcome foreign VIPs. As a tax-payer, I consider 
this event an extravagant waste of money, and would like to offer a 
little constructive criticism. 

Officials took the hasty decision to spend outrageous amounts of 
money organising a two-hour event, while our school and roads are 
badly in need of repair. At the local council meeting held last month 
our honourable judge, Mr Peter Stevens, stated that the local gov
ernment did not have the funds to repair these facilities. At the same 
time, they were arranging for foreign dignitaries to visit our town, at 
our expense. As a result, our children face a cold winter without prop
er heating in their classrooms, and as motorists, we will risk our lives 
driving on roads which require resurfacing. 

Also, the local hospital has stated time and time again that as they 
do not have the medical equipment to tend to patients properly, they 
feel they are fighting a losing battle. It is unbelievable that the town's 
needs are being sacrificed for a few hours of rubbing shoulders with 
VIPs. If the council can spend thousands of pounds welcoming a 
handful of officials, then surely it can spend some money on 
improving the standards of services within our community - or do 
we not qualify as a worthy cause? 

While I understand the significance of providing an appropriate 
function for these offiCials, I do not believe that the needs oJ our town 
and its residents should be overlooked. 

To sum up, I believe that a compromise could be made by scaling 
down this expensive reception party and spending some of the 
money to meet our community's needs. What better way to greet 
visitors than by proudly showing off our town and its citizens? 

Yours faithfully, 
A~~ 
Alison Brown 

Uni1 7c Letters Giving on Opinion 

Introduction 
Paragraph 1 

state reason(s) and give opinion 

Moln BOdy 
Paragraphs 2-3* 

give arguments to support your 
opinion/Suggest what can be done 

Paragraphs 4 
Present opposing viewpoint and 
contradict it 

Conclusion 
Final Paragraph 

closing remarks 

Full name 

* The exact number and division of para
graphs will depend on the. specific 
instructions for each letter-wntmg task. 

4 Collocate the following words and 
then explain their meaning. Try to 
include them in your letters. 

last, hasty, constructive, to fight, thing, 
long, empty, step, worthy, limited 

. 
1 ............................... a losing battle 

2 a(n) ................................. promise 

3 a(n) ........... in the right direction 

4 a( n) ................................. decision 

5 a(n) ............................. of the past 

6 ........................................ . criticism 

7 a(n) ................................... budget 

8 a(n) ..................................... resort 

9 in the ...................................... run 

10 a(n) ..................................... cause 
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Unit 7c Lellers Giving on Opinion 

5 Read the instructions and the model letter below. How many of the 
suggested points are covered? What is the topic of each para~r.aph? 
Underline any words/ phrases the writer uses to express her opmIOn. 

Your local authorities have decided to open an adult education cen
tre in your area where people from 18 to 30 can follow co~rses a~d 
activities which interest them. They have invited the public to write 
giving their views on: 
- its value to the community 
- opening hours 
- facilities which the building should have 
- the people who would use the centre 
- location 

Use some or all of these points in a letter to the local authorities 
setting out your views about their proposal. 

Dear Mr Connelly, 

I am writing in response to the decision to open an adult education 
centre in our area. 

Firstly, let me state that I was delighted when I heard the news that 
such a centre was to be established in our community. In my view, it 
witt proVide valuable services not normaUy available to most people. 
It is not often that one has the chance to go back to school due to 
responsibitities such as work and child-rearing. 

I believe that the centre should have as many courses and activities as 
possible. For example, by proViding facilities such as a science laborato
ry, computer and arts centres, a fuUy-equipped gymnasium and a 
library, not only witt students benefit, but the centre wiU as well. 

In order for people to be able to use the centre effectively, I think that 
the most suitable opening hours would be from 8.30 am to 8.30 pm, 
Monday to Friday. For those of us who cannot attend during the week, 
the centre could open on Saturdays from 8.30 am to 1.00 pm. 

As far as people with children are concerned, perhaps the centre 
could set up a day-care unit so that youngsters could be looked after 
while their parents attend classes. 

Regarding location, I would suggest that the centre be built along 
the riverSide, overlooking Sunset Bay. It is a most inspiring place and 
very convenient as it is close to" the bus and train stations. 
Alternatively, the centre could be built in the park beside the Museum 
of Fine Arts. 

AU in aU, I think that an adult education centre wilt help to enhance 
our community both culturaUy and financially. I am looking forward to 
taking advantage of the wonderful opportunity that is being offered. 

Yours Sincerely, 
~?~ 
Martha Flowers 

, ' 

6 Look at the following writing task 
instructions and then answer the 
questions below. The questions apply 
to both tasks. 

a) A motorway is to be built near your 
house. As you think that it will 
destroy areas of natural beauty, 
write a letter to the local authorities 
expressing your views. You should 
explain what damage will be caused 
and suggest alternative 1'OUfa. 

b) You have recently received a number 
of comments from local residents, 
some of which are printed below. As 
the representative of your local resi
dents' committee, write a letter to the 
authorities outlining people's c0n

cerns and suggesting what should be 
done. 
- They throw bottles into my garden 

and tear up my plants! 
- Teenagers roam in gangs and I get 

frightened! 
- lhe sIreeIs are dirty and full of liIIer! 
- lhe walls are covered with graffiti! 
- 1he ptMic I!eIephone's atwa,s btuItm! 
- Young hooligans race round the 

square on motor bikes ! 

• What greeting would you use? 
• What is the main purpose for writing 

the letter? 
• What is the additional purpose? 
• What paragraph plan would you use? 
• What useful expressions could you 

use as opening and closing remarks? 
• How would you sign the letter? 

7 Choose ONE of the writing tasks 
above, and write a complete paragraph 
plan with notes. Then write the letter 
in about 300 words. 



1 d. Lellers of Complaint 
1 rm You will hear two people discussing a letter which one of them is going to 

send. Listen to the cassette and answer the questions below. 

a) What is the main purpose of the letter? 

b) What complaints does Cathy make in her letter? 

c) What does Cathy want the manufacturer 

to do? 

d) What is Cathy going to do if 

her letter is ignored? 

A formal letter of complaint is written to complain about a problem which has arisen (e.g. 
faulty merchandise, rude staff, inaccurate information, etc). It should explain the reasons 
for the complaint, and usually includes a suggestion/request! demand concerning what 
should be done (e.g. refund, compensation, etc). 

• Mild or strong language can be used depending on the writer's feelings and the 
seriousness of the complaint, but abusive language must never be used. 
e.g. Mild Complaint: 

I am writing to complain about a factual error in yesterday's newspaper. 
I hope that you will give this matter your prompt attention. 
Strong Complaint: 
I am writing to express my strong disapproval concerning the offensive behaviour of 
an employee at your company's Winchester Road branch. 
I demand a full, written apology or I will be forced to take legal action. 

• The nature of the complaint should be clearly stated in the first paragraph. Each aspect 
of the topic should be presented in a separate paragraph containing a clear topic 
sentence. Each complaint should be supported by clear justification. 

Useful Language 

• To begin letters: 

Mild complaint 
I 1 t I complain about/ draw your attention to (the problem of ) ... 
am Wrl Ing 0 express my disappOintment/dissatisfaction with ... 

Strong complaint 
I am writing to express my annoyance/extreme dissatisfaction with /anger at /protest 
about 

I regret to/feel I must inform you how appalled/shocked I was ... 

• To end letters: 
Mild complaint 

I 

be dealt with/resolved as soon as possible. 
I hope/trust this matter will receive your immediate attention. 

not be treated lightly. 

I feel that you should .. ./1 am entitled to compensation/a refund/a replacement 

Strong complaint 
I (must) insist on ... /insist (that)/demand .. ./warn you that ... 
Unless this matter is resolved .. ./Unless satisfactory compensation is offered ... 
I will have no choice but to/I will be forced to take further/legal action. 

Introducllon 
Paragraph 1 

state reason(s) for writing 

Moln BOdy 
Paragraphs 2-3 * 
state complaint(s) with 
justification 

Paragraphs 4-5 * 
suggest what should be 
done 

Conclusion 
Final Paragraph 

closing remarks 

Full name 

* The exact number and divi
sion of paragraphs will 
depend on the specific 
instructions for each letter
writing task. 

10 
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Unit 7d tellers 01 Comploinl 

2 Read the instructions and the model letter below and find the topic sen

tence of each paragraph. Then, underline any phrases which you feel 

are too informal for a letter of this kind, as in the example. (The num

bers in circles indicate the lines which contain the informal phrases.) 

Replace these with the phrases from the list below. 

a) compensate me for, b) otherwise I will be forced to, c) I am writing to 
express my extreme dissatisfaction with, d) I insist that you, e) Despite my 
objections, f) Having no other alternative, g) I therefore request that you, 
h) Contrary to what I had been told 

You recently hired a car for a part of your holiday. However, there were 
several problems with the arrangements. Write a letter of complaint to 
the manager/manageress explaining the problems and requesting com
pensation. 

Dear Sir/Madam, . I . d <D I'm writing this because I'm really upset about the servIce receIve 
when I rented one of your cars on 20th July. 

Firstly I had specifically requested a four-door model: However, Il~as 
iven a ~maller two-door version which, apart from betng too sma or 

®~y needs was clearly in need of extensive repaIr. I moaned a~lo~~ It bu~ 
our em 'lo ees informed me that it was the only car a~al a e an 

®~ssured ~e ~hat it was in perfect order. I couldn't do anythtng else, so I 

accepted the vehicle. . f l thO s 
@)Althoughtheysaidthereweren't,therewere,lnact,. sefvera l tng 

wron with the car. Despite the fact that I had dn.ven It or on y ?ne 
hour ~ was forced to stop when the engine showed sIgns ofb~verheatt~g. 
Havi'ng added two litres of water to the radiator, I was. a e to ~ofn tn
ue althou h during the course of my journey a knoc~tng soun . rom 
th~ engine

g 
became increaSingly persistent and the wtndscreen wIpers 

sto~~esdu~~~k~~~t journey was most uncomfordtabl~'h NyO~~tnllYa~~ ~;;~~ 
h orr of driving a car whIch was not roa wor, . 
~t~pWon three occasions to refill the radiator. Fina~ly, I had .no choIce ~ut 
to leave the car at your Oxford branch and continue my Journey ustng 

public transport. . ..' h' h 
I feel that your employees acted irresponsIbly tn Issutng a car. w flc 

t safe to drive and I believe I am entitled to compensatIOn °fr 
was no '. d 5 I t ou to send me the sum 0 

®the interruption to my holl ay. ? "!aknt y d to make me feel better ® £200 to cover the cost of my tratn tIC e an . 
6 after the distress I was forced to suffer as a result oj your nelgll~encell 

(J) You'd better give this rr:atter your urgent attentIOn, or e se rea y 
® will have to take legal actIOn. 

Yours faithfully, 
s.~ 
Mr S. Mallison 

Linking Words 
Complaints and justifications can be 
linked together as follows: 

I purchased the camcorder only a month 
ago but the rewind button does not 
function properly. 
I purchased the camcorder a month ago. 
Nevertheless, / However, the rewind 
button does not function properly. 
The rewind button does not function 
properly in spite of / despite the fact that 
I purchased the camcorder only a month 
ago. 
Although / Even though I purchased the 
camcorder only a month ago, the rewind 
button does not function properly. 

3 Match the complaints and justifica

tions below, then join them using 

appropriate linking words/phrases. 

{:QlIlplaints 
1 The goods we ordered have not been 

received yet. 
2 Our wooden floors have become dull. 
3 The batteries died after a few hours. 
4 The hotel was an hour's drive from the 

beach. 
5 The film was too long and vcry boring. 
6 The knife became blunt after only a month's 

use. 
7 The mascara made my eyes water. 
8 My daughter's watch stopped after she swam 

with it on. 

Justificatj()n 
a The label on the packet claims they are long-

lasting, 
b We were told they would not lose their shine. 
c They were shipped a month ago. 
d We were told it was within walking distance. 
e The manufacturer claims it is hypoallergenic. 
f The trailer said it would keep me on the edge 

of my seat. 
g The package label states that it is water

proof. 
h You said it was guaranteed to stay sharp for 

five years. 



1 
4 Read the instructions and model lett 

plan on the right identl'fy' th . er, and complete the paragraph 
, mg e tOPIC of e h 

the blanks in the letter with th ac paragraph. Then, fill in 
e words and ph b 

example. Some of the word b rases elow, as in the 
. scan e used more than once. 

m the meantime, therefore not onl thus furtherm ' y ... but also, while, nevertheless 
, ore, as a result, although, since ' 

You are a regular customer of a 10 
:h:re, however, you felt that the sta~~~;~~t~u~~t. The last time you ate 
e er explal~mg why you were disa . a ropped slightly. Write a 

L... be done to Improve the situation. ppomted and suggesting what could 

Dear Mr seward, It is with regret that I feel I must write to express my 
disappointment at the Cjuality of food and service I 
received at your restaurant yesterday evening. 

(1) .............................. your food is usually of a very high 
standard I felt that, on this occasion, the meal left a lot 
to be desired. The preparation and presentation seemed 
hurried and careless. (2) .............................. , neither my guest 

nor I felt inclined to finish our meal. 
(3) ................................. , the service was not what I have 

come to expect from your establishment. our waiter was 
rather inattentive and slow, (4) .,. not only ... in taking our 
order .. , but also .. , in bringing the dishes. (5) ..................... .. 
the reason for my visit was to entertain a client. I was 
somewhat disturbed at the apparent fall in standards. On 
the basis of my previouS experience of your restaurant. I 
had promised my guest an especially memorable dinner, 
and was (6) .............................. deeply embarrassed to be 

proved entirely wrong. 
Might I suggest that, as the manager, it would be advis-

able for you to oversee the preparation of food person-
ally. (7) ................................................... I realise the work 
involved in running a restaurant is very demanding, I 
(8) ................................................. feel that the standard of the 
food served is of utmost importance. I would recommend, 
(9) ..................................... , that you give this matter your 

urgent attention. Regarding the service, I would suggest that you speak 
to the waiter concerned to ensure that other customers 
are not similarly inconvenienced. This would help your 
restaurant maintain its well-deserved reputation. 

I look forward to hearing from you as soon as possi-
ble. (10) .......................................................... , I hope you will 
take my comments into consideration. 

Yours sincerely, 
Po ri. ~~ 
P.A. Hogan 

Unit 7d Lellers 01 Comploint 

" InfIrxIuction 

reason for writing 

" MtIin IKxJ; 

* ............................................................................ 

* 

* ............................................................................ 

* 
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Unit 7d Lellers of Comploinl 

5 Read the instructions below and the beginnings and endings from 
letters of complaint. Then match the beginnings and endings and say 
whether the language in each pair is mild, strong or abusive. Which 
level of language would be most appropriate for the situation described? 

You recently travelled by coach and were very disappointed with the ser
vice provided by the staff, and the delays you encountered. Write a letter 
to the company to complain and to demand compensation. 

1 I am writing to express my total 
dissatisfaction with the appal
ling service I experienced on 
one of your coaches from 
Cardiff to Coventry on 24th May. 

2 I am writing to complain about 
the poor quality of the service I 
experienced on one of your 
coaches from Cardiff to 
Coventry on 24th May. 

3 I am writing to draw your atten
tion (if you have any, which I 
doubt) to the fact that the staff 
who 'served' us on your Cardiff 
-to-Coventry coach on 24th 
May are incompetent, idle fools. 

;ril-~ 
,.,'-" "'-) 

A I hope that you will look into 
this situation as a matter of 
some urgency, and that the 
service offered by your com
pany will improve. 

8 Or.ganise your pitiful company 
efflclentl~ and stop cheating 
the publIC by charging outra
geous prices for fifth-rate ser
vice. 

C I insist that my wife and I re
ceive a full refund of the price 
of our tickets, and must warn 
you that unless this matter is 
resolved at once I will not hes
itate to take legal action. 

6 Read the following situations, and say whether mild or strong language 
would be more appropriate for a letter concerning each one. Then, 
choose two situations and write a suitable beginning and ending for a 
letter of complaint about each. 

1 your neighbour's dog barks at night - you can't sleep 

2 the hotel receptionist forgot to place your wake-up call - you over
slept, missed your flight and had to pay for another ticket 

3 you found a piece of glass in a packet of frozen food - you nearly 
swallowed it 

4 the TV guide always has inaccuracies concerning dates and times -
you can't be sure what programmes will be shown 

5 the birthday cake you ordered wasn't delivered on time - the children 
were extremely disappointed 

6 there was no lifeguard on duty at the public swimming pool - your 
child almost drowned 

7 Look at the following writing task 
instructions and then answer the 
questions below. The questions apply 
to both tasks. 

a) You are the manager of a supermarket 
which is losing customers because 
employees of the company next door 
park their cars in the supermarket 
parking area. Write a letter of com
plaint to the company and suggest 
what should be done. 

b) You have noticed that students at your 
son's school are often left unattend
ed. Write a letter of complaint to the 
headmaster and ask him to ensure 
that the situation does not continue. 

• What greeting would you use? 

• What is the main purpose for writing 
the letter'? 

• What is the additional purpose? 

• What paragraph plan would you use? 

• What useful expressions could you 
use as opening and closing remarks? 

• How would you sign the letter? 

8 Choose ONE of the writing tasks 
above, and write a complete para
graph plan with notes. Then write the 
letter in about 300 words. 



e. lellers of Apology 

If you have received a letter of complaint, it is polite to reply to it. The purpose for 
writing a letter of apology is to explain the reason(s} for the problems stated in the 
letter of complaint and to ensure that the situation will be resolved/improved. You 
may also offer some form of compensation. 

• A letter of apology is written in a formal style and requires a dignified and polite tone. 
• You should deal with each aspect of the complaint in a separate paragraph. 

Useful Language 
• Opening remarks: 

I am writing to apologise for ... /offer my apologies for ... 
Please accept my/our sincere/profuse apologies for (the unavoidable delay, etc) 
I must/would like to apologise for (the unfortunate confusion, etc). 

• To introduce new points: 
With regard to/As regards ... 
As far as ... is/are concerned ... 
Firstly/First of all/Secondly/Finally, ... 

• To emphasise what you say: 
Clearly/Obviously/Needless to say, ... 

• To express reality: 
In fact/As a matter of fact/Actually/Indeed, ... 

• Making amends: 
Please allow me to offer/suggest ... as compensation (for ... ). 
I insist on (+ ing) to make up for your loss/inconvenience, etc. 

• Closing remarks: 
Once again, my/our sincere(st} apologies for the inconvenience caused. 
I hope that you will accept my apologies/that my apologies will be accepted. 
I hope that you can forgive/overlook this regrettable error. 

1 Fill in the correct words/phrases from the list below. Try to include them in your 

letters. 

inevitable, gift voucher, isolated incident, circumstances beyond our control, at your 
disposal, compliments, complimentary, oversight 

1 I assure you that this is a(n) ........................................... (single occurrence which is 
unlikely to happen again) 

2 Unfortunately due to ................................................................ , we will not be able to offer 
an alternative venue for the concert. (something which we have no control over) 

3 Failure to repair the equipment was due to a(n) ............................................ on our part. 
(failure to notice something) 

4 I t is ................................................................ that our prices will rise periodically. (certain) 
5 We are delighted to enclose ...................................... tickets for our forthcoming concert, 

by way of compensation. (free) 
6 A complete refund cannot be given but a(n) ........................................................................ . 

for the amount has been enclosed. (token) 

Paragraph 1 

state reason(s) for writing 

Paragraphs 2-3 

give explanations 

Paragraph 4 
suggest compensation 

Final Paragraph 

closing remarks 

Full name 

7 Please accept the enclosed 
with our ................. (regards) 

8 In light of your previous expe
rience, I would like to assure 
you that all computers will be 
.............................. (available 

for use whenever you like) 

2 Fill in the gaps with a 

suitable preposition. 

1 This situation was due ....... 
an oversight, which resulted 
....... a breakdown in com
munication and led ....... 
your losing the contract. 

2 The company cannot be 
held responsible ....... any 
inconvenience caused as a 
result ....... bad weather. 

3 Unfortunately, our client is 
....... no obligation to offer any 
compensation according ....... 
the terms of the contract. 
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Unit 7e Lellers of Apology 

3 This letter of apology is a reply to the letter of complaint on page 102. 
Read the model letter and correct the punctuation errors in the sen
tences indicated by a 
number. Then, give 
the topic of each 
paragraph. Finally, 
underline all exam
ples of useful lan
guage for apologising 
and replace them 
with similar ones. 

<D Dear mr Mallison, 

In response to your letter regarding the unsatisfactory service that 
you received when renting a car on the 20th July, I would like to 

begin by giving my sincere apologies for the inconvenience that you 
experienced. 

® Firstly, the problem of being given the wrong car; needless to say 

® a smaller one; occurred because the original car that had been 

booked for your had not been returned by the time you arrived. 
Unfortunately, the person who had rented the car prior to you, had 

not adhered to the rental period originally agreed and as a result 

@)was two day's late in returning it. We were unable to contact him 
and therefore had to provide you with another vehicle. All of our 

@)four door models were at that time rented out, and rather than not 
providing you with any car at all, we were forced to provide a 
smaller two-door model instead. 

® as regards the problems encountered with the engine and the wind
screen wipers, these were unfortunate mishaps that could not have 

([) been foreseen before rental Each time a car is returned to us it 

automatically undergoes a rigorous inspection before being given' an 

inspection pass sheet. Our records show that this particular car had 

® passed each inspection stage successfully which leads myself and the 
mechanics concerned to believe that the problems occurred after the 
car had been rented to you. 

This is truly a regrettable occurrence. Please allow me to offer 

you £ 100 by way of compensation and to contribute towards the 
cost of your train ticket. In addition to this I would also like to offer 

@you our newest model, a luxurious four-door Rover for a six-day 

rental period at a time most convenient for you. I hope this offer 

will make up for the distressing journey you encountered, and will 
® restore your confidence in our Company as a customer-friendly 

organisation. 

May I apologise again for this inconvenience. Meanwhile, I look 
forward to hearing from you to arrange a suitable date for renting 
our courtesy car. 

Yours sincerely, 

fl· il?~ 
Mr J. Robins 
(Manager) 

4 Look at the following writing task 
instructions and answer the 
questions below. The questions apply 
to all three tasks. 

a) As the owner of a gym, you have 
recently received a number of com
plaints concerning the state o~ '!'e 
changing rooms, the bad cond,tion 
of equipment and overc~~wded 
classes. Write a letter apologlsmg for 
these problems, explaining the 
reasons and giving details of what 
you intend to do to rectify the sit
uation. 

b) Write a letter of apology in reply to 
the letter of complaint on p. 103. 

c) As a sales representative of a large 
manufacturing company you have 
received several letters from a 
customer complaining about a long 
delay in the delivery of goods on 
order. Write a letter of apology to the 
customer explaining why the goods 
have not been delivered and giving 
information concerning dates and 
means of shipment of a new delivery. 

• What greeting would you-use? 

• What is the main purpose for writing 
the letter? 

• What is the additional purpose? 

• What paragraph plan would you use? 

• What useful expressions would you 
use as opening and closing remarks? 

• How would you sign the letter? 

5 Choose ONE of the writing tasks 
above, and write a complete para
graph plan with notes. Then write the 
letter in about 300 words. 



1 
f. Lellers of ApplicDlion 
1 rm You will hear two business partners discussing a job application which they 

have just received. Look at the table below, then listen to the cassette and tick the 
appropriate boxes. Using the notes, say what details the person applying for the 
job included in the letter of application. 

Job applied for D car salesman D car mechanic D carpet fitter 

Qualifications D degree D 'A Levels Do Levels 

Current position D permanent D temporary D unemployed 

Experience - 1 D telephone repairs D telephone sales 

Experience - 2 D car maintenance D car sales 

Qualities Dreliable D mature D cheerful 

Enclosures Dcy D references D photo 

A formal letter of application is written when applying for a job or a place on an 

educational course. A job application usually includes educational/professional 

qualifications, details of previous experience as well as the applicant's qualities and 

skills. Previous experience should be presented in a clear order using linking words such 

as: currently, before this, subsequently, prior to this, following, whereupon, etc. 

Useful Language: Applying for Jobs 
• To begin letters: 

I am writing to apply for the post/position of ... advertised in yesterday's ... 

I am writing in connection with/with regard to the vacancy in your Sales Department, 

as advertised in The Times on/of 14th October. 

• Experience/Qualifications: 

I am currently/At present I am employed/working as ... 

I was employed as (position) by (company) from (date) to (date) ... 
During this time, I held the position of ... /was responsible for .. ./my duties included ... 

I have received training in .. ./completed an apprenticeship, etc ... 

My qualifications include .. ./1 am presently studying/attending a course ... 

I am due to take my final examinations in June ... 

I have/hold/obtained/was awarded a degree/diploma/certificate in ... 

I have successfully/recently completed a course in (subject) at (place). 

• To end letters: 

I enclose/Please find enclosed my CV/references from ... 

I would appreciate a reply at your earliest convenience/as soon as possible. 
I would be available for an interview at any time/until the end of June/etc. 

I would be pleased/happy to supply you with any further information/details ... 
Please contact me should you have any further questions/queries. 

Introduction 
Paragraph 1 
state reason(s) for writing 

Moln BOdy 
Paragraphs 2-3-4-5* 

education & qualifications, 
previous experience, 
personal qualities, 
suitability 

Conclusion 
Final Paragraph 

closing remarks 

Full name 

* The exact number and divi
sion of paragraphs and the 
order of presenting infor
mation will depend on the 
specific instructions for 
each letter-writing task. 

10 
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2 Read the advertisement, instructions and model below, then look at the 
CV on the right. Say which information in the CV has not been includ
ed in the letter, and why. Finally, suggest alternative beginnings and 
endings to this letter. 

, ' an seeks marketing manager for over-
Rapidly expanding marketing com~ I Y ndidate should be fully qualified in 
seas office in Tokyo. The success u IC~ e of the Japanese language. The 
the marketing field and have ~~~~w :ar; old, single and willing to relocate 
applicant should be between, \ a CV and one photograph, should 
at very short notice. AIII~tters'f 1~c1U~O~iniqUe Lloyd (Personnel Manager) 
be marked for the attention 0 rs . 19434 
CFF Marketing Ltd 7, Brompton Rd, Surrey, Tel .. 82, 

You have decided to apply for the job advertised above. Write your appli
cation, stating clearly why you think you are suitable for the job. 

Dear Mrs Lloyd, 
I am writing to apply for the position of Marketing Manager in your Tokyo 

office, as advertised in last week's Guardian newspaper on 9th October. 
As outlined in my curriculum vitae, which I have enclosed, I attended 

Riverside Secondary School in Gloucester where I completed my GCSE 
and 'A' Level stUdies. In 1987, I graduated from the University of Wales 
with a BSc in Business Studies and Marketing. 

After graduation, I moved to Tokyo where I trained as a market 
researcher for the Yen Company for two years. On my return to England, I 
continued working as a market researcher until 1993 when I obtained my 
present position. 

I am currently employed as Assistant Managing Director at Melton 
Enterprises, where my duties include the organisation of staff and stock, 
as well as the allocation of budget within the sales department. I am also 
responsible for overseeing the whole business, and am generally noted for 
my good organisational and managerial skills. 

I believe that I would be an ideal candidate for the position you have out
lined, as I have had extensive marketing training with a well-known Japanese 
marketing and public relations firm. My time spent living in Tokyo also 
ensured that I obtained a valuable insight into Japanese culture and working 
practices. I also have a number of very good business contacts in Tokyo, as 
well as a basic understanding of the Japanese language which is necessary 
if one is to be able to work effectively. Finally, I am willing and able to relo
cate at short notice, which I understand to be a requirement of the position. 

I enclose my curriculum vitae and photograph as requested, and I would 
be happy to supply you with further details should they be required. I thank 
you for considering my application and am willing to attend an interview at 
any time. 

Yours sincerely, 
S~8~ 
Steven Bradley 

CURRICULUM VITAE 

Name: Steven Bradley 

Date of Birth: 6 December 1964 

Address: 21, Tiffen Avenue, Gloucester 

Education/Qualifications: 
1976-1983 

Riverside Secondary School, Gloucester 
GCSEs: Maths, Economics, English, 

Computing, History, Political 
Science, japanese, Asian 
Studies 

'A' Levels: Maths (B), Economics (8), 
General Studies (B), 
Business Studies (B) 

1983-1987 

B.5c in Business Studies -
University of Wales 

Work Experience: 
April 1993 - Sept 1997 

Assistant Managing Director, Melton 
Enterprises, London 

Sept 1989 - April 1993 

Market Researcher, BLD Services, 
Oxford 

june 1987 - Aug 1989 

Trainee Market Researcher, The Yen 
Company, Tokyo 

Other Information: 

• Basic japanese 
• Full, clean driving licence 
• Interests: sailing, cookiRg, jogging, 

karate 

Referees: 

Carl Spencer (President) 
BLD Services 
2, Downing St, 
Oxford 

Susan Marcus (Managing Director) 
Melton Enterprises 
42, St Catherines St, 
London 
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3 Fill in the gap in each extract with the correct profession as shown in 

the pictures. Then, say what qualities each profession requires. 

1 While working as a(n) ........................... , I had to drive carefully so that 
deliveries were transported safely and on time. My boss must have 
believed I was reliable and trustworthy to give me a position in which I 
handled goods worth thousands of pounds. 

2 There was always complete silence in the operating room as I had to 
concentrate on every move I made. When I first became a ..................... , 
I used to be nervous before an operation but eventually I learned to cope 
with the stress that came with being responsible for people's lives. 
Although I worked long hours and neglected my family sometimes, sav
ing people's lives was definitely worth the sacrifice. 

3 When I worked as a(n) ....................... for a major airline, I had to get 
accustomed to working unsociable hours. As I was in control of a large 
aircraft carrying up to 300 passengers, I had to find ways to deal with 
stress, especially in emergency situations. I realised over the years that 
those who were best at the job were level-headed and able to remain 
calm during a crisis. 

4 When I made my living as a(n) ........................ I had to be alert. I man-
aged to be ready even at a minute's notice when a story broke out. My 
job also entailed having good communication skills and being innovative 
and persistent. I loved the challenge of being the first one to report a 
new and exciting story. 

5 As a(n) .......................... , I quickly learnt to work under pressure. My job 
involved being brave as I had to take risks. I was given an award for 
courage in 1992 in recognition of my dedication to duty. 

6 While working as a(n) ..................... , I looked forward to the challenges 
I faced in proving my clients' innocence. Although it was difficult to be 
objective, I always managed not to allow my personal feelings to inter
fere. It was extremely rewarding to win a case and to know that I had 
saved an innocent client from prison. 

4 Fill in the correct preposition. 

Having lived in Hong Kong for twelve 
years, I have a wide knowledge ...... . 
the Chinese language. 

2 I have a degree ....... Middle Eastern 
politics and am fluent ....... Arabic. 

3 I have been a teacher for the past 
fifteen years and am very familiar ...... . 
the new teaching approach. 

4 I am very experienced ....... dealing 
with financial crises since I have 
worked as a financial advisor for twen
ty years. 

5 As an auctioneer, I feel that I have 
experience ....... assessing works of art. 

6 Having worked as a foreign minister, I 
am an expert ....... foreign affairs. 

7 As a consultant for the Special 
Olympics Committee, I am well versed 
....... the needs of the disabled. 

8 I am currently employed as a chef and 
excel ....... catering for large groups. 

5 Collocate the following words and 

then explain their meaning. Try to 

include them in your letters. 

fulfil, handle, attend, work, have, show, 
operate, graduate, broaden, gain 

to ............... a course 

2 to ............... initiative 

3 to ............... a word processor 

4 to ............... one's potential 

5 to ............... from university 

6 to ............... shifts 

7 to ............... one's horizons 

8 to ............... an inquiring mind 

9 to. ...... ........ experience 

10 to ............... clients 

10 
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Useful Language: Applying for a Course 

I am writing to apply for I admission to I . 

I would like to be considered for a place on the course In '" 

• Closing remarks: 

I enclos~ I further details of my education/qualifications to date. 
Please find enclosed a copy of my degree/diploma/etc. 

I hope that you will consider me for entry/admission to .. , 

6 First, read the instructions below and underline the key words. Then, 
read the model and check if all the information required by the instruc
tions has been included. Finally, identify the topic of each paragraph. 

Yo~ wish to apply for a course of study in Britain, Write a letter of appli
cation to the college or university concerned, giving your personal 
details and your academic qualifications, including your level of 
English. Include information about the course and subjects you wish to 
study, and why you have chosen this particular college or university, 

Dear sir I Madam, 
I am writing to apply for the Journalism Foun.da~ion Course offered 

by your university for the academic year begln~l~g ~ctober: ~8. 
I am a 24-year-old French citizen, cu~rently IIVI~~ 11'1 pans: Since 

leaving school in 1990, I have held a variety of positions working for 
local newspapers. For the last two years I have, been employed as 
an assistant in the editing department of an English Language news-
paper published in paris. , 

I am a holder of the Bac. C. as well as haVing successfully co.m-
pleted a DEUG in English Literature. Furthermore, I have been studYI~g 
English since the age of 12 and h~ve recen~ly ?btained a grade B 11'1 

the cambridge proficiency in English examlna~lo~. . 
I believe that I am well-suited to a career 11'1 Journalism and I am 

keen to continue working in this field. However, I feel that I lack the 
formal qualifications and training necessar~ to progress beyo~d my 
present level of assistant editor. A foundation cou~se wo~ld . give. me 
an excellent basis for further study, together With an InSight Into 
journalism from an international perspective. " . 

Your university has an extremely good reputation 11'1 the field of 
journalism and media studies. The facilities whi~~ you offer to s~u~ 
dents seem both practical and up-to-date. The Gender and ~edla 
option 01'1 your syllabus is of particular interest to me, as IS the 
opportunity to study in a large city such ,a~ LOndon. . 

please find enclosed a copy of my 0/, g,lvlng further details ,of my 
educational qualifications and work experience. I, hope you Will con
sider my application and I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Yours faithfUlly, 
~~ 
Marcel Martin 

7 Look at the following writing task 
instructions and answer the 
questions below. The questions apply 
to both tasks. 

a) You have seen an advertisement in 
the newspaper lor the position 01 
Hotel Manager at a popular ski 
resort Write a Ietler 01 application 
giving information about yourself, 
your qualifications and previous 
expet'ience, as well as e%plaining why 
you would be suitable for the job. 

b) You have been studying English for 
several years in your own country, 
and feel that you would benefit from 
an eight-week intensive course for 
loreign students offered by a college 
in the south 01 England. Write a 
letter applying lor a place on the 
course, stating your reasons for 
choosing this particular college. 

• What greeting would you use? 
• What is the main purpose for writing 

the letter? 

• What is/are the additional purpose(s)? 

• What paragraph plan would you use? 
• What useful expressions could you 

use as opening and closing remarks? 

• How would you sign the 1etter? 

8 Choose ONE of the writing tasks 
above, and write a cQlllplete outline 
plan with notes. Then write the letter 
in about 300 words. 
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Transactional letters are letters responding to a particular situation, which is presented 
by means of written prompts (letters, leaflets, advertisements, news reports, etc, as well 
as handwritten notes and comments) and/or visual prompts (diagrams, maps, etc). 
They may be formal, semi-formal or informal, depending on who you are writing to. 

• Transactional letters can be of any type - e.g. to give Information, to complain about 
something, etc - and may have one or more additional purposes. You may be asked 
to write two or more transactional letters related to the same situation and based on the 
same information. These tasks, however, will usually be different in length, style and/or 
purpose. 
e.g. a) a formal letter of application for a Job 

b) a brief note to a friend Informing them of your career plans. 

• All the relevant information given in the rubric and prompts must be included in your 
letter(s}, but you should use your own words as much as possible, and will be expected 
to decide which information is relevant and which is not. 

• The information included should be clearly and logically arranged, with each point 
presented in a separate paragraph containing a clear topic sentence. 

• Transactional letters should use: 
- appropriate greetings and endings; 
- standard expressions of suggestion, complaint, apology, etc. 

1 Read these two letters and answer the questions which follow. 

CD 
Dear Mr Savage, . 

Following the "Safety in the Workplace". seminar which was 
recently delivered here at Savage Engineering Lt~. and my sub
se uent inspection of our premises, I am writing to you to 
inf~rm you of certain recommendations concerning the com-

pany's own safety standards. 
Firstly with regard to fire safety, I have personally chehck~~ 

that our' premises can be quickly and safely evacuated fS ~uff 
the need ever arise. However, due to our rapid turnover 0 sa, 
I feel that fire drills should be held every four months, rather 
than every six months as recommended In the gUidelines. 

Similarly, regarding equipment training, I would like ~o 
su est a period of one week for all new employees to e 

f 
ggl' . d with the safe and correct operation of machinery. 

ami larlse 'd t . Iving equip
This would ensure that any risk of acci en s InVO 

ment is kept to a minimum. . 
As far as the other guidelines are concerned, I feel con~

dent that we are taking adequate precautions .. I have ~Irlea i~ 
circulated booklets on hygiene and, In the coming wee, w 
be notifying cleaning staff of revised procedures. I will alsho ~~ 
printing handouts warning all staff of the consequences s ou 
any of the safety regulations be contravened. . . 

I trust the above information is to your satisfaction. 

Yours sincerely, 

Po 7fJ. Stet.uMt 
P.W. Stewart 

Dear Sir IMadam, ® 
E I ~m . ~riting on behalf of Savage 

nglneerlng Ltd. to thank you for 
allOWing me the opportunity to 
I~ttend . your recent seminar on 
Safety In the Workplace". 

. Your guidelines were both prac
tical and clearly expressed, and I 
am sure they will be of benefit to 
all those who participated. 

Thanking you once again, 

Yours faithfully, 
~1(1.~ 

P.W. Stewart 

• What is the main purpose of 
each of these letters (e.g. 
thanks, complaint, etc)? Which 
letter has more than one pur
pose? What additional pur
pose(s) does it have? 

• What is the subject of each 
letter? 

• What is the topic of each 
paragraph in letter a? 

• Are the letters similar or dif
ferent in style, length, 
greeting and ending? 

111 
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2 Both letters on page 111 were written in response to the situation pre
sented in the rubric, prompts and notes below. Read these carefully 
(several times if necessary) and answer the questions which follow. 

You recently attended a seminar about safety at work. Your office 
manager has asked you to write to the managing director of the com
pany you work for, with recommendations for increasing safety in your 
workplace. Read the leaflet from the seminar (1), as well as the memo 
from your office manager (2), together with your notes on these. 

I 

! Not Often 
o 

SfFETY Itt TI-£ 
~

I enought 

'[ New staff 
HOLD FIRE DRILLS: every 
A fiJII fire drill should be held every 6 months and all: month 
employees should be made aware of fire exits and assemblv I 

points. It is essential that the building can be evacuated , Ou[ plflce 
. kl . h f /: IS OK 

Q,UlC Y II1 t e event 0 an emergency. " t (checked It 

LEARN TO USE EQUIPMENT PROPERLY: i personfllly) 
All members of staff must be made fully aware of operating 
instructions fi)r machinery they will be expected to use, and 
a suitable period must be allowed for training. U nsuper
vised use of equipment by untrained workers can be tatal. 

KEEP YOUR WORK AREA CLEAN AND TIDY: 

Since so many accidents are caused by equipment being left 
unattended, doors being left open, etc, encourage 
employees to be tidy. Cleaning should be carried out at 
suitable times and notices should be clearly displayed to 
warn of wet floors. 

A HEALTHY WORKPLACE MEANS A HEALTHY STAFF: 

Safety from illness is as important as safety from accidents. 
There are laws governing the preparation of food and 
drinks, as well as hygiene in kitchen and bathroom areas. 
Booklets with guidelines are available. Make sure your com-
pany has them and that people read them. "",/ 

TAKE NOTICE! 

Notices concerning all of the above safety regulations must 
be placed in prominent positions. Strict disciplinary action 
should be taken if employees do not obey rules. 

MEMO 

To: PWS Date: 8!7 / 97 
From: JD 

. kolace" seminar 7!7 /97 
"Safety In the wor_ 

. Mr Savage about the seminar, mak-
Please wrlte to f' .l)eep it 
. recommendations for our lrm. . 
lng any h' s much as posslble. 
ositive and reassure lffi a 

p . d thank the seminar people. 
Also, please wrlte an 

I 

suggest 
one week 

I for fill 
I new staff 

Cleflnlng 
staff to 
be told 

Done -
8/7/97 

Need to 
print fI 
leaflet 

wflrnlng 
employees 

Important! 

Now write: 
i) a letter to the Managing Director 

notifying him of your findings 
from the seminar and explaining 
what changes you feel should be 
made in your place of work. You 
should also mention anything you 
have done or intend to do regard
ing your findings. 
(approximately 200 words) 

ii) a brief letter thanking the organis
ers of the seminar for allowing 
you to participate. 
(approximately 50 words) 

• According to task instruction i) in th 
box above, what are the purposes of th 
letter? Does letter a include these? 

• Underline the phrases/sentences 
letter a dealing with each point in th 
notes accompanying the leaflet. Al 
there any points in the notes whic 
have not been dealt with? 

• The memo from the office managE 
instructs the writer to be positive an 
reassuring. Does letter a follow thi 
instruction? 

• Does letter b follow the instruction 
given for task ii)? Why /why not? 

• Does either letter use expressions fror 
the rubric, prompts or notes withol 
rephrasing these? 

• Do the letters contain appropriate styh 
expressions and greetings? What exam 
pIes can you find? 

3 Write a brief memo (about 40 words 
to your office manager ("JD" 
informing him/her how you have car 
ried out his/her instructions. 



4 Read the rubric and written prompts below carefully, then explain the 
situation and the writer's complaints in your own words. Next, look 
again at the letter, advertisement and notes, and find which infor
mation has been included more than once. Would it be necessary to 
give this information several times in your letter? 

You recently arranged for some work to be carried out on your house 
by a building company. Unfortunately, there have been a lot of prob
lems; the work has still not been finished, and the builders have also 
caused some damage to your house. Read the letter from the builder 
stating that the work would be finished over a week ago (1) and the 
newspaper advertisement for the building firm (2), together with the 
notes you' have made on these. 

12th February 1997 

Dear Mr Roberts, 

I am writing to confirm that our builders will be arriving at 
9 am on Monday, 24th February to carry out your renovation 
work. 

I understand that you have taken a week off work, and give 
you my assurance that four days is the maximum amount of 
time normally needed for such alterations. 

Since our employees are experienced staff, I feel sure that 
you will be inconvenienced as little as possible and that disrup
tion will be kept to a minimum. 

We pride ourselves on our reputation for quality work and 
would like to take this opportunity to thank you for doing busi
ness with us. 

Yours sincerely, 

fJ~~ 
JB Stubbs 

They 
arrived at 

3 pm 

Stili not 
finished 

after two 
weeks 

What 
about the 
damage, 
lost pay, 

etc? 

Not when I 

ALL KJNDS or WORK OJUUUED OUT had to take 
. - ---~ an extra 

Completely COMPETITIVE PRICES ~ unpaid week 
untrue!'-....... • Ft. .. 0" workl 

~ 'II" as servlce~ " 
• Reliable. experienced wor .. kers. .. .. Already 70 

days late In 
• No mess • No fuss $ No delay§! . flnlsltlngl 

I spent t"ee ~ Broken sink, ruined 
days cleaning carpet, damaged door, 

up after them! burst water pipe 

Unit 7g Tronsoclionol Lellers 

Now write 

i) a letter to the owner of the building 
firm, explaining the situation and 
demanding that the work be fin
ished and the damage put right. 
(approximately 150 words) 

ii) a brief letter to the local newspa
per which carried the advertise
ment, explaining that the adver
tisement makes false claims and 
suggesting that it should be with
drawn. 
(approximately 100 words) 

5 Read models (a) and (b) on page 114 
and find any examples of: 

• unnecessary repetition of the same 
information; 

• phrases taken directly from the 
rubric, prompts and notes rather 
than using the writer's own words. 

Which model is better -
(a) or (b)? 

Now read models (c) and (d), 
and find any examples of: 

• phrases and expres
sions which are too 
informal for the type of 
letter required; 

• phrases and expres
sions which are over
emotional, abusive 
or vague; 

• information/comments 
which are irrelevant, or 
not given in the rubric, 
prompts or notes. 

Which model is better, 
(c) or (d)? 

113 
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Dear Mr Stubbs, h F bruary I am writin.g to 
Further to your letter of 12t ho~se has ;Ull n.ot ~e~n. cdn:

n.otify yOU that the work on. ~~s that it would be fmlshe m 
pleted, despite your assuran. 
less than. a week. h 'n.g to take an. extra week 

I feel particularly an.fgr~isa~el~~~ sin.ce this has mean.t my 
ff work as a result 0 t 

fosin.g a week's salary. t at the amoun.t of damage 
Moreover, I am extremely up~~ loyees have caused me. 

114 

n.d in.con.ven.ien.ce that your kitchen. sin.k an.d burst a 
~ot on.ly have they b~oke~e~Yfloodin.9 has severely dam
water pipe, but dthe su n.~edestroyed on.e of my. carp~ts. d'-
aged a wooden. 00: a. the work is fin.lshed lmme l 

I must therefore mSlSt that t d for the damage to ~r 
atellj, an.d that I be com~e~s~aern.in.gs caused by. your faL -
property as well hS ~h~ l~~thi~ the stated time penod. d' 
ure to complete t e JO b return. of post regar mg 

I expect to hear from YOtUco~pletion. of the work. 
t f r the promp . l arran.gemen. s 0 Yours smcere y, 

'n8'1Z~ 

N. B. Roberts 

Dear Mr Stubbs, 
Further to your letter of 12th February, I am writin.g to 

express my disgust at the fact that the work on. my house 
has still n.ot been. fin.ished. Although you gave me your 
assuran.ce that four days is the maximum amoun.t of time 
n.eeded for the job, it is still n.ot fin.ished after two weeks. 

In your letter you said that I would be inconven.ienced as 
little as possible an.d that disruption. would be kept to a min.
imum. What about the damage, lost pay an.d so on? I had to 
take an extra unpaid week off work and I spent three days 
cleaning up after your workers. 

You say in your advertisemen.t that you have reliable, 
experien.ced workers, which is completely untrue! The dam
age includes a broken sink, a ruined carpet, a damaged door 
and a burst water pipe, an.d they are already ten. days late in. 
finishin.g! This is certain.ly n.ot fast service with n.o mess, no 
fuss an.d no delays. 

I demand that the work be finished an.d the damage put 
right immediately. 

Yours sincerely, 
'It 1] '1Z~ 

N. B. Roberts 

_.. 5 I ~. • ILa I 

Dear Sir/Madam, G 
I am writin.g to you about an. 

advert in. your n.ewspaper - the 
one for Stubbs Builders. The 
advert makes false claims an.d is 
really dishonest. 

I used this compan.y a little 
while ago and believe me, they 
were terrible! They made a real 
mess of my house an.d were n.oth
in.g like the advert. They were slop
py an.d caused such a lot of dam
age that I n.early fain.ted when I 
saw the state of my house! 

I reckon. you should drop this 
advert right away, before other 
people are cheated by these 
cowboys. 

To my min.d they are a bun.ch 
of crooks and somethin.g should 
be don.e. 

Yours, 
'It~;e~ 

N. 8. Roberts 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
I am writing to suggest that 

you withdraw an. advertisement 
which regularly appears in. your 
n.ewspaper, on. the groun.ds that 
it is misleading. 

I recently engaged the services 
of Stubbs Builders to carry out 
ren.ovation.s to my house, and 
foun.d them to be thoroughly 
unreliable an.d un.profession.al, in. 
direct con.trast to the claims 
made in. their advertisemen.t. 

Furthermore, despite adver-
tisin.g prompt, trouble-free service, 
the compan.y was in. fact respon
sible for con.siderable delays, 
damage and inconven.ience. 

I would be happy to supply 
you with further details should 
you wish to con.tact me. 

Yours faithfully, 
'It ~'1:~ 
N. B. Roberts 



6 Read the following rubric, written prompts and notes, then explain the 
situation and the writer's objections in your own words. Next, read the 
letter on the right, which was written as an answer to task (b) but is 
twice the suggested length. Which two paragraphs should be omitted, 
and why? 

Your town was featured in a recent TV documentary which 
showed the town in an extremely unfavourable way. You feel 
that the documentary contained a number of biased and inac
curate conclusions. Using the programme guide (1) and "Pick 
of the Week" review (2), together with your notes, write: 
a) a letter to the producers of the programme, complaining 

that your town has been unfairly represented. (approxi
mately 200 words) 

b) a letter to the town council, suggesting that they should also 
write to complain about the programme. (approximately 50 
words) 

Exaggeration! 

PROGRAMME GUIDE TUESDAY 9/7 • 

9:30 pm Forgotten Town 
Third in a six-part series showing how 
some of Britain's towns have become 
no-~o areas. 
Tonight: Ambleton 

PICK OF THE WEEK: DOCUMENTARY • 

Forgotten Town 
In Part Three of this controversial 

series, the small town of Ambfeton 

completely 
subjective! 

comes into the spotlight. A once pop~......-It still is! 
ular seasid~ 'llsort, Ambleton has been 
beset by problems since the 1970s. Ambleton has 

Michael finch's team show all too the lowest 
10%, not 50% ~Iy the effects of unemployment fig- crime rate in 

. urer'""as hjgh as 50% Be prepared.lg,t..-- the whole 
Drug addICts some shocking scenes of o:i.me. and area 
. were. filmed ~ *use. local people are interview- Unfair to 
In SWinburne, ed; laying the blame for these social ills _ blame them _ 
not Ambleton fi Iy t th ~ f . . ..... W· h h -- frm ae leet a ImmigrantS. It t ey are not 

Renovated ~he city centre rapidly becoming ~ troublemakers 
historic build- ~ and the dosing down of the hos- as suggested 

ings, n~t pital, together with the withdraw.!L2L- One bus route 
slums. WQlrtgf tW: bYSiDQ t(aiD seryjce:)0he withdrawn; 

programme asks, ·uHow much worse . train services 
Can it geH" have been 

iJ1,-,.~t:l~erJ 

Dear Sir/Madam . 
I am sure you are aware of the 

documentary "Forgotten Town" 
broadcast last Tuesday. which 
p~esent~d a negative and highly 
misleading impression of Ambleton. 
. The pro(ra.mme was grossly 
Inac~urate ~n Its suggestions of a 
soanng ~nt}1e rate, widespread 
drug addictIOn. slums in the city 
centre and a faltering public 
transport system. 

I have written to the producers 
to complain. and would suggest 
tha,t y,0u send a further com
plaint. In your official capacity. in 
order to set the record straight. 

Obviously. the effect on 
tourism in the area would be dis
astrous if the image of Ambleton 
created by theJrogramme were 
allowed to stan unchallenged 

Yours faithfully. 
S.g'~ 
S. Bailey 

7 Read the task instructions for Ex. 6 
again, and write letter (a). 

11! 
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Unit 7g Tronsoclionol tellers 

8 Read the following rubric and written prompts carefully. Then, identi

fy the purpose(s) of each letter, decide which information should be 

included, and how this should be arranged in paragraphs. Finally, 

write the letters according to the instructions given. 

You are the deputy head teacher of a school. Your head teacher, 
who is on holiday, has asked you to interview the applicants for 
posts as new teachers at your school. Read the CV below, and 
the notes which you made regarding the successful candidate. 

NAME: 

ADDRESS: 

CURRICULUM VITAE 

WYLDE, PENELOPE P. 

16, HOLME CRESCENT, 

HEDGE END, 
CORNWALL, CN18 9BL 

TELEPHONE: (0507) 622713 

DATE OF BIRTH: 25.5.68 

NATIONALITY: BRITISH 

MARITAL STATUS: Single. No children 

DRIVING LICENCE: Full, clean 

EDUCATION: 1979 - 1986 Smithtown s~condary School 
1986 - 1990 Liverpool University 
1990 - 1991 Kingston University 

E June 1985 A • Level: 
QUALIFICATIONS: July 1983 GCS : B English A 

English Language 
English Literature B Art B . C 

h t· B MathematiCs 
Mat ema ICS . C 
Religious Education B Gen. Studies 

Art B 
History C 
Geography C 

French C 

Music C 

FURTHER EDUCATION: 
BA (Hons) English 

MA Education 

WORK EXPERIENCE: I' h t cher St Augustine's School, Truro 
1991-1993 Engls ea , 

T h' g curriculum development 
DUTIES INVOLVED: eac In, H d St Mark's College, St Ives 

1993 _ 1997 Department ea", , 
Administrative duties, teaching DUTIES INVOLVED: 

OTHER EXPERIENCE: 
Summer '93 

1995-1997 

Organised summer camp far children 
Youth Leader, Dunkley Community Centre 

HOBBIES & INTERESTS: 'd t At weekends and during school 
Photography, reading an , spar. d' time with young children 
holidays, I particularly :nJ?y sPf

en In; h I am a volunteer. 
in various youth organisations or w IC 

AVAILABLE FOR EMPLOYMENT: July 1997 

REFERENCES: Mr P Miles MA, 
Head of English Dept., 
St. Augustine's School, 

Truro 
Tel. 869396 

Mrs C Davis MA, 

Head Teacher, 
St Mark's College, 

St Ives 
Tel. 386921 

Candidate: penelope wylde 
,/' well qualified. 
,/' useful experience. 
,/' Very pleasant manner 
,/' Communicates well 
,/' Should fit in. 
,/' A lot of experience with 

children - loves working 
with them. 

,/' Has many creative ideas 
for classroom activities. 

,/' seems young and energetic. 

Now write: 
a) a letter to your head teacher 

informing him/her of your deci
sion and giving your reasons. 
(approximately 200 words) 

b) a letter of acceptance to the suc
cessful candidate. 
(approximately 50 words) 



Look at the following writing task instructions and 
answer the questions below. The questions apply to 
all tasks. 

• What greeting would you use? 
• What is the main purpose of writing the letter? 
• What is the additional purpose? 
• What paragraph plan would you use? 
• What useful expressions could you use as opening 

and closing remarks? 
• How would you sign the letter? 

a) Your local TV station has invited members of the 
public to make their own programme on the topic 
of local environmental issues. They would like 
some of the following aspects to be included: 

health risks litter 
water pollution educating the public 
saving energy air pollution 
recycling planning for the future 

Write a letter to the TV station describing what you 
would include in such a programme and explain 
why you think it would be interesting. 

b) You have seen the advertisement below. Write a 
letter applying for the job. You should include 
details of your qualifications and experience as well 
as the reasons why you think you are suitable for the 
post 

Maple & Woodlings Stockbrokers Ltd. 

Our London office seeks two brokers to manage 
its Foreign Claims department. 

Applicants should have the following: 

• a degree in Economics, Accounting or other 
subjects considered relevant by the Board 

• 3 years' experience (minimum) 

Applications to be sent to: 
Mrs Karen Armstrong (Personnel Manager) 

Maple & Woodlings Ltd 
49 Chinswick Alley 

Barmbury, Wilts 

c) You visit your local park regularly and feel that it is 
deteriorating rapidly. Write to the town council and 
suggest what needs to be done to improve the park 
and return it to its former glory. 

d) You are the manager of a well-Imown pop group and 
have received a letter from a school or college 
requesting that the group perform at an event they are 
organising to raise money. Write a suitable reply in 
which you agree that they will appear at the event and 
explain what their performance will include. You 
should also confirm details regarding accommodation 
and the facilities where the group will perform. 

e) You have recently graduated and have been asked by 
a prospective employer to provide a university ref
erence. Write a letter to your former tutor telling 
him how you have been getting on and asking for a 
reference. 

f) You are the public relations manager of a large, soft 
drinks manufacturing company. There is a major 
sporting event being planned in your country. Write 
a letter to the organisers explaining why your com
pany should be the official sponsors. 

g) You are going abroad to study for a year. You want 
to take some of your personal possessions including 
your car. Write a letter to the relevant embassy in 
your country requesting information on what to do. 

h) You have read one of your daughter'S teenage mag
azines and have found it contains articles discussing 
inappropriate topics. Write a letter of complaint to 
the editor suggesting better ways of taclding these 
subjects. 

i) You own a small business and would like details 
about several items you saw in a catalogue. Write a 
letter to the manufacturer describing your business 
and requesting information about the products you 
are interested in. You should ask about the cost, 
time needed for delivery and terms of payment, 
and request that they send you samples of the 
product. 
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s 
A Describe someone you once found intimidating but 

now feel comfortable with, giving reasons for your 
change in feeling. 

1 What are the key words? 
2 Who might you describe? 
3 What reasons might you include as justifications? 
4 What aspects of description would you include? 

Give examples. 
5 What tenses would you use? Why? 
6 What paragraph plan would you follow? 

B You have just read the advertisement below and would 
like to apply for the job. Write a letter giving details of 
your qualifications, experience and qualities to include 
with your CV. 

Growing investment firm is looking for highly 
motivated individuals to train as investment bro-
kers. Full training given in all aspects of the 
investment field. Good knowledge of maths and 
computers and excellent communication skills a 
must. 
Write to: Anna Smythe, Personnel Manager 

Ace Investments 
29 London Rd, Burghley 

1 What type of letter is required? 
2 Should the letter be formal or informal in style? 
3 What could the first sentence of the introduction 

be? 
4 What information should you include? Give exam

ples. 
5 What useful phrases could you include in the final 

paragraph? 
6 What paragraph plan would you follow? 

2 
C Write a story beginning with the words: The magazine 

cover caught my eye ... 

1 Would you include flashback narration? 
2 Which techniques could you use to make your story 

more interesting? 
3 Which technique(s) could you use to end your 

story? 
4 What tenses would you use throughout the story? 
5 What useful vocabulary would you use to link the 

events in the story? 
6 Suggest a possible plot for the story. 

o "The media have both harmful and beneficial effects." 
Do you agree? 

1 What type of composition is this'? 
2 What is meant by "the media"? 
3 What good/bad points can you think of? 
4 Would you state your opinion in the first paragraph? 

Why/Why not? 
5 Which beginning/ending techniques would you use? 
6 What paragraph plan would you follow? 

E You are organising a conference and are in charge of 
informing participants of the time and place. You 
should also include details of the schedule and 
planned activities as well as the subjects to be dis
cussed. Write a letter to send to the participants. 

1 What type of letter is this? 
2 What sort of conference might this be? 
3 What would be a suitable first sentence? 
4 What details of the schedule, planned activities and 

subjects might you include? 
5 How would you end the letter? 
6 What paragraph plan would you follow? 
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F Describe the place you would most like to visit at 
some time in the future and explain why it appeals to 
you. 

1 What are the key words? 
2 What place would you choose to describe? 
3 What aspects of description would you include? 

Give examples. 
4 Would you include narrative techniques? Why 

(not)? 
5 What reasons would you give for your choice? 
6 What paragraph plan would you follow? 

G Write an essay outlining ways in which world famine 
could be reduced. 

1 What type of composition is this? 
2 What is meant by "world famine"? 
3 What suggestions might you include? 
4 What would the result of each suggestion be? 
5 What words/phrases would be useful in this type of 

composition? 
6 What paragraph plan would you follow? 

H You recently joined a book club and are very dissatis
fied with both the service and the books you have 
received. Write a letter stating the reasons for your dis
satisfaction and what you expect to be done. 

1 What type of letter is this? 
2 What reasons would you give for being dissatisfied? 
3 What would you suggest the book club should do? 
4 Would you use mild or strong language? 
5 How would you end the letter? 
6 What paragraph plan would you follow? 

"The public has the right to know about the private 
lives of celebrities." Discuss. 

1 What type of composition is this? 
2 What is meant by the word "celebrities"? 
3 What are the points in favour of and against the 

statement? 
4 What first and last paragraph techniques would you 

use? 
5 What linking words/phrases would be useful for 

writing this topic? 
6 What paragraph plan would you follow? 

J You were unable to attend an important meeting at 
which you were supposed to make a presentation. 
Write to the chairperson, apologising for and explain
ing your absence and suggesting alternative arrange
ments for the presentation. 

1 What type of letter is this? 
2 What appropriate expressions/phrases could be 

used to begin/end your letter? 
3 What reason(s) would you give for your absence? 
4 What suggestion(s) might you include? 
5 What would the style of the letter be? 
6 What paragraph plan would you follow? 

K Write a story entitled The Hoax. 

1 What type of composition is this? 
2 What is meant by the title? 
3 Could you use flashback narration to write the com

position? 
4 Which techniques would you include to begin/end 

your composition? 
5 Which techniques would you use to make your story 

more interesting? 
6 Suggest a plot for the story. 

lH 
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UNIT 8 Reports 
1 1m You will hear two sales executives discussing a report they are writing. Look 

at the headings below, then listen to the cassette and: 
a) say what the report is about, and who it will be sent to 
b) tick the sub-headings in the list below which are dealt with in the report. 

[ZJ Sales Figures 

D New Products 

D Staff Training 

D Profit 

D Transport 

D Position in Market 

D Staff Relations 

D Expenses 

D Advertising 

A report is an informative formal piece of writing concerning a particular person, 
place, situation, plan, etc; it is addressed to one's superior/colleagues, members of a 
committee, etc, and is written in response to a request or instruction. 

There are various types of reports, such as: 
a) assessment reports which present and evaluate the positive and/or negative 

features of a person, place, plan, etc; they also include your opinion and/or 
recommendation 

b) informative reports which present information concerning a meeting that has 
taken place, progress made on a project, etc; 

c) survey reports which present and analyse information gathered from door-to
door surveys/questionnaires, including conclusions drawn from this information 
and suggestions or recommendations 

d) proposal reports which present plans, decisions Or suggestions concerning 
possible future courses of action for approval by one's superior at work, a bank 
manager, members of a committee, etc. 

A successful report should consist of: 
a) an introductory paragraph which clearly states the purpose and content of the 

report; 
b) a main body in which the relevant information is presented in detail under 

suitable subheadings; and 
c) a conclusion which summarises the information given, and may include an opin-

ion and/or suggestion/recommendation 

Note that before you start writing your report you should give information indicating 
who the report is written to (name/position/ company, etc), who the report is written 
by (name/position), the subject of the report, and the date: 
e.g. To: Peter Robetts, Chairman, Grosvenor & Sons 

From: Lindsay O'Neill, Ass/stant Manager 
Subject: Appraisal of Thompson Distribution Co. 
Date: 19th March 1997 

Points to consider 
• Reports should be written in a formal style (complex sentences, non-colloquial 

English, frequent use of the passive, linking words/phrases). 
• Before you write your report you should think of who the report is being written by 

and who the report is addressed to. 
• Give your report an appropriate subject title, then carefully plan the information you 

will present. Think of suitable subheadings, then decide on the information you will 
include under each subheading. Use linking words to join your ideas. 

To: 
From: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Inlroducflon 
Paragraph 1 
state the purpose and 
content of your report 

Moln BOdy 
Paragraphs 2-3-4-5* 

present each aspect of tht 
subject unde~ separate 
subheadings (positive/ 
negative points of each 
aspect are presented in 
same paragraph) 

Conclusion 
Final Paragraph 
general assessment 
opinion and/or 
suggestion/ recommen
dation 

* The exact number and divisi( 
of paragraphs will depend ( 
the specific instructions f 
each report task 



Useful Language 

The purpose/aim/intention of this report is to ... 

As requested, this is a report concerning/regarding ... 

This report, etc contains/outlines/examines/assesses ... 

• To end reports: 

To conclude/To sum up/In conclusion/On the whole, ... 

On the basis of the points mentioned above, it would seem that ... 

It is (therefore) felt/believed/apparent/obvious (that) ... 

I/We conclude/recommend/would suggest (that) ." 

My/Our recommendation is that ... should be ... 

2 Look at the beginnings and endings from various reports. Match the 
introductions with the conclusion and say: 

• who each of these reports are written by. 
• who the reports are written for. 
• what the purpose of each report is. 
• what each of them concludes and/or recommends. 

1 Thi.s is the report commissioned by Ace Taxis fnc .. to assess the 
suitability of the Starcar and the Sarabande for use in the· Ace taxi 
fleet. Both models were rigorously tested and examined by expert 
mechanics and automotive consultants. The research data has 
been consolidated and the relevant information apJ)$ars below. 

2 This report contains the suggested plans for oPeni,ng.a small 
shopping centre in the Kingston area. As requested by the bank. 
who!39 financ.ial.support is required, the proposed sizel number of 
shops and potential income of the centre. are considered. 

3 As requested by the Board of Designers, this report examif)e5 
information gathered from observatiQrls made at the Miriam 
Hasawe!' 8fld Adrian Banks spring collection shows viewed in 
P~ris on 5th February and Milan on 9th February. 

4 Thepurpose Of thiS report is to analyse the results of a survey, 
conducted at the request of Family FQodsptc, to gauge public 
response to the company's proposed new range < of packaged 
foods. The report summarises replies to questionn~ires completed 
by 400 families, classified according to income, who sampled the 
new products on 26th and 27th September. 

Unit 8 Reports 

A It is felt, therefore, that although 
the initial outlay for the centre is 
relatively high, the future finanCial 
ben~!its will be considerable. In 
addition, the opening of such 
S~opping centre would be a def~ 
mte asset to the community. 

B :0 sum up, it is apparent that rad
Ical changes are necessary in the 
~ompany's use of colOurs and fab
ncs. F~rthermore, I would recom
r.ne~d introducing a sportswear 
hne In the immediate future. 

C. On the basis of the points mentioned 
above, we strongly recommend that 
th~ client should reduce the retail 
pnce of the new products in order to 
make.them attractiv~ to a wider sec
tor of the conSumer 'market. 

D In conclusion, it is obvious that the 
Starcar is preferable, being better 
value for money, better equipped 
and more reliable. It is therefore 
recommended that Ace Taxis Inc. 
supplement its fleet with Starcars. 
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D. Assessment Reports 
1 D'IiI You will hear two business people discussing an employee who they may rec

ommend for promotion. Look at the table below, then listen to the cassette and fill 
in the missing information. Finally, use the notes to talk about the employee's 
strengths and weaknesses. 

Purpose 

Of report 

Assessment 

Personal 

Qualities 

Customer IStaff 

Relations 

Achievements 

Conclusion 

• to evaluate suitability Of Sylvia Wells 

for promotion to position of .................. Manager 

POSITIVE FEATURES 

reliable. hard-working 

and .......................... . 

polite [, friendly. 

wins ...................... trust 

top salesperson 

for last .......... years 

recommended D 

NEGATIVE FEATURES 

sometimes tends to be 

overly ......................... . 

a little too competitive 

on occasions 

once lost an important 

sales account 

not recommended D 

An assessment report is a formal piece of writing written on request, presenting and 
evaluating the positive and/or negative features of a person, place, plan, etc. It can 
include your proposals/suggestions as well as your general assessment, opinion 
and/or recommendation. An assessment report should consist of: 

a) an introduction in which you state the purpose and content of your report; 

b) a main body in which you presen~ positive and/or negative aspects in detail, 
under suitable sub-headings, which show the topic of each paragraph. Positive 
and negative features of the same aspect should be presented in the same 
paragraph, using linking words/phrases showing contrast (however, although, 
despite, but, while, even though, etc); and 

c) a final paragraph in which you summarise the information presented in the 
main body and state your opinion and/or recommendation. 

• Present tenses are normally used in assessment reports. Past tenses can also be 
used for reports related to past events. e.g. a report about a summer camp. 

Useful Language 
• To begin reports: The purpose/aim/intention of this report is to examine/assess/ 

evaluate the suitability of .. , for .. ./the advisability of (+ ing)/the performance of ... , 
As requested, this is a report conceming/regarding the matter/subject of ... , This 
report contains the assessment of ... which you requested/asked for, This report 
outlines the advantages and disadvantages of ... 

• To end reports: Summarising: To concludelTo sum up/In conclusion ... , 
On the basis of the points mentioned above/On the whole, it would seem that ... , 
The only/obvious conclusion to be drawn from these facts is that ... 
Recommending: It is (therefore) felt/believed/apparent/obvious (that) ... would be 
ideal for ... , It would (not) be advisable/advantageous/practical/wise to ... , 
I (strongly) recommend/would suggest (that) ... , My/Our recommendation is that ... 
should be ... , I recommend that the best course of action would be ... 

To: 
From: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Inlroduction 
Paragraph 1 
state the purpose and con
tent of your report 

MOin BOdy 
Paragraphs 2-3"4* 

present each aspect of the 
subject under suitable 
sUQ-beadings (positive/ 
negative points of each 
aspect are presented in 
the same paragraph) 

Conclusion 
Final Paragraph 
general assessment and/or 
opinion/recommendation 

* The exact number and division 
of paragraphs will depend on 
the specific instructions for 
each report task. 
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2 Read the model below and insert the following words and phrases in 
the appropriate spaces. Then list the positive and negative aspects of 
the sports centre in the table at the bottom of the page. 

also, especially, furthermore, However, In addition, 
On the other hand, particularly, To sum up, therefore 

A local sports team in your town needs new facilities where they will 
train for national competitions, As assistant coach of the team, you 
have been asked to visit a new sports centre and to write a report 
assessing the suitability of the centre, Write your report, 

1 swimming Club 
The Chairperson, Ders ey 

Unit 80 Assessment Repmts 

TQ: , Assistant coach . JIm Bowen, 
~~ct: Rotheroe sports Centre 

(5) ............ . 
is no cafeteria; . (6; . : : : ................ , there 
are no restaurants withi~······:······· , there 
the centre which m walhng distance of ~: 

10th May 1997 

INTRODUCTION , t is to assess the 
f th~s repor s 

The purpose 0 orts Centre as a po -
suitability of Rot~e:oe ~ase for the Dersley 
sible future tra~n~ng 

swimming Club. 

~ ""'''TION AND ACCESS, ' ntly located 
~ C ntre ~s conven~e 
Rotheroe Sport~ e

Road 
to the south of Dersle~, 

J'ust off the Rmg , 1 Estate. It ~s 
Marston Industr~a 1 b 

next to the easilY accessib e , 'Y 
(1) ..................... st parts of the c~ty 

Port from mo t en private tranS 'Buses run be we 
and has ample free p:r:~:gc'i ty centre every 15 

rts centre an 
the spo to 11 pm. (2) ............ , 
minutes fro~ 6 am m other areas may be l~m
direct serv~ces fro early in the morn~ng 
ited, (3) ............... . 
or late at night. 

FACILITIES rs an excellent range 
The Rotheroe Centre o.ffe, g pool is of Olympic 

, " The sw~mm~n 
of fac~l~t~es. d It has a large spec-
size and is fully he~te . with ample 10ck
tator area and chang~ng rooms . . . . . the 

d showers. (4) .......... gym. 
er space an well-equipped 
centre has a large, 

h ' eans that team emb 
ave to bring packed 1 m ers would 

unches. 

AVAILABILITY AND COST 
The pool could be availabl 
club on weekday m ' e for sole use by the 
M OrnIngs from 7 t 8 

onday and Wednesd' 0 am or on 
is (7) ......... a~h~lghts, a~ter 9 pm. There 
the pool for g·a·l· posslbllity of booking 

, as on occa' 1 eVenIngs. The gym , , Slona Saturday 
pm every day Th IS avaIlable from 8 am to 10 

. e cost of h' , 
special club rates would b IrIng the pool at 
pared to the £30 c e £40 per hour, com
the City Baths. urrently paid by the club for 

RECOMMENDATION 
(8) ...... . 

would be abi~·· ~~ . . . .. : Rotheroe Sports Centre 
prOVIde the f ' l' , 

essary for the Dersl S' aCl Itles nec-
Most importantly 'tehY Wlmming Club to train 

,1 as an ex 11 . pool of the typ ,ce ent 50-metre 
t ' e used In to 1 
lOns. The slight ' p- evel cOffil!>eti-

, Increase in th 
~ng ~he pool is acceptable e cost of hir-
In VIew of the f ' (9) ............. . 
Baths are due f act ~h~t c~arges at the City 

or revISIon 
In a month's time. 

12: 
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Unil 80 Assessment Reports 

3 Look at the sentences below and identify which present positive aspects 
and which negative ones. Then, match each positive point with the cor
responding negative one, and join them into one sentence using linking 
words expressing contrast (e.g. although, however, in spite of/despite 
the fact that, even though, on the other hand, but, in contrast). 

a) This car is cheaper than others of the same size and performance. 
b) Service is slow and the menu is not very imaginative. 
c) It is by far the best sports centre in the area. 
d) Service and spare parts are expensive, and its fuel economy is poor. 
e) It is only open to the public in the evenings. 
f) Commercial breaks can cause people to switch channels. 
g) The waiters at this restaurant are very pleasant and extremely polite. 
h) Commercial TV channels usually choose popular, entertaining shows. 

e.g. 1: a) - positive d) - negative 
Although this car is cheaper than others of the same size and performance, ser
vice and spare parts are expensive, and its fuel economy is poor. 

4 a The Personnel Manager at the factory where you work has 
received several complaints from workers. Read the comments some 
workers have made and list them in the table, as in the example. 

Workers' comments 

reason-teen are 
. eS at the factorY

f 
ca~ is usually good. 

a. The PriC uality of the 00 
able and the q, . 

trained nurse at the First Aid 
b. There Should be a n to workers all the time. 
station. Accidents happe 

c. Not enough shift rotation. and the n~w work
ers have to do all the night/weekend shifts. 

bus to get to the plant 
d. I take the company bout transport. 

never have to worry a and 
. ht or weekend 

d t work nlg 
I am not req,ulre 0 II child at hOme. 

e. 
Shifts because 

I have a sma 

't ull their weight. 
f. Some of the worke~~ d~~er ~eem to notice. 
but the overseers har Y 

g. The supervisors and overseers are usually 
fair. and get on well with most of the workers. 

are reserved for 
h All the parking spaces us have cars too! 
m'anagement staff. Some of 

• Worker/Manage
ment Relations 

b Using the information in the table, 
complete the following brief report 
assessing the work-related conditions 
at the factory. You should also write a 
final paragraph drawing conclusions 
and/or making your recommendation. 

1 .Purpose 

The Purpose of thi 
assess work I s rePOrt is to 

-re ated di' 
at the fa t con tlOns 
numbe Cory, fOllowing 

r of compl . a 
from worker amts receiVed s. 

2 Facilities 
A numbe f r 0 facilitie 
the factory s, such as 

Canteen . 
service whi h ' provlde a 

Cst' 
ers' needs On a lsfies Work-

. the oth 
it must te' er hand 

POlnted ' 
Workers' , out that 

Complamts abo 
safety and th ut POOr 

e lack of ' 
nurse at th. a tralned 

, e Flrst Aid 
are Justified in ' station 
large number of Vlew of the 
the factory. accidents at 

3 Transport 

On the whOle, arran 
cerning tr gements con-

. ansport are d 
smce most workers '" a equate, 



5 Read the model below, and fill in the appropriate sub-headings (Purpose, 
Recommendation, Leadership, Qualities, Personal Qualities, Achievements). 
Then list the good and bad points mentioned. Finally, underline the most 
suitable word or phrase in bold. 

As supervisor of a children's summer camp, you have been asked by the 
managing director to write an assessment of one ~f the gro~p leaders who 
is being considered for promotion to group coordinator. Wnte your ~eport, 
describing the employee and saying whether you would recommend him/her 
for the position. 

To: 
From: 
Subject: 
Date: 

John Wood, Managing Director 
Amanda Hall, Camp Supervisor 
Assessment of Victoria Collins 
14th August 1997 

A ................................................... . 
As requested, this report is an assessment of the suitability of Victoria Collins 

for promotion to group coordinator. The report summarises her personal quali
ties, leadership qualities and work-related achievements, on the basis of which 
her suitability depends. 

B ................................................... . 
Victoria is a very enthusiastic member of staff who is always pleasant and con

siderate and whose punctuality record is commendable. She has proved herself 
to be reliable and helpful with a positive attitude towards all aspects of her work. 
For this she is admired and respected by her colleagues. (1) In addition/As well 
as she has a wonderful rapport with children. (2) Nevertheless/Despite the fact 
that she has a tendency towards timidity, this does not seem to have affected the 
quality of her work. 

C ................................................... . 
(3) Besides this/Although Victoria has only been employed here for a short 

time, she has already demonstrated good leadership qualities. (4) In spite 
of/Moreover her shyness, she has (5) despite/nonetheless shown that she pos
sesses the ability to assert herself over her group in a constructive way whenev
er the need arises. Her organisational skills are outstanding; (6) to sum 
up/furthermore, she is able to work in a calm and methodical manner to achieve 
the desired results quickly and efficiently, even under pressure. 

D .................................................. .. 
Over the course of this summer, Victoria has voluntarily taken on many extra 

responsibilities involving the planning and organisation of new entertainment. (7) 
For instance/Therefore, she recently helped to plan a series of new activities 
which proved extremely successful and also very popular with the children. (8) 
For example/Moreover, many of her innovative ideas have been added to our 
existing programme, (9) despite/thus providing group leaders and camp guests 
with a much wider variety of activity options to choose from. 

E ................................................... . 
(10) Additionally/In conclusion, I strongly recommend that Victoria should be 

promoted to the position of group coordinator. I feel she is an excellent candidate 
for the job and would be a valuable addition to the team. 

Unil 80 Assessment Reports 

6 Look at the following writing task 
instructions and then answer the 
questions below. The questions apply 
to both tasks. 

a) You work for a large travel agency 
and have just spent a week on a 
small island to see if it would be a 
suitable destination for package hol
idays. Write a report for your em
ployer describing such things as the 
place itself, how to get there, avail
able accommodation, restaurants, 
transport, tourist attractions and so 
on, and state your recommendation 
concerning its suitability. 

b) As a senior assistant in the Personnel 
Department of your company, you 
have been asked by the Managing 
Director to submit a report on one 
of the temporary employees. The 
report should include comments on 
the employee's performance, and 
state whether you would recom
mend him/her for a permanent posi
tion in the company. 

• What information would you give 
before stating the purpose of the 
report? 

• What is the purpose of each rryort? 

• What information would you include 
in the report? 

• In what order would you present this 
information, and under which sub
headings? 

• What would your recommendation 
be? 

• What useful expressions could you 
use in the introductory and final 
paragraphs? 

7 Choose ONE of the writing tasks 
above, and write a complete para
graph plan with notes. Then write the 
report in about 300 words. 
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h. Inlormotive Reports 
1 m1 You will hear two teachers who are organising a school fete, discussing the 

progress report they are writing on the arrangements which have already been 
made. Look at the table below, then listen to the cassette and tick the correct box. 
Finally, explain in your own words what progress has been made with the arrange
ments and what has not yet been done. 

Reason • At request of Headmaster 
for writing • Outlining arrangements and plans for school fete 

Activities & D sports competitions D sideshows 

Entertainment D talent contest D magician 

Venue & D gymnasium D sports field 

Catering D sandwich stalls D tea tent 

Advertising D posters D radio announcement 

& Prizes D book tokens D donations from shops 

Conclusion D ahead of schedule D behind schedule 

An informative report is a formal piece of writing, usually to one's superiors, colleagues or 
members of a committee. It presents information concerning the progress which has 
been made on a project, a meeting that has taken place or decisions which have been 
made concerning future action. An informative report should consist of: 

a) an introduction in which you state the purpose and content of your report; 

b) a main body in which you present various aspects of the subject under suitable sub
headings; and 

c) a final paragraph in which you summarise all points mentioned before. 

Useful Language 
• To begin reports: 

The purpose/aim/intention of this report is to outline/present/discuss the meeting held 
on .. ./the progress of .. ./the decision of the committee ... 

As requested, this is a report concerning/regarding the matter/subject of ... 

This report contains the (relevant) information/details of/concerning ... which you 
requested/asked for ... 

This report outlines recent investments in .. ./changes made to club rules and 
procedures/the company's achievements in ... /concerning ... 

The information below summarises the events which took place ... 

• To end reports: 

To conclude/To sum up/In conclusion, the current state of affairs is that ... 

On the whole, it would be fair to conclude that ... 

I am pleased, etc to announce/inform members (that) arrangements are progressing 
smoothly/according to schedule/faster than antiCipated ... /ahead of schedule ... 

Unfortunately, progress has not been as fast as expected/a number of difficulties have 
been encountered/the issue has not been resolved ... 

To: 
From: 
Subject: 
Date: 

IntrodUction 
Paragraph 1 

state the purpose and con
tent of your report 

Moln Body 
Paragraphs 2-3-4 (5)* 
present each aspect of the 
subject under suitable 
subheadings 

Conclusion 
Final Paragraph 

general assessment/sum
mary of points 

* The exact number and divi
sion of paragraphs will 
depend on the specific 
instructions for each report 
task 
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Unit 8b Inform alive Reports 
~--------------------------------------

2 Read the task instructions and the model below, and identify the topic 
of each paragraph then fill in the following sub-headings in the appro
priate spaces. 

Performing Artists/Groups 
Catering and Ticket Sales 
Purpose 

Conclusion 
Venue, Facilities and Equipment 
Projected Costs 

You ~re organising a ~usic concert, on behalf of a local charity which 
IS gOing t? take place In. three weeks. Write a progress report for the 
next meeting of the chanty committee, explaining what arrangements 
have been made and what remains to be done. 

To: 
From: 
Subject: 
Date: 

The Chairperson, Crowtree Care Group 
Charlotte Morris, Events Organiser 
Summer Concert 
July 29th 1997 

1. ______________________ __ 

The purpose of this report is to outline the progress of arrangements 
for the concert to be held on Sunday 17th August to raise funds for the 
Terminal Illness Research Fund. 
2. ________________________ __ 

Auditions were held on 15th July to select local performers. In addi
tion, two professional groups have agreed to appear in the concert 
free of charge. Unfortunately, another band we had hoped would 
appear is unavailable. However, our Director of Music, Ms Foxe, is 
confident that the standard will be more than satisfactory, and states 
that rehearsals are progressing smoothly. 
3. ______________________ ___ 

The concert will be held in the main area of Crowtree Park, which is 
easily accessible both by private and public transport and has good 
public toilet facilities. Seating will be hired from a local company, and 
a covered stage, to be erected in the centre of the park, has already 
been constructed by volunteers under the supervision of Mr Wilson. 

4. ________________________ __ 

Refreshments will be provided by local restaurants, who will make 
their own arrangements regarding stalls and vendors. Mr Wilson's 
group of volunteers have agreed to sell tickets at the Town Hall, as 
well as undertaking crowd control and ticket inspection during the 

concert itself. 
5. ________________________ __ 

Permission has been granted by the council authorities for us to use 
the park free of charge, and Harrison Rentals have agreed to a reduced 
price of £100 for the hire of chairs. Excluding the cost of printing tick
ets and posters, the cost of the concert will be approximately £550. 

6. ________________________ __ 

I am delighted to inform the committee that arrangements have pro
ceeded faster than anticipated, and the concert promises to be of a 
higher standard than last year's. However, it must be pointed out that 
no arrangements have yet been made concerning publicity and print

is now a matter of some 

3 Look at the following writing task 
instructions and then answer the 
questions below. 

As secretary of the schoo//col/ege 
photography club, write a report for 
the club's annual meeting. You 
should report on such matters as 
membership, special projects and 
activities during the past year, and 
what has already been proposed for 
next year. 

• What information would you give 
before stating the purpose of the report? 

• What is the purpose of the report? 

• What information would you include 
in the report? 

• In what order would you present this 
information, and under which sub
headings? 

• What useful expressions could you 
use in the introductory and final 
paragraphs? 

4 Now write a complete paragraph 
plan, with notes, for the task above. 
Then write the report in about 300 
words. 
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c. Survey Reports 
1 Jm You will hear a market research consultant speaking I ......... I 

to the Tourist Board about the results of a survey. Look at 
the pie chart, then listen to the cassette, and fill in the miss-
ing information. 
What was the survey about? 
What recommendation does the consultant make? 

A survey report is a formal piece of writing presenting and analysing 
the results/findings of research concerning reactions to a product, 
plan, etc, including general assessment, conclusions and/or recommen-
dation(s). 
A survey report consists of: 
a) an introduction in which you state the purpose and content of your report; 

Other 

b) a main body in which all information collected on the topic is presented in detail 
under suitable subheadings; and 

c) a final paragraph in which you summarise the pOints mentioned before, adding 
your recommendation or suggestion(s). 

Points to consider 
• The information presented may have been gathered in a survey/opinion poll or 

compiled from official statistical data, and may reflect the opinions/preferences, etc of 
the general public, a particular group of people, a random sample of the population, 
etc. The information may be presented in the form of facts (numbers, percentages and 
proportions), or generalisations (This indicates/ suggests/ implies that ... ). e.g. Fifty
five per cent of young people go to the cinema at least twice a month. (fact) This 
indicates that the cinema is still quite a popular form of entertainment among young 
people. (generalisation) 

• Use expressions such as: one in ten, two out of five, twenty per cent of the people 
questioned, a large proportion, etc. as well as verbs such as: agree, claim, state 

• Present tenses are normally used to present generalisations. 

Useful Language 
• To begin reports: 

The purpose/aim/intention of this report is to examine/assess/evaluate the results of 
a survey in which ... people/residents/viewers were asked about/whether/what ... 

This report outlines the results of a survey conducted/carried out to determine/ 
discover the reaction/popularity/attitudes/opinion of ... 

As requested, this survey report contains information compiled from ... 
The data included in this report was gathered/obtained by means of a 

questionnaire/a telephone survey/door-to-door interviews ... 
The information below summarises statistics compiled by ... 

• To end reports: 
To conclude/To sum up/In conclusion, the survey clearly shows ... , On the basis of 
these findings, it would seem that ... , The results of this survey suggest/indicate/ 
demonstrate/reveal that ... , etc. 

Caravan/ 
Camping 

To: 
From: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Inlroducflon 
Paragraph 1 

I ........ . 

state the purpose and con
tent of your report 

Moin BOdy 
Paragraphs 2-3-4* 

summarise each-aspect of 
the survey under separate 
subheadings 

Conclusion 
Final Paragraph 

general conclusion/ 
recommendation(s)/ 
suggestions 

* The exact number and division 
of paragraphs will depend on 
the specific instructions for 
each report task. 
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5 Look at the results of an opinion poll below, and the paragraph entitled 
"Services" from the survey report. Circle the statistics below which 
have been included in the extract, say whether each phrase underlined 
in the report expresses a fact or a generalisation, then replace the 
underlined phrases with synonymous phrases from the "Useful 
Language" box on p. 130. 

['e' Lambshorne TownCouociJ 
,I, 0 PIN ION SUR V E Y R l T 5 

1,000 ratep4yers completed a questionnaire to,indjcate~~.~Pit11on of the performance of 
tambshorl'!e Town Council according to the ~ode~s~WbbeJQw, A wide variety qfcom-
ments were recorded; only the most common temark$(by%r~ ,shown. . 

1 

2 

3 

i 

GOOD FAIR POOR 

SERVICES 

Refuse Collection 12% 29% 59% 

Recycling Facilities 16% 28% 56% 

Maintenance of Public Buildings 49% 36% 15% 

Rem_arks: Too much fitter in streets (49%) 
Beautiful restoration of old Corn Exchange building (51%) 

AMENITIES 

Public Parks 43% 46% 11% 

Sports/Recreational Facilities 73% 11% 16% 

Toilets, Bus Shelters, Street Lighting 37% 25% 38% 

llemi1rks: Maplegrove Housing estate needs more street lights (32%) 
New sports centre excellent (68%) 

COUNCIL EFFICIENCY 

Staff Efficiency 12% 23% 

Cost efficiency of services 28% 51% 

Helpfulness, Response to complaints 26% 40% 

Remar~: Council has too many employees for work done (64%) 
Lower rates preferable to more services (36%) 

65% 

21% 

34% 

(

SERVICES 

~ll1be whol~, the ratepayers of La b h ' 
, tion with the services pro 'd d b m hS orne e~pressed dissatisfac-

I centag.e_felt that neither ret e ,r t . e CounCIl. A significant per
, adequate, as illustrated ~se t~O e~tlon nor recycling facilities are 

Questioned felt that these ar~ nooe oact hthat hover half of those 
rf f ~_r. n t e ot er hand a I 

QQ!~on 0 the .gublic was of th " , -~o-
lic buildings ;~ s~tisfactory h ~ ~~lnl~n that maintenance of pub
nine per cent of those u 't':'" I~ IS S own by the fact that forty
further emphasised by ih:sf~~;;h ;~~essed their approval. This is 
veyed commented favourabl o~ I h y-one per ~ent of those Sur
Exchange building. y t e restoration of the Corn 

Unit He Survey Reports 

6 Complete the spaces in the paragraph 
below entitled "Amenities"., Then, 
using information from the survey 
results and expressions from the 
"Useful Language" box, write a further 
paragraph with the sub-heading 
"Council Efficiency". Finally, write a 
suitable introductory paragraph and a 
conclusion for the report. 

AMENITIES 
It is generally felt that public facilities 
are of a high standard, as shown by a) 

........................... . Furthermore, sixty-
eight per cent b) ................................... . 

............................................... The fact 
that only eleven per cent of responden- ' 
ts gave a negative response concerning ! 
public parks indicates that ratepayers • 

i are mainly c) ....................................... . 

Opinion was mixed regarding other 
amenities, with an almost equal num
ber of "Good" and "Poor" assessments. 
In particular, thirty-two per cent of 
those surveyed mentioned d) ............. . 

7 Using the diagram in Ex. 3 and the 
information given in Exs. 3 and 4, 
first write a paragraph plan, then 
your report for the developer of the 
retirement complex in about 300 
words. Include your recommendation. 
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d. Proposol Reports 
1 m1 You will hear two students discussing a proposal they are 

writing to their university Students' Union. Read the 
questions, then listen to the cassette and answer the questions 
below. 

a) What is the purpose of the proposal? 

b) What are the sub-headings of the report? 

c) Which location do they suggest? 

d) Who do they recommend should be employed as staff? 

e) What do they suggest about prices? 

f) What further suggestion(s) do they make concerning sales? 

g) Why do they feel the Students' Union should give their pro
posal serious consideration? 

A proposal report is a formal, informative piece of writing which outlines plans and/or 
suggestions for a future course of action, and is submitted for approval by a bank 
manager, superiors at work, a business customer, relevant authorities, etc. 

• A good proposal report should consist of: 

a) an introduction in which you state the purpose and content of your report; 
b) a main body in which each aspect should be presented under separate 
subheadings; and 
c) a conclusion in which you summarise all points mentioned above and, if 

necessary, express your own opinion. 

Useful Language 
• To begin a proposal report: 

The purpose/aim/intention of this report is to outline/present/discuss the future 
plans/the intended course of action ... 

This report is submitted in support of our request for approval of .. .I for permission to 
.. ./for a loan to allow us to ... 

This report contains the (relevant) information/details of/concerning ... 
which you requested/asked for 

This report contains details of/outlines our planS/intentions concerning ... 

• To end a proposal report: 

To conclude/To sum up/In conclusion, our intention is to ... 

The advantage(s) of the approach proposed would be that ... 

I feel certain/believe that the course of action proposed above 
will achieve .. ./meet with success/answer the needs of the company. 

I hope/trust that the plan/scheme outlined/presented in this report meets with your 
approval/will receive your serious consideration. 

To: 
From: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Infroductlon 
Paragraph 1 
state the purpose and 
content of your proposal 
report 

Moln Bodl 
Paragraphs 2-3-4 (5)* 

present each aspect 
under separate subhead
iOgs 

Conclusion 
Final Paragraph 

general assessment/con
clusion/opinion 

* The exact number and divi
sion of paragraphs will 
depend on the specific 
instructions for each report 
task. 



Unil 8d Proposol Reports 

2 Read the model below and fill the spaces in each paragraph with the 
appropriate verb from the boxes on the right, making sure that you use 
the correct tense/form. Then, read the model again and identify the 
specific proposals which the writer makes. 

You represent the 'Players' drama company and have 
submitted a request to the council asking to rent an 
old disused theatre. Write a proposal report in support 
of your request, outlining what you intend to do. 
You could include the following points: 

• lack of and need for a theatre in the town 
• plans to renovate the interior and/or exterior of the 

building 
• the theatre's proposed programme for the season 
• projected profits and suggested terms of payment 

To: 
From: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Purpose 

Mr Edwin Hobbes, Chairman, Lansborough Town Council 
Sarah Hinds, Director, Players Drama Company 
Request to rent the Foley Theatre 
6th March, 1997 

As 1) ................... , I 2) ...................... a formal proposal 3) ...................... the possible use of the 
Foley Theatre building by the Players Drama Company. This proposal 4) .................. the company's 
plans and intentions, and our reasons for wanting 5) ................ the building. 

Need for theatre 
Since ?the Foley Theatre 6) .................. ........ five years ago, Lansborough 7) ............................. a 
suitable venue for drama productions. We 8) ........................... to make the theatre available to theatri-
cal groups in the area, of which there are a great number and variety, in addition to staging performances 
9) ......................... by our company. 

Renovation of the Building 
If our request is 10) .................... , we do not 11) .................... to alter the exterior in any way other 
than to repair and paint it. The interior, on the other hand, would 12) .................... from extensive 
renovation. We also plan to install additional seating and create a further exit in order to 13) 
.................... with recently 14) ....................... safety reg ulations. 

Proposed Programme 
Should the Players re-open the Foley Theatre, the programme would 15) ........................... productions 
by a range of companies. As well as the Players' usual choice of light classics or comedy, performances 
of many different types would be 16) ........................ by those groups which 17) .............................. . 
keen interest in our venture. 

Profits and Payment 
We 18) ................... the theatre to make a profit within the first year. Since the Arts Council 19) 
................... to give our group a sizeable grant, subject to our 20) ........................ suitable premises, 
suffiCient funds are available 21) ........................ running costs and pay a monthly rent. 

Conclusion 
In conclusion, we 22) .................... that our proposed plans for 23) ................. the Foley Theatre would 
bring a number of benefits to Lansborough. Not only would the building be restored and 24) 
................... , but the regularity and variety of performances would 25) ................ the theatre-going pub-
lic and make a valuable contribution to the cultural life of the town. 

concern - outline - rent -

request - submit 

close - intend -
lack - produce 

benefit - comply'- grant -

introduce - propose 

express - include - stage 

agree - cover - expect -

find 

believe - delight _ 
improve - rent 
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Unit 8d Proposol Reports 

3 Read the task instructions below, then expand the notes given under 
each sub-heading into a full paragraph. 

You have decided to expand your company and need a loan from your bank. 
Write a proposal in support of your request for the loan. Outline details of why 
you need the loan and what you intend to do with it. 

TO: The Manager 
FROM: Mrs D McLachlan 
SUBJECT: Loan for the expansion of "Veggies and Stuff" 
DATE: June 1 Oth, 1997 

PURPOSE 
• in support of request for loan to allow for expansion of 

"Veggies and Stuff" vegetarian catering company 

REASONS FOR EXPANSION 
• currently home-based business catering for small private 

functions 
• have had to turn down recent requests to cater for larger 

functions (inadequate working space/equipment, insufficient 
staff) 

• no other exclusively vegetarian catering companies in the 
area, therefore gap in market 

NEW PREMISES 
• current premises not adequate for catering for large functions 
• £50,000 will be spent on down payment for purchase of old 

bakery and new kitchen equipment 

VEHICLES 
• company presently has only one car, resulting in several 

journeys having to be made to deal with one function 
• £40,000 will cover cost of two refridgerated vans for trans

portation of food 

STAFF 
• need to increase kitchen staff from 2 to 5 and delivery staff 

from 1 to 2 
• £15,000 will cover wages of new staff until company starts 

making a profit 

CONCLUSION 
• hope plans outlined are clear and meet with approval 
• accountant agrees that company should have made a profit 

(even) by January '98 and be able to start repaying loan by 
July '98 at latest 

4 Look at the following writing tasks 
and identify the type of report each 
asks for. Suggest a subject title and 
sub-headings for each, then list the 
points you will mention in each sec
tion. Finally choose ONE of the wri
ting tasks below and write your 
report in about 300 words. 

a) You are the secretary of a Resident's 
Association which is campaigning to 
ban motor vehicles from your area. 
Write a report to the local authori
ties outlining the present situation 
and suggesting the benefits of a 
pedestrianised area. 

b) You have recently bought an old 
property in the centre of your town 
or city. Write a report in support of 
your request for permission to 
change the use of the building, out
lining your plans for the property 
and indicating how your project may 
be of benefit to the community. 

c) As the secretary of a charity organi
sation you have been asked to write 
a report on facilities for the disabled 
in your town. Write your report for 
the local authorities, outlining the 
present situation and any proposals 
you have for improvements. You 
may like to include some of the fol
lowing: RAMPS, CONVERTED BUSES, 
ADAPTED PUBLIC TOILETS, TELE
PHONE KIOSKS, etc. 

d) On behalf of your college you have 
conducted a survey on the study 
habits of students. Write a report for 
the college authorities, mentioning 
such factors as where students 
study, what times they choose to 
study, whether they study alone, 
their use of computers, and any 
other factors you consider relevant 



A Write a story beginning with the words: "Nothing is 
ever as Simple as it seems at first glance. " 

1 Does the topic require flashback narration? Why/ 
Why not? 

2 Which technique( s) could you use to end your 
story? 

3 Which techniques would you include in order to 
make your story more interesting? 

4 What tenses would you use throughout your story? 
5 What words would you use to link the events men

tioned in the story? 
6 Can you suggest a possible plot for your story? 

B "Modern Science - Salvation or Disaster?" Discuss. 

1 What kind of composition is this? 
2 What first and last paragraph techniques would you 

use? 
3 Would you state your opinion in the first para

graph? Why/Why not? 
4 Which linking words can be used in this type of 

composition? 
5 What arguments/points could you include in this 

essay? 
6 What paragraph plan would you follow? 

C You have decided to open a small restaurant and need 
a loan from your bank. Write a proposal in support of 
your request for the loan. Outline what you intend to do 
and provide some details of what you need the loan for. 

1 What type of report is this? 
2 Have you already requested a loan? If yes, in what 

way? 
3 Who is the report addressed to? 
4 Is it formal or informal in style? 
5 What information would you include in the report? 
6 Under what sub-headings would you include this 

information? 

D You are the head of a committee which is organising 
an event in aid of homeless people. Write a letter to 
prospective participants, telling them about the event 
and explaining what will be expected of them if they 
participate. 

1 What type of letter is required? 
2 What are the key words? 
3 What might the event be? 
4 What might be expected of the participants? 
5 How should you begin/end? 
6 What useful language would you use to express pur-

pose and effect? 
7 Which paragraph plan would you follow? 

E Describe an occasion which turned out to be much 
more enjoyable than you had expected and give 
reasons why you enjoyed it. 

1 What are the key words? 
2 What could be described as the "occasion"? 
3 What aspects of description would you mention? 

Give examples. 
4 What tenses would you use? Why? 
5 Give two reasons to explain why you enjoyed the 

occasIOn. 
6 Which paragraph plan would you follow? 

F You have just completed a two-week practical train
ing course paid for by your employers. Write the 
report required by the manager describing the course 
content and saying whether you would recommend it 
for other members of staff. 

1 What type of report is this? 
2 What type of course might this be? 
3 What information would you include at the begin-

ning of the report? 
4 What information could be included in the report? 
5 What would the sub-headings be? 
6 What reasons could you include for (not) recom

mending the course? 

13! 
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UNIT 9 Articles, News Reports & Reviews 
1 gg You will hear the introductory paragraphs from four different types 

of articles. Listen to the cassette and match the extracts to the types of 
articles (a - d). Listen again and tick the correct box to indicate the con
tent of each article. 

a magazine article: D description Dopinion Dadvice 

b brochure: D holiday D kennels Dcomputer 

c news report: D accident D announcement Dmeeting 

d review: Dplay Dbook Dfilm 

An article, in general, is a piece of writing for publication in a maga
zine, newspaper, brochure, leaflet, etc. It may be formal or informal in 
style, depending on its intended readership. Its purpose may be to \i\\ 
provide information, describe a place/event/experience, etc, present an 
opinion or balanced argument, offer advice/suggestions, etc. 

There are certain specialised types of articles, however. These include: 
i) news reports, which are brief, factual pieces of writing written for 

publication in newspapers, describing important current events in a 
formal, impersonal style; and 

ii) reviews, which are specialised articles written to describe, discuss 
and/or evaluate a film, book, theatrical performance, TV series, etc. 
Such pieces are usually published in a magazine or newspaper. 

A successful article should consist of: 
a) an eye-catching title or headline which suggests the topic of the article 

that follows; 
b) an introduction which clearly outlines the topic(s) to be covered; 
c) a main body of several paragraphs in which the subject is developed in detail; 

and 
d) a conclusion which summarises the topic and/or offers an opinion,comments, 

recommendations, etc. 

Points to consider 
• Before you start writing, it is important to decide: 

- where the article is intended to appear (e.g. magazine, leaflet, etc) 
- who the intended readers are (e.g. the general public, fellow students, etc) 
- what the purpose of writing is (e.g. describe, inform, advise, etc) 
These three factors will determine the style, language and arrangement of your 
article. 

• The style of the article may be formal or semi-formal, depending on the intended 
readership; however, in all articles/news reports/reviews you should avoid extremely 
vivid description, over-emotional or over-personal writing, and simplistic vocabulary. 

• Use suitable descriptive, narrative or argumentative techniques (as presented in units 1 -
6) and expressions which are consistent with the purpose of the article. Appropriate use 
of linking words/expressions and a wide range of vocabulary will make your writing more 
interesting. 

• Select and organise the ideas and information you will present in each paragraph 
carefully, and begin each paragraph with a clear topic sentence. 

~ 
·0·"' 

Title/Headline 

Introduction 
Paragraph 1 

--~ 

~;:c:: 

state the topic of the arti
cle/news report/review 

Moln BOdy 
Paragraphs 2-3-4-5* 

development of the topic 
- each new aspect 
should be presented in a 
separate paragraph with a 
clear topic sentence 

Conclusion 
Final Paragraph 

summary of the topic 
and/or opinion/comments/ 
recom mendation (s) 

* The exact number of 
paragraphs will depend on 
the specific requirements of 
each writing task. 



2 Look at the beginnings and endings from various types of articles. Match 
the beginnings with the endings, and then say which of the topics that 
follow (i - v) matches each pair. 

The popular seaside resort of Sandy Bay was completely devastated 
yesterday by a freak tidal wave, the cause of which has not yet been 
determined. There have been several fatalities, and some residents suf
fering from minor injuries have been admitted to a nearby hospital. 

2 There are several problems which you will have to face when teaching 
classes of young children. Fortunately, there are many ways to deal with 
such problems, which in the long run should improve both the effective
ness of your lessons and your own rapport with your students. 

3 Organising a children's party can often be stressful for parents. If you feel 
this way, then why not allow us to do it for you? Our company will arrange 
everything from the decorations to the cake. . 

4 Living in a city can be very advantageous. However, more and more peo
ple are starting to agree that there are a multitude of benefits in moving to 
the countryside. 

5 Greenside Drama Group is performing Samuel Beckett's Waiting for 
Godot next week at the Greenside Theatre. The play, set in an unspecified 
period and place, is a philosophical tale about the meaning of life. Chris 
Greene and Felix Harman star as the main characters, two tramps called 
Vladimir and Estragon. 

. .' . terms of facilities and shops, country 
A Despite the fact that city life IS better I~d eace of mind. So, city dwellers, the 

life is certainly better for your he~th a t ~attle the urban elements, perhaps 
next time you step out of you~d ~~~s~ a bit of peace and quiet. 
ou too will agree that we cou a 

y . Id ossibly wish for in a party, at a very 
B Our service offers everythln~ you co~. ~etting us organise your child's next 

reasonable price. If you are mtereste In 
party simply contact us for more details. .' 
'. duced although it is a little confUSing 

C All in all, this play IS ex~remel~:~~~~d that you see it, as it is a fascinating 
at times. I would certamly re d t I ave the theatre asking yourself, 
piece of work. However, be prepare 0 e 

"Why am I here?" . . 
.' . ve ou should have little difficulty 

o If you follow the gUidelln~s glv~n ~~ound~ubtedIY have to face. What i.s 
solving the problems. whlch'y~ t rested in your lessons, because they Will 
more, your students Will remain In e 
enjoy themselves as they learn. 

.' earch through the rubble in the hope of 
E Rescue workers are continuing to s d that experts have not ruled 

finding survivors. Residents have been warne 
out the chance of a repeat occurrence. 

Unit 9 Articles, N rls & Reviews 

Write an information sheet advising .......... 
primary school teachers on how ~ 
they should deal with problems 
which arise in the classroom. 
Suggest ways in which they can 
make their lessons more interesting. 

ii Write a magazine article describing 
the benefits of moving from a city 
to a village in the countryside. 
Discuss the effects this could have 
on your life in general. 

iii You work for a company which 
organises children'S parties. Write 
a leaflet giving details of the service 
you provide and explain what ben
efits parents will gain by using your 
company. 

iv A local drama group is soon to 
stage a play and, as the arts and 
entertainments editor for a local 
weekly newspaper, you were 
invited to see a preview. Write a 
short review, giving some details of 
the plot and saying whether you 
would recommend the play to oth
ers, and why. 

v Expand the following news telex 
into a newspaper report: 

SEASIDE TOWN DEVASTATED BY 
TIDAL WAVE. RESCUE TEAMS WORK
ING ROUND THE CLOCK. STILL POS
SIBLE CHANCE OF REPEAT OCCUR
RENCE. 
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Guidelines for Writing Titles/Headlines 

A headline/title is a short, clear summary of the information which is presented 
in a news report/article. 
When writing titles you should give a clear idea of what the article is about; so, 
the main topic of your article should be mentioned in the title. You should also 
try to arouse the readers' interest. There are a variety of ways to do this. For 
example, if you are writing a description of a holiday destination, you could use 
adjectives to make the place sound attractive even before the reader starts 
reading the article (e.g. -The Untamed Wilderness of the Scottish Highlands"). If 
the article involves the presentation of an opinion, balanced argument or 
solutions to a problem, etc, you can address the reader directly (e.g. -What You 
Can Do to Save the Planern), or present a question (e.g. -Is capital Punishment 
the Answerr) in the title. Alternatively, and especially in more formal articles, 
you could just present the topiC in a short statement (e.g. -The Role of the 
Monarchy in Britain Today"). Try to keep the title/headline short and remember 
that the style of the title/headline (e.g. formal/semi-formal) should reflect that of 
the article. If you are writing a review for a book, film, etc the title of your piece 
should be the same as that of the book, film, etc (e.g. -The People Vs. Larry 
Flynt"). 
Certain rules can be followed when writing headlines: 
a) use the Present Simple tense to describe events which have occurred very 

recently. Typhoon kills ten, for example, means ten people have died, prob
ably in the last twenty-four hours, in a typhoon; 

b) omit the verb "be" when using the passive voice to describe a past event. 
Write: Forests destroyed or Cyclist injured not: Forests were destroyed or 
cyclist was injured; 

c) write "to be + past participle" when using the passive voice to describe a 
future event, as in: Summit meeting to be held (= A summit meeting is going 
to be held). When using the active voice to describe a future event, write the 
to-infinitive form only, as in: Council to close nightclubs (= The council is 
going to close nightclubs); 

d) omit articles (a, an, the) as in: Man questioned in murder case (= A man was 
questioned in a murder case); 

e) put nouns one after the other as in: Murder investigation team baffled, which 
means that a team of people working on an investigation related to a murder 
are baffled; 

f) avoid using prepositions (to, from, etc.) where possible. Write: New York 
plane crashes rather than A plane which was flying to New York has crashed; 
and 

g) use abbreviations like UK, FBI, DNA, etc. Write: US satellite launched not: A 
United States satellite was launched. 

3 Change the following sentences into headlines, applying the theory above. 

1 The wreck of a 14th century pirate ship has been discovered off Ross Sound. 

2 Baroness Amelia Phipps will marry Lord Clement. 

3 Large-scale fraud has been exposed at Verne's Bank. 

4 Teachers from Belfast have been angered by education cuts. 

5 The council is going to impose night
time noise restrictions. 

6 The January sales are starting now. 

7 Big Ben has been voted the city's 
favourite landmark. 

8 The British Broadcasting Corporation 
are firmly against television advertising. 

9 The roadworks are confusing many 
drivers in the city. 

10 The National Union of Mineworkers 
will start a two-week strike. 

4 Read the following titles/headlines for 
articles, reviews or news reports and 
say what you think the type and topic 
of each piece of writing would be. 

1 UNICEf 10 lounch worldwide 
compoign ogoinsl child lob our 

•• r 
411 • *# .= "4\ '" 

2 MEN IN BLACK 
'i 

% mr $ '" .;g;$2 

3 Queen ,Elizabeth to q,pen New 

HOs~lta~ :i~ 11I.~~14 17MI/' 
4 Towards a Healthier Lifestyle 

5 Genetic Engineering - A Curse or 
a Blessing? 

'"", •.. ,"'-'''''"'-" -~"' 
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7 Bank Robbery Hero Rewarded 

8 Fans Riot as United Takes Cup 
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Nowadays, roo oIIe!1 ~ older pe0-
ple say. "'Theu klde lOday - they'w 
001 ~ " or COOfIiIi. !her art 
iI!III"'.., to mat .. goods such • 
~, .... or ... IIQUIPmIfFI and &0 

on. Is. lrUIlIIIi .00.,-'. JCU"'\I pe0-
ple ... IPDiII by t.wJg 100 nu:h 
grM'I tID ,*,,1 

2 ~ it I pIlOt bIINed wiIh gIor>
OIlS _. WMn It.WlII'IIM aI yNr 

round and ~ bIaches, In fact, 
!he only II'IIIg tI\Id m~ dcstl.IItl yew 
peac:I on !hot IcwtIy iIIInd pwUst. 

is an """""-at\InIHI ~ 
3 When ptOpIt tbCwI pol ... lO'l • ...., 

do no! ''''''-'; FnCUllIIOISI "I!.
bI 01 pi\?bIeF,,,-" lie\, noose is one 
01 rr.. lIIO$I pr ........ and rTIO$I (!am. 
agong lormt 01 pC6JUon !hill ttty. 
dw, lIrs "..... 10 (IIMIj ...,It\ 1Oda)' , The 
qoosbOn it. wt.-t ean be doni! .tJool 
\tlis groMIQ prOCltm? 

Ij FOIlhaIor:IIyJO.l"'_~and 

wi w3I1 10) ~ togaon .-.:I agIIn. 

~ iI '" piJ(:e 10) 00 There is no 
pIa(:e thai malCtlM tnto b800ty 01 ns ...-

b) 0rI the wtloII. ~ does ~ ~ 
lOdiy I youog ptOpIt fl(pect I 

greal dNllIId tIIF.. whiIt !hey ~ 
lor granIeC ~ !hey would 
lAm to ~e wt.-t !her "..... 
more ~ they had ICI p.a I bot mole 
eHorr .. 10 fICqU!III'\j tnto flOOd5 .. the 
~fSt pile. 

~) K u- ... gO'" " .... /oIowed, 
!he pi\?bIeFFF at ....... poIubon """*I 
CIIftar1IoJ tIt~" not!lOMod.. 
IS smpIr I rT\IFIIer 01 eo., ,... wort· 
ng 1OgtIt .. In ordIo- III "*'" _ 
CFIJeI h"'hIF plsctlil whdIlOht. 
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Unit 90 Articles 

Useful Language: Making Suggestions 
When you write an article to be published in a leaflet or brochure you should 
give It an eye-catching title which will attract the reader's attention. State the 
topic of the article in the first paragraph, then develop the topic in separate 

Paragraph t 

Title 

paragraphs. Each paragraph can be preceded by an appropriate subheading. 
End your article by summarising the topic. 

6 Read the following instructions and the model, and put the following 
subheadings in the appropriate spaces: Avoid Starting Again - A 
Question of Will-Power - Alternative Approaches - If You Need Help. 
Then, fill in the paragraph plan. Finally, replace the underlined 
phrases with appropriate expressions from the list below. 

Paragraphs 2-3-4-5 

An alternative method is to Firstly, it is wise to 
Should these methods fail, you may 
Making sure you are occupied will 
It may prove helpfuL to 

it may also be necessary to 
One way to stop smoking is to 
it is important to take steps to 

Final Paragraph 

Write a leaflet to be displayed in doctors' waiting rooms, giving prac
tical advice to patients who want to give up smoking, including 
suggestions on how they can avoid starting again. 

""'_h~_~" r 
Do you want to give 

up smoking? 
There are many smokers 
who are aware of the health 
hazards of their habit and 
want to stop, or have 
already tried, without suc
cess. Here is some practical 
advice which may help you 
to kick the habit. 

a ......................................................................... .. 
You can rely on your own will-power. Simply smoke 
your last cigarette and do not allow yourself to pick 
up another. However,. very few of us are strong
willed enough to do this successfully. Qr you can 
gradually cut down on the amount you smoke each 
day until you stop entirely. 

b 

Additionally, some companies manufacture prod
ucts such as chewing gum and adhesive body 
patches which administer small doses of nicotine 
to help combat withdrawal symptoms. You CaD use 

these products if your will-power requires some 
assistance. 

c .......................................................................... . 
OtherwiseL YQl.J can benefit from other available 
treatments like hypnotherapy or acupuncture. 
Many people claim that after only a few sessions of 
alternative therapies such as these, they have been 
permanently cured of their addiction. The only 
drawback, however, is that their effectiveness 
seems to depend on your desire to give up smok
ing. The stronger your will-power is, the more suc
cessful the treatment will be. 

d 

When you have stopped smoking, YQlI shQl.JJg try 
not to begin again. You stlQuld avoid stressful sit
uations, since stress often drives people to smoke 
again. Also, when boredom strikes it is often temp
ting to pick up a cigarette, if only for something to 
do. YCLU can prevent the boredom which may lead 
to your taking up smoking again. 

To conclude, there are several ways to give up 
smoking, some of which are less conventional than 
others. Once you have given up, you_may also 
IlCl\fe:UO take certain measures to ensure that you 
remain a non-smoker for good. 



7 Read the following instructions 
and the model below, then put the 
paragraphs in the correct order 
according to the paragraph plan 
on the right. 

You have been asked to write a 
short article for a brochure on two 
major tourist attractions in your 
country. Describe the two places 
you consider most interesting and 
explain why tourists should visit 
them. 

Paragraph 1 

state topic of article 

Paragraphs 2-3 
description of two places 

Paragraph 4 
explanation of why 
tourists should visit 

Final Paragraph 
summary of the topic 

o Also worth visiting is Tower Bridge. Constructed in Victorian 
times, it is recognised worldwide as a symbol of London and 
now has its own museum, with an exhibition depicting its fasci
nating history up to the present day. You can also see superb 
views of the city from the high-level walkways on the bridge. 

IT] England is a beautiful country with many sights of interest to 
tourists. These range from magnificent historic buildings to 
oddly-placed rocks in the middle of the countryside, each hold
ing its own particular charm. Two of the most important tourist 
sights, however, are situated in the capital city, London. 

o Among the many other attractions which London has to 
offer, Buckingham Palace and Tower Bridge are two of the most 
outstanding. No visit to London is complete until you have 
explored these two memorable landmarks. 

o Most visitors to London go to see Buckingham Palace and 
Tower Bridge during their stay for the reason that these two par
ticular attractions symbolise London and England in general; 
they are probably the most photographed sites in the British 
Isles. Furthermore, the chance to see the inside of a building still 
inhabited by royalty is too good to miss, giving tourists a 
glimpse of the luxury we would all like to have. 

o Possibly the most significant place to visit is Buckingham 
Palace, the London home of the Queen and other members of 
the Royal Family. One can tour the interior of the palace and also 
observe the Changing of the Guard outside. 

Unil 90 Articles 

.', 

8 Look at the following writing task 
instructions, then answer the questions 
below. 

a) The travel company you work for has 
asked you to write an article for a 
brochure degcribing a new package 
holiday at a popular seaside resort. 
You should provide information on 
accommodation, transport, entertain
ment and so on. 

b) You have been asked to write an arti
cle for an international magazine 
about equal Job opportunitieg for 
men and women in your country. You 
should describe the existing situation 
and say what changeg have taken 
place in recent years. 

c) Write an article for a leaflet for trav
ellers planning to go abroad, advising 
them on problems they may run into: 
Make suggestions and give advice 
about what they can do to deal with 
such problems. 

• What is the purpose of each article? 

• Who are the intended readers for 
each? 

• What style should each article be 
written in? (c.g. formal/informal) 

• What title would you give eaCH article? 

• What information would you include? 

• In what order would you present this 
information, and under which sub
headings (if any)? 

• Should you use descriptive, narrative 
and/ or discursive techniques? If so, 
which? 

9 Choose ONE of the writing tasks 
above, and write a complete para
graph plan with notes. Then, write 
the article in about 300 words. 

14: 
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h. News Reports 
1 rm You will hear part of a TV news broadcast. 

Read the following table, then listen to the cassette 
and fill in the missing information. Listen again, 
then using your notes, describe the event in your 
own words. 

Incident: 
Place: 

gate 1) ........................ .. 
Wellgood Stadium in Barton 

Time: 
People involved: 

Reason: 
Events: 

early 2) .......................... . . 
one person dead, twenty others Injured 

fault in 3) ........................ .. 
• 4) .......................... queuing up 

• heard grinding noise 
• gate 5) .......................... on top of the fans . 

were called In • emergency 6) .......................... . 
• injured taken to St Luke's Hospital 

L Martin was found to be 7) ........................ .. 
• arry d' . 
• others in 8) .......................... but stable con Itlon 

. _ fans not to be blamed ternble 9) ........................ .. 
stadium closed until a thorough structural 
10) .......................... has been carried out 

Comments: 
Action taken: 

A news report is a brief piece of writing for publication in a newspaper, giving factual infor
mation concerning an important current event. It is formal and impersonal in style, pre
senting facts objectively and unemotionally. 

A successful report should consist of: 
a) a headline which is short and eye-catching, giving the reader an idea of the sub

ject of the report; 
b) an introductory paragraph which summarises the event, including information 

about the people involved, the place, the time, etc.; 
c) a main body in which the relevant information is developed in detail, including an 

explanation of the cause(s) and/or result(s) of the event; and 
d) a conclusion which mentions the significance of the event, future action to be 

taken, reactions/comments of a witness/spokesperson, etc. 

Points to Consider 
• Comments made by witnesses, victims, the police, etc may be given in direct or 

reported speech: 
"We won't gWe in, n commented a workers' spokesman. 
The two boys later admitted that what they had done was wrong. 

• Passive voice and appropriate reporting verbs (e.g. confessed, protested, etc) are 
widely used in news reports, together with a range of linking words and time 
expressions. 

Headline 

Paragraph 1 

summary of event -
what/who/where/when/ 
how/why 

Paragraphs 2-3-4 

description/details of 
event 
cause(s) and/or result(s) 

Conclusion 
Final Paragraph 

reference to future devel
opments/comments/reac
tions 



Uail 9b News Reports 

2 Read the news reports below, and identify the topic of 
e~ch p~ragraph. Then, underline aJI exampJes of pas
sIve VOIce, and say which tenses have been used in each 
report. FinaJIy, choose the best headline for each 
report from those given on the right. 

o A bomb exploded yesterday afternoon in the 
check-in hall of Hillsfield International Air

port. Five people were killed and dozens more seri
ously injured in the blast. 

The bomb went off without warning at 3 pm as 
hundreds of holidaymakers were preparing to 
board flights bound for Spain and Italy. 

The explosion was caused by a substantial 
amount of plastic explosive connected to a timing 
device. The bomb was placed in a suitcase and left 
in the central check-in area, which was crowded 
with people at the time. 

BOMB LEFT IN SUITCASE 

MASTERPIECE FOUND IN ATTIC 

POLICE APPEAL TO PUBLIC 

UNrlrLED WORK SURVIVES 

EXPLOSION ROCKS AIRPORT 

1950 FIRE DESTROYS COLLECTION 

e A painting by P 

The emergency services arrived at the airport 
within minutes to deal with the widespread panic 
and devastation. Their first priority was to trans
fer the injured to hospital and put out the fires. 
Doctors were also called to the airport to treat the 
people who were in a state of shock. 

thought to hav b ablo Picasso, which 
years e een destr d Was 

. ago, was found b b' oye OVer fort 
The airport will remain closed until further 

notice. No one has yet claimed responsibility for 
the incident and police are appealing to the public 
for any information they might have. 

attIc of an old h . y udding Work . Y 
last Monday OUse In the village of Se~ls In the 

. I verdale 
The bUilders Were m . 

house when they made thakI~g alterations to the 
Was wrap d' e dISCovery Th . 
th . pe In cloth and Ie' . e paInting 
fj e attIc, which was be' a;-Ing against a wall in 
Or restoration work Ing c eared in preparat' 

T .' • IOn 
he paInting Was . 

destroyed in fi . belIeved to ha b 
h a Ire In 1950 ve een 

:t er well-known Works f ,along with several 
or Miles Duval It . 0 art belonging to 11 
Wk' IS not cle h co ec-
o~ survived the bi ar ow this particul 

attIC of the hou aze and came to b' ar 
"I se. e In the 
~ The title of the '. 

revealed to the Publ·PaIbntIng has not yet be 
that it i . IC, ut expert h en 
Th s genuIne and Worth s ave verified 

. e OWner of the h a great deal of mon 
saId, "I had n 'd .ouse, Mrs Brenda F ey. 
fi 1 Olea It w th reeman 
u Surprise" as ere, so it's ' . a wonder_ 
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Unit 9b News Reports 

News reports and narratives differ in a number of ways with relation to style 
and content. 
A news report is written in a formal style and deals only with facts. The writer's 
feelings are not mentioned. A news report starts with a summary of the event 
(who, when, what, where) which is then developed in detail. To end a news 
report, you can mention people's comments or make reference to future 
developments. 
A narrative is written in an informal style and includes elaborate descriptions 
as well as the writer's feelings and emotions. You can begin or end a narrative 
by: 
a) describing the weather, place, people, etc using the senses 
b) using direct speech 
c) asking a rhetorical question 
d) creating mystery or suspense 
e) referring to feelings or moods 

3 Match the beginnings with the endings, then decide which belong to 
news reports and which to narratives, justifying your answers. 

A major snowstorm hit the east coast of the United States yesterday, 
causing road accidents, power cuts and flight cancellations in New York, 
Boston and Hartford. 

2 "Who is it?" the voice said from behind the door. I stood on the porch, 
my heart pounding, my whole body cold and numb. I knew it was going 
to be hard to answer all of their questions after so many years of absence 
and hatred. 

3 Two builders were seriously injured yesterday morning when the scaf
folding on the building site they were working on collapsed. 

A As I glanced at the house in the distance, tears welled up in my eyes. 
How could I ever have known that my wish to be reunited with my par
ents would be met with such grief and hostility? 

B "This was the worst natural disaster in the last thirty years," said Robert 
Albert, meteorologist for Channel 5 News. Schools and businesses are 
expected to remain closed until Thursday. 

C A spokesman for the construction company stated that the two injured 
builders would receive the best medical attention at the company's 
expense. "We will take strict safety measures to ensure unfortunate inci
dents like this will not occur again in the future." 

4 Replace each of the underlined 
words/phrases in the sentences below 
with synonymous ones from the list. 

led to a public outcry, far-reaching 
repercussions, widespread fear, make a 
bid, fruitless, gave his seal of approval, 
wary, put paid to 

1 The Education Minister agreed to the 
new government proposals to reduce 
subsidies to universities. 

2 A Royal Air Force officer is planning 
to try to break the world land-speed 
record. 

3 A fire at Weston nuclear power station 
has caused a lot of worry among local 
residents. 

4 Attempts to promote non-biodegrad
able detergents have made_<LlOlQf peo
ple very angry due to the threat such 
products pose to the environment. 

S Residents were advised to be cautious 
of anyone acting suspiciously. 

6 Accusations of embezzlement ruined 
the senator's hopes of running for pres
ident next year. 

7 The Prime Minister's decision to raise 
taxes will have a serious effect on the 
lives of many Britons. 

8 The policc have appealed to the gov
ernment following their unsuccessful 
attempts to stamp out crime among 
street gangs. 

POLICE 
1-



5 Read the following models and; a) say which is a news 
report and which is a narrative; b) give the paragraph 
plan for each model; c) say which requires a headline; 
and d) decide which model: i) is formal in style; ii) men
tions the writer's feelings and reactions; iii) contains 
passive forms and direct speech; iv) includes rhetorical 
questions; and v) contains short forms. 

o A huge explosion shook the centre of Chunswick yester
day afternoon. The event occurred shortly before five o'clock 
when a petrol tanker caught fire in Breakerton Road. Several p~o
pie were killed in the explosion, which also caused extensive 

damage to nearby buildings. 

Seven people, including three young children, died inst~ntly in 
the explosion and fifteen others were later taken to hospital suf
fering from serious burns. The blast also destroyed the fronts of 
three buildings as well as a number of vehicles parked near the 
stationary tanker. Fortunately, the flames did not. reach the 
underground storage tanks at the nearby service station. 

Fire experts report that the explosion occurred ~fter a burning 
cigarette was dropped into a puddle of petrol which had lea~ed 
from a pipe feeding petrol from the tanker into one.of the service 
station's storage tanks. This verdict has been confirmed by ~ev
eral eyewitnesses, who claim to have been alarmed at. the sl?ht 
of the tanker's driver smoking a cigarette next to hiS vehicle 

while the filling process was in progress. 

A spokesman for BALCO, the petrol company involved, has 
expressed deep regret at the incident. He ad.ded that a!1 of th~ 
explosion's victims would receive compensation for their phySI-

cal and emotional suffering. 

Unit 9b News Reports 

G It was pleasantly sunny when I set off on my 
shopping trip. I thought I would escape the con

stant hassle and commotion of the city centre by taking 
a detour along Breakerton Road. How was I supposed 
to know this was a bad decision? 

Breakerton Road had really changed a lot since the 
last time I was there. It seemed to have become one big 
car park with all kinds of vehicles cluttering up the 
pavements. The air was thick with the stench of exhaust 
fumes. 

Was it stupidity or plain misfortune that made me 
choose that cafe on Breakerton Road for a cup of cof
fee? Once inside, I couldn't relax, because of the noisy 
traffic outside and the powerful smell of petrol from the 
service station next door. As I was sipping my coffee, I 
could see a tanker parked outside. I was alarmed to 
notice petrol seeping from a loose pipe onto the pave
ment. I felt a chill run down my spine and signalled to 
the waiter to bring me the bill. 

As I was leaving the cafe, a couple of men were 
pointing agitatedly at the ground and then up to the 
tanker. The tanker driver seemed to take no notice of 
them as he stood at the back of the tanker smoking a 
cigarette. The next moment the ground was ablaze. 
Huge flames leapt up into the air. Thick black clouds 
blurred my vision. The noise was unimaginably loud, 
the impact immediate and ferocious. I remember the 
sudden flash of light. An instant later I was unconscious. 

I don't know how I feel about it now. It was several 
days before I regained consciousness and learned that I 
was one of the lucky few who survived. I don't know if 
I should think of it as a terrible accident or search for 
someone to blame as so many others are dOing. But I 
do know that things will never be the same. 

14~ 
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Unit 9b News Reports 

6 Read the following notes from a reporter's notebook, and the brief news 
report which was written using these notes. Underline and number the 
notes in the order they appear in the news report, then say why the writ· 
er has not included the other information. Finally, give a suitable head· 
line for the news report. 

Millionaire missing - kidnapped?? 
- Raymond Bradley (53) 15, Victoria St, Keswick 

Policg: 
· abducted 17.45, Friday 17th Sept 
· possible involvement of organised 

crime syndicate - Bradley contributed 
to anti-drug fund 

· suspect car found abandoned on shore 
of Lake Windermere 

· investigations continuing 
wife (Candice. 48): 

· offering reward of £50,000 for info 
· n. never believed it could happen. .t's 

like a nightmare.n 
· nThe criminals are trying to get back 

the money they lost on drug sales.n 

Daughter (Wendy. 15): 
· "He is the kindest man in the world. 

He was only trying to do some good, 
and now this happens.n 

.kr~my walsh (witness, 38): 
· n. saw him being pushed into a dark 

red vauxhall Cavalier by a tall, dark
haired man in a black suit.n 

T here is increasing concern for the safety of millionaire 
Raymond Bradley, who is believed to have been abducted 

from outside his home in Keswick on Friday afternoon. 
He was last seen being pushed into a dark red Vauxhall 

Cavalier by a tall, dark-haired man in a black suit at about 5.45 
pm on Friday. The vehicle was later found abandoned on the 

, shore of Lake Windermere. 
The police susRect that an organised crime syndicate may be 

responsibie for Mr Bradley's abduction, since he had recently 
helped to fund a scheme aimed at ridding the area of illegal 
drugs. His wife, Candice, fears that local dealers might now be 

. seeking 'compensation' for their losses. 
Mrs Bradley is offering a reward of £50,000 for any information 

leading to the safe return of her husband. Meanwhile, the police 
are continuing their investigations. 

7 Now read the notes below concerning 
a different event, decide which infor· 
mation you will include, and write a 
news report of about 150 words, with 
a suitable headline. 

_ Trevor JOhnston (22) . 
12 Chatham way. sturmnster 

_ w~n gold medal for 100m in 
National Championstips yesterday 

_ uriVersity student 
_ broke previoUS record by 0.13 sec. 
_ only athlete from sturninster 

ever to win a medal 
_ engaged to be married next 

summer 
_ celebration orgarised by fNrjor 

for next sunday 



8 Read the following opening paragraphs from news reports, and rewrite 
them by putting the verbs into the passive. 

1 Children discovered a suspicious-looking package in a city-centre shop 
ycsterday. The shop owner called the police, who sent a bomb-disposal 
team which successfully defused the package. 

2 The council closed down a well-known restaurant in Laycock last week 
after they found a mouse in the kitchen. Health officials warned the owncr 
that he could not reopen the restaurant until it met the required standards 
of cleanliness. 

3 A man held passengers on a Manchester bus captive for an hour on 
Monday afternoon. Police later removed the kidnapper, who was unarmed. 
They believe the man was making a protest about public transport services 
in the area. 

4 An amateur has broken the world record for windsurfing across the 
Channel. The mayor of Longbridge congratulated 25-year-old Dean 
Travers upon his return home on Thursday. Dean had completed his 
record-breaking trip in near-perfect conditions two days previously. 

9 Rewrite the following sentences in reported speech, using the reporting 
verbs from the list below. Each verb should only be used once. 

annollllced, commented, denied, objected, refused 

1 The Prime Minister said yesterday, "A new tax will be introduced from 1st 
January." 

... !.'!.~ ... ~r.!'!!.~ .. !!(IJ~J~~~r. .. q'!!!.l!.~'!~.~t!. . .Y~~~~r.q.'!Y.. .. y!.'!.~ ... '! .. !!.~.II!(, ........ . 

... ~q,~ ... I(I!.~':'.!.t!. .. !?~ .. !!!.~r.l!..t!.~.~~t!. .. tr.l!.p. .. .?~~ . .Jq,'!:l!'!:~X ... ......................... . 

2 'That is not a matter 1 am prepared to discuss," the witness said to reporters. 

3 "I don't like the fact that known criminals are released on bail while 
awaiting trial," said the judge. 

4 Mr Bingley said, "I have never seen this woman before in my life, let alone 
tried to assault her." 

5 The spokesman said, "It's worth noting that this is the largest crowd ever 
to have attended a Cup Final." 

Unil 9b News Reports 
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1 0 Look at the following writing task 
instructions, then answer the questions 
below. 

a) The newspaper you work for has 
asked you to write a news report cov
ering a recent tragedy when an aero
plane crash-landed in the desert. 
Write the news report 

b) As a reporter you have been sent to 
interview twin brothers who were 
separated at birth and reunited thirty 
years later. Write a news report in 
about 150 words for the newspaper. 

c) Choose two of the headlines below, 
and write two news reports of about 
150 words each: 
48 VEHICLE PILE-UP ON M25 
BOMB SCARE FALSE ALARM 
ROYAL VISIT TO ORPHANAGE 
MOUNTAIN CUMBERS STIll MISSING 

• What headlines could you use for the 
first two news reports? 

• Which of the following information 
would you include in the introduction 
of each news report: what/where/ 
when/who/why? 

• Which details would you include in 
the main body of each news report, 
and in what order? 

• How would you end each news 
report? 

11 Now choose tasks a) and b) or, task 
c), and write a complete paragraph 
plan with notes. Then write the news 
reports in about 150 words each, 

14 
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c. Reviews 
1 III rou .. m llear pa n of . programnw in "bifh cril H:!; diS(1lss films 

appnri llg 011 n '. ~ alliw lablf beko ... lhen lislen 10 lhe I'lISstllr 
and fill in ,lie mi~sing infonnation. Fiftall). u.\ing tile inronn~tion. 

di'S(ribe l11e film. 

I Name of film 

Set in: 

Rain 1) .,, " 
2) .. 
human 3) Type of f~m: 

StOfY theme: a brother who finds oot he's got an au~ sllc 

brother aller he inherits mor.ey 

Star(s): Hoffman and Cruise 

Acting: .. "" 
Scnpl: 4) , " ... " ... 

Characters: very 5) ........... " ...... .. 
Rec()l11mefldallOO: don'(6) , ........ '" .. 

, 

A .....- is a IIPeaoI type <:t !<t>::Ie """"" !or pubO(:aliOn ., a mIIgame ~. 
etc. 1/IWlII' _ """"*'" .-.:l ~ ot 8"'" booI<. pity, lV'!lIdoo prO
or""", e!C. • ""'Y be _ or __ .. SIYIt. OI>pe">dng 00 lIS n_ read· 
ershIp rod is UIUIIJy _ USO"lQ pr...c __ 

A '"" "oN __ s/>wkI COI\SISt gI 
II an __ wt-.cI1 rn.n\>:InO Iho 1JIIt. f>o type gI book,pI;Iy-.....c. tho 

08!Iin;,I ('MlonIWhoo<e). Iho thomo. f>o ""'" _, Me" 

b ) I milo --, gI two or mor. ;>aragtl!)lll containIIIg f>o moon point_ ot Iho plot 
( ... """" ~ '" ~). aro ""aluolMlg $UCf1l&at", .. as IhIICI>"lg _ 

bng otvIe. 1It'0<l00r\, cII<I<acItR, e\C" IIo/lII 
C) I coneluolon _ incIII<Ies an ",..,811 .............m ot Iho ___ 'or a I1IC-

~ USUIIIy WIth ,.,.~1ut""" 
You moy ..... be 1_10 g;w reallOOl wI'>y oam.oo. __ Iho ljm;play or 
,<!ad 1M booIc. how rt has _ you, Ole. NoI. tM! "'.....-ntMI ond IMgI1> 01 
pong<!II>I>O _ depeMing 00 me topoc, 

Usefuf Language 
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Useful Language 
To explain the plot: 

The plot revolves around ... /involves .. ./focuses on .. ./has an unexpected twist. 

The story begins with .. ./unfolds/reaches a dramatic climax when ... 

• Evaluating various features: 

The play/film/series has a strong/star-studded/mediocre cast. 

The acting is moving/powerful/excellent/weak/disappointing/unconvincing. 

Th 
'I gripping/dramatic/fascinating/suspense-filled/fast-moving. 

e plot IS . . / 11/' . , far-fetched/predlctable/confuslng du unimaginative. 

The script/dialogue is touching/witty/hilarious/boring/mundane. 

It is beautifully/brilliantly/sensitively written/directed. 

2 Read the model below and identify the topic of each paragraph. Then, 
choose the most suitable word from those on the right to complete each 
of the numbered spaces in the model. 

A student from your college has just won first prize in a national competition 
for young writers. Write a review for the college newspaper giving a brief sum
mary of the book and saying why you think other students might enjoy it and 
leam from it. 

Ellie's Success by Langbourne 
College's own second-year student, 
Katie McLean, is a 1) ...................... . 

which has just won a major nation
al writers' competition, and 
deservedly so. It is a 2) .................. . 

story 3) ................... in northern 
England during the early part of this 
century which tells the 
4) .......................... of a young 
woman, Ellie Turner, in her struggle 
to make herself known in the busi
ness world which was so domi
nated by men at that time. Her 
neighbour and childhood friend, 
William Thompson, causes her the 
greatest difficulties of all. 

The story begins with Ellie being left 
a considerable sum of money in her 
grandfather's will. Subsequently, 
she decides to set up a catering 
business as a means of earning a 
living, making use of her abilities as 

a good cook. The 5) ........................ ( 

follows Ellie's ups and downs as ( 
she tackles problem after problem 
to make her dream come true, 
until, despite great opposition from 
friends, family and acquaintances, 
she finally achieves her goal. 

The tale is 6) .................. ........... , 

with episodes which are both 
7) ................... and 8) .................. , 

and retains the reader's interest 
throughout. It gives a 9) .............. . 

insight into life in the early 1900's 
and the hardships encountered by 
people at that time. 

Ellie's Success is weill 0) ................ . 
reading, if you enjoy period fiction. 
It can teach the reader about fair 
play, or lack of it, in the business 
world and provides a welcome 
break from set literary texts and 
coursebooks. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Unit 9c Reviews 

a biography b romance 

c novel d thriller 

a long b well-written 

c box-office d children's 

a placed b set 

c put d timed 

a details b plot 

c character d talc 

a plot b script 

c dialogue d screenplay 

a real b historic 

c excellent d spectacular 

a movIng b groWIng 

c true d thorough 

a warm b heart -warming 

c affectionate d caring 

a absorbed b well-directed 

c documentary d fascinating 

a for b good 

c worth d rewarding 
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Unit 9c Reviews 

3 Read the following excerpts and fill in the gaps using words from the 
list below. 

action character climax 
heroine interval lines 
masterpiece opening plot 
readable rehearsal soundtrack 
stunts themes thnJier 

a On its 1) .................................. night. Tom Watfs new production was a 

disappointment. The poor performance in the first act may have been due 

to the lack of 2) .................................. as many in the cast seemed iII-pre-

pared. uneasy in their roles and unsure of their 3) .................................. . 

After the 4) ................................ the second half was a great improvement. 

b This star-studded. electrifying remake of an old favourite has impressive 

and dangerous 1) ...................................... spectacular special effects and 

an original 2) ..................................... by one of the hottest current rock 

bands. The best 3) ..................................... movie of the year. Don't miss it! 

c The novel is narrated in the first person by its l) ................................. , 

Amelia Evans, and it is through her actions that the 2) ................................ . 

unfolds. From the opening chapter her 3) ................................. dominates 

events, right up to their dramatic 4) ................................. . 

d It has all the makings of a first-class 1) ..................................... : it is set in 

15th-century England and the 2) ..................................... it explores centre 

around the paranormal and the occult. Although it is not quite a literary 

3) ..................................... , it is definitely very 4) ..................................... . 

• What is the subject of each review'? 

4 Complete the following collocations by filling the gaps with suitable 
words from the list below. Use the words only once. 

.-
box-office, curtain, gratuitolls, long-running, Oscar, 

rave, standing, theatre, thunderous, TV 

1 .................................. viewers 6 .................................. call 

2 .................................. audience 7 .................................. violence 

3 .................................. hit 8 .................................. applause 

4 .................................. soap opera 9 .................................. reviews 

5 .................................. ovation 10 .................................. nominee 

5 Read the list below and the film 
review on the following page. Then, 
tick the features from the list which 
have been mentioned in the review. 

Background 

[ZJ type of film 

D setting - where 

D setting - when 

D theme 

D adaptation from novel/play 

D original screenplay/script 

D filmed in studi%n location 

D music/soundtrack 

D main actor/actress 

D name of director 

D name of producer 

D supporting cast 

Main Body 

D details of plot 

D ending of film 

D main character 

D other characters 

D comments on acting • 

D comments on directing 

D comments on plot 

D comments on characters 

D other comments 

Conclusion 

D positive comments by critic 

D negative comments by critic 

D recommendation 



Dangerous Minds, directed by John N. Smith, is set in 
a poor inner city area high school. The main character 
is a trainee teacher, played by Michelle Pfeiffer, who 
also happens to be an ex-Marine. The hit song 
"Gangsta's Paradise" from the film's soundtrack gives 
the impression that the film is a powerful drama. 
However, it actually turns out to be a story of hope and 
optimism. 

The film centres on Miss Johnson (Michelle Pfeiffer) 
who is put in charge of a class made up of the city's 
toughest and most troubled adolescents. She soon 
realises that by treating the youths with the respect 

and understanding that human beings deserve, she 
can maintain order; moreover, she wins the trust of 
her class while actually helping them to enjoy learning 
and to realise that they control their own lives. 

Dangerous Minds covers many of the problems 
young people face in society today, something made 
possible by the fact that it is not just a film about a 
teacher but also about the disturbing problems faced 
by members of the class. This is all done in a realistic 
way with which most of us can identify. Pfeiffer is bril
liant in her role, and convincing in the emotions she 
portrays throughout. 

If you like to see good triumph over evil and are fond 
of happy endings, then you should definitely see this 
film. Although it is probably not the most fascinating 
film you will ever watch, Pfeiffer's performance is out
standing. 

Unit 9c Reviews 

6 Look at the following writing task 
instructions, then answer the questions 
below. The questions apply to both 
tasks. 

a) The editor of your school newspaper 
has invited students to send in 
reviews of a film they have seen 
recently which would be of interest 
to their fellow students. Write your 
review. 

b) Write a review of a book you have 
read which has strongly influenced 
your views on life. Briefly describe 
what the book is about and in what 
ways it has influenced you. 

• What is the title, type, setting, etc of 
the film/book? 

• Who are the main characters? 

• What information would you include 
about the plot? 

• What other points would you include 
in the review (author, director, sound
track, etc)? 

• Could you write an unfavourable 
review of the film/book? Why (not)? 

• In which order would you present 
the information/comments to be in
cluded? 

• What useful expressions could you 
use in the introductory and final 
paragraphs, and to comment on vari
ous features of the film/book? 

7 Choose ONE of the writing tasks 
above, and write a complete para
graph plan with notes. Then, write 
the review in about 300 words. 
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s c 
A Write a story entitled The Final Parting. 

1 Would you use flashback narration to write your 
story? Why/Why not? 

2 What technique(s) would you use to begin your 
story? 

3 What techniques would you use to make your story 
more interesting? 

4 What tenses would you use throughout the story? 
5 Suggest a plot for your story. 

B You are the manager of a clothing factory and you 
would like to send a group of your employees abroad 
to study other companies' design and production 
methods. Write to the head of a company abroad 
asking if your employees can visit his/her firm and 
explaining the reasons for their visit. 

1 What are the key words? 
2 What reasons could be included? 
3 How should you begin/end? 
4 How should you address the recipient? 
5 How should you sign the letter? 
6 Which paragraph plan would you follow? 

C Describe someone you have known for a long time 
and say what you think this person will be like in ten 
years' time. 

What are the key words? 
2 Who might you describe? 
3 How would you justify the "what you think" part of 

the topic? 
4 What aspects of description would you include? 

Give examples. 
5 What tenses would you use? Why? 
6 Can you suggest a plan to be followed? 

D Describe a popular seaside resort in mid-summer. 

1 What are the key words? 
2 What type of description is required? 
3 What aspects of description are required? 
4 What tenses would you use? 
5 Can you suggest phrases which involve use of the 

senses to describe the place? 
6 Which paragraph plan would you follow? 

E "The quality of life was better fifty years ago than it is 
today. " How far do you agree with this statement? 

1 What type of composition is this? 
2 What are the key words? 
3 What first and last paragraph techniques would you 

use? 
4 Which useful language can be used in this type of 

composition? 
5 Would you include a quotation? 
6 What paragraph plan would you follow? 

F The library in your town or college is about to be 
expanded. Write a letter to the planning committee 
explaining how you think the present facilities could 
be improved and suggesting some new services 
which the library could provide. 

1 What type of letter is required? 
2 What are the key words? 
3 What suggestions would you make? 
4 What useful language would you use to explain/ 

suggest? 
5 What paragraph plan would you follow? 

G Describe your plan for the ideal day and explain your 
choice of activities. 

1 What are the key words? 
2 How would you interpret the phrase "ideal day"? 
3 What activities might you describe as "ideal"? 



4 What tenses should be used? Why? 
5 Would you include narration in your description? 

Why/ Why not? 
6 Can you suggest a paragraph plan? 

H Write a story which begins or ends with the words: "I 
should have known all along that I couldn't trust him. " 

1 Does the topic require flashback narration? Why/ 
Why not? 

2 Which technique(s) could you use to begin/end 
your story? 

3 Which techniques would you include to make your 
story more interesting? 

4 What tenses would you use? Why? 
5 What words would you use to link the events in your 

story? 
6 Suggest a possible plot for the story. 

As head of an advertising agency, you have received a 
letter from the manager of a clothing company asking 
for advice on how to boost sales. Write your letter to 
the manager. 

1 What type of letter is required? 
2 What are the key words? 
3 What information would you include? 
4 What useful language would you use to introduce 

your points? 
5 Which paragraph plan would you follow? 

J "The world would be a much more peaceful place if 
there were more women in power. " Do you agree with 
this statement? 

1 What type of composition is required? 
2 What are the key words? 
3 Do you agree or disagree with the statement? Why? 
4 What first and last paragraph techniques would you 

use? 
5 What useful language would be helpful in writing 

this type of composition? 
6 Which paragraph plan would you follow? 

K Describe a place with which you have very strong 
emotional associations and explain the reasons for 
these associations. 

1 What type of description is required? 
2 What place might you choose to describe? 
3 What "associations" might this place have? 
4 What aspects of description would you include? 

Give examples. 
5 What tenses would you use? Why? 
6 Which paragraph plan would you follow? 

L Your town has received a large grant. Write an article 
for the local newspaper giving your opinion as to how 
this money could best be spent. 

What type of article is required? 
2 What uses of the grant would you suggest? 
3 What tenses would you use? Why? 
4 What useful language would you use to make your 

points? 
5 Which paragraph plan would you follow? 

M A local travel agency has asked you to write a report 
giving information on various activities which visitors 
can take part in while staying in your town. 

1 What type of report is required? 
2 What information would you give before the first 

subheading? 
3 What types of activities would you include? 
4 What subheadings would you use? 
5 In what order would you put the subheadings? 

N You recently read an article or advertisement in a mag
azine which you believe to be misleading. Write a letter 
to the editor of the magazine stating your views and 
requesting that the misleading information be cor
rected. 

1 What are the key words? 
2 What might the subject of the article or advertise

ment be? 
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3 In what ways can an article or advertisement be 
misleading? 

4 What useful language would you use to make your 
points? 

5 What paragraph plan would you follow? 

o You are working on the final plans for a new invention 
and are running out of money. Write a proposal for 
your bank manager, giving details of the invention and 
reasons why you think it will be successful, in order to 
obtain a loan. 

1 What type of writing is a proposal? 
2 What information would you give before the first 

subheading? 
3 What might the invention be? 
4 Why would it be a success? 
5 What subheadings would you include? 
6 In what order would you put the subheadings? 

P You have just returned from a package holiday with 
which you were completely dissatisfied. Write a letter 
to the travel agency setting out your complaints and 
asking for compensation. 

1 What type of letter is required? 
2 What might have gone wrong with the holiday? 
3 What sort of compensation would you ask for? 
4 What would you say in the first/last sentences? 
5 Would you use "strong" or "mild" language? 
6 Which paragraph plan would you follow? 

Q Your employer has asked you to evaluate the facilities 
of a local hotel as the possible venue for a large con
ference. Write a report for your employer, including 
your recommendation. 

1 What type of report is required? 
2 What facilities would be needed for a large confer-

ence? 
3 What subject title would you include? 
4 What subheadings would you include? 
5 What information would you include under each 

subheading? 

R You have seen the following announcement in a mag
azine. 

ENTER NOW!! 

OUR READERS AND THE BOOK 
THEY TREASURE 

• Is there one special book that has had a great 
influence on your life? 

• Write in and tell us about it. 
• Tell us briefly about the book and, more 

importantly, what it taught you or how it 
helped you. 

• The best entry will be published in the near 
future. 

Prize: £1 00 in book tokens to help you build up 
your own library! 

Write your entry for the competition. 

1 What type of composition is required? 
2 What book would you choose to write about? 
3 What details of time, setting, characters, facts, etc 

would you include? 
4 What tenses would you use? Why? 
5 How did the book influence your life? 
6 Which paragraph plan would you follow? 

S Write news reports based on the following headlines. 
Write about 150 words for each. 

STATION BOMB CHAOS 
NEW ROAD PROTESTERS CONFRONT POLICE 

1 When/where did the incidents take place? 
2 Who was involved or present? 
3 What were the causes/consequences of the incidents? 
4 Would you include any direct comments? From 

whom? 
5 What tenses would you use? Why? 
6 Which paragraph plan would you follow? 



T You have seen the following advertisement and want to 
apply for the post. Write your letter, including qualifi-
cations, qualities and reasons why you are suitable for 
the post. 

TEACHER'S ASSISTANTS WANTED 

We arc looking for young people who love chil-
dren and want to help them learn! Must be over 
I t), enthusiastic and energetic. 
Write to: The Director of Studies 

St Mary's Nursery School 
29 Wilkins Rd, Barstone 

What type of letter is required? 
2 What are the key words? 
3 What information about yourself should you 

include? 
4 Is it necessary to include a physical description of 

yourself? 
5 What could the opening/closing sentences be? 
6 Which paragraph plan would you follow? 

U A magazine has asked you to write an article dis
cussing the question: "Living Longer - All It's 
Cracked Up To Be?" 

1 What type of article is required? 
2 What are the key words? 
3 What aspects of the discussion clock would you 

consider? 
4 What linking words/phrases would be useful for 

writing this type of composition? 
5 Would you state your opinion in the first para

graph? WhylWhy not? 
6 Which paragraph plan would you follow? 

V Describe the two most memorable events of your life 
and say what the consequences of these occasions 
were. 

1 What arc the key words? 
2 What type of description is required? 
3 How many events should vou describe? 
4 What type of events could be described as "the 

most memorable "'1 
5 Would you describe good events, bad events or 

both? 
6 What consequences could these events have? 
7 What tenses would you use? Why? 
8 Can you suggest a paragraph plan for this composi

tion? 

W "Sport and entertainment have become a matter of 
business rather than pleasure. " Discuss. 

1 What kind of composition is required? 
2 What technique(s) would you use to begin your 

composition? 
3 Do you agree with the statement? WhylWhy not? 
4 Would your opinion be stated directly or indirectly? 
5 Which paragraph plan would you follow? 

X Write an article to be published in a national airline's in
flight magazine giving practical advice to people visi
ting your country for the first time. 

1 What language would you use in the article? 
2 What information would you include in the article? 
3 Should you use subheadings? If yes, which sub-

headings would be appropriate for this article? 
4 What heading would you give your article? 
5 Which paragraph plan would you follow? 
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Personal opinion: 

To list advantages and 

disadvantages: 

To list points: 

To list points in a 

specific sequcnce: 

To add more points 

to thc same topic: 

Appendix: Linking Words / Phrases 

In my opinion/view, To my mind, To my way of thinking, I am convinced that, It strikes me that, It is my firm 

belief that, I am inclined to believe that, It seems to me that, As far as I am concerned, I think that the economic 

recession of the previous decade was foreseeahle. 

One advantage of, Another advantage of, One other advantage of, A further advantage of, The main 

advantage of, The greatest advantage of, The first advantage of riding a motorhike in a largc metropolis is that 

of not getting caught in major congestion. 

One disadvantage of, Another disadvantage of, One other disadvantage of, A further disadvantage of, The 

main disadvantage of, The greatest disadvantage of, The first disadvantage of driving a car in a large metropolis 

is that of finding a parking ,Ipace. 

Firstly, First of all, In the first place, Secondly, Thirdly, Finally, To start/begin with, we hal'c to addrcss the 

inadequacies within the education ,Iystem hefore we can tackle unemployment fidly. 

BEGINNING - First, To start/begin with, First of all, the Home Secretwy will make an introdllctory ,\peech. 

CONTINUING - Secondly, After this/that, Afterwards, Then, Next, the Prime Minister will ,Ipeak. 

CONCLUDlNC; - Finally, Lastly, Last but not least, the Chancellor of the Exchequer will announce the new hudget. 

Jthat is more, Furthermore, Apartfrom this/thot, In addition (to tJW.), Moreover, Besides (!hi\), ... not to mention the 

fact that your choice of career is a fundamental decision which will influence the rest of yo III' lirc. 

Not only is your choice of career a fundamental decision, but it is also one that will influencc the rest OrYOllr 

life. 

Your choice or career is both a fundamental decision and something that will influcncc the rest ofyollr life. 

To refer to other sources: With reference to, According to the latest scientific research, the use ofmohile phones can he damaging to one '.I' 

health in the long run. 

To express cause: The man was acquitted of the crime because, owing to the fact that, due to the fact that, on the grounds that, 

To exprcss effect: 

To express purpose: 

since, as there wasn't any suhstantial cvidence. 

In view of, Because of, Owing to the lack of substantial evidence the man was acquitted of the crime. 

There was a lack ofsuhstantial evidence; for this reason the man was acquitted. 

Seeing that there was a lack of suhstantial evidence, the man was acquitted. 

The man is to he retired now that some new evidence has come to light. 

There was a sudden deluge; thus, therefore, so, consequently, as a result, as a consequence, he ,\printed home. 

Due to the storm, the pilot decided to turn hack, so that the flight would not he jeopardized. 

Due to the storm, the pilot decided to turn hack, so as to / in order to avoid jeopardizing the flight. 

Due to the storm, the pilot decided to tum hack,in case the flight was jeopardized. 

They purchased the old mansion with the purpose/intention of converting it into a luxwy hotel. 



To emphasise a Indeed, Naturally, Clearly, Obviously, Of course, Needless to say, the scheme was hound to fail due 

point: to insufficient funds. 

To express reality: It is a fact that, In effect, In fact, As a matter offact, Thefact of the matter is (that), Actually, In practice, 

Indeed, smoking over a long period of time will seriously increase the risk of heart disease. 

To expres.~ the difference Initially, At first, the proposal was viewed with suspicion hut after much deliheration it was finally accepted. 

between appearance and 

reality: 

To give examples: For instance, For example, hy establishing day-care centres across the country, workin[; mothers can he 

encouraged to resume their careers. 

By providing incentives such as, like day-care centres working mothers are encouraged to resume their careers. 

If working mothers are to resume their careers then the provision of incentives particularly, in particular, 

especially day-care centres is essential. 

To make general As a (general) rule, By and large, Generally, In general, On the whole, countries nearer the equator hal'e 

statements: warmer climates. 

To make partially Up to a point, To a certain extent/degree, To some extent/degree, In a sense, In a way, To a limited extent, 

correct statements: thil' is true hut computers will always need human input. 

To express limit of To the best of my knowledge, As far as I know, Canary Whaif is the tallest building in London. 

knowledge: 

To state other people's It is popularly believed that, People often claim that, It is often alleged that, Some people argue that, 

opinion: Many argue that, Most people feel that, Some people point out that wealth will hring happiness, 

Contrary to popular belief, wealth does not necessarily hring happiness. 

To make contrasting It is a well-known fact that living in the city is harmful to one's health yet, however, nevertheless, 

points: but, even so, still, nonetheless, a lot of people move to the city every year in search of a he tier future. 

Although, Even though, Regardless of the fact that, In spite of the fact that, De~pite the fact that, While it is a 

well-known fact that living in the city is harmful to one '.I' health, a lot of people move to the city (,I'ery year in 

search of a hetter future. 

To express halance (the Opponents of using animals in experiments argue, claim, believe that alternative methods of testing can always 

other side of the he used. 

argument): While it is true to say that genetic engineering holds the key to solving many of the world '.1' serious prohlems, in 

fact it should be viewed with caution. 

The fact that a great number of university graduates cannot find employment contradicts the belief/idea that a 

university education is the key to a successful career. 

Negative addition: Neither smoking nor consuming too much alcohol are considered healthy. 

Smoking is not considered healthy; nor, neither is consuming too much alcohol. 

Smoking is not considered healthy and consuming too much alcohol isn't, either. 

To express exception: He had collected every edition of the magazine apart from, but, except (for) one. 

To clarify/rephrase: In other words, That is to say, To put it another way, if you drive more carefully you are less likely to have an 

accident. 

1 
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To express similarity: 

To give an alternative: 

To express condition: 

To express the 
consequence of 
a condition: 

To express comparison: 

To conclude: 

Time: 

Relatives: 

Reference: 

Summarising: 

Brushing your teeth daily is fundamental for good oral hyiene; similarly,/likewise,/in the same way, not eating 
food containing sugar in-between meals also promotes oral hygiene. 

We C(}uld use (either) a chain-saw or an axe. 

We could use an axe. On the other hand, Alternatively, a chain-saw would be simpler and faster. 

His father promised to buy him a car on the condition that, provided (that), providing (that), only if, as long as 

he passed his exams to enter university. 

In the event of a fire alarm, In the event that, If a fire alarm should ring, leave by the nearest fire exit quickly and 
quietly. 

Take a map in case you become disorientated. 

Do you happen to know whether (or not) this is the most direct route? 

You should call her otherwise, or (else) she will start to become worried. 

The price of underground tickets is due to increase again; consequently, then, so, in which case, I will start 
taking the bus. 
I'm hoping to get paid today; if so, I'll be going out tonight, if not, otherwise, it'll be another night in front 
of the TV 

My best friend is as intelligent as, more intelligent than, twice as intelligent as, less intelligent than me. 

Finally, Lastly, All in all, Taking everything into account/consideration, On the whole, All things considered, 

In conclusion, On balance, For the above mentioned reasons, Therefore I feel that, To sum up, it is unlikely 

that there will be peace in all the countries of the world concurrently. 

Press the button when, whenever, before, until, till, after the light comes on. 

There have been no earthquakes since July last year. 

He saw her as he was leaving the shop. He saw her while he was waiting. 

I never see him now that his hours have changed. 

It was those people over there who/that did it. 

That's the witness whose testimony will be heard later on today. 

That's the judge who/that will adjudicate your claim. 

That's the lawcourt where you will be tried. 

That's the woman who/whom/that I think was responsible. 

I am writing to advise you of a meeting regarding, concerning the upcoming award presentation ceremony. 

I am writing with respect/regard/reference to, in regard/reference to your recently published article on 

vivisection. 

In short, Briefly, To put it briefly, his peiformance on stage was fantastic! 
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